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simulation of a circular slip stream. In the purely hydrodynamic setting the interface is unstable with

respect to perturbations (Kelvin–Helmholtz instability). By means of a sufficiently strong magnetic

field that is tangential to the interface, this instability can be suppressed. For the simulation shown

here, the magnetic field is not yet strong enough so that the development of the Kelvin–Helmholtz

instabilities can be clearly seen. The large picture shows the density of the fluid. The two smaller

pictures show the locally adapted grid (top) and the third component of the magnetic field (bottom)

in a small section of the domain in the vicinity of the interface.



Abstract

In this study we present a finite–volume scheme for solving the equa-
tions of radiation magnetohydrodynamics in two and three space di-
mensions. Among other applications this system is used to model the
plasma in the solar convection zone and in the solar photosphere. It is
a non–linear system of balance laws derived from the Euler equations
of gas dynamics and the Maxwell equations; the energy transport
through radiation is also included in the model. The starting point of
our presentation is a standard explicit first and second order finite–
volume scheme on both structured and unstructured grids. We first
study the convergence of a finite–volume scheme applied to a scalar
model problem for the full system of radiation magnetohydrodynam-
ics. We then present modifications of the base scheme. These make
it possible to approximate the system of magnetohydrodynamics with
an arbitrary equation of state; they reduce errors due to a violation of
the divergence constraint on the magnetic field, and they lead to an
improved accuracy in the approximation of solution near an equilib-
rium state. These modifications significantly increase the robustness
of the scheme and are essential for an accurate simulation of processes
in the solar atmosphere. For simulations in the solar photosphere, we
have to take the radiation intensity into account. A scheme for solv-
ing the radiation transport equation is a further focus of this study.
We present both analytical results and numerical tests, comparing
our scheme with some standard schemes found in the literature. We
conclude our presentation with a study of the parallelization strategy
for distributed memory computers that we use in our 3d code.
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Introduction

Numerical simulations have become an important tool for studying many different
physical and technical problems. Ranging from the formation of galaxies to weather
forecasts to the design for parts of complex machinery, the applications are numerous.
On the one hand, numerical simulations serve as a tool for the verification of physical
theories deduced from observation; on the other hand, they play an important role
in reducing development cost in manufacturing. Although the range of applications
is extremely broad, the methods used for solving problems numerically have many
features in common. This is due to the fact that the physical models used have similar
properties. For example, fluid flow in the atmosphere of stars or in car engines can be
modeled by very similar systems of equations and can be simulated using very similar
numerical methods.

In this study we investigate numerical schemes that can be used to simulate the evo-
lution of a compressible fluid. The governing system of partial differential equations
is based on the Euler equations of gas dynamics. Over the last centuries, this system
has been the focus of both analytical and numerical studies. A large number of dif-
ferent schemes have been developed and tested using this system. One very successful
approach turned out to be the finite–volume framework, and many different schemes
based on this approach have been presented. The same methods have also been applied
to different extensions of the basic system of Euler equations, including, for example,
reactive flow and magnetohydrodynamics. The latter will be the main focus of our
study.

Solar physical applications

The material presented in the following is part of a project financed by the Deutsche
Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG) aimed at deriving and analytically justifying numerical
methods for studying fluid flow in the solar atmosphere. The development of many of
the methods is a direct consequence of the interaction between members of our group
here in Freiburg (Dietmar Kröner, Christian Rohde, Matthias Wesenberg, and myself)
and solar physicists (Manfred Schüssler and Peter Vollmöller from the Max–Planck
Institute for Aeronomie in Kattlenburg–Lindau), whose ideas greatly influenced our
work. Many of the problems discussed here occur only if the methods are applied
not to academic test cases, but to realistic settings. Therefore, the discussions with
the solar physicists and their help in developing and testing the numerical methods
influenced the direction in which our work progressed.

Although a variation in solar activity has a strong impact on life here on earth, a
thorough understanding of the physical processes behind these phenomena is still the
subject of research all over the world:
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http://image.gsfc.nasa.gov/poetry/storm0/black1.html http://sec.noaa.gov/SWN/index.html

Storms are usually responsible for the losses of

electricity we endure, but did you know that

”storms” as far away as the sun are capable

of knocking out large areas of electric service?

Amazingly, the sun is capable of not only dis-

rupting electrical power, but also short wave

radio, television and telegraph signals, naviga-

tional equipment (GPS and LORAN), defense

(military) early warning radar systems, the cli-

mate, and can even knockout our communication

satellites in space.

http://image.gsfc.nasa.gov/poetry/storm0/black1.html

Early records of sunspots indicate that the Sun

went through a period of inactivity in the late

17th century. Very few sunspots were seen on the

Sun from about 1645 to 1715. [. . . ] This period

of solar inactivity also corresponds to a climatic

period called the ”Little Ice Age” when rivers

that are normally ice-free froze and snow fields

remained year-round at lower altitudes. There

is evidence that the Sun has had similar peri-

ods of inactivity in the more distant past. The

connection between solar activity and terrestrial

climate is an area of on-going research.

http://sec.noaa.gov/SWN/index.html

Since the possibilities for direct observation of physical processes below the solar sur-
face are limited, numerical simulations play an important role in obtaining a clearer
understanding of solar phenomena. A further example of a solar phenomena not yet
fully understood is the eleven year cycle in which the number of sun spots on the solar
surface increase and decrease. One difficulty is that the filaments at the boundary of the
sun spots are made up of magnetic fluxtubes that are formed about 2 · 105 kilometers
below the solar surface in the lower convection zone of the sun. In this region direct
observation is hardly possible so that the formation and evolution of the fluxtubes has
to be studied by means of numerical simulations. Although the presentation here is far
more general and such solar phenomena are not the immediate focus, the application
of our method to problems in solar physics has been a constant motivation.

Mathematical model

The mathematical model consists of a system of balance laws combining the equations of
magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) and the radiation transport (RT) equation. The MHD
equations are a non–linear system of eight conservation laws; the energy transport
through radiation leads to an additional source term that is non–local in space.
The MHD equations describe the evolution of an electrically conductive plasma in the
presence of magnetic fields and combine the Euler equations of gas dynamics and the
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Maxwell equations. The latter also introduce a constraint equation on the divergence of
the magnetic field. In the solar atmosphere the force of gravity plays an important role
and is included in our model via source terms. To perform the simulations, we have to
prescribe suitable initial conditions for the fluid. These often consist of a perturbation
of a stratified and static background atmosphere. One intrinsic problem of simulations
with this type of initial data is the size of the computational domain. The setting
allows for no physical boundaries, and the construction of suitable artificial boundary
conditions that can be used in numerical simulations is no easy undertaking.
The main difficulty in approximating the radiation field is the high dimensionality
of the problem and the propagation speed of the radiation, which is several orders
of magnitude above the speed of the fluid. In our model we deal with the second
problem by assuming an instantaneous radiation equilibrium. We have thus removed
the different time scales, but we introduce a non–local dependency into our problem,
which we have to cope with in our numerical scheme. The high dimensionality of the
radiation intensity — it depends on space, time, propagation angle, and frequency —
forces us to construct a very efficient solver to compute the radiation field.

Numerical scheme

We use a first and second order finite–volume scheme on locally adapted structured
and unstructured grids. We have implemented this method in one, two, and three
space dimensions, using both Cartesian and triangular grids in 2d and hexahedral
and tetrahedral grids in 3d. To increase the efficiency of the scheme, we make use
of parallelization strategies including distributed memory parallelization with dynamic
load balancing. Most of the methods presented in this study are, however, not restricted
to use with a finite–volume scheme and have been constructed to be easily added to any
existing method for solving the system of magnetohydrodynamics. We have already
pointed out that the application to solar physical problems serves as a motivation for
the development and test of the scheme; the presentation, however, is kept at a far
more general level. For example, the correction method used to compute solutions near
an equilibrium state can be used for many types of atmospheric flow, or even for totally
different applications where the problem of balancing source terms and flux gradients
plays a crucial role.
An important consideration for the development of our methods is their simple im-
plementation within the framework of an existing numerical scheme, which we modify
as little as possible. The complexity of our applications also requires an efficient so-
lution algorithm. Consequently, none of the modifications should lead to an increase
in the computational cost. Furthermore, we try to reduce the number of free param-
eters as much as possible; if available, we use an analytically motivated choice for the
parameters, otherwise we try to find suitable values by means of numerical tests.

Analytical justification

There are very few analytical results for complex non–linear coupled systems of the
type studied here. Even for the MHD system without radiation very little is known
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concerning the existence and uniqueness of solutions for general initial data. Conse-
quently, convergence analysis for numerical schemes is not yet available. One approach
often used in the analysis of complex systems is to reduce the complexity (often down
to a scalar balance law), taking care to retain the important characteristic features of
the original system. A multitude of analytical results are available for scalar balance
laws, ranging from existence and uniqueness results to the convergence of numerical
schemes in higher space dimensions. We employ this approach to justify the use of a
finite–volume scheme to solve the coupled system of radiation magnetohydrodynam-
ics. We carefully derive a scalar balance law that includes a non–local operator. This
source term, which models the radiation transport, is the novel feature of our model
problem. We first study the influence of this non–local term on the solution of the
model problem; then we prove the convergence of a finite–volume scheme including an
explicit approximation of the non–local operator.

Numerical tests

The mathematical model consists of two parts, one describing the evolution of the fluid
and the other the radiation field. The construction of our numerical schemes is based on
this splitting, which leads to a MHD and a RT “module”. These modules are discussed
and tested separately since the coupling of the radiation and the fluid flow occurs only
on a source term level. We thereby assume that the performance of the full scheme
can be measured by the performance of both contributing modules. This indirect test
of our algorithm is necessary since we are not aware of any simple test cases for the
full coupled system. A rigorous test of the full algorithm is very difficult and requires
a detailed understanding of the underlying physical processes in the solar atmosphere;
this is beyond the scope of this presentation.
The main focus of our study is a comparison of the efficiency of different numerical
schemes. We compare often used approaches from the literature with newly developed
schemes. We measure the efficiency of a scheme by studying the error to runtime ratio.
Since the complexity of our problems (especially of our simulations in 3d) leads to a
high demand on computational cost, the runtime efficiency of the numerical scheme
has to be the essential aspect of our study.

Hardware and software used

The numerical scheme is implemented in C++. We used many different computer
systems for our numerical tests, including single processor Linux PC, a shared memory
SGI computer system (Origin with 46 processors), the IBM RS/6000 SP computer
at the Rechenzentrum in Karlsruhe, and the IBM Regatta at the Rechenzentrum in
Freiburg. Both GnuPlot and the graphics library GraPE were used for the visualization
of the data. Detailed references to all software packages used are given later.
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Outline of the thesis

In the first chapter we derive the relevant system of equations for our solar physical
applications. The physical derivation of the full system is not discussed in detail,
only the relevant notation is introduced. The main part of our study is divided into
three parts, each of which is preceded by an overview chapter and concluded with a
summary. In the first part we outline a very general numerical scheme for solving the
system of radiation magnetohydrodynamics. We justify the numerical scheme through
the analysis of a simplified setting. In the second and third parts, we extend this basic
numerical scheme, treating the parts for the fluid and the radiation separately. We now
describe the three parts in more detail.
In the first part (Chapters 2–5) we present a standard finite–volume scheme for
solving the system of radiation magnetohydrodynamics. At this stage we describe only
the standard building block as can be found in the literature. The scheme described
in Chapter 3 does not yet include all aspects of our mathematical model and in its
basic form it is not suitable for use in challenging applications. It serves rather as the
skeleton for the extensions described in the second and third parts. Before we study
the necessary modifications of the scheme, we justify the general approach with an
analytical study of a simplified model problem. The fact that the central non–standard
aspect of the system is the non–local effect of the radiation source term dictates the
choice of material presented in Chapter 4. The model problem consists of a scalar
balance law with a right hand side including a non–local integral operator. We
first study the properties of special solutions to the model scalar balance law and then
present a general convergence proof for finite–volume schemes in 2d.
In the second part (Chapters 6–10) we present modifications of that part of the numer-
ical scheme in which the evolution of the fluid variables is computed. In the overview
Chapter 6 we present a number of challenges that our numerical scheme must meet and
also describe approaches found in the literature, approaches we then use as comparison
schemes for our own solution technique. The comparison methods are chosen in accor-
dance with the guidelines we set up for our own modification as discussed above (simple
extension of existing scheme and no additional computational cost). Chapters 7–9 are
devoted to the description of the methods and numerical tests for three central chal-
lenges: we first study a relaxation approach that allows us to extend a solver for a
perfect gas to approximate the MHD equations with a general equation of state;
then we present a general framework in which the divergence constraint on the mag-
netic field is coupled with the evolution equation for the magnetic field. Based on this
approach we derive a number of different correction mechanisms for reducing errors
in the divergence of the magnetic field. Finally we study a modification of the base
scheme that facilitates the accurate approximation of solutions near an equilibrium
state.
The third part of our investigation (Chapters 11–14) is devoted to the presentation and
study of numerical schemes for solving the radiation transport equation. Again
we start with an overview in which we discuss the central aspects of this part of the
numerical scheme and present a standard solver found in the literature that we use as
a reference method. In Chapter 12 we derive a numerical scheme for approximating
the radiation intensity for a fixed propagation direction. This is the central building
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block used for the approximation of the radiation source term that enters into the
balance law for the total energy. We present a convergence proof for our method
and, after presenting numerical tests for fixed propagation directions, we conclude
our investigation of the radiation transport module in Chapter 13 by studying the
approximation of the radiation source term itself.
In the last Chapter we then present some results using our 3d MHD code, including
a simulation for a problem from solar physics.
The enclosed CD ROM contains a pdf version of this thesis and the sources of our
2d and 3d MHD code. Furthermore, we have included the web pages of our project.
The CD ROM also contains additional material including movies and posters that were
produced during the project. The file (MHD.html) in the root directory of the CD
ROM gives specific details of the layout.
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Chapter 1

Mathematical Model

In this chapter the mathematical model is derived that is used to describe the physical
processes in the solar convection zone and photosphere. Three sets of equations have to
be combined: the first set describes the evolution of the mass, the momentum, and the
energy density of the fluid; the second set the evolution of the magnetic field. These two
systems are the Euler equations of gas dynamics and the Maxwell equations. By taking
into account the interaction between the magnetic field and the fluid these two systems
are combined to yield the system of magnetohydrodynamics (MHD). This system is
described in Section 1.1.
In the solar photosphere the energy transport by radiation plays an important role for
the energy balance of the fluid. This makes it necessary to add the equation governing
the radiation intensity. The absorption, emission, and transport of the radiation inten-
sity is strongly influenced by the temperature and the density of the underlying fluid.
The radiation transport (RT) equation is discussed in Section 1.2. The absorption and
emission of radiation energy lead to a source term in the balance law for the energy
density. The coupled system (RMHD) of the MHD system with the RT equation is
introduced in Section 1.3. A detailed derivation of the MHD system can be found
in [Cab70] and the interaction of radiation and hydrodynamics is discussed in [MM84].

1.1 The Equations of Magnetohydrodynamics (MHD)

Combining the Maxwell equations and the Euler equations of gas dynamics in the
case where heat conduction, relativistic, viscous, and resistive effects can be neglected
leads to the system of ideal magnetohydrodynamics (MHD). This system describes the
motion of an electrically conducting fluid in the presence of a magnetic field in a domain
Ω× [0, T ] ⊂ R3 ×R+. It consists of eight balance laws together with a set of algebraic
relations and a constraint equation on the magnetic field. The gravitational force on
the fluid is taken into account through source terms.

∂tρ+∇ · (ρu) = 0 (conservation of mass), (1.1a)

∂t(ρu) +∇ · (ρuuT + P) = qρu (conservation of momentum), (1.1b)

∂tB +∇ · (uBT −BuT ) = 0 (induction equation), (1.1c)
∂t(ρe) +∇ · (ρeu + Pu) = qρe (conservation of energy), (1.1d)

1
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∇ ·B = 0 (divergence constraint). (1.1e)

The conserved quantities are the density ρ > 0, the momentum ρu ∈ R3, the magnetic
field B ∈ R3, and the total energy density ρe > 0. The MHD system is augmented by
some algebraic relations. The internal energy ε > 0 is defined by the relation between
the total energy, the kinetic, and the magnetic energies

e = ε+
1
2
|u|2 +

1
8πρ

|B|2 (equation for the total energy). (1.1f)

The pressure tensor combines the influence of the hydrodynamic and the magnetic
pressure

P =
(
p+

1
8π
|B|2

)
I − 1

4π
BBT (equation for the pressure tensor) (1.1g)

where I denotes the unit tensor.
An equation of state (EOS) is used to close the system. This defines the (hydrodynamic)
pressure p > 0 as a function of the internal energy and the density. We also define the
temperature θ > 0 in the same way

p = p(ρ, ε) (EOS for the pressure), (1.2a)
θ = θ(ρ, ε) (EOS for the temperature). (1.2b)

The speed of sound c > 0 in the fluid is also defined through the EOS:

c2(ρ, ε) = −τ2 (∂τp− p∂εp) (speed of sound). (1.2c)

As in the definition for the speed of sound in (1.2c) the density ρ or the specific volume
τ = 1/ρ is used in the EOS adding the variables only when necessary.
The force of gravity leads to the following expressions for the source terms in the
momentum and energy equations ((1.1b) and (1.1d)):

qρu = ρg , (1.3a)
qρe = ρg · u (1.3b)

where the vector valued function g = g(x) is defined on Ω.
By virtue of (1.2a) and (1.1f) the MHD system can be written as a system of balance
laws in the conserved variables

U = (ρ, ρu,B, ρe)T ∈ U (1.4)

where the state space U ⊂ R8 is given by

U :=
{
U ∈ R+ ×R3 ×R3 ×R+ | p(U1, ε) > 0, θ(U1, ε) > 0, c2(U1, ε) > 0

with ε =
U8

U1
− U2

2 + U2
3 + U2

4

2U2
1

− U2
5 + U2

6 + U2
7

8πU1
> 0
}
. (1.5)
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ρ : density, τ = 1/ρ: specific volume,

u = (ux, uy, uz): velocity, B = (Bx, By, Bz): magnetic field,

e : total energy, ε : internal energy,

p : (hydrodynamic) pressure, θ : temperature,

c : speed of sound, g : gravitational force,

P : pressure tensor,

U = (ρ, ρu,B, ρe)T : conserved variables,

V = (ρ,u,B, p)T : primitive variables.

Table 1.1: Physical quantities

In the following we either write U1 to denote the first component of a space vector or
also simply ρ. In the same sense U2 and ρux are taken to be equivalent. In many cases
it is convenient to study the MHD equations in the set of primitive variables given by

V = (ρ,u,B, p)T . (1.6)

A summary of the notation is given in Table 1.1.
At time t = 0 the conserved variables are prescribed:

U(x, 0) = U0(x) = (ρ0(x), (ρu)0(x),B0(x), (ρe)0(x))T ∈ U (x ∈ Ω).

In accordance with (1.1e) the initial conditions have to satisfy ∇ ·B0 = 0. Note that
the flux in the induction equation (1.1c) can be rewritten as a curl of a vector field
∇ · (uBT −BuT ) = ∇× (u ×B). Therefore taking the divergence of equation (1.1c)
yields ∂t∇ · B = 0. This shows that (1.1e) is a condition on the initial data of the
magnetic field and not an additional elliptic constraint.
Introducing

q = q(U) = (0,qρu, 0, 0, 0, qρe)T (1.7)

the MHD system (1.1) can be rewritten in the compact form

∂tU +∇ · F(U) = q(U) ,

∇ ·B = 0 ,

U(·, 0) = U0

(1.8)

using the three dimensional flux vector F = (F1, F2, F3). To close the system suitable
boundary conditions for U(x, t) for (x, t) ∈ ∂Ω× [0, T ] have to be added.

1.1 Definition
We call a system of the form (1.8) hyperbolic if for any unit vector n ∈ R3 the Jacobian
of the flux F(U) · n has only real eigenvalues and a full set of right eigenvectors. It is
strictly hyperbolic if all eigenvalues are distinct.
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1.2 Theorem
System (1.8) is hyperbolic in the unknowns

U(x, t) = (ρ(x, t), (ρu)(x, t),B(x, t), (ρe)(x, t)) (x ∈ Ω ⊂ R3, t > 0) (1.9)

if U(x, t) ∈ U for all (x, t) ∈ Ω×R+.

A rigorous proof can be found for example in [Wes02b]. Here we restrict ourselves
to a brief discussion. Since the MHD system (1.1) is invariant under rotation, it suf-
fices to study the MHD equations in one space dimension. Consequently, we study
the flux Jacobian of F1. Note that the evolution equation for Bx and the divergence
constraint, (1.1c) and (1.1e), respectively, lead to Bx ≡ const. Therefore we have one
zero eigenvalue that we denote with λdiv. In the literature it is common to view the
MHD equations in 1d as a seven by seven system, treating Bx as a constant parameter
that enters into the flux function F1 and thus also influences the eigensystem. The
eigenvalues of the flux Jacobian are in this case ux, ux±cs, ux±ca, ux±cf with speeds
cs ≤ ca ≤ cf defined by

cs =

√
1
2

(
c2 + b2 −

√
(c2 + b2)2 − 4c2b21

)
, (1.10a)

ca = |b1| , (1.10b)

cf =

√
1
2

(
c2 + b2 +

√
(c2 + b2)2 − 4c2b21

)
(1.10c)

using the abbreviations

b21 =
B2
x

ρ
, b2 =

|B|2

ρ
. (1.11)

Given that the conserved quantities lie in the state space U so that c2 > 0 and ρ > 0,
all wave speeds are real numbers. We denote the eigenvalues in increasing order with
λi for i = 1, . . . , 7. Furthermore the flux Jacobian has seven linearly independent right
eigenvectors (see [ZC92]). This shows that the Jacobian is diagonalizable and therefore
the MHD system is hyperbolic. It is not strictly hyperbolic since, depending on the
magnetic field B, up to five eigenvalues can be identical (e.g. B = 0).
In many problems — for example, in the lower convection zone — the fluid can be
assumed to be a perfect gas. In this case the EOS (1.2a) is given by

p = (γ − 1)ρε (1.12)

with a constant γ > 1. The temperature is given by

θ =
1
R
τp

with a constant R > 0. This simple form of the EOS cannot be applied in the solar pho-
tosphere, since here the plasma is partially ionized. In this case a far more complicated
law has to be applied. In fact, in this situation the pressure can only be computed by
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solving additional ordinary differential equations. A simplified model is given by the
Saha Equations [VK65, Chapter V,Section 4] and [Sch99b].
In the following we always make the assumption that our state vector U belongs to
the state space U so that the MHD system is hyperbolic. This is summarized in the
following assumption.

1.3 Assumption
We assume that the quantities p, θ, and c2 given by (1.2) are positive for all pairs of
values ρ, ε appearing during a simulation. Furthermore for fixed ρ we assume that the
pressure law satisfies ∂εp > 0. Consequently we can define the function

ε = ε(ρ, p) (1.13)

as the inverse of p(ρ, ·) for fixed ρ, i.e.

p(ρ, ε(ρ, p̄)) = p̄ . (1.14)

1.4 Remark: Our definition of the temperature θ using (1.2b) is used for simplicity.
Physically the pressure p is given as a function of the density ρ and the specific entropy
s, i.e. p = p(ρ, s). The temperature is then defined as the derivative of the pressure
function with respect to the entropy: θ = ∂sp(ρ, s). This derivative is always greater
than zero. The internal energy ε is also defined as a function of ρ and s which is
strictly increasing with respect to s, i.e. ∂sε(ρ, s) > 0. Therefore one can define the
entropy s as a function of ρ and the internal energy ε. This then leads to p = p(ρ, ε)
and θ = θ(ρ, ε) as used in (1.2a) and (1.2b), respectively. Since it is not our intention
to give a precise physical derivation of the MHD system, we assume for simplicity that
the temperature and the pressure are defined by the EOS as functions of ρ and ε as
summarized in (1.2).
The assumption on the monotonicity of the pressure law with respect to ε is satisfied for
most fluids. Due to this assumption it is always possible to map primitive variables onto
their conserved counterparts since for given ρ and p the internal energy ε can be defined
by the inverse of p(ρ, ·) (cf. (1.13)). By means of equation (1.1f) it is then possible to
compute the total energy e. Note that it is always possible to define a mapping from
conserved variables to primitive variables. For more details on the derivation and the
hydrodynamic properties of the EOS see for example [VK65, MP89].

1.2 The Radiation Transport Equation (RT)

The transport of electromagnetic radiation and its interaction with a fluid is generally
described by the time dependent radiation transport (RT) equation

1
clight

∂tIν(x, t,µ) + µ · ∇Iν(x, t,µ) + χν(x, t)Iν(x, t,µ) = χν(x, t)Bν(x, t) , (1.15)

which is a linear Boltzmann type equation. The intensity Iν represents the amount of
energy transported (with the speed of light clight) by radiation of frequency ν across an
area d2µ in the direction µ. Iν is a function of time t > 0, location x ∈ Ω, propagation
direction µ ∈ S2, and frequency ν ∈ R+. Bν = εν/κν and χν = ρκν are functions
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depending on the temperature θ and the mass density ρ of the underlying fluid. χν is
the inverse mean free photon path, κν(ρ, θ) is the absorption coefficient, and εν(ρ, θ) is
the emission coefficient.
The source function Bν depends on the temperature θ and not on the density ρ of the
underlying fluid. It is described by Planck’s law for black body radiation

Bν(θ) = 2πhc2light

ν5

exp(hclightν
kθ )− 1

where k and h are the Boltzmann and Planck constants, respectively. The absorption
of radiation is described by the function χν , which depends on the fluid density ρ
and temperature θ. In applications this can be a very complicated function, which is
sometimes only defined in tables.
Under the assumption that the radiation relaxation time is small compared with all
other time scales of the physical system considered, the RT equation can be reduced
to its stationary form. For simplicity we also neglect the dependency on the frequency,
thereby using frequency averaged data χ,B:

µ · ∇I(x, t,µ) + χ(x, t)I(x, t,µ) = χ(x, t)B(x, t). (1.16a)

This equation is well posed if the intensity is given on the inflow boundary:

I(x, t,µ) = g(x, t,µ) x ∈ ∂Ω−. (1.16b)

The inflow boundary belonging to a direction µ is given by

∂Ω− = ∂Ω−(µ) := {x ∈ ∂Ω : n(x) · µ < 0} (1.17)

where n(x) denotes the unit outer normal to ∂Ω at x ∈ ∂Ω. Since θ > 0 we compute

B(θ) :=

∞∫
0

Bν(θ)dν = σθ4 (1.18)

where σ = 2π5k4

15h3c2light
is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant.

1.3 The Coupled System (RMHD)

For the dynamic interaction of radiation and matter in the solar photosphere, the
system of radiation magnetohydrodynamics (RMHD) has to be studied. The coupling
of the RT equation (1.16a) and the MHD equations (1.1) leads to a source term Qrad

in the balance law for the total energy (1.1d). Therefore the set of equations (1.1) has
to be augmented as follows:

∂tρ+∇ · (ρu) = 0 (conservation of mass), (1.19a)

∂t(ρu) +∇ · (ρuuT + P) = qρu (conservation of momentum), (1.19b)

∂tB +∇ · (uBT −BuT ) = 0 (induction equation), (1.19c)
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∂t(ρe) +∇ · (ρeu + Pu) = qρe +Qrad (conservation of energy), (1.19d)
∇ ·B = 0 (divergence constraint), (1.19e)

µ · ∇I + χI = χB (radiation transport). (1.19f)

The radiation source term takes on the following form:

Qrad(x, t) =
∫
S2

χ(x, t) (I(x, t,µ)−B(x, t)) dµ (radiation source term). (1.19g)

Both χ and B are given functions of the density ρ and the temperature θ:

B(x, t) = B(θ(x, t)) = σθ(x, t)4, (1.19h)
χ(x, t) = ρ(x, t)κ(ρ(x, t), θ(x, t)). (1.19i)

Depending on the context we use both B = B(x, t), χ = χ(x, t) and B = B(θ),
χ = χ(ρ, θ). The system is closed using the algebraic relations (1.1f), (1.1g) and the
relations (1.2) defined through the EOS. Again initial data U0 and suitable boundary
conditions have to be added. A derivation of the full system of radiation magnetohy-
drodynamics can be found in [MM84].
Defining

Qrad := (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, Qrad)T , (1.20)

the coupled system (1.19) can be rewritten in the compact form:

∂tU +∇ · F(U) = q(U) + Qrad ,

∇ ·B = 0 ,

µ · ∇I = χ(B − I) ,

U(·, 0) = U0 .

(1.21)

1.5 Remark: The coupling between the radiation and the fluid occurs only on a source
term level so that the hyperbolicity of the fluid part of the system is still guaranteed as
long as the sound speed c defined by (1.2c) is positive. Taking the RT equation in
its time–independent form, however, leads to a non–local effect and the finite speed of
propagation is lost. Thus the finite domain of dependence so characteristic of hyperbolic
systems is not maintained. The influence of the non–local nature of the radiation source
term Qrad is discussed in Chapter 4.
Note that although the radiation transport equation is taken in its time–independent
form, the radiation intensity and therefore Qrad depend on time because the time de-
pendent temperature θ and density ρ of the fluid influences the radiation field. On the
other hand no initial data for the intensity has to be prescribed since it is uniquely
defined by U0 and the boundary conditions.
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2. Overview

Base Scheme

In recent years upwind finite–volume schemes have become very popular in numeri-
cal gas dynamics. This is due to the fact that by using this approach one can ob-
tain both sharp shock profiles without generating spurious oscillations and second
or higher order accuracy in smooth parts of the flow. Among the first to success-
fully apply Godunov–type schemes to the MHD equations were Brio and Wu [BW88];
further examples include [DW94, ZMC94, PRM+95, BKP96, CG97, BD99, DPRV99,
DRW99, PRL+99, Wes02b]. Many other approaches developed for systems of bal-
ance laws have also been applied to the system of magnetohydrodynamics. These
include finite–difference schemes; finite–element schemes such as the Discontinuous
Galerkin method of Cockburn [CKS00, DKR+03]; central schemes following the ideas
of Nessyahu and Tatmoor [NT90] can be easily applied to the real gas MHD system.
Schemes specially derived for multidimensional systems include, e.g., the evolution
Galerkin method [LMMW00] and the method of transport, which has been applied
to the perfect gas MHD system [FNT01]. Furthermore, many methods have been
presented that are specially designed for the approximation of the MHD equations in
higher space dimensions on structured grids, an overview can be found in [Tót00].

In addition to their good numerical properties, which have been shown through many
examples, the analytical properties of finite–volume schemes also justify their use for
approximating systems of balance laws such as the system of radiation magnetohydro-
dynamics (1.19). For a scalar balance law the convergence of finite–volume schemes
even in higher space dimensions has been shown, requiring only very few restrictions
on the non–linearities and under realistic assumptions on the regularity of the solution
(e.g. [EGH00]). This is discussed in Chapter 4, where we extend the convergence re-
sult for finite–volume schemes to include a class of scalar model problems derived from
our coupled system (1.19) of radiation magnetohydrodynamics. Also for special sys-
tems convergence of general finite–volume schemes in higher space dimension has been
shown, e.g. for weakly coupled systems in [Roh98] and for linear systems of Friedrich’s
type in [JR02]. For special schemes, convergence proofs are available even for more
general non–linear systems in one space dimension (e.g. [Gli65, BJ00]).

9
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2.1 General Concept

We describe the concept of the finite–volume approach for the full coupled system (1.21)
— the purely magnetohydrodynamic setting is included by setting the radiation source
term Qrad to zero. In the finite–volume approach the conserved variables U are ap-
proximated by average values on elements of a grid T = {Ti : i ∈ I}. For simplicity we
assume that Ω =

⋃
i∈I Ti. The derivation starts from the integral form of (1.21)∫
Ti

∂tU +
∫
∂Ti

F(U) · n =
∫
Ti

(
q(U) + Qrad

)
. (2.1)

For i ∈ I we define average values

Ui(t) =
1
|Ti|

∫
Ti

U(x, t), Qradi(t) =
1
|Ti|

∫
Ti

Qrad(x, t)

and a grid function

Uh(x, t) = Ui(t) for x ∈ Ti (2.2)

which we use to approximate equation (2.1):

d

dt
Ui(t) = − 1

|Ti|

∫
∂Ti

F(Uh(·, t)) · n +
1
|Ti|

∫
Ti

q(Uh(·, t)) + Qradi(t) . (2.3)

To arrive at a fully explicit scheme suitable for simulations on a computer we introduce
a few more approximation steps in Chapter 3:

• The computation of the radiation source term Qrad requires the approximation
of the integral in (1.19g); this step is detailed in Section 3.1.

• We use standard Runge–Kutta methods for approximating the time derivative
and quadrature rules to approximate the integrals in (2.3); this is described in
Section 3.2 and Section 3.3.

• Since Uh(·, t) is discontinuous over the cell boundaries, the flux F(Uh(·, t)) · n is
not well defined and has to be approximated by a numerical flux function. One
possible choice is described in Section 3.4.

As a consequence of these steps the values Ui(t) and Qradi(t) will only be approxima-
tions of the exact average values.
In Chapter 3 we focus only on a simple base scheme as found in the literature. It does
not include, for example, the treatment of arbitrary equations of state or the treatment
of the divergence constraint. These and further extensions of the base scheme, which
are indispensable for real life applications, are studied in the Chapters 7, 8, and 9.
Furthermore we only briefly describe the approximation of the radiation source term,
but not of the radiation intensity itself. This is dealt with in Chapters 12 and 13.
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2.2 Grid Structure

In this section we fix some notation used throughout this study (for triangular grids
these are summarized in Figure 2.1). With Ti we denote the elements of a grid where i
is in some index set I. The set of all elements is given by T = {Ti : i ∈ I}. We assume
that each element is uniquely defined by a finite set of vertices pk ∈ P(i). The set of
vertices of the grid is denoted by P = {pk : k ∈ IP } for an index set IP . Each element
Ti has a finite set of neighbors Tj with j ∈ N1(i) where Tj∩Ti has codimension one. The
intersection of two neighboring grid elements defines a face Sij = Ti ∩ Tj (j ∈ N1(i)).
We assume that the computational domain Ω is the disjoint union of the elements Ti.
The boundary segments of the grid we denote with Sj for j ∈ IB; for each j ∈ IB there
exists an unique index bj ∈ I with Sj ∩ Tbj = Sj . All index sets are held to be disjoint.
We define N2(i) = {j ∈ IB : bj = i} and corresponding faces Sij = Sj ∩Ti for j ∈ N2(i).
The set of all neighbors of an element Ti is given by N(i) = N1(i)∪N2(i). The index set
of all faces is given by IS = {(i, j) : j ∈ N1(i), i < j}∪{(i, j) : j ∈ N2(i)} and the set of
all faces by S = {Sij : (i, j) ∈ IS}. For a face Sij we denote with nij(x) the unit normal
pointing outwards from the element Ti at x ∈ Sij . Furthermore we define the set of
vertices on the face Sij with P(i, j) = {k ∈ P : pk ∈ Sij}. We denote the minimum
height over the face Sij in Ti by hij , i.e. hij = max{h > 0 : x− hnij(x) ∈ Ti,x ∈ Sij}.
We distinguish the elements of a family of grids {Th}h>0 by the parameter h = mini∈I hi
with hi = maxj∈N(i) hij . Functions defined piecewise on each grid Th of a family
{Th}h>0 are denoted with a subscript h. All index sets of Th also depend on h; in most
cases this is not included in the notation.
For simplicity we assume in the following that the grid consists of triangles in two space
dimensions and tetrahedrons in three space dimensions – although we have also imple-
mented the methods on Cartesian and hexahedral grids [DKSW01b, DRSW02]. For
triangular grids the faces Sij are straight line segments and hypersurfaces for tetrahe-
dral grids; the normal nij is constant. The height can be easily computed as hij = 2 |Ti|

|Sij |

for a triangular grid and hij = 3 |Ti|
|Sij | for a tetrahedral grid.

To implement our finite–volume scheme we have to evaluate integrals on the elements
Ti of the grid and on the faces Sij . For these integrals we use quadrature rules that
approximate the integrals by weighted sums. We also present these quadrature rules
only in the case of triangular and tetrahedral grids. We have to define the center
of gravity of the element Ti and of the face Sij : ωi = 1

|P(i)|
∑

k∈P(i) pk and zij =
1

|P(i,j)|
∑

k∈P(i,j) pk, respectively.
In our implementation the grid is organized in a hierarchy, starting with a coarse macro
grid at the top level (Figure 2.2(a)). In each refinement step the new elements are
organized in a tree structure below the node which corresponds to the refined element
(Figure 2.2); the grid T then consists only of the leafs of this hierarchy. This storage
technique has the advantage that local refinement and especially local coarsening of
elements can be performed very fast without influencing global structures. This has
many advantages for parallel computations. For more details see also [DRW99, Sch99a,
DRSW02]).
To minimize the computational cost we adapt the grid to the structure of the solution.
In regions where the solution is smooth, large grid elements can be used; whereas in
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global index sets

I = {0, 1, 2, . . . }/IB = {3, . . . }:index set of all cells/boundaries

IS = {(0, 1), (0, 2), (0, 3), . . . }: index set of surfaces

IP = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, . . . }: index set of vertices

quantities relative to T0

ω0: center of gravity

N1(0) = {1, 2}/N2(0) = {3}: index set of cell/boundary neighbors

N(0) = {1, 2, 3}: index set of all neighbors

P(0) = {0, 1, 3}: index set of vertices

quantities relative to S02

z02,n02, h02: midpoint,unit normal, and height

P(0, 2) = {1, 3}: index set of vertices

Figure 2.1: Unstructured triangular grid around a
cell T0 and surface S02
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T2

S01

S02

S03

ω0

ω2

ω1n01

n02

n03

z03z01

z02 T0 = Tb3

h01

p4

p0

p1p2

p3

B3

Ω

(a) macro grid

Ω

(b) first step

Ω

(c) second step

Ω

(d) third step

Ω

(e) final grid

Figure 2.2: Hierarchical storage of a triangular grid during refinement.

regions with shocks, small elements are necessary to obtain accurate results. Since the
position of these smooth and discontinuous structures in the computational domain
move in time, we cannot use a grid that is refined a priori. We have to keep track
of the different regions and adapt the grid dynamically during the simulations. This
leads to a series of grids (Tn)n∈N where Tn is the grid on which the approximation is
defined for t ∈ [tn, tn+1). The index sets corresponding to Tn naturally also depend
on n and are also denoted with a superscript n when necessary. In 2d we perform
an iteration procedure in each adaption step, which leads to a conform triangulation,
i.e. a grid with no hanging nodes; for example, the grid in Figure 2.2(d) would be
refined one step further to produce the grid in Figure 2.2(e). Since this iteration can
be computationally expensive, our 3d code allows for a difference of one level between
two elements Ti, Tj adjacent to a face Sij ∈ Sn. Since in most cases the macro grid is
too coarse for a good approximation of the initial data, we first refine the grid until all
hi are below some given constant hstart. Then we use our local refinement strategy a
fixed number of times, always projecting the initial data U0 onto the new grid. This
strategy leads to a initial grid T0 on which we start our simulation. Since we use a
time–stepping scheme that operates on a fixed grid to advance the solution from one
time–level to the next, we neglect the index n for the grid in the following.



Chapter 3

Finite–Volume Schemes

In the following sections we detail the necessary approximation steps which enable us
to use the finite–volume approach (2.3) to compute an approximation of the solution
to the coupled system of balance laws (1.21).

3.1 Approximation of the Radiation Source

To approximate the average radiation source term

Qradi(t) ≈
1
|Ti|

∫
Ti

Qrad(·, t)

for t ≥ 0 on an element Ti ∈ T the integral over the propagation directions µ in (1.19g)
is approximated by a quadrature rule. For a fixed set µ1, . . . ,µM in S2 with M ≥ 1
we denote with Im = Im(x, t) the intensity in direction µm for m = 1, . . . ,M defined
by the temperature θ and the density ρ at time t. With the discrete ordinate method
(DOM) we obtain a semi–discrete approximation of the radiation source term Qrad

1
|Ti|

∫
Ti

Qrad(x, t)dx =
1
|Ti|

∫
Ti

∫
S2

χ(x, t) (I(x, t,µ),−B(x, t)) dµdx

≈ 1
|Ti|

∫
Ti

M∑
m=1

ωmχ(x, t) (Im(x, t)−B(x, t)) .

The constants ω1, . . . , ωM are the weights of the quadrature rule. Using a further
quadrature rule for the integral over Ti we obtain the approximation Qradi(t) of the
average radiation intensity.
The choice of the directions µ1, . . . ,µM and weights ω1, . . . , ωM defining a quadrature
rule on S2 is a non–trivial problem and can strongly influence the quality of the ap-
proximation. We will not study this aspect of the scheme . We use the quadrature
rule with M = 24 given in Table 3.1 in all our calculations involving radiation. (Note
that in 2d due to symmetry we have to compute only one half of the intensities values
since Im = In for all m,n ∈ {1, . . . ,M} with (µm,1,µm,2,µm,3) = (µn,1,µn,2,−µn,3).)
In [Car63] some general guidelines for the construction of suitable quadrature rules

13
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µ1,4,7,10,13,16,19,22 = (±0.88191710,±0.33333333,±0.33333333),

µ2,5,8,11,14,17,20,23 = (±0.33333333,±0.33333333,±0.88191710),

µ3,6,9,12,15,18,21,24 = (±0.33333333,±0.88191710,±0.33333333).

Table 3.1: Quadrature rule for integral over S2 with M = 24 points. The weights
are equal to ωm = 4π

24 for m = 1, . . . , 24.

were derived focusing on some special physical aspects of the problem. In [BVS99] the
different quadrature rules were compared for a model problem from solar physics. We
use the quadrature favored by the authors.
Now the source term is given by Qradi(t) = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, Qradi(t))T , and its compu-
tation is reduced to solving the radiation transport equation (1.19f) for a set of fixed
directions µ1, . . . ,µM :

µm · ∇Im + χIm = χB in Ω ,

Im = g on ∂Ω−(µm)
(3.1)

in Ω for 1 ≤ m ≤M . The data B and χ are thereby given piecewise smooth functions
defined on Ω. The boundary data g is defined on the inflow part of the boundary
(cf. (1.17)).
We use an explicit method to construct an approximation to (3.1) which computes Im
element-wise. The details are described in Chapter 12. In the following we just assume
that we have a method for approximating Im on a given element Ti for fixed data B,χ
and with the intensity Im given on the inflow boundary ∂Ti−(µm) of T . Using this
method as a building block, we can construct an approximation on all Ti for i ∈ I if we
can find a permutation πm on the index set I with the following property:

For all (i, j) ∈ IS : Sij ⊂ ∂Ti−(µm) ⇒ πm(j) ≤ πm(i) . (3.2)

Such a sequence allows us to use the solution scheme for one element to construct the
discrete solution on the whole grid. We start the approximation on the element Tπm(1)

since, due to property (3.2), the inflow boundary of Tπm(1) must lie on ∂Ω−(µm), where
the intensity is given by the boundary data g. Assuming that we have constructed a
solution on Tπm(1), . . . , Tπm(j−1), we can compute the intensity on Tπm(j) since the inflow
boundary of Tj is either part of ∂Ω−(µm) or it is part of the boundary of the triangles
Tπm(1), . . . , Tπm(j−1), where we can use the intensity computed so far to define the inflow
intensity.
With this iterative approach the two major parts for solving (3.1) consist of the solution
algorithm for a given element Ti of the grid and of the construction of the permutation
πm for each propagation direction µm for m = 1, . . . ,M . It has been shown in [LR74]
that at least for triangular grids in 2d it is always possible to construct a suitable
permutation. In 3d this has not been shown, and the authors of [WMMD01] claim to
have found tetrahedral grids for which they could not construct such a permutation;
but they could not construct a simple counter example. In Chapter 12 we review the
ideas sketched in this section in detail and focus on the two important building blocks.
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3.2 Time Evolution

To approximate the time derivative in (2.3) we use either the forward Euler scheme for a
first order approximation or Heun’s method for a second order scheme [HW91, Krö97].
The forward Euler method is an explicit one step method: we denote by

Un
i = (ρni , (ρu)ni ,B

n
i , (ρei)

n)T

the approximation to the conserved variables at a time level tn for n ∈ N. For derived
values we use a similar notation, for example, pni denotes the pressure defined by the
value Un

i . We set t0 = 0 and define U0
i as the average value of the initial data on Ti:

U0
i =

1
|Ti|

∫
Ti

U0(·) . (3.3)

The approximation of U on Ω× [0, T ] is then given by Uh(x, 0) = U0
i for x ∈ Ti and

Uh(x, t) = Un+1
i (x ∈ Ti, tn < t ≤ tn+1) . (3.4)

The values Un+1
i at the time level tn+1 = tn + ∆tn are computed from the values Un

i

via

Un+1
i = Un

i −
∆tn

|Ti|

∫
∂Ti

F(Uh(·, tn)) · n +
∆tn

|Ti|

∫
Ti

q(Uh(·, tn)) + ∆tnQradi(t
n) (3.5)

(cf. 2.3). This method is formally first order in space and time.
For a second order approximation Uh we use a reconstruction that defines a linear
function on the element Ti taking the values on all neighboring elements into account.
Given a set of average values {Vj}j∈I we denote the linear reconstruction on an element
Ti (i ∈ I) by mean of an operator

Li[V](x) = Li
[
Vi, (Vj)j∈N(i)

]
(x) . (3.6)

We define the approximation Uh in Ω× [0, T ] by

Uh(x, 0) = L0
i (x) = Li[U0](x) (x ∈ Ti) ,

Uh(x, t) = Ln+ 1
2

i (x) = Li[Un+ 1
2 ](x) (x ∈ Ti, tn < t ≤ tn+ 1

2 ) ,

Uh(x, t) = Ln+1
i (x) = Li[Un+1](x) (x ∈ Ti, tn+ 1

2 < t ≤ tn+1) .

(3.7)

The average values U0 are defined by (3.3) and Un+ 1
2 ,Un+1 are constructed by means

of a two step Runge–Kutta method:

U
n+ 1

2
i = Un

i −
∆tn

|Ti|

∫
∂Ti

F(Uh(·, tn)) · n+

∆tn

|Ti|

∫
Ti

q(Uh(·, tn)) + ∆tnQradi(t
n) ,

Un+1
i =

1
2

{
Un
i + U

n+ 1
2

i − ∆tn

|Ti|

∫
∂Ti

F(Uh(·, tn+ 1
2 )) · n+

∆tn

|Ti|

∫
Ti

q(Uh(·, tn+ 1
2 )) + ∆tnQradi(t

n+ 1
2 )
}
.

(3.8)
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On Cartesian and special triangular grids this leads to a formally second order scheme
in space and time. In our numerical experiments we choose the DEOMOD method for
constructing the linear reconstruction L. This method is described in [DRW02a].
In the following we need the restriction Ui(·, t) of the approximate function Uh(·, t) on
a cell Ti ∈ T: in the first order scheme we have Ui(·, t) = Un+1

i for tn < t ≤ tn+1, and

in the second order scheme the restriction is the linear function Ui(·, t) = Ln+ 1
2

i (x) for
tn < t ≤ tn+ 1

2 and Ui(·, t) = Ln+1
i (x) for tn+ 1

2 < t ≤ tn+1. The density components
of the vector Ui(·, t) is denoted by ρi(·, t) and analogous expressions are used for the
other components.
A final ingredient of the time discretization is the choice of the time step ∆tn, which
has to satisfy the usual CFL stability condition (cf. [Krö97]). The time step restriction
is computed from the fastest wave speeds of the approximate solution at time tn in
the midpoints of the faces Sij and in the direction nij . We define a local time step for
(i, j) ∈ IS

∆tnij =
hij

max{λmax(Ui(zij , tn),nij), λmax(Uj(zij , tn),nij)}
. (3.9)

The values in the denominator are the maximum of the absolute values of the wave
speeds in the direction of the normal nij associated with the values on the two neigh-
boring cells Ti and Tj , respectively. Following the discussion in Section 1.1 this value
is

λmax(U,n) = |u · n|+ cf (U,n) (3.10)

where cf is given by (cf. (1.10c)):

cf (U,n) =

√√√√1
2

(
c(U)2 +

|B|2
ρ

+

√(
c(U)2 +

|B|2
ρ

)2
− 4c(U)2

(B · n)2

ρ

)
.

With c(U) we denote the speed of sound associated with the conserved values U and
the EOS as defined by (1.2c). The global time step is

∆tn = ccfl min
(i,j)∈IS

∆tnij . (3.11)

The constant ccfl is hereby smaller than 1. In the second order scheme the time step has
to be the same for both steps of the Runge–Kutta method, thus only the approximation
at time tn enters into the computation of ∆tn. Note also that we do not take into
account the stability restriction introduced by the source terms in (1.19); in none of
our computations did this lead to any problems.
Next we turn to the approximation of the spatial integrals in our scheme. We use
quadrature rules which naturally depend on the space dimension and the type of el-
ement. As already noted we restrict our presentation to the case of triangular and
tetrahedral elements. On the one hand, we have an element integral due to the source
term in the system (1.21). For this integral we use a quadrature rule that is exact for
quadratic functions with quadrature points in the midpoints zij of the cell faces:

1
|Ti|

∫
Ti

q(Uh(·, t)) ≈
1

|N(i)|
∑
j∈N(i)

q(Ui(zij , t)) . (3.12a)
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The initial data is also approximated using this quadrature rule

U0
i ≈

1
|N(i)|

∑
j∈N(i)

U0(zij) . (3.12b)

The boundary integral, on the other hand, is first decomposed into a sum over the faces
Sij , and then the integral over a given face is approximated by the value at the center
zij : ∫

∂Ti

F(Uh(·, t)) · n =
∑
j∈N(i)

∫
Sij

F(Uh(·, t)) · nij

≈
∑
j∈N(i)

|Sij |F(Uh(zij , t)) · nij . (3.12c)

In the case of the element integral we use the restriction of Uh on the cell Ti. For the
boundary integral this is not sufficient since in this case the flux over the cell interface
has to be approximated; the flux is influenced by the values on both sides of the face Sij ,
i.e. Ui(zij , t) and Uj(zij , t), respectively. Therefore we introduce a family of numerical
flux function gij for (i, j) ∈ IS . The function gij is an approximation of the flux over the
face Sij in the direction of the normal nij and depends upon the approximate solution
on either side of the interface, i.e.

gij = gij(Ui(zij , t),Uj(zij , t)) ≈ |Sij |F(Uh(zij , t)) · nij . (3.13)

As pointed out this approximation is necessary since Uh can be discontinuous over cell
interfaces. In the case where Uh is continuous it would be desirable for the numerical
flux to be identical to the analytical flux. This leads to the following requirement on
the numerical flux function:

gij(U,U) = |Sij |F(U) · nij . (3.14)

We also require that the flux from the cell Ti into its neighbor Tj over the face Sij
should be the same as the inverse of the flux from Tj into Ti, i.e.

gij(U,V) = −gji(V,U) (3.15)

for all U,V ∈ U. These two properties play an important role in the convergence
analysis of the finite–volume scheme (cf. Definition 4.5 in the following chapter). Prop-
erty (3.15) allows us to write the sum over the faces of a cell in (3.12c) as a global sum
over all faces so that in numerical schemes the flux only has to be computed once per
face: ∑

j∈N(i)

|Sij |gij(Ui(zij , t),Uj(zij , t))

=
∑

(k,l)∈IS
k=i

gkl(Uk(zkl, t),Ul(zkl, t)) +
∑

(k,l)∈IS
l=i

glk(Ul(zlk, t),Uk(zlk, t))
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=
∑

(k,l)∈IS
k=i

gkl(Uk(zkl, t),Ul(zkl, t))−
∑

(k,l)∈IS
l=i

gkl(Uk(zkl, t),Ul(zkl, t)) .

For (i, j) ∈ IS with j ∈ IB the data Uj(zij , t) has to be computed using the boundary
conditions given by the setting of the simulation. This is described in the next section.
Now taking into account (3.5), (3.12), (3.13), and the abbreviation gnkl = gkl(Un

k ,U
n
l ),

for (k, l) ∈ IS the first order finite–volume scheme is given by

Un+1
i = Un

i −
∆tn

|Ti|

( ∑
(k,l)∈IS
k=i

gnkl −
∑

(k,l)∈IS
l=i

gnkl
)

+ ∆tnq(Un
i ) + ∆tnQradi(t

n) . (3.16)

To write down the second order finite–volume scheme we define

gnkl = gkl(Lnk(zkl),Lnl (zkl)), g
n+ 1

2
kl = gkl(L

n+ 1
2

k (zkl),L
n+ 1

2
l (zkl))

for (k, l) ∈ IS . Then our two step method reads

U
n+ 1

2
i = Un

i −
∆tn

|Ti|

( ∑
(k,l)∈IS
k=i

gnkl −
∑

(k,l)∈IS
l=i

gnkl
)
+

∆tn
1

|N(i)|
∑
j∈N(i)

q(Lni (zij)) + ∆tnQradi(t
n) ,

Un+1
i =

1
2

{
Un
i + U

n+ 1
2

i − ∆tn

|Ti|

( ∑
(k,l)∈IS
k=i

g
n+ 1

2
kl −

∑
(k,l)∈IS
l=i

g
n+ 1

2
kl

)
+

∆tn
1

|N(i)|
∑
j∈N(i)

q(Ln+ 1
2

i (zij)) + ∆tnQradi(t
n+ 1

2 )
}
.

(3.17)

3.1 Remark: The radiation source term Qradi(tn) is defined by the values Un
j for

j ∈ I through the temperature and the density that enter into equation (1.19f) for the
radiation intensity. Note that the flux only has to be computed once on each face Sij.
For the definition of the linear reconstruction we refere to [DRW02a]. The DEOMOD
method described there is a modification of the method described in [DEO92]. The steps
of the algorithm are given in the summary Chapter 5.

3.3 Boundary Conditions

To compute the flux on the faces Sij for j ∈ IB we have to define values U(zij , t)
approximating the boundary conditions on the boundary elements Sj . These values
may depend on some given data and on the solution in the interior of the domain
(for example on the data defined on the neighboring element Tbj ). In many cases the
definition of suitable boundary conditions is a non–trivial task since for hyperbolic
problems the number of quantities that can be prescribed depends on the structure of
the solution in the vicinity of the boundary. In the following we define a set of very
simple boundary conditions that we use for our simulations. For (i, j) ∈ IS and j ∈ IB
we define the following boundary conditions:
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inflow: The boundary data is given by some function BNDj(x, t) and does not
depend on the solution in the interior of the domain:

Uj(zij , t) = BNDj(zij , t).

These boundary conditions can also be seen as Dirichlet boundary con-
ditions.

outflow: The flow in the inside is prolonged into the exterior of the domain:

Uj(zij , t) = Ui(zij , t).

These boundary conditions are an approximation of Neumann boundary
conditions.

slip: This is a solid wall condition. The normal components of the vector
valued quantities vanish; the tangential components and the scalar values
are continuous at the boundary:

Uj(zij , t) =


ρi(zij , t)

ρi(zij , t)
(
ui(zij , t)− (ui(zij , t) · nij)nij

)
Bi(zij , t)− (Bi(zij , t) · nij)nij

ρi(zij , t)ei(zij , t)

 .

reflecting: This boundary condition represents a symmetry axis in the solution and
allows us to compute the solution on only one half of the domain. The
scalar quantities are identical on both sides of the symmetry axis as are
the tangential components of the vector valued quantities. The normal
components of the vector valued quantities have an opposite sign:

Uj(zij , t) =


ρi(zij , t)

ρi(zij , t)
(
ui(zij , t)− 2(ui(zij , t) · nij)nij

)
Bi(zij , t)− 2(Bi(zij , t) · nij)nij

ρi(zij , t)ei(zij , t)

 .

periodic: The solution is periodic in the direction normal to the boundary, i.e.
U(x, t) = U(x + αnij , t) with some fixed α ∈ R. Therefore

Uj(zij , t) = Uh(zij + αnij , t).

With the exception of the slip boundary conditions all these boundary conditions are
non–physical in the sense that the boundary is used to reduce the size of the com-
putational domain. Inflow and outflow boundary conditions are only exact if all the
characteristic waves of the flow at the boundary are moving into the domain or out of
the domain, respectively. Reflecting and periodic boundary conditions can be used if
some special property of the solution is known a priori. In many cases these boundary
conditions are used to approximate the unknown physical boundary conditions. The
problem of constructing suitable boundary conditions for our solar physical simulations
is briefly discussed in Section 6.1.4, where we summarize results from [DKSW01b].
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3.4 Rotated Riemann Solvers

For the computation of the flux across Sij ∈ S we use a numerical flux function G =
G(U,V) for the one dimensional MHD system, i.e., G is an approximation of the flux
vector F1 in (1.21). For simulations in higher space dimensions the cells Ti and Tj
are rotated so that nij is transformed into the unit vector in x–direction. Now the
numerical flux function is computed and the resulting vector is rotated back into the
original frame. These rotations act as orthogonal mappings R(nij), R−1(nij) on the
data. Thus the numerical flux function for U,V ∈ U, and (i, j) ∈ IS is given by

gij(U,V) = |Sij |R−1(nij)G(R(nij)U,R(nij)V) . (3.18)

In three space dimensions the rotation matrix R has the form

R(n) =





1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 n1 n2 n3 0 0 0 0
0 − n2

d(n)
n1
d(n) 0 0 0 0 0

0 −n1n3
d(n) −n2n3

d(n) d(n) 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 n1 n2 n3 0
0 0 0 0 − n2

d(n)
n1
d(n) 0 0

0 0 0 0 −n1n3
d(n) −n2n3

d(n) d(n) 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1


, if |n3| < 1 ,



1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1


, if |n3| = 1 ,

where d(n) =
√

1− n2
3.

3.2 Remark: It is common in the literature to remove Bx from the vector of conserved
variables when studying the MHD equations in 1d. This is possible since, due to the
evolution equation for Bx and the divergence constraint, Bx must be a constant. Since
we use the one dimensional flux only to construct a flux function for simulations in
higher space dimensions, we include a component for Bx in the flux function G, which
is set to zero. Thus we have G = (Gi)8i=1 with G5 = 0.

We are quite free in our choice of the one dimensional flux function G as long as the
corresponding 2d flux function gij satisfies (3.14) and (3.15). In our numerical tests
we use the MHD–HLLEM scheme developed in [Wes02b], where it was found to be the
best choice compared to a range of other flux functions found in the literature.
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3.5 Grid Adaptation

Local refinement and coarsening require the definition of an indicator that tells us which
elements should be refined and which can be coarsened. This indicator is defined on
each element Ti at a given time step tn and is based on the structure of the approximate
solution in the neighborhood of Ti. Every few time steps two indicators refni and crsni for
i ∈ In are computed, using the available data Un

i on the element Ti together with the
data Un

j for j ∈ Nn(i) from the neighboring cells. Then elements for which refni is larger
than some threshold value reflimit are refined, and the remaining elements are coarsened
if crsni is smaller than some threshold value crslimit. To reduce the computational cost
in our 2d code, the grid is modified only every five steps. To ensure that moving fronts
are still resolved accurately, we also refine two layers of neighboring elements together
with the element that is marked for refinement. Since we do not enforce conformity of
the grid in our 3d code, grid adaptation is less expensive and is therefore performed
every time step without adding a layer of elements around a refinement zone.
The indicators we use in our simulations are based only on heuristic arguments. In
regions where the solution varies very little, the size of the elements can be large;
strong variation in the solution requires small elements. Therefore we use the size of
the jumps in the discrete solution over cell boundaries as indicators. Since especially in
atmospheric simulation the values of the components of the solution vary over several
orders of magnitude, some local normalization of the jumps is required. We define for
each surface Sij for (i, j) ∈ InS the value

jmpnij = max

{
|ρni (zij)− ρnj (zij)|

1
2(ρni (zij) + ρnj (zij))

,
|pni (zij)− pnj (zij)|

1
2(pni (zij) + pnj (zij))

,

3∑
k=1

|(uni )k(zij)− (unj )k(zij)|
ū0

,

3∑
k=1

|(Bn
i )k(zij)− (Bn

j )k(zij)|
B̄0

}
. (3.19)

We use relative jumps between neighboring elements since the different physical quan-
tities can be of very different magnitudes. Since u and B can be zero we use some
fixed constants ū0 > 0 and B̄0 > 0 that have to be chosen a priori depending on the
simulation. Due to the atmosphere the density can vary strongly in magnitude over the
whole domain; therefore we use the mean value of the two densities, which is always
greater than zero, to compute the relative indicator. For the same reason the jump in
the pressure is also taken relative to the mean of the pressure values on the elements
Ti and Tj . The choice of primitive variables is arbitrary, and in some cases taking
the jump in the conserved variables might be advantages. Note that the indicator is
symmetric with respect to Ti and Tj so that jmpij = jmpji. As indicator on Ti we
take the maximum indicator from the surfaces belonging to Ti. Like the flux the local
indicators are values defined on the faces since they are symmetric with respect to the
elements on both sides of the face. On each element Ti we define

refni = max
(k,l)∈In

S
k=i or l=i

jmpnkl , crsni = refni . (3.20)

A slightly different approach and a numerical study is published in [DRW02a].
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To ensure that elements do not become too large a maximal diameter hmax is prescribed.
Since our choice for refni , crs

n
i is not based on a rigorous a posteriori analysis, we have to

prescribe a constant hmin to restrict the element size from below. On the one hand, the
number of elements has to be as small as possible to minimize computational cost; on
the other hand, the element size has to be small enough in regions where the solution
shows a strong variation. The minimal element size also has to be chosen in such a
way that the time step ∆tn, which is strongly influenced by the minimum element size
(cf. (3.9)), is not too small; at the same time we are interested in sharp shock profiles,
which require a high grid resolution.

3.3 Remark: Our choice for the indicator refni is based only on the magnetohydrody-
namic quantities and neglects the radiation intensities I. Since I is directly coupled to
the fluid structure, this works reasonably well. In Chapter 12 we discuss the question
of adaptation in the context of the RT equation, but in our simulations we have so far
not included the radiation in the adaptation process.
We already remarked upon the fact that our indicator is based on a heuristic approach
and that we are not aware of a rigorous a posteriori analysis for complex system like
the MHD equations. This approach was successfully used for similar complex systems
of balance laws, for example, for reactive flows in [Geß01]. A further justification for
this approach is given by rigorous a posteriori results for scalar equations [KO00].

3.6 Parallelization

To improve the performance of numerical schemes parallelization of the code is an
essential tool. The use of more than one processor can considerably reduce the runtime
for a given problem, and it can even be the only possible way to perform the simulation
if, for example, the memory requirements are too large for a single processor computer.
For an efficient parallelization strategy the architecture of the parallel machine has to be
taken into account. In recent years parallel computers have become widely available,
especially with shared and distributed memory architectures. Therefore we give a
short overview of the general parallelization concepts for these two architectures; more
details can be found in Chapter 15, where we describe some central aspects of the
implementation of our 3d code in detail.

3.6.1 Shared Memory Architecture

For our 2d simulations we use a multithread model making strong use of the assumption
that all threads have (almost) equal access to a global memory space where we can
store all the data for the simulation. Therefore this strategy is well suited for use with
a shared memory architecture and cannot be used on a distributed memory machine.
The task of computing the solution is evenly distributed among all the threads. For the
computation of the radiation source term Qrad the propagation directions µ1, . . . ,µM
used to approximate the integral over S2 (cf. Section 3.1) are partitioned into equally
sized subsets and each thread computes the radiation intensities from one subset. To
compute the intensity Im in a fixed direction µm at a given time level tn and on an
element T , we require the approximated hydrodynamic quantities ρ, θ on T given by
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the finite–volume scheme and the intensity Im from all the neighboring triangles in
downwind direction (cf. Section 3.1). Therefore, we need the data on the whole grid
to compute Im at time tn. Due to the assumption that each thread has access to all
the data, this requirement presents no problem, and since the approximations of the
intensity for two different directions µi,µj (i 6= j) are independent of each other, the
parallelization of the computation of Qrad can be performed very efficiently on a shared
memory machine.
The evolution of the conserved quantities Un

i on an element Ti from time level tn to
the new time level tn+1 only requires the conserved quantities Un

j on the neighboring
elements Tj for j ∈ N(i) at the time level tn (cf. Section 3.2). Consequently, this part
of the algorithm can also be parallelized very efficiently: the index set I is partitioned
into subsets of equal size and each processor computes the update of the conservative
quantities U for all the elements of one subset.
Only the reorganization of the grid during the refinement and coarsening process is not
straightforward, and we have refrained from a parallelization of this part of the scheme.
The overall efficiency of this approach was demonstrated in [Ded98].

3.6.2 Distributed Memory Architecture

The advantage of a shared memory architecture lies in the fact that all data are easily
available. At the same time this leads to some restrictions on the size of the problem
that can be computed with this strategy. The scalability of this approach is limited
since access to the memory can become a bottleneck, and the number of processors
that can efficiently be used to compute a given problem is consequently restricted.
Since, furthermore, large shared memory computers are very expensive whereas large
distributed memory machines are comparatively cheap, we employ a different approach
for our 3d calculations. Here we distribute the macro grid over a number of processors,
each of which has access to a local memory and which can communicate efficiently with
each other to exchange data. We distribute the elements of the macro grid, and each
processor only has access to the data on one part of the grid. This processor also carries
out the time evolution for this data. The evolution of the hydrodynamic quantities can
still be performed quite efficiently since only the data on the neighboring elements has
to be available. If this data is stored on another processor it has to be exchanged; this
is done using the standard message passing library MPI (cf. [Sch99a, DRSW02]).
The computation of the radiation source term is far more complicated on distributed
memory computers. Up until now we have not extended our solvers for the RT equation
in 2d to our 3d code. The main difficulty is that the radiation source term at a time
level tn depends on the hydrodynamic quantities on the whole grid. Consequently a
high amount of communication is required to compute Qrad. This can severely reduce
the efficiency of the solver. One way to overcome this problem is to use similar iteration
strategy like the one used to take care of periodic boundary conditions (cf. Section 12.4
and the discussion in the Outlook on page 271). This approach for computing the
radiation source term seems promising since the hydrodynamic quantities barely change
from one time step to the next so that the radiation intensity from the previous time
level is a good starting point for computing the radiation field for the next time level.
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3.7 Experimental Verification of the Scheme

Since we use an explicit finite–volume scheme for the solution of the coupled sys-
tem (1.19), the main task lies in the construction of a numerical flux function gij for
the real gas MHD equations (1.1) and the construction of a scheme for solving the
radiation transport equation (1.16) for fixed data χ,B, and a fixed set of propagation
angles {µm}Mm=1. We assume that the overall performance of the scheme can be mea-
sured by the performance of the MHD and RT schemes, respectively. Consequently we
focus on the derivation, analysis, and the numerical study of these separate modules.
The independent study of the two main parts of the solution scheme is also necessary
because to our knowledge there are no test cases with a non–trivial exact solution for
the full real gas MHD system with radiation. The full scheme can only be verified in
demanding physical tests. Therefore, the main aspects of this study are the derivation
and verification of higher order schemes for the real gas MHD equations (1.1) and for
the RT equation (1.16).

3.7.1 Experimental Order of Convergence (EOC)

For model problems the convergence properties of the finite–volume scheme can be
studied with analytical tools (cf. Chapter 4), but for complex systems like (1.19) these
issues can only be investigated in numerical tests. One method that allows us to
study the convergence rate of a scheme is the computation of the experimental order
of convergence (EOC). This approach is based on the assumption that the error eh
of a scheme measured in some suitable norm can be expressed in powers of the grid
parameter h:

eh := ‖u− uh‖Ω = C1h
α + C2h

α+1 + C3h
α+2 + . . . . (3.21)

Here uh is the approximation on a grid Th to the exact solution u of a given problem.
The order of the scheme is given by the lowest power in h, i.e. by the constant α. With
the error on two grids with parameters h1 and h2 we can approximate this value α in
the following way:

ln
(eh1

eh2

)
= ln

(hα1 (C1 + C2h1 + C3h
2
1 + . . . )

hα2 (C1 + C2h2 + C3h2
2 + . . . )

)
= α ln

(h1

h2

)
+ ln(C1 + C2h1 + C3h

2
1 + . . . )− ln(C1 + C2h

2
2 + C3h

2
2 + . . . )

≈ α ln
(h1

h2

)
.

This approximation allows us to compute the relevant parameter α.

3.4 Definition (Experimental Order of Convergence (EOC))
Given a sequence of grids with parameters h, βh, β2h, . . . and corresponding approxi-
mations uh, uβh, uβ2h, . . . we define the EOC for a given norm ‖ · ‖Ω by

EOCβ :=
ln
(
eβih

)
− ln

(
eβi+1h

)
ln(β)

.
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Here eh denotes the error between the exact solution u and the approximation uh

eh := ‖u− uh‖Ω .

The main difficulty is that to compute the EOC of a given scheme suitable problems
with exact solution u have to be available.

3.7.2 Efficiency of a Numerical Scheme

Another issue that is perhaps of even greater importance than the order of the scheme
is its efficiency. We measure the efficiency in terms of the runtime required to reach
a given error. The EOC gives no information concerning the actual error or required
runtime of a given scheme. For a high grid resolution a higher order scheme will always
be superior to a low resolution scheme — but this is not necessarily true on grids
that can be used in applications. Furthermore, two schemes with identical order can
perform very differently for a fixed grid resolution: on the one hand, this is due to two
possibly different constants C1 in (3.21); on the other hand, the computational costs of
two schemes on a fixed grid can differ, so that the time required to reach a fixed error
can vary considerably between two different schemes even if they are of identical order.
This can result in a higher order scheme being less efficient on coarse grids than a lower
order scheme. Consequently, the study of the error to runtime ratio is essential for
a comparison of different schemes. As for the computation of the experimental order
of convergence, however, we have to know the exact solution to a given problem to
compute that error to runtime ratio. Therefore, the construction of solutions to a given
system of PDEs is an important task for the experimental verification of numerical
schemes; this issue is discussed in Section 3.7.5 below.

3.7.3 Efficiency of the Parallel Algorithm

The efficiency of a parallelization strategy is strongly influenced by the percentage of the
computational load that can be distrubuted between the processors. Denote with Θ(1)
the computational cost of the algorithm on one processor. If the algorithm can be split
into P parts that run independently of each other, then the computational cost of the
algorithm on P processors is Θ(P ) = Θ(1)/P . This is optimal, but in many cases there
are points in the algorithm where the processors have to be synchronized and where data
have to be exchanged. Therefore we have to expect that Θ(P ) > Θ(1)/P . For example,
consider a case where Θ(1) = Θser + Θpar with Θpar denoting the computational cost
of that part of the algorithm that can be parallelized without any synchronization and
with Θser denoting the computational cost of that part of the algorithm that is executed
by one processor alone. Then we compute that Θ(P ) = Θser+Θpar/P . For P small this
function behaves like Θ(1)/P , but for P large it is dominated by Θser. Therefore the
efficiency of the parallelization is reduced by increasing P . In many cases Θpar increases
with the size of the problem (e.g. the number of elements in the grid), whereas Θser

is often more or less independent of the problem size. Therefore the efficiency of the
scheme depends, for example, on the number of elements in the grid. In the following
we give a definition that allows us to measure the efficiency of a parallel algorithm for
a given simulation.
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3.5 Definition
The speedup S(K;L) of a parallel code running on K processors relative to the same
code running on L processors is given by the ratio

S(K;L) := Θ(L)/Θ(K) .

Here Θ(.) denotes the total runtime of the complete parallel algorithm. The optimal
speedup Sopt(K;L) is given by K/L, which corresponds to a situation without parallel
overhead.
The efficency E(K;L) of a parallel code is given by S(K;L)/Sopt(K;L), i.e.

E(K;L) := S(K;L)(L/K) (3.22)

3.7.4 Evaluation of Results

In the case where an exact solution U is available, a plot of the error versus the
grid resolution h or versus the computational time can be used to compare different
schemes with each other quantitatively. In many cases this gives a good impression of
the quality of the methods. In addition it can be necessary to take a closer look at the
approximate solutions to determine, for example, in which regions a scheme leads to a
smearing of discontinuities and thus to a high approximation error. Or a scheme can
produce a small error, but still show oscillatory behavior, which results in an unstable
scheme. In the case where no exact solution is available, this type of qualitative study
of a numerical scheme is often the only possible way to determine the quality of the
approximation.
In one space dimension the evaluation of the results is straight forward in most cases.
The approximation Uh can be simply plotted versus the space variable x. In higher
space dimensions this is not so simple. For some problems we can utilize some symmetry
in the solution U or at least in some component v of the solution vector. For example,
v can only depend on one space variable or might be rotationally symmetric so that
we can plot v(|x|) versus the radius r = |x|. In this case the approximation can be
visualized in a similar way as in 1d. We call the type of representation scatterplot in
which we plot the approximation in the barycenter ωT of each element T ∈ T versus,
for example, |ωT | or ωT,z (in the case of a radially symmetric solution or a solution that
only depends on z, respectively). For these 1d representations of the solution we use
the GNUPlot package [WK]. For an impression of the approximation in two or three
space dimensions, we use the GraPE programming library [UFUB]. With this graphics
environment we can plot isosurfaces of 3d solutions and isolines for 2d solutions. A
representation of the piecewise constant or linear approximation on a triangular or
tetrahedral grid is also possible. Note that we always use the same colorbar for a series
of plots that we want to compare directly with each other.

3.7.5 Constructing Solutions

Problems with exact solutions are often either rather trivial and, therefore, of very
little interest or are very hard to construct. In one space dimension the most common
test case for conservation laws like the MHD system (1.1) is the Riemann problem.
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For many situations one can construct solutions for this problem or at least compute
approximate solutions up to any given accuracy. The solution to the Riemann problem
is, furthermore, the most important building block of the finite–volume scheme. In
higher space dimensions the Riemann problem is also often used for test calculations
(for example [LL98]).
A further possibility to determine the approximation quality of a scheme is to use
a finely resolved approximation as reference solution in place of the exact solution.
This is easily done, but one should keep in mind that the numerical scheme that is
to be tested is also used to compute the reference solution, and, therefore, we have
to treat this kind of test with caution. A last resort is to choose a function U(x, t)
and to define suitable source terms q so that U is a solution to the system of PDEs
augmented by the artificial source terms q(U,x, t). This method gives us the possibility
of prescribing special features of the solution U, for example, its smoothness, so that we
can study the behavior of the scheme under special circumstances. On the other hand,
the source term q is totally artificial and has no physical relevance, so that it is not
always clear if the insights obtained in this way can be extended to relevant physical
settings. Nevertheless, this is an important tool for verifying numerical schemes.

3.7.6 Instabilities

The last problem we want to discuss in this section is the problem of instabilities in the
solution. Even in the case of apparently simple initial data, small scale structures can
develop that grow in time and are not reduced by grid refinement. Higher order schemes
or local adaptivity can, in fact, lead to an additional amplification of these small scale
structures. In our applications two types of instabilities play an important role. The
first type of instability is the so called Rayleigh–Taylor instability, which occurs when
a heavy fluid is superimposed on a light fluid with respect to the gravitational force
vector g. This instability leads to so–called fingering, where the heavy fluid “falls” into
the light fluid. Linear stability analysis can be found, for example, in [Cha81, Chapter
10], where it is shown that a magnetic field normal to the gravitational force leads to
a stabilization of the interface. At a certain critical magnetic field strength the set-
ting becomes stable. In Figure 3.1 we show a series of simulations for a hydrodynamic
Rayleigh–Taylor instability. As our results demonstrate, the solution develops an in-
creasing amount of small scale structures if a higher order scheme or locally adapted
grids are used. To verify if, nevertheless, the higher resolution schemes lead to better
results an independent quantity has to be found that can be measured a posteriori. An
important factor is the so–called growth rate of the instability. In [DKRW01b] we have
performed numerical tests and measured the growth rate following the ideas published
in [JNS95].
A second type of instability arises at the sides of the interface, where the fluid is
moving downwards. This is the so–called Kelvin–Helmholtz instability. This occurs
at an interface between two fluids moving at different speeds. This type of interface
is also studied in [Cha81, Chapter 11]. Again it can be shown that a magnetic field
tangential to the interface has a stabilizing effect. The simulation shown on the title
page demonstrates the effects of this type of instability: the interface should be circular,
but due to the moving plasma in the interior of the circle the interface is unstable.
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(a) no adaptation,

first order scheme

(b) no adaptation,

second order scheme

(c) with adaptation,

first order scheme

(d) with adaptation,

second order scheme

Figure 3.1: Solution to the Rayleigh–Taylor instability using different schemes and
grid structures. Although the initial conditions are always the same, the approxi-
mations at t = 2 differ strongly at least qualitatively. In this case it is important
to find a relevant quantity that can be used to measure the quality of the solution.
Results are taken from [DKRW01b].

We study this problem in more detail in the following chapters; a film showing the
development of the Kelvin–Helmholtz instability from the title page can be found in
the enclosed CD.



Chapter 4

Analytical Results

For complex systems of balance laws like the RMHD equations (1.19) very few analytical
results are available. Even the question of the existence and the uniqueness of solutions
for simple initial data in one space dimension has not yet been fully answered. Con-
sequently, the convergence of numerical schemes — such as the finite–volume scheme
presented in Chapter 3 — has not been shown. The analysis of scalar balance laws
is much more developed. Even in higher space dimensions, questions like the exis-
tence and uniqueness of solutions are solved and convergence results for finite–volume
schemes are available. In this chapter we summarize some of these results. The scope
of our presentation is motivated by our applications; general concepts can be found,
for example, in [Krö97, War99, Daf00]. We especially focus on results for the Cauchy
problem for balance laws with non–local operators T̂ of the general form

∂tu(x, t) +∇ · f(u(x, t),x, t) = T̂ [u(·, t)](x, t) ,x ∈ Rd, t ∈ (0, T ),

u(x, 0) = u0(x) , x ∈ Rd.

These serve as a model problem for our coupled system of MHD and instantaneous
radiation transport (1.19). The scalar quantity u is a lumped quantity of the hydrody-
namic variables defining the radiation field and T̂ represents the radiation source term
Qrad. A detailed analytical understanding of simplified model problems and of the nu-
merical schemes applied to this setting is one important step in the justification of the
use of these methods in the case of complex systems. A second step is the numerical
study of these schemes applied to complex system with simplified data. This step is
the focus of the following chapters.
After fixing some notation we describe the model problem and its connection to the
system (1.19) of radiation magnetohydrodynamics in more detail (Section 4.1). The
novel feature of this model is the non–local operator T̂ . The case of a local source
term, i.e., T̂ [u(·, t)](x, t) = q(u(x, t),x, t), which is included in our model, has been
thoroughly studied and the existence and uniqueness of a solution in a suitable function
space has been proven. This result will be given in Section 4.2. In Section 4.3 we
study the influence of the non–local operator. We concentrate on the one–dimensional
setting using analytical results when available and high resolution numerical results
in the other cases. The main aspect is the study of the regularization effects of the
non–local term, which we compare with the approximation of the solution due to a

29
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viscous regularization of the homogeneous model problem. The analytical results for
the non–linear case are taken from [KN99b, KN99a]. In the last two sections of this
chapter we study the convergence of finite–volume schemes in two space–dimensions.
The homogeneous case and the case with local source terms have been thoroughly
studied in the literature, for example in [Vil94, EGGH98, Roh98, CHC01]. First we
summarize a convergence result for the case of local source terms taken from [CHC01].
We extend this result in Section 4.5 to include non–local operators. For a special class
of operators that include the operator defining the radiation field we present a fully
discrete approximation for which our convergence theorem is applicable. These results
were published in [DR02b, DR02a].
In the following we use the standard notation for function spaces and corresponding
norms. In particular we use Lp(S), p ∈ [1,∞] to denote the usual Lebesgue spaces
on S ⊂ Rd and with Ck(S), k ∈ N0, the space of k-times continuously differentiable
functions on S. We also need the space BV of functions of bounded variation:

BV(S) =
{
w ∈ L1(S)

∣∣∣ |w|BV (S) := sup
φ∈C∞0 (S), ‖φ‖∞≤1

{∫
S
w(x)div(φ(x)) dx

}
<∞

}
.

Furthermore we make the subsequent convention for the corresponding norms of func-
tions u ∈ Lp(Rd × [0, T ]) and w ∈ Lp(Rd), p ∈ [1,∞) ∪ {∞}, T > 0:

‖u‖p = ‖u‖Lp(Rd×[0,T ]), ‖w‖p = ‖w‖Lp(Rd) .

The expressions ‖ · ‖C1 and | · |BV have to be understood in the same manner. Norms
of spaces of functions acting on other subsets of Rd × [0, T ] or Rd will be explicitly
given. Furthermore we define the space W (0, T ) by

W (0, T ) = L∞(0, T ;L1(Rd) ∩ L∞(Rd)). (4.1)

With C we denote a generic constant that can take different values in the set of positive
real numbers R+. In the following we restrict ourselves to the case of d = 1 or d = 2
although some of the results presented in this chapter have been shown for arbitrary
d ∈ N.

4.1 A Model Problem

To derive the model problem we study the solution of the radiation transport equa-
tion (1.16a) in more detail. The radiation intensity I satisfies

µ · ∇I(x, t,µ) = χ(B(θ(x, t))− I(x, t,µ)) , (4.2)

and we assume in the rest of this chapter that the absorption coefficient χ is a positive
constant. As in Section 1.2 we set B(θ) = σθ4 with σ > 0 constant. Note that every
unit vector µ ∈ S2 can be written in the form

µ =


sin(ϑ) cos(ϕ)

sin(ϑ) sin(ϕ)

cos(ϑ)

 (4.3)
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with ϑ ∈ [0, π] and ϕ ∈ [0, 2π). For our model problem we couple the radiation source
term to a scalar conservation law for the temperature θ > 0. Thus we seek the positive
solution to the scalar balance law

∂tθ(x, t) +∇ · f(θ(x, t)) = Qrad(x, t)

where f is some general non–linear flux function. The radiation source term Qrad

is defined by integrating the intensity over the unit sphere (cf. (1.19g)). Using the
representation (4.3) we can express the integral over µ as an integral over ϑ and ϕ

Qrad(x, t) = χ

π∫
0

2π∫
0

I(x, t, ϕ, ϑ) sin(ϑ)dϕdϑ− 4πχB(θ(x, t)) . (4.4)

Since in the situation studied here the intensity depends only on the temperature θ,
we can think of the radiation source term as a mapping of θ to Qrad by some operator
T̂ . In the following we derive some explicit expressions for this operator first in 2d and
then in 1d. Note that this operator is non–linear due to the non–linearity B in the
radiation transport equation. It also has to be a non–local mapping in space since the
radiation field at a fixed point is influenced by the temperature of the fluid everywhere.
In the following derivation, we do not always explicitly include the dependency of the
radiation intensity on ϕ and ϑ.

4.1.1 The Radiation Operator in Two Space Dimensions

If we assume ∂zI ≡ 0 we arrive at the equation

µ̄ · ∇I(x, t) =
χ

sin(ϑ)
(B(θ(x, t))− I(x, t))

for ϑ ∈ (0, π). We use the abbreviation µ̄ := (cos(ϕ), sin(ϕ))T . For ϑ = 0 or ϑ = π
the solution to (4.2) is given by I = B. To arrive at a closed form for the operator
defining Qrad we derive the formal solution for the intensity I. The radiation transport
equation can be rewritten as

d

ds
I(x + sµ̄, t) =

χ

sin(ϑ)
(B(θ(x + sµ̄, t))− I(x + sµ̄, t)) . (4.5)

Therefore the intensity at a point x ∈ R2 under the assumption that θ(·, t) is bounded
is given by

I(x, t) =
χ

sin(ϑ)

∞∫
0

B(θ(x− σµ̄, t))e−
χ

sin(ϑ)
σ
dσ . (4.6)

Thus we arrive at the following expression for the radiation source term using (4.4)

Qrad(x, t) =

2π∫
0

π∫
0

χ2

∞∫
0

B(θ(x− σµ̄, t))e−
χ

sin(ϑ)
σ
dσdϑdϕ− 4πχB(θ(x, t))
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=

2π∫
0

∞∫
0

χ2B(θ(x− σµ̄, t))

π∫
0

e
− χ

sin(ϑ)
σ
dϑdσdϕ− 4πχB(θ(x, t)) .

Switching from the polar coordinates (σ, ϕ) to Cartesian coordinates leads to

Qrad(x, t) = χ2

∫
R2

B(θ(x− y, t))

∫ π
0 exp

(
− χ

sin(ϑ) |y|
)
dϑ

|y|
dy − 4πχB(θ(x, t))

= χ2

∫
R2

B(θ(y, t))

∫ π
0 exp

(
− χ

sin(ϑ) |x− y|
)
dϑ

|x− y|
dy − 4πχB(θ(x, t)) .

This leads to the following expression for the mapping from θ to Qrad:

T̂ [w(·)](x) := χ2

∫
R2

B(w(y))k(x,y)dy − χ4πB(w(x)) , (4.7)

for a function w : R2 → R. The kernel function k : R2 ×R2 → R is given by

k(x,y) =

{
k̃(x,y)|x− y|−1 x 6= y ,

0 x = y ,
(4.8)

k̃(x,y) =

π∫
0

exp
(
− χ|x− y|

sin(ϑ)

)
dϑ (x,y ∈ R2) .

Since χ2
∫
R2

k(x,y)dy = 4πχ we can rewrite (4.7) in the form

T̂ [w(·)](x) = χ2

∫
R2

(
B(w(y))−B(w(x))

)
k(x,y)dy . (4.9)

4.1.2 The Radiation Operator in One Space Dimension

A similar analysis to the one presented above can be performed for the one dimensional
case. It is convenient to assume that ∂xI ≡ 0 and ∂yI ≡ 0, and we use x instead of z
in the following. Then the radiation transport equation is

µI ′(x, t) + χI(x, t) = χB(θ(x, t)) (4.10)

for x ∈ R and µ = cos(ϑ) ∈ [−1, 1]. In the integral (4.4) we can substitute µ for cos(θ)

Qrad = 2πχ

1∫
−1

Idµ− 4πχB(θ) .

Note that I does not depend on ϕ so that the integral over ϕ is not present in the
representation for Qrad. Now we can derive an expression for the radiation operator by
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again replacing I with the formal solution of the ODE (4.10), which depends upon the
sign of µ:

I(x, t) =


χ
µ

∞∫
x
B(θ(y, t))e−

χ
µ

(x−y)
dy for µ < 0 ,

χ
µ

x∫
−∞

B(θ(y, t))e−
χ
µ

(x−y)
dy for µ > 0 .

(4.11)

At a point (x, t) ∈ R×R+ the radiation source term is given by

Qrad = 2πχ
(
−

0∫
−1

∞∫
x

χ

µ
B(θ(y, t))e−

χ
µ

(x−y)
dydµ+

1∫
0

x∫
−∞

χ

µ
B(θ(y, t))e−

χ
µ

(x−y)
dydµ

)
− 4πχB(θ(x, t))

= 2πχ
( 1∫

0

∞∫
x

χ

µ
B(θ(y, t))e

χ
µ

(x−y)
dydµ+

1∫
0

x∫
−∞

χ

µ
B(θ(y, t))e−

χ
µ

(x−y)
dydµ

)
− 4πχB(θ(x, t))

= 2πχ

1∫
0

( ∞∫
x

χ

µ
B(θ(y, t))e−

χ
µ
|x−y|

dydµ+

x∫
−∞

χ

µ
B(θ(y, t))e−

χ
µ
|x−y|

dydµ
)

− 4πχB(θ(x, t)) .

Now we can combine the two integrals over y to one integral over R. For simplicity of
notation we also drop the factor 2π from both summands. We arrive at Qrad = T̂ [θ(·, t)]
using the following integral operator:

T̂ [w](x) = χ2

∞∫
−∞

B(w(y))

1∫
0

e
−χ

µ
|x−y|

µ
dµdy − 2χB(w(x)) (4.12)

For further details see [Ded98].

4.1.3 A General Model Problem

With the model problem for the system of radiation hydrodynamics in mind, we study
the following more general problem for d = 1 or d = 2:

4.1 Definition (Model Problem for the RMHD system)
We seek a scalar function u = u(x, t) : Rd × [0, T ) → R with T > 0 fixed that satisfies

∂tu(x, t) +∇ · f(u(x, t),x, t) = T̂ [u(·, t)](x, t) , x ∈ Rd, t ∈ (0, T ), (4.13a)

u(x, 0) = u0(x) , x ∈ Rd. (4.13b)

Here f : R×Rd×R+ → R
d denotes a general flux function, and u0 is a scalar function

on Rd. For functions B : R → R, q : R × Rd × R+ → R, and a kernel function
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k : Rd ×Rd → R, the balance term T̂ takes the form

T̂ [w](x, t) = T [w](x) + q(w(x),x, t) ,

T [w](x) =
∫
Rd

k(x,y)B(w(y)) dy ,
(4.13c)

for x ∈ Rd, t ∈ [0, T ) and functions w : Rd → R.

4.2 Remark: As we already saw that problem (4.13) is a model for the coupled sys-
tem (1.19) in the same sense that a scalar conservation law is taken as a model for the
hydrodynamics equations. The non–local operator T̂ is derived from the radiation source
term Qrad in the energy balance equation. The unknown scalar function u replaces the
temperature θ of the fluid, which defines the radiation field.
In [DR02b] we prove a convergence theorem for a finite–volume scheme for the model
problem (4.13) where the flux vector is indpendent of x and t. In Chapter 9 we need
some analytical results for the model problem with local source term (T [w] = 0) but
with a flux function f and a local source q that explicitly depend on x and t. In the
following we, therefore, distinguish between the two cases T [w] = 0 and T [w] 6= 0.

4.3 Assumption (Continuous Data)
(i) The flux function f = f(s,x, t) satisfies

• f ∈ C1(R×Rd ×R+),

• ∂sf is locally Lipschitz,

• for every compact K ⊂ R there exists VK < ∞ such that |∂sf | < VK in
K ×Rd ×R+,

• divxf is locally Lipschitz and there exist constants D0, D1 with
supRd×R+ |divxf(0,x, t)| < D0 and supR×Rd×R+ |∂sdivxf(s,x, t)| < D1.

(ii) For the balance term we distinguish between two cases: If the term is local, i.e.,
T ≡ 0 then we assume that the source term q = q(s,x, t) satisfies

• q ∈ C1(R×Rd ×R+),

• q is locally Lipschitz and there exist constants Q0, Q1 with
supRd×R+ |q(0,x, t)| < Q0 and supR×Rd×R+ |∂sq| < Q1.

If T 6≡ 0 then we assume that q, f do not depend explicitly on x and t, i.e.,
q = q(s), f = f(s) and for T̂ = T̂ [w] given by (4.13c) we assume that there exists
a continuous function CT̂ : R+ → R

+ such that for all w, w̃ ∈ L∞(Rd) ∩ L1(Rd)
with ‖w‖∞, ‖w̃‖∞ ≤M , M > 0

• T̂ : L∞(Rd) ∩ L1(Rd) → L∞(Rd) ∩ L1(Rd),

• ‖T̂ [w]‖∞ < CT̂ (M) and ‖T̂ [w]‖1 < CT̂ (M)‖w‖1,

•
∫
Rd

∣∣∣T̂ [w](x)− T̂ [w̃](x)
∣∣∣ dx < CT̂ (M)

∫
Rd

∣∣w(x)− w̃(x)
∣∣ dx.

(iii) We assume that
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• u0 ∈ L∞(Rd) ∩BV (Rd) and for some R0 > 0: supp(u0) ⊂ BR0(0).

For the discretization of (4.13) we use a general finite–volume scheme as presented in
Section 3.2 on a family of grids {Th} for h ∈ (0, h0]. For each h ∈ (0, h0], let Vh denote
the set of functions on Rd which are piecewise constant on the cell volumes Ti with
i ∈ Ih. The constant value of a grid function wh ∈ Vh on Ti is denoted with wi. We
make the following assumptions on the grid and the time–step:

4.4 Assumption (Grid and time step)
Let {Th} be a family of unstructured grids on Rd and ∆t > 0. In contrast to the defini-
tion of the grid parameter h used in the case of locally adapted grids (cf. Section 2.2),
we use h = maxi∈Ih

hi in this Chapter. We assume that there exist constants cG, c1 > 0
such that for all j ∈ Ih and l ∈ N(j)

h

∆t
≤ c1, cGh

d ≤ |Tj |, cG|Sjl| ≤ h. (4.14)

From these estimates it follows that |Tj | ≤ Chd for all j ∈ Ih.

The flux f is discretized by a family of monotone numerical flux functions {gij}(i,j)∈IS
:

4.5 Definition (Monotone Numerical Flux Functions)
For i ∈ I and j ∈ N(i) let gij = gnij(u, v) for (u, v) ∈ R2 be a numerical flux function
which satisfies

(i) gnij(u, v) = −gnji(v, u),

(ii) gnij(u, u) = 1
∆t

∫ tm+1

tn

∫
Sij

f(u,x, t) · nij(x) dxdt,

(iii) gnij(u, v) is non–decreasing with respect to v,

(iv) gnij(u, v) is locally Lipschitz continuous on Rd, i.e., for each M > 0 there exists a
constant Lg(M) > 0 so that for all u1, u2, v1, v2 with |u1|, |u2|, |v1|, |v2| < M

|gnij(u1, v1)− gnij(u2, v2)| ≤ |Sij |Lg(M)
(
|u1 − u2|+ |v1 − v2|

)
.

4.6 Remark: Since the continuous flux depends explicitly on time t, the numerical
flux function has to depend on the time–step tn; this is expressed by the additional
superscript n. In the case where f does not depend explicitly on x and t, conditions 4.5(i)
and 4.5(ii) are equivalent to conditions (3.14) and (3.15) given in Section 3.2. In this
case many numerical flux functions that satisfy Assumption 4.5 can be found in the
literature, e.g. [Krö97, Example 3.3.19].

For the discretization of the balance term we assume the existence of a discrete operator
T̂h : Vh → Vh. The precise assumptions on this operator are given in Sections 4.4
and 4.5, where the convergence of the finite–volume scheme is discussed. One possible
choice for (x, t) ∈ Ti × (tn, tn+1] is

T̂h[wh](x, t) =
1

∆t|Ti|

tn+1∫
tn

∫
Ti

T̂ [wh](x, t)dxdt . (4.15)
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4.7 Definition (Finite–Volume Scheme)
Consider the problem (4.13) in Rd × [0, T ) for T > 0. Let a family of unstructured
grids {Th}, h ∈ (0, h0], and ∆t > 0 be given that satisfy Assumption 4.4. Define
NT ∈ N as the smallest number with ∆tNT > T . For n = 1, . . . , NT − 1, i ∈ Ih, and
j ∈ N(i) let {gnij} be a family of monotone numerical flux functions. Assume that T̂h is
an admissible discrete operator for T̂ on Th.
For n = 1, . . . , NT − 1 and j ∈ Ih, we define iteratively

un+1
i = uni −

∆t
|Ti|

∑
j∈N(i)

gnij(u
n
i , u

n
j ) + ∆tT̂h[uh(·, tn)](ωi, t

n) , (4.16a)

where u0
i is given by

u0
i =

1
|Ti|

∫
Ti

u0(x) dx . (4.16b)

The approximate solution uh : Rd × [0, NT∆t] → R is defined by uh(x, 0) = u0
i for

x ∈ Ti, and by

uh(x, t) = un+1
i for (x, t) ∈ Ti × (tn, tn+1] (4.17)

for n ∈ {0, . . . , NT − 1} and i ∈ Ih.

4.8 Remark: Definition 4.7 corresponds to the first order finite–volume scheme in-
troduced in Section 3.2. The existence of a discrete operator T̂h for T̂ in the case of
the radiation source term in 2d (cf. (4.9)) is discussed in Section 4.5, where all the
assumptions on the data and discretization for this setting are studied.

4.2 Existence and Uniqueness of Solutions

For non–linear scalar conservation law with zero right hand side, it is well known that
one cannot expect a smooth solution for large times even for smooth initial data. We
demonstrate the problem briefly for the one dimensional setting using Burgers equation
with f(u) = 1

2u
2 and T̂ ≡ 0 in (4.13). It has been shown that for u0 ∈ H1(R) with

u′0(x) ≥ 0 for all x ∈ R there exists a classical solution for all time. In the case where
u′0(x) < 0 for some x ∈ R there exists a pair (x0, t0) ∈ R × R+ with ∂xu(x, t) → −∞
for (x, t) → (x0, t0), i.e., the derivative of the solution blows up in finite time and no
global classical solution exists [Krö97, Lemma 2.1.2]). Therefore the notion of classical
solutions is not suitable in the context of conservation laws. A regularization of the
solution can be achieved by introducing a second order term into the equation. For
example the parabolic equation

∂tuε(x, t) + ∂xf(uε(x, t)) = ε∂2
xxuε(x, t) (4.18)

with ε > 0 admits a globally smooth solution in R × R+. The question arises if a
global integral operator of the type that we derived for the radiation source term can
also lead to the same kind of regularization. This was studied for a similar problem in
[KNN98, KN99b, KN99a].
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4.9 Theorem (Regularity of Solutions)
Consider the model problem (4.13) with d = 1, flux function f(u) = 1

2u
2, and balance

term T̂ [w](x) = 1
2

∫∞
−∞

(
w(y)−w(x)

)
exp(−|x− y|)dy. Assume that the initial data u0

is smooth and bounded and define the constants δ0 := supx u0(x) − infx u0(x), k0 :=
min{1

2δ0, supx u′0(x)}, ω∗ := −1−
√

1+4k0
2 ≤ −1, and ω∗∗ := −1−

√
1−2δ0

2 > ω∗.

(i): If there exists a x0 ∈ R with u′0(x0) < ω∗ then problem (4.13) does not admit
a global classical solution since ∂xu(x, t) blows up in finite time. If we set R :=
ω2−u′0(x0)
ω1−u′0(x0)

with ω1 := ω∗ and ω2 := −1+
√

1+4k0
2 ≥ 0 then ∂xu(x, t) → −∞ before t

reaches t0 := log(R). Note that R > 1 and therefore t0 ∈ (0,∞).

(ii): If δ0 ≤ 1
2 and u′0(x) > ω∗∗ for all x ∈ R then the problem (4.13) admits a global

smooth solution with

inf
x
u0(x) ≤ u(x, t) ≤ sup

x
u0(x) .

Proof:
The proof of this Theorem relies on a maximum principle for classical solutions of (4.13)
and their derivatives. The blow up is shown by studying the solution along character-
istics. Details can be found in [KN99a].

4.10 Remark: The operator used in the previous theorem is a slightly simplified ver-
sion of our radiation transport operator (4.12). This result together with numerical
experiments indicate that balance terms of the form studied here only lead to a moder-
ate regularization that is by no means as strong as the regularization due to a second
order term. Therefore one has to assume that solutions u to (4.13) are discontinuous
in general.
In contrast to the situation for the homogenous Burgers equation the threshold value ω∗
from Theorem 4.9 is not a constant, but depends on the values of the initial data on
the whole real axis (through the value k0). This mirrors the non–local influence of the
operator T̂ .

Since weak solutions are in general not unique, the notion of entropy solution turns out
to be a suitable choice for hyperbolic balance laws. We use the Kruzhkov definition of
an entropy solution:

4.11 Definition (Entropy Solution)
For a function v ∈W (0, T ), κ ∈ R, and φ ∈ C∞0 (Rd × [0, T )) we introduce the form

E(v, κ, φ) =

T∫
0

∫
Rd

|v(x, t)− κ|∂tφ(x, t)dxdt+

T∫
0

∫
Rd

(
f(v(x, t)>κ,x, t)− f(v(x, t)⊥κ,x, t)

)
· ∇φ(x, t)dxdt−

T∫
0

∫
Rd

sgn(u(x, t)− κ)
(
divxf(v(x, t),x, t)− T̂ [v(·, t)](x, t)

)
φ(x, t)dxdt .
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Here we put a>b = max{a, b} and a⊥b = min{a, b} for a, b ∈ R.
A function u ∈ W (0, T ) is called an entropy solution of (4.13) if for all κ ∈ R and
φ ∈ C∞0 (R2 × [0, T )) with φ > 0 the inequality

E(u, κ, φ) ≥ −
∫
R2

|u0(x)− κ|φ(x, 0) dx (4.19)

holds.

The existence and uniqueness of an entropy solution for the model problem (4.13) in
the case where the non–local term T vanishes can be shown by studying the solution
of the viscous equation:

4.12 Theorem (Existence/Uniqueness of an Entropy Solution)
Let Assumption 4.3 be satisfied for T ≡ 0. If the data f , q, and u0 are in C2 then there
exists a unique classical solution uε to the viscous problem

∂tuε(x, t) +∇ · f(uε(x, t),x, t) = T̂ [uε(·, t)](x, t) + ε4uε(x, t) , (4.20a)
uε(x, 0) = u0(x) , (4.20b)

for ε > 0 and x ∈ R2, t ∈ (0, T ). The sequence {uε}ε>0 converges in L1 to a function
u ∈W (0, T ) which is the unique entropy solution to the problem (4.13).

Proof:
The proof of this theorem can be found e.g. [Daf00, Theorem 6.2.1 and Corollary
6.2.1]) The idea is to show the existence of a classical solution to (4.20) and to prove
boundedness of the solutions uε independent of ε. This leads to the convergence of
uε to a function u for which it is possible to show that u is a entropy solution. A
contraction principle shows that there exists at most one entropy solution.
To our knowledge the existence of an entropy solution in the case where T 6≡ 0 has not
yet been shown in the literature. In the following we therefore assume the existence of
an entropy solution in the case with a non–local operator, as well.

4.13 Assumption (Existence/Uniqueness of an Entropy Solution)
Let Assumptions 4.3 be satisfied. Then there exists an unique entropy solution u ∈
W (0, T ) to the initial value problem (4.13).

We conclude this section with the only existence result known to the author for the
coupled system. The result is concerned with the question of the existence of classical
solution for small time. It is not derived for the coupled system (1.19) but for the case
where the time dependent radiation transport equation (1.15) is coupled to the MHD
equations in the manner described in Section 1.3

4.14 Theorem (Short Time Existence)
We consider the Cauchy problem for the coupled system (1.19) in three space dimensions
with the instationary radiation transport equation (1.15) instead of (1.19f). Let the
initial conditions U0 ∈ H3(R3) be contained in some compact subset of the state space
U (especially ρ0 > ρ̄ > 0) with ∇ · B0 = 0, then there exists a T∗ > 0, such that the
Cauchy problem has a classical solution in [0, T∗).

Proof:
For the proof a standard iteration technique is used (cf. [RZ01]).
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4.3 Partial Regularization

In this section we study some effects of the non–local radiation source term Qrad on
the PDE level. We first investigate special solutions to our model problem (4.13) using
analytical results when available and high resolution one–dimensional simulations in
the other cases. We demonstrate to which extend radiation has a regularizing effect
on the solution u; we study the effects of the radiation source term in relation to the
regularizing effects of a viscous approximation. As stated in Theorem 4.12 the solution
to the viscous equations are smooth even for discontinuous initial data. The radiation,
on the other hand, only leads to smooth solutions for small jumps in the initial data
at least for t → ∞, whereas for large jumps the solution stays discontinuous for all
time; discontinuities can even develop for smooth data depending on the size of the
initial data and on the size of its derivative (cf. Theorem 4.9). Therefore we only have
a partial regularization through radiation.
In this section we study solutions to the one dimensional model problem (4.13) with
the balance term given by (4.12) in the special case where the operator is linear, i.e.,
B(u) = u:

∂tu(x, t) + ∂xf(u(x, t)) = T̂ [u(·, t)](x) (4.21a)

with initial condition

u(x, 0) = u0(x) (4.21b)

defined on the whole real axis. We use any one of the following equivalent formulations
of (4.12):

T̂ [w](x) = χ

1∫
0

χ
µ

∞∫
−∞

w(x− y)e−
χ
µ
|y|
dy − 2w(x)

 dµ

= χ

1∫
0

χ
µ

∞∫
−∞

(w(y)− w(x))e−
χ
µ
|x−y|

dy

 dµ.

In the following two sections we construct special solutions to (4.21) and study the
effects of using a quadrature for the computation of the integral with respect to µ
(cf. Section 3.1). We compare the effects of the radiation operator T̂ on the scalar
quantity u with the solution to the viscous regularization

∂tv(x, t) + ∂xf(v(x, t)) = ε∂xxv(x, t) , (4.22a)
v(x, 0) = u0(x) . (4.22b)

4.3.1 Linear Advection

We begin our study by setting the flux function to f(u) = au for a ∈ R constant.
By a simple transformation we can assume without loss of generality that a = 0 both
in (4.21a) and (4.22a): let u(x, t) be a solution to (4.21a) (or (4.22a)) with f ≡ 0 then
w(x, t) = u(x− at, t) is a solution to (4.21a) (or (4.22a)) with f(u) = au, respectively.
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In the case f ≡ 0 the viscous equation (4.22) reduces to the linear heat equation for
which the formal solution can be easily obtained. For linear equations, plane wave
solutions are especially simple to construct.

4.15 Theorem (Linear Model Problem)

Let the initial data be of the form u0(x) =
L∑
l=1

eiλlx with L ∈ N and λ1, . . . , λL ∈ R.

Define for λ ∈ R

Dvisc(λ) := λ2 and D(λ) := 2
χλ− χ2 arctan

(
λ

χ

)
λ

.

Then the solution to problem (4.22) with initial data u0 and f ≡ 0 is given by

v(x, t) =
L∑
l=1

e−tεDvisc(λl)eiλlx

and the solution to problem (4.21) with initial data u0 and f ≡ 0 is given by

u(x, t) =
L∑
l=1

e−tD(λl)eiλlx .

Proof:
Since both equation (4.21) and equation (4.22) are linear it is sufficient to study initial
data of the form u0(x) = eiλx. Since the result for (4.22) is standard and the proof is
very similar to the proof for our model problem, we restrict ourselves to constructing the
solution for (4.21). To solve (4.21) with f ≡ 0 and u0 = eiλx we assume that the solution
has the form u(x, t) = w(t)eiλx. Substituting this expression into equation (4.21a) we
find:

w′(t)eiλx = χ

1∫
0

χ
µ

∞∫
−∞

w(t)eiλ(x−y)e
−χ

µ
|y|
dy − 2w(t)eiλx

 dµ.

Dividing by eiλx leads to a linear ordinary differential equation for w(t):

w′(t) = w(t)χ

1∫
0

χ
µ

∞∫
−∞

e
−iλy−χ

µ
|y|
dy − 2

 dµ = w(t)χ

1∫
0

χ
µ

2χµ
χ2

µ2 + λ2
− 2

 dµ

= w(t)χ

1∫
0

−2λ2µ2

χ2 + λ2µ2
dµ = w(t)

−2χ
λ

λ∫
0

s2

χ2 + s2
ds .

Now since d
ds

s2

a2+s2
= s− a arctan( sa) we can evaluate the remaining integral

w′(t) = w(t)
−2χ
λ

[
s− χ arctan

( s
χ

)]λ
y=0

= w(t)(−2)
χλ− χ2 arctan

(
λ
χ

)
λ

.
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We thus arrive at the following expression for the solution u:

u(x, t) = e−tD(λ)eiλx.

Direct computation shows that this is a solution to (4.21).

4.16 Remark: We have D(λ) = −D(λ) and since s > arctan(s) for s > 0 we also have
D(λ) > 0 for λ > 0 and D(0) = 0. Furthermore we have D(λ) → 2χ for λ→∞. Thus
both equation (4.21) and equation (4.22) lead to a damping of all modes with λ > 0. In
the case of (4.22), however, the rate of the damping is unbounded for λ → ∞; this is
not the case for equation (4.21).

In Figure 4.1(a) we plot the rate of the dampingD(λ) and λ2, respectively. In Figure 4.2
we show a time sequence of the solutions u(x, t), v(x, t) for the initial condition

u0(x) = ei0.5x + ei5x. (4.23)

The different damping rate especially for the fast mode ei5x is clearly visible.
Our approximation of the radiation source term involves a quadrature for the integral
over the propagation directions µ (cf. Section 3.1). The influence of this quadrature
for this simple setting is easily studied.

4.17 Theorem
For M ∈ N fixed define the operator

T̂M [w](x) := χ
1
M

M∑
m=1

 χ

µm

∞∫
−∞

w(x− y)e−
χ

µm
|y|
dy − 2w(x)


with µm = m−0.5

M and define the function

DM (λ) := χ
1
M

M∑
m=1

(
−2µ2

mλ
2

χ2 + µ2
mλ

2

)
for λ ∈ R. Consider the problem (4.21) with f ≡ 0, initial data u0 given as in Theo-
rem 4.15, and with the right hand side defined by T̂M [w]. Then the solution u is given
by

uM (x, t) =
L∑
l=1

e−tDM (λl)eiλlx .

Proof:
The proof is a direct consequence of the proof of Theorem 4.15. First let us recall the
ODE for the function w:

w′(t) = w(t)χ

1∫
0

(
−2µ2λ2

χ2 + µ2λ2

)
dµ.
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Figure 4.1: Damping rate for viscous and radiation operator, and approximation
error of damping rate due to use of quadrature rule in radiation operator.

In the definition of T̂M [w] we approximate the integral in µ using the simple midpoint
rule

1∫
0

f(µ)dµ ≈ 1
M

M∑
j=1

f(µj) (4.24)

This leads to an approximation wM for w which satisfies

w′M (t) = wM (t)χ
1
M

M∑
m=1

(
−2µ2

mλ
2

χ2 + µ2
mλ

2

)
.

Thus we arrive at the damping rate DM (λ) for M ∈ N as stated in the theorem.
The errors due to the approximation of the integral in µ for a few values of M are
plotted in Figure 4.1(b) and Figure 4.1(c). The error decreases significantly for large
values of λ (note that the y–axis is logarithmic in Figure 4.1(c)). The approximation
errors between the solution u of (4.21) for the initial conditions (4.23) and the solutions
uM using the quadrature rule with M = 4 and M = 8 are shown in Figure 4.3. It is
clearly visible that even for small values of M the exact solution is reproduced with a
high accuracy.
The results in this section show that the radiation source term leads to a damping of
all frequency nodes, and in this sense we can speak of a regularization of the initial
data. The rate of the damping especially for the high frequency modes is quite different
from the rate produced by dissipation effects. Note that in the homogenous case equa-
tion (4.21a) reduces to ∂tu = 0 so that the initial condition is maintained for all time,
i.e., no damping occurs. In the next section we present some results that demonstrate
this difference in the case of a nonlinear advection term.

4.3.2 Burgers’ Equation

We now study the case where the flux function is non–linear. The analytical results
presented here are taken from [KN99b, KN99a], where the authors study a special form
of (4.21). For the convection nonlinearity they study the case of Burgers’ equation, i.e.,
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f(u) = 1
2u

2, to which they couple an elliptic equation. This leads to the following set
of PDEs:

∂tu(x, t) + ∂x

(
1
2
u2(x, t)

)
+ ∂xq(x, t) = 0 , (4.25a)

−∂xxq(x, t) + q(x, t) + ∂xu(x, t) = 0 (4.25b)

with (x, t) ∈ R × R+. This is a model for a radiating gas in the diffusion limit us-
ing a special scaling of the radiation transport equation. We can derive this coupled
system as an approximation of (4.21) by including the radiation intensity only for the
two propagation directions {−1

2 ,
1
2}. This is equivalent to using the midpoint role for

evaluating the integral in (4.12) over [0, 1] in µ. For the derivation we assume that all
quantities are smooth. We start with the following system:

∂tu(x, t) + ∂x

(
1
2
u2(x, t)

)
= χ (I+(x, t)− u(x, t)) + χ (I−(x, t)− u(x, t)) , (4.26a)
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1
2
∂xI+(x, t) + χI+(x, t) = χu(x, t) , (4.26b)

−1
2
∂xI−(x, t) + χI−(x, t) = χu(x, t) . (4.26c)

Taking the derivative with respect to x and combining the equations for I+, I− one
easily derives the equation

∂xx(I+ − I−) = 4χ2(I+ − I−) + 4χ∂xu .

Defining q := 1
2(I+ − I−) we arrive at equation (4.25b) by setting χ = 1

2 . Inserting the
equations for I+, I− into the right hand side of the equation for u we find:

∂tu(x, t) + ∂x

(
1
2
u2(x, t)

)
= −1

2
∂x(I+ − I−)

which reduces to (4.25a) due to our definition of q. Introducing the operator K as
the inverse of the operator − d2

dx2 + 1, we can set q = −K∂xu. It is easy to see that
K[f ](x) = 1

2

∫
R
e−|x−y|f(y)dy. It follows that ∂xq = u−Ku. Therefore we can rewrite

the system (4.25) as

∂tu(x, t) + ∂x

(
1
2
u2(x, t)

)
+ u−Ku = 0 , (4.27a)

q = −K∂xu . (4.27b)

This is in accordance with our definition of q as 1
2(I+ − I−) (cf. (4.11) with µ = ±1

2
and χ = 1

2). Combining these equations, and, using integration by parts, we derive the
integral representation of q.
In [KN99b] the authors study the existence and asymptotic stability of admissible trav-
eling waves for the system (4.25). These are entropy solutions of the form (u, q)(x, t) =
(U,Q)(ξ) with ξ = x− st and limξ→±∞ U(ξ) = u±. The constant value s is called the
speed of the traveling wave, and the constants u± are called the asymptotic states of the
wave. As admissibility conditions the authors use the following form of the Kruzhkov
entropy condition: ∫

R

−s|U − κ|φ′ + sign(U − κ)
1
2
(U2 − κ2)φ′

+ sign(U − κ)(U −KU)φdξ ≥ 0 ,

(4.28a)

∫
R

Qψdξ =
∫
R

KUψdξ (4.28b)

for arbitrary φ ∈ C∞0 (R) with φ ≥ 0, κ ∈ R, and where ψ is a fast decreasing function.
We first study the case of no radiation (q ≡ 0) and the case of the viscous equation:

∂tw(x, t) + ∂x

(
1
2
w2(x, t)

)
= ε∂xxw(x, t) .
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For the homogeneous Burgers’ equation there exists a unique admissible traveling wave
if and only if u− > u+ (cf. [Krö97, Remark 2.1.21]). In this case we have the following
discontinuous solution

u(x, t) =

{
u− x < st ,

u+ x > st

with s defined by the Ranking–Hugoniot relation

s =
1
2
(u− + u+) .

In the case of the viscous equation there exists a smooth continuous wave connecting
u− and u+ again under the condition u− > u+ with the same speed as in the case
without dissipation [Daf00, Theorem 8.6.1]. The next theorem gives an overview of the
structure of traveling waves solutions for (4.25).

4.18 Theorem (Traveling Wave Solutions for Radiation Operator)
(i): Let (U,Q) be an admissible traveling wave, i.e., u(x, t) := U(x−st) and q(x, t) :=

Q(x− st) are admissible solutions of (4.25) and limξ→± U(ξ) = u±. If (U,Q) are
piecewise smooth functions with only first kind discontinuities, then the following
relations must hold

u− > u+ , s =
1
2
(u+ + u−) .

Furthermore we have that limξ→±∞Q(ξ) = 0.

(ii): Assume that u− > u+ and that s = 1
2(u+ − u−) then there exists an admissible

traveling wave (U,Q) that is unique up to a shift in the class of piecewise smooth
functions with only the first kind discontinuities. Two cases can be distinguished:

(a) If |u+ − u−| >
√

2 then U is continuous except for one point, while Q is
Lipschitz continuous. If we denote with Ul the limit of U from the left at the
discontinuity and with Ur the limit from the right (U ′l , U

′
r, Q

′
l, Q
′
r are defined

accordingly) the following algebraic relations hold:

Ul −Q′l = Ur −Q′r , U ′l = −1 , U ′r = −1 .

(b) If |u+ − u−| ≤ 2
√

2n
n+1 for some n > 0 then we have

U ∈ Cn(R) ∩Hn,∞(R) and

Q ∈ Cn+1(R) ∩Hn+1,∞(R) .

This theorem shows that an admissible traveling wave exists under the same conditions
as in the case of the homogeneous Burgers’ equation, but that in contrast to the viscous
case not every traveling wave is smooth. The regularity greatly depends on the size
of |u+ − u−|, i.e., the size of the jump. The proof of Theorem 4.18 can be found in
[KN99b].
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We now demonstrate the implications of the theorems given above. Since the computa-
tion of stationary waves is much simpler than that of moving waves, we use asymptotic
left and right hand states that lead to a vanishing speed of the traveling wave, i.e.
u− = −u+ =: u∗. We use a numerical scheme similar to the base scheme described in
Chapter 3: for the evolution of the scalar solution u we use a first order finite–volume
scheme with the Enquist–Osher flux [Krö97, Example 2.2.7], and to approximate the
radiation operator (4.12) we use a quadrature rule as in (4.24). Finally the ODE for
the radiation intensity in (4.26) is solved using the backward Euler method.

4.19 Remark: The traveling wave for the homogeneous Burgers’ equation is u∗ for
x < 0 and −u∗ for x > 0. The solution of the viscous equation (4.22a) is continuous
for all t > 0. The stationary solution with the correct asymptotic states for (4.22a)
with f(u) = 1

2u
2 is given by v∗(x) = u∗ tanh(−u∗

ε x).

We study the time evolution of problem (4.21) with the following smooth initial value:

u0(x) = u∗ tanh(−δx) , (4.29)

where δ > 0 is a constant that we use to change the amplitude of the derivative of u0:

u′0(x) = − u∗δ

cosh2(−δx)
.

Therefore minx∈R u′0(x) = −u∗δ. Note that u0 has the correct asymptotic states for
all δ. We use a one point quadrature so that the radiation operator is identical to the
one studied in [KN99b, KN99a]. Therefore we can apply Theorem 4.9: the threshold
value for which the solution develops a discontinuity is given by ω∗ = −1. Therefore,
if −u∗δ < ω∗ the solution must become discontinuous for finite time. Note that for
−u∗δ > ω∗ it is not clear whether the solution will become discontinuous or not. Due
to Theorem 4.18 we know that for u∗ <

√
2

2 the traveling wave is continuous and that it
is discontinuous for u∗ >

√
2

2 . Whether the discontinuity develops in finite time or only
in the limit t → ∞ is not clear. We choose two different values for δ in the following:
δ1 := −(ω∗ + 0.4)/u∗ = 3 and δ2 := −(ω∗ − 0.4)/u∗ = 7. Obviously −δ1u∗ > ω∗ and
−δ2u∗ < ω∗.

Small Jump (u∗ = 0.2): The solution for different values of t are shown in Fig-
ure 4.4(a). Note that with δ2 a discontinuity has developed for t = 1.5 (the time given
in Theorem 4.9 is t0 ≈ 1.25276). From Figure 4.4(a) it is not obvious at which time
the discontinuity developed and if the solution is still discontinuous, for example, at
time t = 5. To give a clearer indication of what is happening, we have also computed
the central difference quotient at x = 0 for a series of different grid resolutions. If the
solution is discontinuous, we expect that this value diverges if the grid size goes to zero.
On the other hand for continuous solutions this value should converge. The table for
δ2 in Figure 4.4(b) indicates that the solution is still continuous at t = 1 but is discon-
tinuous for all samples with t > 1. On the other hand the solution using δ1 remains
continuous for all time. This is in accordance with the second part of Theorem 4.9
since δ0 = 0.4 < 1

2 and ω∗∗ ≈ −0.7236 < −u∗δ1.
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Note that since the jump between the left and right hand state is 0.4 and is there-
fore smaller than 2

√
2n

n+1 for n = 47, the resulting traveling wave with asymptotic states
u∗,−u∗ must be at least in C42(R) due to Theorem 4.18. Thus, if the solution ap-
proaches steady state for either δ1 or δ2 and t → ∞, then this must be a smooth
function. In Figure 4.4(c) we have also plotted the stationary solution as far as our
algorithm is able to compute it. We computed the steady state for initial data given
by (4.29) using δ1 and δ2 and also using the discontinuous Riemann initial data given
by u∗ for x < 0 and −u∗ for x > 0. We obtained the identical stationary solution in all
three cases.

Large Jump (u∗ = 1): In this case the jump 2u∗ is well over
√

2 so that the traveling
wave is discontinuous according to Theorem 4.18. The same plots as for u∗ = 0.2 are
given in Figure 4.5 this time with u∗ = 1. Again we show a time sequence for δ chosen
in such a way that minx∈R u′0(x) has the same value as in the case of the small jump
discussed above. It is clear from Figure 4.5(a) that, although the absolute value of the
derivative of the initial data is pointwise small, the solution develops a discontinuity at
x = 0 for finite time for both δ1 and δ2 because the influence of the radiation operator is
non–local. This behavior is a clearly different from the homogenous Burgers’ equation,
where the solution always develops a discontinuity as long as u′0 is negative somewhere,
but its development does not depend on the amplitude of the initial data.

Quadrature in µ: We now study the solution to the Riemann problem for (4.21) with
left and right hand state u∗ and −u∗, respectively, using u∗ = 1. But this time we use a
higher order quadrature rule for the approximation of the integral in µ (cf. (4.24)). In
the previous analysis we used a simple midpoint rule, i.e. M = 1. In this case our model
problem can be reformulated as a hyperbolic balance law coupled with a single elliptic
equation. We can always reformulate the model problem as a scalar hyperbolic balance
law to which M elliptic equations are coupled for any M . The proof of Theorem 4.18,
however, strongly relies on the fact that we only have a two by two system in (u, q). For
M > 1 the proof cannot be repeated in this form. Thus we have to rely on numerical
experiments. In Figure 4.6(a) we plot the stationary traveling wave for M = 1 and
M = 2. Already for moderate values of M the solution only changes slightly when M is
increased. This is shown in Figure 4.6(b), where the difference between solutions with
two different values of M are plotted. One can see that the difference between M = 8
and M = 16 is already quite small. As in the linear case this shows that at least for
the setting studied here a good approximation of the angular integral in the radiation
operator Qrad can be achieved with small values of M .

Non–linear operator (B(u) = u4): We conclude this section with a brief look at
the traveling wave solution for a non–linear radiation operator. As is discussed in
the next section it is reasonable to use B(u) = sgn(u)u4 (note that this corresponds
to (1.18) for u ≥ 0 and that u < 0 is not physically meaningful since u corresponds to
the temperature of the fluid). In Figure 4.7(a) we plot the traveling waves in the linear
case and the non–linear case. The qualitative structure of the solutions are similar.
The influence of the quadrature rule on the solution is shown in Figure 4.7(b).
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Figure 4.4: Traveling wave solution to Burgers’ equation with asymptotic states
u± = ±0.2. The top row shows the time evolution of the solution for the initial
conditions (4.29) (left: δ = δ1, right: δ = δ2). The bottom plot shows the quasi–
stationary solution for Burgers’ equation with radiation operator, with second order
term, and in the homogenous case. The tables show the value of the central difference
quotient at x = 0 at different times and for different values of h. The difference
quotient indicates at which time the solution is discontinuous.
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Figure 4.5: Traveling wave solution to Burgers’ equation with asymptotic states
u± = ±1. The top row shows the time evolution of the solution for the initial
conditions (4.29) (left: δ = δ1, right: δ = δ2). The bottom plot shows the quasi–
stationary solution for Burgers’ equation with radiation operator, with second order
term, and in the homogenous case. The tables show the value of the central difference
quotient at x = 0 at different times and for different values of h. The difference
quotient indicates at which time the solution is discontinuous.
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4.4 Convergence Result: Local Source Term

In this section we assume that the balance term T̂ is a local source term, i.e. T̂ [w](x, t) =
q(w(x),x, t). This operator is discretized on Ti (i ∈ Ih) by

T̂h[wh](ωi, t
n) =

1
∆t|Ti|

tn+1∫
tn

∫
Ti

q(wi,x, t)dxdt (4.30)

for wh ∈ Vh. The following theorem establishes the rate of convergence for a finite–
volume scheme under the assumptions given in Section 4.1. The proof is omitted and
can be found in [CHC01].

4.20 Theorem (Convergence with Local Source Term)
Let u ∈W (0, T ) be the entropy solution to (4.13) and let {Th}h be a family of grids and
∆t a time step satisfying Assumption 4.4. Consider a family of discrete approximations
{uh}h given by the finite–volume scheme from Definition 4.7 with T̂h as in (4.30).
Assume that the time step ∆t satisfies the CFL condition

∆t
h
≤

(1− ξ)c2G
2Lg(‖u0‖∞)

for some ξ ∈ (0, 1). If Assumption 4.3 is satisfied then there exists a constant K
depending on f , u0, q, cG, ξ such that

T∫
0

∫
Rd

|uh(x, t)− u(x, t)|dxdt ≤ Kh
1
4 . (4.31)

4.5 Convergence Result: Non–Local Source Term

In this section we study the convergence properties of the finite–volume scheme for our
model problem (4.13) in two space dimensions including a non–local balance term. For
simplicity we assume in the following that the local part q of the source term and that
the flux function f do not depend explicitly on x and t. Consider f , q, u0, and T̂ with
T 6≡ 0 satisfying Assumption 4.3. We only summarize the basic steps of the convergence
proof, which is published in [DR02b]. Furthermore we discuss a fully explicit finite–
volume scheme with a discretization of the radiation operator that can be directly
implemented on a computer. To this discretization we apply our general convergence
result at the end of this section. The main difficulties are the weak singularity of the
integral kernel (cf. (4.8)) and the small amount of regularity of the entropy solution u of
the model problem (4.13) (cf. Definition 4.11) . We have demonstrated in the previous
section that we cannot expect a regularization effect of the radiation operator similar
to the regularization of a second order term. Therefore we must study the case where
the entropy solutions u is in the space W (0, T ) defined in (4.1).
In [Ded98] we discussed the convergence of a finite–volume approximation in one space
dimension without deriving a computable approximation for the integral operator. The
main result from [Ded98] was the existence of a weak solution, which followed from the
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convergence result using standard arguments. For the convergence result presented here
we have to assume that an entropy solution for our model problem exists (cf. Assump-
tion 4.13). This is typical for convergence results on unstructured grids in higher space
dimensions. Nevertheless the results presented here cover a far larger range of prob-
lems including, for example, the case of non–linear operators, which was not included
in [Ded98].
The main problem in applying the standard theory for finite–volume schemes to this
setting lies in the control of the domain of dependence, which is not finite due to the
integral operator T in (4.13a). Therefore, we introduce a truncated problem where T
is only evaluated on some compact set.

4.21 Definition (Truncated Model Problem for RMHD)
For some compact subset Ω of R2 with the characteristic function χΩ, consider the
truncated Cauchy problem for uΩ : R2 × [0, T ) → R

∂tuΩ(x, t) +∇ · f(uΩ(x, t)) = T̂Ω[uΩ(·, t)](x) , (x, t) ∈ R2 × (0, T ) , (4.32a)

u(x, 0) = u0(x) , x ∈ R2 . (4.32b)

Here the truncated operator T̂Ω is defined by

T̂Ω[w](x) = χΩ(x)T̂ [w](x) (4.32c)

4.22 Remark: Note that the operator T̂Ω satisfies Assumption 4.3 with CT̂Ω = CT̂ .
Since the truncated problem from Definittion 4.21 is only a special case of the original
model problem 4.1, the Assumption 4.13 on the existence and uniqueness of entropy
solutions also holds true for the truncated problem. Note that any distributional solu-
tion of (4.32) has compact support if u0 is compactly supported as is the case due to
Assumption 4.3.

We approximate the truncated problem by a finite–volume scheme for which we have
to define an admissible discrete operator for T̂Ω (cf. Definition 4.7).

4.23 Definition (Admissible Discrete Radiation Transport Operator)
For h ∈ (0, h0], an operator T̂Ω,h : Vh → Vh is called an admissible discrete operator for
T̂Ω on the grid Th if there exists a continuous function γapp : R≥0 → R≥0 such that for
all wh, w̃h ∈ Vh ∩ L∞(R2) ∩ L1(R2) with ‖wh‖∞, ‖w̃h‖∞ ≤M for M > 0, we have

(i) ‖T̂Ω,h[wh]‖∞ ≤ CT̂ (M),

(ii) ‖T̂Ω,h[wh]‖1 ≤ CT̂ (M)‖wh‖1,

(iii) supp(T̂Ω,h[wh]) ⊂ {x ∈ R2 |dist(x,Ω) ≤ h},

(iv)
∑

j∈Ih
|Tj |
∣∣∣T̂Ω,h[wh](ωj)− T̂Ω,h[w̃h](ωj)

∣∣∣ ≤ CT̂ (M)
∑

j∈Ih
|Tj |
∣∣∣(wh − w̃h)(ωj)

∣∣∣,
(v)

∫
Tj

∣∣∣T̂Ω[wh](x)− T̂Ω,h[wh](x)
∣∣∣ dx ≤ |Tj |γapp(h) (j ∈ Ih).
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The continuous function γapp can depend on M (which is omitted in the notation). It
satisfies for ∆ > 0

γapp(∆) > 0 , γapp(0) = 0 . (4.33)

Furthermore our convergence result depends on the (spatial) modulus of continuity of
T̂ [u(·, t)] for t ∈ [0, T ], i.e., the operator T̂ applied to the entropy solution u.

4.24 Definition (Modulus of Continuity)
For a function w ∈ L∞(R2), ∆ > 0, and a subset S of R2, the modulus of continuity
ε(∆, S, w) is defined by

ε(∆, S, w) := sup
|∆x|≤∆

{∫
S
|w(x + ∆x)− w(x)| dx

}
. (4.34)

For an admissible operator T̂ and the entropy solution u from Assumption 4.13, we
define the function γε : R≥0 → R≥0 by

γε(∆) := ess sup
t∈[0,T ]

{
ε(∆,R2, T̂ [u(·, t)])

}
, (4.35)

for ∆ > 0 and lim∆→0 γε(∆) = 0.

4.25 Remark: Since we have u(·, t) ∈ L∞(R2) and therefore by assumption T̂ [u(·, t)] ∈
L∞(R2), classical results for L∞-functions lead to γε(∆) = o(1) (cf. [Kru70]). For op-
erators with T̂ [u(·, t)] ∈ BV (R2), t ∈ [0, T ], we even have γε(∆) = O(∆).

Now we have gathered all the definitions necessary for formulating our main result.

4.26 Theorem (Convergence with Non–Local Source Term)
Let u ∈W (0, T ) be the entropy solution to problem (4.13) with data satisfying Assump-
tion 4.3. With uΩ ∈ W (0, T ) we denote the entropy solution to problem (4.32) with
|Ω| ≥ 1. Let {uΩ,h}h be a family of discrete solutions for the truncated problem (4.32)
defined by the finite–volume scheme from Definition 4.7 using an admissible discrete
operator as given in Definition 4.23. For the grid T we assume that Assumption 4.4
holds with some constant cG. The local Lipschitz constant of the numerical flux is de-
noted with Lg(M) as in Definition 4.5(iv). Furthermore we suppose that there is a
constant MT > 0 (independent of h and Ω) such that for u and the functions uΩ,h

‖u‖∞, ‖uΩ,h‖∞ ≤MT . (4.36)

If the time–step satisfies the CFL condition

∆t
h
≤

(1− ξ)c2G
2Lg(MT )

(4.37)

for some ξ ∈ (0, 1), then there exists a constant C > 0 such that the estimate∫ T

0

∫
R2

|u(x, t)− uΩ,h(x, t)| dxdt ≤
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C
(
(1 +RT (Ω)2)h1/4 + γε(h1/4) +RT (Ω)2γapp(h)+

ess sup
t∈[0,T ]

∫
R2\Ω

|T̂ [u(·, t)](x)| dxdt
)

(4.38)

holds. The constant C > 0 depends on the quantities CT̂ (MT ), cG, ξ, T, u0 but not on h
or Ω. The function RT is defined as the smallest number such that for all t ∈ [0, T ]

supp(uΩ,h(·, t)) ∪ supp(uΩ(·, t)) ⊂ BRT (Ω)(0) (4.39)

holds.

Proof:
The proof is based on the splitting of the error into two parts: one associated with the
error due to the finite–volume scheme and the other with the error due to the trunca-
tion of the non–local operator. Thus we study the errors ‖u− uΩ‖1 and ‖uΩ − uΩ,h‖1
according to

‖u− uΩ,h‖1 ≤ ‖uΩ − uΩ,h‖1 + ‖u− uΩ‖1. (4.40)

For the first term an analysis similar to the one leading to Theorem 4.20 leads to
the first part of the error estimate. The main difficulty is keeping track of how the
error not only decreases with decreasing h but how it also increases with the increas-
ing size of Ω. For the second part of the error we show that it can be bounded by
ess supt∈[0,T ]

∫
R2\Ω |T̂ [u(·, t)](x)| dxdt. Details of the proof can be found in [DR02b].

Theorem 4.26 gives an a priori error estimate in terms of h and the size of Ω. To obtain
convergence for our numerical scheme in terms of the discretization parameter h alone,
we couple the — so far arbitrary — set Ω to h.

4.27 Corollary
For h ∈ (0, h0] let Ω = Ωh be the ball of radius min{h−1/16, (γapp(h))−1/4} around the
origon. Then under the same assumptions as in Theorem 4.26 we have

lim
h→0

‖u− uΩh,h‖1 = 0.

Proof:
From the definition of Ωh and RT we conclude that there is a constant C > 0 that does
not depend on h with

RT (Ωh)2(h1/4 + γapp(h)) ≤ C(h1/8 + γapp(h)1/2) → 0 for h→ 0. (4.41)

Furthermore we have limh→0 |Ωh| → ∞ and therefore

lim
h→0

ess sup
t∈[0,T ]

∫
R2\Ωh

|T̂ [u(·, t)](x)| = 0 (4.42)

for the L1-function T̂ [u(·, t)]. Since γε(h1/4) = o(1) (cf. Remark 4.25), the result
follows from Theorem 4.26 using (4.41) and (4.42).
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4.28 Remark: Corollary 4.27 does not establish to any positive rate of convergence.
To prove such a rate some additional assumption on the decay of the L1-function
T̂ [u(·, t)] for |x| → ∞ is required. Furthermore we have to assume the existence of
a constant α > 0 such that

γε(h1/4) + γapp(h) = O(hα).

While the first is an a priori assumption on the entropy solution u of the model prob-
lem (4.13), the latter is an assumption on the quality of the approximation. Let us
consider the most basic choice for discretizing T̂Ω — also used in Theorem 4.20 —

T̂Ω,h[wh](x) :=
1
|Tj |

∫
Tj

T̂Ω[wh](y) dy (x ∈ Tj , wh ∈ Vh) .

Provided we have T̂Ω : L1(R2)∩L∞(R2) → BV (R2), standard theory for BV -functions
shows α = 1/4 (cf. [Kru70]). Integral operators with smooth kernel functions that decay
sufficiently fast provide examples of such compact operators (e.g. convolution operators).
The question becomes more delicate when we consider weakly singular integral operators,
which in general map into a compact subset of L1(R2) but not necessarily into BV (R2).
Here one has to consider each case separately.

4.5.1 The Model Problem from Radiation Hydrodynamics

We now apply our convergence result from Theorem 4.26 to the model problem from
radiation hydrodynamics in two space dimensions derived in Section 4.1.1, i.e., for the
balance term given by (4.9) with k given by (4.8) and B(u) = σu4. We study a more
general setting that includes this case but does not depend on the special form of B
and k̃. In the following the operator is assumed to be of the form

T̂ [w](x) =
∫
R2

(
B(w(y))−B(w(x))

)
k(x,y)dy (4.43)

with functions k,B satisfying:

4.29 Assumption (Continuous Operator)
Let the function k̃ : R2 × R2 → R defined by k̃(x,y) := k(x,y)|x − y| be smooth.
Furthermore we assume that there exists a monotone decreasing function β : R≥0 →
R≥0 and a constant Ck > 0 such that

∞∫
0

β(s)ds ≤ Ck, (4.44a)

0 ≤ k̃(x,y) ≤ β(|x− y|) ≤ Ck
1

|x− y|+ 1
, (4.44b)

|∇xk̃(x,y)|, |∇yk̃(x,y)| ≤ Ck
1

(|x− y|+ 1)2
. (4.44c)

For the function B we suppose B ∈ C1(R) and B′ ≥ 0. Define for M > 0:

CB(M) = max
w∈[−M,M ]

B′(w) .
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How these assumptions fit into the framework of Theorem 4.26 and to what extent our
model from radiation hydrodynamics (cf. Section 4.1.1) satisfies these assumptions is
clarified in the following Lemmata and in Remark 4.36 below.
As a first step towards the error estimate we verify that the operator T̂ with the data
satisfying Assumption 4.29 belongs to the class of admissible operators as defined in
Assumption 4.3.

4.30 Lemma
Consider the operator T̂ of the form (4.43) such that Assumption 4.29 is satisfied. Then
T̂ is an admissible operator, i.e., there exists in particular a function CT̂ : R≥0 → R≥0

such that Assumption 4.3 is satisfied. Furthermore there exists a constant C > 0 such
that we have for w ∈ L∞(R2) ∩ L1(R2) ∩BV (R2) and ∆ > 0

ε(∆,R2, T̂ [w]) ≤ C∆ (4.45)

(cf. Definition 4.24). The constant C depends only on B,Ck, ‖w‖∞, ‖w‖1, |w|BV .

Proof:
We first prove the estimate (4.45); similar arguments can be used to show that As-
sumption 4.3 is satisfied. With ∆ > 0 and z ∈ R2 fixed with |z| < ∆ we consider for
functions w ∈ L∞(R2) ∩BV (R2)∫

R2

|T̂ [w](x + z)− T̂ [w](x)|dx

=
∫
R2

∣∣∣∣∣
∫
R2

B(w(y))k(x + z,y)dy −
∫
R2

B(w(y))k(x,y)dy

−B(w(x + z))
∫
R2

k(x + z,y)dy +B(w(x))
∫
R2

k(x,y)dy

∣∣∣∣∣dx
=

∫
R2

∣∣∣∣∣
∫
R2

B(w(y + z))k(x + z,y + z)dy −
∫
R2

B(w(y))k(x,y)dy

+B(w(x + z))
∫
R2

k(x + z,y + z)dy −B(w(x))
∫
R2

k(x,y)dy

∣∣∣∣∣dx
≤

∫
R2

∫
R2

∣∣∣B(w(y + z))
∣∣∣∣∣∣k(x + z,y + z)− k(x,y)

∣∣∣dydx
+
∫
R2

∫
R2

∣∣∣B(w(y + z))−B(w(y))
∣∣∣k(x,y)dydx

+
∫
R2

∣∣∣B(w(x + z))
∣∣∣ ∫
R2

∣∣∣k(x + z,y + z)− k(x,y)
∣∣∣dydx

+
∫
R2

∣∣∣B(w(x + z))−B(w(x))
∣∣∣ ∫
R2

k(x,y)dydx
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=: A1 +B1 +A2 +B2 .

Using k(x,y) ≤ β(|x−y|)
|x−y| (cf. Assumption 4.29) we can combine B1 and B2:

B1 +B2 ≤ 2
∫
R2

∣∣∣B(w(y))−B(w(y + z))
∣∣∣ ∫
R2

β(|x− y|)
|x− y|

dxdy

≤ 2CB(‖w‖∞)
∫
R2

∣∣∣w(y + z)− w(y)
∣∣∣ ∞∫

0

β(r)drdy ≤ 2CB(‖w‖∞)∆|w|BV Ck

where we have used w ∈ BV (R2), |z| ≤ ∆, and (4.44a). To bound A1 and A2 we
expand the smooth function k̃ around (x,y) and exploit (4.44c) and |z| ≤ ∆. Again
we can combine both terms:

B1 +B2 ≤ 2
∫
R2

∣∣∣B(w(y))
∣∣∣ |k̃(x + z,y + z)− k̃(x,y)|

|x− y|
dxdy

≤ 2
∫
R2

Ck

∣∣∣B(w(y))
∣∣∣ ∫
R2

∫
R2

∆
(|x− y|+ 1)2|x− y|

dxdy

≤ 2CB(‖w‖∞)Ck

∫
R2

∣∣∣w(y)
∣∣∣ ∞∫

0

∆
|r + 1|2

drdy = 2CB(‖w‖∞)Ck‖w‖1∆ .

This leads to the desired result ε(∆,R2, w) ≤ C∆ for some constant C > 0.
Straightforward computations show that the estimates on the operator stated in As-
sumption 4.3(ii) are satisfied for any function w ∈ L1(R2) ∩ L∞(R2) with ‖w‖∞ ≤ M
and M > 0 by choosing CT̂ (M) = 4πCB(M)Ck.

Now we turn to the discrete setting. We extend Assumption 4.4:

4.31 Assumption
Consider a time step ∆t > 0 and, for h ∈ (0, h0], grids Th such that Assumption 4.4
holds. Furthermore, for j ∈ Ih, let ρj = ρj(h) be the radius of the largest circle with
midpoint ωj that lies in the closure of Tj. We define

ρ = inf{ρj : j ∈ Ih} . (4.46)

Note that ρ depends on h. In addition to Assumption 4.4 we assume that there is a
constant ĉ > 0 independent of h such that

h

ρ
≤ ĉ . (4.47)

We define subsets of Ih for l ∈ N and x ∈ R2: Ilh(x) := {j ∈ Ih : lρ ≤ |x − ωj | <
(l + 1)ρ}. Note that there exists a constant c̃ independent of h, ρ, and x such that
card(Ilh(x)) ≤ c̃l.
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The main difficulty in defining a suitable discrete operator T̂h for our finite–volume
scheme lies in the singularity of the kernel k for x = y. For the approximations used in
our RMHD simulations (cf. Chapters 11–13) we are not able to verify the admissibility
criteria (Definition 4.23) required in our convergence proof. Nevertheless we are able
to define a fully discrete operator:

4.32 Definition (Discrete Operator)
For a family of grids {Th}h satisfying Assumption 4.31 and for functions β, k̃ satisfying
Assumption 4.29, we consider the operator T̂Ω,h : Vh → Vh defined for grid functions
wh ∈ Vh and for x ∈ Tj (j ∈ Ih) by

T̂Ω,h[wh](x) = χΩ(x)
∑

i∈Ih\{j}

|Ti|
(
B(wh(ωi))−B(wh(ωj))

)
kh(ωj ,ωi) , (4.48)

kh(x,y) =
k̃(x,y)

|x− y|+ h
for x,y ∈ R2 .

Here Ω is an arbitrary compact subset of R2 with the characteristic function χΩ. From
the definition (4.46) of ρ and since β is monotone decreasing according to Assump-
tion 4.29 we deduce for j ∈ Ih that∑

i∈Ih\{j}

|Ti|kh(ωj ,ωi) ≤
∑
l∈N

∑
i∈Il

h(ωj)

h2 β(|ωj − ωi|)
|ωj − ωi|+ h

≤ C(ĉ, Ck)
∑
l∈N

hβ(lρ).

The last sum is bounded due to (4.44a); similarly it follows that
∑
|Ti|kh(ωi,ωj) is

bounded. We introduce the constant Chk = Chk (c̃, ĉ, Ck) such that∑
i∈Ih\{j}

|Ti|kh(ωj ,ωi),
∑

i∈Ih\{j}

|Ti|kh(ωi,ωj) ≤ Chk . (4.49)

The discrete operator from Definition 4.32 is an admissible discrete operator in the
sense of Definition 4.23 as we show in the next Lemma.

4.33 Lemma
The discrete operator T̂Ω,h from (4.48) is an admissible discrete operator in the sense
of Definition 4.23. A function γapp such that Definition 4.23(v) is satisfied for each
wh ∈ Vh ∩ L∞(R2) ∩ L1(R2) with ‖wh‖∞ ≤M with M > 0 is given by

γapp(h) = Ch| ln(h)| (h ∈ (0, h0]), (4.50)

where C = C(B,M,Ck, ĉ, c̃) does not depend on h with h ≤ h0 < 1.

Proof:
For wh given as in the statement, we use the abbreviation wj = wh(ωj) for j ∈ Ih. To
verify 4.23(i) we observe that by (4.49) we have for all j ∈ Ih and x ∈ Tj

|T̂Ω,h[wh](x)| ≤ CB(M)M
( ∑
i∈Ih\{j}

|Ti|kh(ωj ,ωi) +
∑

i∈Ih\{j}

|Ti|kh(ωi,ωj)
)

≤ C(B,M,Chk ).
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To verify 4.23(ii) we again use (4.49) to compute

‖T̂Ω,h[wh]‖1 ≤ CB(M)
∑
j∈Ih

|Tj |
∑

i∈Ih\{j}

(|wi|+ |wj |)|Ti|kh(ωj ,ωi)

≤ C(B,M,Chk )‖wh‖1.

Property 4.23(iii) is clear. The estimate 4.23(iv) follows using the same arguments as
for 4.23(ii).
For a further grid function w̃h ∈ Vh ∩ L∞(R2) ∩ L1(R2), ‖w̃h‖∞ ≤M we compute∑
j∈Ih

|Tj |
∣∣∣T̂Ω,h[wh](ωj)− T̂Ω,h[w̃h](ωj)

∣∣∣ ≤ 2CB(M)
∑
j∈Ih

|Tj ||wj − w̃j |
∑

i∈Ih\{j}

|Ti|kh(ωj ,ωi)

≤ C(B,M,Chk )
∑
j∈Ih

|Tj ||wj − w̃j |.

It remains to prove the estimate from Definition 4.23(v). For some x ∈ Tj and j ∈ Ih
consider∣∣∣T̂Ω[wh](x)− T̂Ω,h[wh](x)

∣∣∣
≤

∣∣∣∣ ∑
i∈Ih\{j}

(B(wi)−B(wj))
∫
Ti

(k(x,y)− kh(ωj ,ωi))dy
∣∣∣∣

≤ CB(M)M
( ∑
i∈Ih\{j}

∫
Ti

|k(x,y)− kh(x,y)|dy +
∑

i∈Ih\{j}

∫
Ti

|kh(x,y)− kh(x, ωi)|dy

+
∑

i∈Ih\{j}

∫
Ti

|kh(x,ωi)− kh(ωj ,ωi)|dy
)

=: C(B,M) (A1(x) +A2(x) +A3(x)) .

Using (4.44b) and our definition of ρ in (4.46) it follows that

A1(x) ≤
∫

R2\Bρ(ωj)

hk̃(x,y)
|x− y|(|x− y|+ h)

dy

≤ hCk

∫
R2\Bρ(ωj)

1
|x− y|(|x− y|+ h)(|x− y|+ 1)

dy ≤ Ch| ln(h)|.

To estimate A2 we use Taylor expansion for the smooth function kh:

A2(x) ≤
∑

i∈Ih\{j}

‖∇ykh(x, ·)‖L∞(Ti)

∫
Ti

|y − ωi|dy ≤ h3
∑
l∈N

∑
i∈Ih

l (x)

‖∇ykh(x, ·)‖L∞(Ti)
.

Since h < h0 < 1 and due to (4.44a), (4.44b), we can bound |∇ykh(x,y)| for y ∈ Ti by
Ck

(|x−y|+1)(|x−y|+h)2 ; this implies

‖∇ykh(x, ·)‖L∞(Ti)
≤ Ck

(lρ− h+ 1)(lρ)2
.
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Note that we have |x− y| ≥ |x−ωi| − |ωi − y| ≥ lρ− h for all y ∈ Ti. With (4.47) we
deduce by elementary calculus

A2(x) ≤ C(Ck, ĉ, c̃)h| ln(h)|.

Similar calculations as for A2 show that we have for all i ∈ Ilh(ωi)

‖∇xkh(·,ωi)‖L∞(Tj) ≤
Ck

(lρ− h+ 1)(lρ)2
.

Therefore we arrive at the same bound for A3 as for A2. Adding the three estimates
for A1, A2, A3 leads us to∫

Tj

∣∣∣T̂ [wh](x)− T̂h[wh](x)
∣∣∣ ≤ C(B,M,Ck, ĉ, c̃)|Tj |h| ln(h)|.

This proves estimate 4.23(v) and concludes the proof of the lemma.

4.34 Remark: With Lemma 4.33 at hand and Definition 4.7 we obtain a fully explicit
finite–volume scheme to approximate entropy solutions of (4.13). Note that, although
the scheme can be used to approximate (4.13), the computation cost for evaluating
the discrete operator T̂h grows quadratically with the number of elements. Approxi-
mations that grow only linearly are available (cf. Chapter 12), but any approximation
results in the sense of Definition 4.23 known to us require some additional smoothness
assumptions that are not fulfilled in the setting studied here (e.g. Theorem 11.1 and
Theorem 12.10).

We can now prove the boundedness of the finite–volume approximation uΩ,h.

4.35 Lemma (Maximum Principle)
Let the time–step ∆t satisfy the CFL-like condition

∆t ≤
c2Gh

KLg(‖u0‖∞) + c2GhCB(‖u0‖∞)Chk
. (4.51)

where K denotes the maximum number of neighbors of each element, i.e. |N(i) ≤ K
for all i ∈ Ih; we assume that K is independent of h. Then for h ∈ (0, h0] and for
compact sets Ω ⊂ R2 the discrete solution uΩ,h satisfies the maximum principle

ess inf
x∈R2

{u0(x)} ≤ uΩ,h(x, t) ≤ ess sup
x∈R2

{u0(x)} (x ∈ R2, t ∈ [0, T ]) . (4.52)

Proof:
For all n ∈ {0, . . . , NT }, i, j ∈ Ih, and l ∈ N(j), we define

∆Gnjl :=
gjl(unj , u

n
l )− gjl(unj , u

n
j )

unj − unl
, ∆Bn

ji :=
B(uni )−B(unj )

uni − unj

provided unj 6= unjl, u
n
j 6= uni . Otherwise set ∆Gnjl = 0 and ∆Bn

ji = 0. Note that from the
consistency of gjl (cf. Definition 4.5(ii)) it follows that

∑
l∈N(j)

gjl(unj , u
n
j ) = 0. Rewriting

formula (4.16) for n = 1 and using the discretization (4.48) we obtain

u1
j = u0

j −
∆t
|Tj |

∑
l∈N(j)

∆G0
jl(u

0
j − u0

l ) + ∆t
∑
i∈Ih

∆B0
ji(u

0
i − u0

j )|Ti|kh(ωj ,ωi)
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= u0
j

(
1− ∆t

|Tj |
∑
l∈N(j)

∆G0
jl −∆t

∑
i∈Ih

∆B0
ji|Ti|kh(ωj ,ωi)

)

+
∆t
|Tj |

∑
l∈N(j)

∆G0
jlu

0
l + ∆t

∑
i∈Ih

∆B0
jiu

0
i |Ti|kh(ωj ,ωi).

Since gjl is monotone non–increasing in the second variable (cf. Definition 4.5), we have
∆G0

jl ≥ 0. Since B′ ≥ 0 and using (4.44b), we furthermore have ∆B0
jikh(ωj ,ωi) ≥ 0.

This implies the lower bound in

0 ≤ 1
|Tj |

∑
l∈N(j)

∆G0
jl +

∑
i∈Ih

∆B0
ji|Ti|kh(ωj ,ωi) ≤

KLg(‖u0‖∞)
c2Gh

+ CB(‖u0‖∞)Chk .

The upper bound follows from Definition 4.5, Assumption 4.4, and (4.49). Due to the
CFL condition (4.51) and the compact support of uΩ,h we have

u1
j ≤ max

j∈Ih

{u0
j}
(

1− ∆t
|Tj |

∑
l∈N(j)

∆G0
jl −∆t

∑
j∈Ih

∆B0
ji|Ti|kh(ωj ,ωi)

)
+

max
j∈Ih

{u0
j}

∆t
|Tj |

∑
l∈N(j)

∆G0
jl + max

j∈Ih

{u0
j}∆t

∑
j∈Ih

B0
ji|Ti|kh(ωj ,ωi)

≤ max
j∈Ih

{u0
j} ≤ ess supx∈R2{u0(x)}.

In the same way we can prove that u1
j ≥ ess infx∈R2{u0(x)}. With a standard induction

argument we arrive at the estimate

ess inf
x∈R2

{u0(x)} ≤ uni ≤ ess sup
x∈R2

{u0(x)}

for all n ∈ {0, . . . , NT } and i ∈ Ih. Due to Definition 4.7 this proves (4.52).

4.36 Remark: Using Lemma 4.35 it is now easy to see that our model problem from
radiation hydrodynamics derived in Section 4.1.1 fits into the class of problems discussed
here. The integral kernel

∫ π
0 exp

(
− |x−y|

sin(ϑ)

)
dϑ satisfies Assumption 4.29 with β(s) = e−s

since sin(ϑ) is bounded. It remains to show that the function B(u) = σu4 fits into the
context studied here. For u ≥ 0 this is obvious. For u < 0 the assumption B′(u) > 0
is not valid. Note that in this case we are not in the physical regime and the formula
(1.18), which leads to the definition of B, does not hold in this case. Due to Lemma 4.35
the approximate solution uΩ,h always remains within the bounds given by the initial data
u0. Since the initial data should lie in the physical regime we have u0 > 0. It follows
that the approximation uΩ,h is positive, and the definition of B on the negative real axis
is not relevant for the approximation of our model problem. We can therefore redefine
B(u) for u < 0 so that Assumption 4.29 is satisfied without influencing uΩ,h. Since
we show the convergence of uΩ,h to the entropy solution u, this must also remain in
the physical regime independent of the definition of B on the negative real axis. In this
sense our model problem fits into the framework studied here.
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In the concluding theorem we use the lemmata above to obtain a convergent finite–
volume algorithm for the approximation of entropy solutions of (4.13). As in Corol-
lary 4.27 we let the domain Ω depend on h, i.e. Ω = Ωh. Since in the case of this special
model problem much stronger estimates than in the general case of Corollary 4.27 are
available, we obtain convergence with only mild (in fact logarithmical) growth of Ωh

for h→ 0. If additionally we assume some (natural) decay rate for the entropy solution
u, we recover (again up to a logarithmically small factor) the classical convergence rate
of 1/4 as obtained in the case without non–local operator (cf. Theorem 4.20).

4.37 Theorem (Convergence with Radiation Source Term)
Let u ∈ W (0, T ) be the entropy solution to problem (4.13) with data satisfying As-
sumption 4.3. We assume that the balance term T̂ is of the form (4.43) with data
satisfying Assumption 4.29. Consider the discrete operator T̂Ω,h from Definition 4.32
with Ω = Ωh = {x ∈ R2 | |x| ≤

√
| ln(h)|}. Suppose that the CFL-like conditions

(4.37) and (4.51) hold. Then the sequence of approximate solutions {uΩh,h} given by
Definition 4.7 on a family of grids {Th}h satisfying Assumption 4.31 converges to u:

lim
h→0

‖u− uΩh,h‖1 = 0. (4.53)

If additionally the operator T̂ satisfies

T̂ [u(·, t)](x) = O(exp(−|x|)) (|x| → ∞) (4.54)

for all t ∈ [0, T ], we obtain for some positive constant C independent of h the error
estimate

‖u− uΩh,h‖1 ≤ Ch
1
4 | ln(h)|. (4.55)

Proof:
The conditions of Theorem 4.26 are satisfied due to the Lemmata 4.30, 4.33, and 4.35.
Note that we can choose γε(h1/4) = Ch1/4 due to (4.45). With (4.50) and T̂ [u(·, t)] ∈
L1(R2) we get the same convergence statement (4.53) as in Corollary 4.27. Straight-
forward calculus using (4.54) establishes the estimate (4.55).



5. Summary

Base Scheme

In Chapter 1 we briefly derived the basic equations that serve as a mathematical model
for the physical processes in the solar convection zone and photosphere. The model
consists of eight balance laws for the density, the momentum, the magnetic field, and the
energy density. This system is coupled via a source term in the energy equation with the
stationary radiation transport equation. This equation describes the radiation intensity,
which is influenced by the density and the temperature of the fluid. In Chapter 3 we
detailed the solution algorithm used for solving this system of equations. We proposed
an explicit finite–volume scheme on unstructured, locally adapted grids using a one
dimensional Riemann solver for the approximation of the fluxes over the cell faces. To
meet all the aspects of the different physical regimes (e.g. including general equation
of state) and to get a stable and reliable code (e.g. reducing error in the divergence
constraint (1.1e)) the flux has to be modified. This is detailed in Chapters 7–9.
A second and largely independent part of our algorithm is the computation of the
radiation field for a given temperature and density distribution. By approximating
the integrals defining the radiation source term using the discrete ordinate method
(cf. Section 3.1), this problem is reduced to the approximation of the radiation transport
equation for a fixed set of directions. In Chapter 12 and Chapter 13 we focus on this
part of the scheme. The same idea can also be used to approximate the frequency
dependent radiation transport equation.
In Chapter 4 we studied a model problem for the complex coupled system. The major
simplification was to reduce the problem to the case of a scalar balance law (4.13).
The novel aspect of this balance law is the non–local operator on the right hand side
modelling the radiation source term Qrad in our coupled system. A discussion of the
characteristic properties of the solution to the model problem served as justification for
studying the scalar problem instead of the full system. Due to these simplifications,
we were in a position to give some answers to important questions like the existence
and uniqueness of entropy solutions for special initial data and were able to study the
convergence properties of our finite–volume scheme. We extended some results from
the standard theory for scalar balance laws to the case including a non–local operator
of the form given by the radiation source term. Large parts of the following chapters
will be devoted to a further justification of our scheme by experimental means.
A sketch of the finite–volume scheme presented so far is given in Algorithm 1 on page 65
and Algorithm 2 on page 66. In the algorithm the approximation {Uni }i∈I on a given
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grid Tn and time tn is evolved to the next time level tn+1 = tn + ∆tn. The new
approximation is thereby defined on a new grid Tn+1. Since in our code we only store
the most recent grid and approximate values, we leave out the index n. Some realistic
simulations using this scheme are presented in Chapter 15. For our 2d code we use a
parallelization strategy for machines with shared memory architecture. The 3d code
uses MPI for execution on distributed memory machines.
We can distinguish two parts of the algorithm. One part requires computations on the
faces Sij for all (i, j) ∈ InS — for example, the computation of the fluxes, the local
time steps, and the indicators for the adaptation process. The second group consists
of calculations on the elements Ti for all i ∈ In, most notably the computation of the
reconstruction Li, the source term calculation, and the update step. If we neglect the
radiation transport, we see that to compute the new conserved vectors we need the old
conserved quantities on each cell and for each face we need the conserved quantities on
either side of the face. This is a minimum stencil, which we require for both our first
order scheme and our second order scheme. This small stencil allows us to use an effi-
cient and simple parallelization strategy as discussed in Section 3.6. The computation
of the radiation field, the evolution of the magnetohydrodynamic quantities, and the
organization of the locally adapted grid are a second possible grouping of the steps in
the algorithm.
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Algorithm 1: Algorithm for computing a sequence of grids and average val-
ues {Tn, {Un

i }i∈In , {Un+ 1
2 ,tn

i }i∈In}NT
n=1 using an explicit second order time–stepping

scheme. For the computation of the solution a grid T is used together with val-
ues (Ui,gi, refi, crsi) stored on each element Ti for i ∈ I. In the parallel case the
algorithm is executed by each processor separately, and the grid T is in this case
only a part of the whole computational grid. The highlighted steps indicate parts of
the algorithm that lead to communication between the processors. The algorithm
presented here does not represent our implementation in every detail. For a more
accurate description of the 2d code we refer to [Ded98, DRW99] and for the 3d
code to [Sch99a, DRSW02]. The parts of the finite–volume scheme either act on the
surfaces of the grid requiring the left and right limits of the approximation or on
the elements requiring only the values stored there. Some additional postprocessing
steps are required that act on the whole grid. These methods are sketched on the
following page.

(a) Finite–Volume Scheme

Initialize
while t < T do

Ûi ← Ui (i ∈ I)
({gi}, {refi}, {crsi},∆tn)← Surface
({gi})← Element
minimize ∆tn over all partitions
for all i ∈ I do

Ui ← Ui + ∆tngi

end for
({Li}, {Ui}i∈IB

)← Poststep

U
n+ 1

2
i ← Ui (i ∈ In)

({gi}, {refi}, {crsi},∆tn+ 1
2 )← Surface

({gi}, {Mi})← Element
for all i ∈ I do

Ui ← 1
2

(
Ûi + Ui + ∆tngi

)
end for
({Li}, {Ui}i∈IB

)← Poststep
adapt grid T and load balance
({Li}, {Ui}i∈IB

)← Poststep

Tn+1 ← T, Un+1
i ← Ui (i ∈ In+1)

n← n+ 1, t← t+ ∆tn

end while

(b) Initialize

T ← macro grid, refine T until hstart reached
for all i ∈ I do

Ui ← 1
|N(i)|

∑
j∈N(i) U0(zij)

end for
for r = 1 to 10 do

adapt grid T and load balance
for all i ∈ I do

Ui ← 1
|N(i)|

∑
j∈N(i) U0(zij)

end for
end for
t← 0, n← 0
({Li}, {Ui}i∈IB

)← Poststep
Tn ← T,Un

i ← Ui (i ∈ In)

(c) Poststep

for all i ∈ IB do
Ui ← [cf. Section 3.3]

end for
exchange data on inner boundary
for all i ∈ I do
{Li} ← Reconstruction
{Qradi} ← [cf. Chapter 12–13]
gi ← 0, refi ← 0, crsi ← 0

end for
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Algorithm 2: The parts of the algorithm on the left hand side have to be executed
for each face Sij of the grid. They modify values on the elements Ti and Tj and
only require data stored there. On the right hand side are the parts of the algorithm
called on the elements Ti. These may also require the data on the neighboring
elements but only modify the data on Ti.

(a) Surface

∆t←∞
for all (i, j) ∈ IS do

(gij ,∆tij , jmpij)←
Flux(Li(zij),Lj(zij),nij , hij)

gi ← gi + gij

refi ← max{refi, jmpij}
crsi ← max{crsi, jmpij}
if j ∈ I then

gj ← gj − gij

refj ← max{refj , jmpij}
crsj ← max{crsj , jmpij}

end if
∆t← min{∆t,∆tij}

end for

(b) FLUX(Ul,Ur,n, h)

Ūl ←R(nij)Ul

Ūr ←R(nij)Ur

Ḡ← G(Ūl, Ūr)
gij ←
|Sij |R−1(nij)Ḡ(Ūl, Ūr) [cf. Chapter 7–9]

∆tij ← h
max{|ūl,x|+cf (Ūl),|ūr,x|+cf (Ūr)}

jmpij ← [cf. (3.19)]

(c) Element

for all i ∈ I do
gi ← −gi + 1

|N(i)|
∑

j∈N(i) q(Li(zij)) + Qradi

if refi > reflimit and hi > hmin then
mark Ti for refinement

else if crsi < crslimit and hi < hmax then
mark Ti for coarsening

end if
end for

(d) Reconstruction

for all i ∈ I and l ∈ N(i) do
for all components Ui,k of Ui do

for all l ∈ N(i) do
compute interpolation Dl,k of

(ωi, Ui,k),
(
(ωl, Ul,k)

)
j∈N(i)\{l}

g ← ∇Dl,k · (ωl − ωi)
d← Ul,k − Ui,k

if dg > 0 and |g| > |d| then Dl,k ← d
g
Dl,k

if dg ≤ 0 then Dl,k = 0
end for
Li,k(x)← Ui,k +∇Dl0,k · (x− ωi)

for
∣∣∇Dl0,k

∣∣ = max
j∈N(i)

{∣∣∇Dl,k

∣∣}
end for

end for



6. Overview

MHD Scheme

The base scheme presented in Chapter 3 is not yet suitable for performing realistic
simulations. On the one hand it cannot be used for simulations of a non–perfect gas.
Simple tests also reveal stability problems caused, for example, by the fact that the
divergence constraint (1.1e) was not taken into account during the construction of the
finite–volume scheme. Therefore we present modifications of the base scheme in the fol-
lowing three chapters, which are essential for our simulations in the solar atmosphere.
Since the problems and the solution strategies are more generally applicable, we do not
focus solely on the astrophysical problems although these always serve as a motivation.
All three modifications require only some pre– or postprocessing of the numerical flux
function and are therefore easy to add to our base scheme. Large parts of Algorithm 1
on page 65 remain unchanged since all the modifications presented here can be im-
plemented by minor changes in the numerical flux function gij (cf. Algorithm 2(b) on
page 66).
That the modifications should only require minor modifications of the base scheme was
one of the main aspects of their development. Furthermore, it was of great impor-
tance that the modifications should require hardly any additional cost in runtime; for
example, the scheme must remain stable using the time step ∆t defined by the base
scheme. We always compare the modified scheme with the base scheme and, if available,
also with other standard methods from the literature. The choice of these comparison
schemes is always motivated by the two important aspects mentioned above: they have
to be simple to add to the base scheme and should require hardly any additional CPU
time.
In Chapter 7 we extend the energy relaxation method from [CP98] to the system of
real gas MHD. In Chapter 8 we present a method that stabilizes the MHD solver
against divergence errors. Finally in Chapter 9 we derive a method that can be used
to compute solutions near an equilibrium state.
In Section 6.1 we give an overview of the central problems and discuss some approaches
found in the literature. Before we derive the new methods in the following chapters,
we describe the test cases that we use to verify the schemes in Section 6.2. Since
we are interested in computing approximation errors, we study test cases for which
we can construct exact solutions or for which we can at least use finely resolved 1d
approximations as reference solutions.
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6.1 Numerical Challenges

In the following we discuss a number of problems that we encountered during the
development of our MHD code and its application to model problems from solar physics.
These challenges serve as a motivation for the extensions of the base scheme described
in the following chapters. Many of these challenges arise in a multitude of different
applications and are not only relevant in the solar physical context; in many cases they
are not even restricted to the MHD setting studied here. Therefore, many approaches
for solving these problems can be found in the literature. We consequently also include
a brief overview of some of the relevant literature.

6.1.1 Arbitrary Equation of State

As discussed in Chapter 1 the MHD system has to be closed by an equation that
describes the relationship between the internal energy ε, the density ρ, and the pressure
p. A great deal of different physical regimes can be modeled by means of this equation;
for example, in the lower convection zone the plasma can be assumed to be a perfect
polytrophic gas. This can be modeled by a very simple pressure law.

6.1 Definition (EOS for a Perfect Gas)

p(ρ, ε) = (γ − 1)ρε , θ(ρ, ε) =
ε

cv
(6.1)

with some constants γ > 1, cv > 0.

Over the last few years many numerical flux functions have been derived for the MHD
equations with a perfect gas law (cf. [DKRW01a, Wes02b] and the references therein).
In many applications it is not feasible to assume a perfect gas law; in the following we
will talk of a “real gas” in these cases. As already mentioned the plasma in the solar
photosphere is assumed to be partially ionized. This leads to a far more complicated
equation of state [Sch99b]. Therefore flux functions constructed for a perfect gas law
are not applicable in this regime. In Chapter 7 we describe a possibility of extending
any perfect gas flux function so that it can be used for solving the MHD equations for
an arbitrary real gas.
The method we present in Chapter 7 is only one possibility of solving the MHD equation
with an arbitrary EOS. One of the simplest numerical flux functions is the Lax–
Friedrichs (LF) flux, which can be used without modification in the real gas setting. The
idea is to use a central difference scheme and to add artificial viscosity for stabilization
(cf. [Krö97, Example 2.2.6]). In 1d and in its simplest form the LF flux is

G(U,V) =
1
2
(
F1(U)− F1(V)

)
+

∆x
2∆t

(
U−V

)
. (LF)

Here ∆x denotes the grid spacing. The simplicity of the scheme arises from the fact
that only the analytical flux F1 is required, whereas many other schemes require the
eigensystem of the flux Jacobian. Since the flux evaluation only requires the knowledge
of the pressure p as a function of ρ, ε and this is given by the EOS, the scheme can be
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used without modification to solve the real gas MHD equations. On the other hand
the Lax–Friedrich scheme shows a very poor resolution especially of contact discontinu-
ities. We use this scheme only as a reference scheme since all our tests have shown that
the error to runtime ratio is poor in comparison to other schemes [Wes02b, DW01].
Staggered central schemes present a further possibility of solving the real gas MHD
equations. These schemes also require only flux evaluations and no additional informa-
tion [NT90]. The drawback is that these schemes require the implementation of a dual
grid, which can be very complicated for unstructured locally adapted grids — especially
in 3d. For that reason we have refrained from testing these schemes. A comparison of
some further Godunov type schemes can be found in [MYV88].
For the compressible Euler equations two methods of extending numerical fluxes for
perfect gases to the real gas case have recently been suggested [CP98, BGH00]. In
Chapter 7 we show how the energy relaxation method from [CP98] can be applied to
the real gas MHD equations. This method allows the use of any existing solver without
modification. Only a minor prestep is required. The method presented in [BGH00]
exploits the fact that the structure of the eigensystem is independent of the EOS
if quantities such as the pressure p and the sound speed c are assumed to be EOS
dependent functions. Both methods were extended to the real gas MHD system and
their efficiency compared in [DW01]. Both methods lead to very similar results. For
the hydrodynamic case a comparison was recently published in [GHN02], where the
authors arrived at the same conclusion. In Chapter 7 we will briefly cover the major
results and add some further tests.
Since the partial ionization leads to a very complicated equation of state, we test our
new method using a simpler setting. Real gases also arise, if — at low temperatures
and at high pressures — intermolecular forces have to be taken into account. The van
der Waals EOS is an extension of the perfect gas law, which can be used to model these
molecular forces.

6.2 Definition (EOS for a van der Waals Gas)
The EOS of van der Waals is defined by

p(ρ, ε) = ρ
R(ε+ aρ)
cv(1− bρ)

− aρ2 , θ(ρ, ε) =
ε− ε0 + aρ

cv
. (6.2)

We use the same choice for the constants a, b, R, cv, and ε0 as in [BGH00]

a = 1684.54 , b = 0.001692 , R = 461.5 , cv = 401.88 and ε0 = 0 .

6.3 Remark: Note that for ρ < 1
b ≈ 591 we have p > 0 but for ρ→ 1

b we have p→∞.
In contrast to the perfect gas EOS the MHD system (1.1) augmented by the van der
Waals EOS is not hyperbolic for all U with ρ > 0 and ε > 0. The pressure law in (6.2)
is still linear in ε with ∂εp(ρ, ·) > 0, we also have c2 > 0 (cf. Assumption 1.3). As in
the case of a perfect gas (6.1), where we have p = ρRθ, we can also write the pressure
law of a van der Waals gas as a function of the density and the temperature, which
leads to p(ρ, θ) = ρ Rθ

1−bρ − aρ2. For ρ small the pressure is close to ρRθ, i.e., in this
case we recover the perfect gas law.

Although the van der Waals EOS is quite simple (for example, p is still given explic-
itly) the structure of the solution already includes the new features typical of a more
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Figure 6.1: Quasi exact solutions to a Riemann problem for the Euler equations
with two different equations of state. The solution in the perfect gas case was
obtained using Chorin’s method [Krö97]; the solution for the van der Waals gas was
computed by the exact Riemann solver developed in [MV99]. In the van der Waals
case the two acoustic waves are not simple waves anymore but compound waves
consisting of a series of rarefactions and discontinuities.

complicated EOS. The example in Figure 6.1 demonstrates the influence of the EOS
on the structure of the solution.
A second example which we use in our numerical tests is a pressure law that includes
the vibrational motion of the oxygen and nitrogen in the air at very high temperatures.
This setting was studied in [MS99].

6.4 Definition (EOS for a two molecule vibrating (tmv) Gas)
The tmv pressure law is defined by the relations

p(ρ, ε) = ρrθ , ε = cvθ +
αΘvib

exp
(

Θvib
θ

)
− 1

. (6.3)

For the constants we choose the values published in [MS99]:

r = 287.086 , cv = 717.715 , Θvib = 1000 , and α = 287.086 .

6.5 Remark: Note that the pressure law has the same form as in the perfect gas case
but that now the temperature is only given implicitly. For fixed ρ, ε we have to solve
the algebraic relation defining the temperature using, for example, Newton iteration.
This temperature is then used to compute the pressure. This is a setting similar to
the Saha equations modeling the partial ionization of the solar photosphere (cf. Chap-
ter 1). Thus this is a good EOS for studying the efficiency of a scheme in the case of
a computationally expensive pressure law.

6.1.2 Divergence Constraint

In Chapter 1 we saw that the divergence constraint on the magnetic field (1.1e) only has
to be satisfied by the initial data and is then satisfied for all time. Therefore numerical
methods are usually based only on the hyperbolic evolution equations (1.1a) — (1.1d).
Due to the fact that the discrete divergence of the discrete curl is usually not exactly
zero, ∇ ·B–errors arise in numerical simulations; the approximation of the initial data
can also introduce divergence errors. These error lead to an unphysical behavior of the
system: Magnetic field lines may have wrong topologies leading to plasma transport
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orthogonal to the magnetic field. This effect is discussed in [BB80, BS99]. These
divergence error will often lead to the breakdown of the simulation due, for example,
to non–physical states.
Schemes have been developed that imitate the analytical fact that the divergence of
a curl equals zero. These schemes are often referred to as “constrained transport
methods”. This approach is used for the MHD equations in many different versions;
some recent methods can be found, for example, in [DW98, RMJF98, BS99, LZ00,
Tót00]. The main idea of the “constrained transport” approach is to use a special
discretization of the magnetic field equations. This means that the underlying base
scheme is only partially used and thus some of its desired properties may be lost.
Moreover, these schemes are restricted to structured grids and require large stencils for
the spatial discretization, cf. [Tót00, p. 646].
In the finite–volume approach each component of the curl of a vector field is inter-
preted as the divergence of a flux and integrated using Gauß’ theorem. In many im-
plementations a discrete divergence applied to a discrete curl will give zero only in an
approximate way. Therefore, to prevent divergence errors from increasing with time,
some correction technique has to be added to these schemes. A well–known correction
method is the projection of the magnetic field into the space of divergence–free vec-
tor fields, also known as “Hodge projection”. This method was implemented e.g. by
Balsara [Bal98a, Bal98b], who discretized the Laplace operator in Fourier space.
In the finite–volume approach the numerical fluxes between adjacent grid cells are
usually calculated by considering the 1d wave propagation in the normal direction to
the element faces. In this one–dimensional setting, condition (1.1e) means that there
is no jump in the normal component of the magnetic field across the interface. In
multidimensional simulations this constraint cannot be generally fulfilled. Hence the
one–dimensional wave considerations must allow for a jump in the normal component
of the B–field. In the method developed by Powell et al. [BB80, Asl93, Pow94] the
derivation of one–dimensional fluxes is based on the symmetrizable form of the MHD
equations, which was, for example, introduced by Godunov in [God72]. In this form
some additional terms that are not in divergence form are added to the MHD equa-
tions (1.8):

∂tU +∇ · F(U) = q(U) + qdiv(U) .

The new “source terms” are proportional to ∇ ·B

qdiv(U(x, t)) =
(
0,−B(x, t),−u(x, t),−u(x, t) ·B(x, t)

)T∇ ·B(x, t) .

In the original approach, a Roe–type solver for a modified system is used that admits
jumps in the normal component of the magnetic field and advects them with the fluid
velocity. Additionally the new terms are evaluated in each timestep. It was later
discovered that the robustness of a MHD code can be improved just by adding these
so–called “divergence source terms” to an arbitrary solver [TO96]. In the following
we use this source term fix as a reference method for reducing divergence errors. The
advantage of this method over many of the other ones mentioned above is that a given
base scheme can be easily extended simply by adding a discretization for the term qdiv.
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We do this in a finite–volume spirit by discretizing
∫
Ti

qdiv(U) (cf. (2.1)):∫
Ti

qdiv(U(·, t))

≈
(
0,−Bi(ωi, t),−ui(ωi, t),−ui(ωi, t) ·Bi(ωi, t)

)T ∫
Ti

∇ ·B(·, t)

=
(
0,−Bi(ωi, t),−ui(ωi, t),−ui(ωi, t) ·Bi(ωi, t)

)T ∑
j∈N(i)

∫
Sij

B̂ij(·, t) .

With Bi,ui we denote the approximation on the element Ti. The scalar quantity B̂ij
is a suitable approximation of the magnetic field in normal direction (B · nij) on the
face Sij . In the case where the approximation is divergence–free, the values of Bi · nij
and Bj · nij are the same on both sides of the face Sij . In general this will not be the
case and the approximations on the elements Ti and Tj will be discontinuous. Since
a suitable value for B̂ij is thus not available, we use a simple average of the discrete
values on both sides of Sij :∫
Ti

qdiv(U(·, t)) ≈
(
0,−Bi(ωi, t),−ui(ωi, t),−ui(ωi, t) ·Bi(ωi, t)

)T
∑
j∈N(i)

|Sij |
1
2
(
Bi(zij , t) + Bj(zij , t)

)
· nij .

(source term fix)

For the Maxwell equations Munz et al. [MSSV99, MOS+00] introduced a technique to
couple the divergence constraint for the electric field to the hyperbolic system. They
called this modified system Generalized Lagrange Multiplier (GLM) formulation of the
Maxwell equations. In [DKK+02] we have derived the GLM–MHD equations following
the same ideas. The modified divergence constraint can be chosen to be either an
elliptic, a parabolic, or a hyperbolic equation. The most promising choice, especially in
the finite–volume framework, seems to be a mixed hyperbolic/parabolic approach. In
Chapter 8 we give a summary of [DKK+02] and add some new results, including some
test calculations also using the elliptic and the parabolic approach. The choice of the
free parameters is also studied in more detail, taking into account analytical results for
a model problem.

6.1.3 Balancing Source Terms and Flux Gradients

The initial conditions U0 to many problems, especially in the lower convection zone,
are given as a local perturbation of a static, stratified, and purely hydrodynamic back-
ground atmosphere i.e.

U0 = Ů + Ũ

where Ů only depends on height z and Ũ has compact support. Ů is a solution to the
stationary MHD equations and therefore has to satisfy

∂z p̊ = ρ̊g. (6.4)
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This equation follows from (1.1) if we set ∂t = 0, ∂x = 0, ∂y = 0 and assume that the
velocity and the magnetic field in the background atmosphere are zero. The force of
gravity acts in the z–direction, leading to a gravity source term g(x) = (0, 0, g(z))T . If
due to approximation errors the identity (6.4) is violated, then the background atmo-
sphere starts to shift, leading to errors that can severely influence the whole simulation.
Since on the coarse grid used, for example, in 3d simulations these perturbations can
easily be of the same magnitude as the difference between the background atmosphere
Ů and the solution U itself, the structure of the solution can be totally lost. The
unphysical perturbations not only lead to an unsatisfactory approximation but may
also lead to stability and efficiency problems in the numerical scheme; for example,
the oscillations cause local grid refinement in regions where the solution is smooth, so
that a fine grid is used even in regions where the solution is equal to the background
solution; furthermore, the limiter used in the higher order reconstruction reduces the
method to first order in these regions since local maxima and minima are detected.
The problem of balancing flux gradients and source terms and of computing solutions
close to a static state arises in many different fields, ranging from atmospheric flow, as
considered here, to the approximation of the shallow water equations, where the source
terms are used to model the ground topology. Many different approaches have been
suggested in recent years for example in [LeV98, Gos00, Jin01, BPV03]. In Chapter 9
we suggest a simple modification of our base scheme that guarantees that a given
background atmosphere remains static during a simulation and that can be used if
the background solution Ů is known. In addition to its simple implementation the
method leads to very good locally adapted grids — coarse elements are used in regions
where the solution does not vary from Ů. This allows us to use large domains for the
simulations without investing a large amount of computational time in regions of the
domain where the exact solution is very close to Ů. Consequently, the problems arising
from unphysical boundary conditions that are too close to the interesting structures in
the solution can be reduced.

6.1.4 Open Boundaries

For our simulations in the lower solar convection zone the computational domain can
only be a small section of the full convection zone. It has to be chosen with two aims
in mind. On the one hand, small structures have to be resolved and their evolution has
to be tracked over a long time period; on the other hand, the computational domain
has to be as small as possible to minimize computational costs. Covering only a small
portion of the full domain in a simulation requires the specification of suitable boundary
conditions on the artificial vertical and horizontal boundaries to close the MHD system.
It would be desirable if all boundaries — the vertical as well as the horizontal — were
transparent for outgoing waves in the following sense:

6.6 Definition (Transparent Boundary Conditions)
Let Ω1 and Ω2 be two compact subsets of Rd with Ω1 ⊂ Ω2. Let Ui be the solution
of the MHD equation on Ωi using the boundary condition (BC) for i = 1, 2. Then the
boundary condition (BC) is said to be transparent if U1 is identical to U2 in Ω1.

In most solar physical simulations the important structures move upwards through the
atmosphere and, therefore, the top boundary is the most critical one; the influence
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(a) transparent boundary

conditions (b) reference solution on

ten times larger domain

(c) Dirichlet boundary con-

ditions

Figure 6.2: Isolines of the vertical velocity for a 2d atmospheric test case for t = 25.
The main structure is still far away from the horizontal boundaries; but note that
small perturbations have already reached the top and bottom boundaries via acoustic
waves. Figure taken from [DKSW01b].

of the vertical boundaries is much smaller. For instance, in [EMI98] both vertical
boundaries and the bottom boundary are assumed to be “closed lids”. According
to [NS90] the bottom boundary should also be transparent. Therefore we focus on
both horizontal boundaries, while we assume periodic vertical boundaries in accordance
with [NS90, CMIS95a, FZL98]. The influence of the top and bottom boundary on the
solution is demonstrated in Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3.

The conditions on the horizontal boundaries should lead to solutions that are (prac-
tically) independent of the height of the computational domain. Waves generated in
the interior of the computational domain must be allowed to pass through the top and
bottom boundary; i.e. an ideal artificial boundary should be transparent for outgoing
perturbations. One method of achieving this is to absorb outgoing waves by introduc-
ing additional layers at the boundaries. (For solar physical simulations this method
was used in [NS90, EMI98].) As far as we know there is neither an analytical argu-
ment nor a detailed numerical study that shows that this approach meets the stated
requirements for a transparent boundary in the case of our application. However, the
idea of absorbing layers seems to be a promising approach. This has recently been
demonstrated for many different problems in the form of “perfectly matched layers”,
see e.g. [Ber94, AG98, TY98, Pet00].

In [DKSW01a, DKSW01b] we derived boundary conditions that fulfill the requirement
stated in Definition 6.6 at least for small perturbations. Our method of formulating
non–reflecting boundary conditions belongs to the class of so–called exact boundary
conditions, cf. the reviews [Giv91, Tsy98]. It follows the technique presented in [Sof98].
Our method is based on the derivation of an analytically exact boundary condition
for the hyperbolic equation describing the evolution of the pressure perturbation. The
condition necessarily includes a non–local convolution term with respect to time at the
artificial boundaries. However, by using a special approximation of the convolution
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(a) transparent boundary

conditions
(b) reference solution on ten

times larger domain

(c) Dirichlet boundary condi-
tions

Figure 6.3: Density for a 2d atmospheric test case for t = 35. The main structure
is starting to move through the upper boundary. The result using our transpar-
ent boundary conditions is still very close to the reference solutions. Figure taken
from [DKSW01b].

kernel, this non–local term can be evaluated in a time–stepping manner so that the
numerical method stays local with respect to time.
A necessary first step in the derivation of our boundary conditions is the linearization
of the MHD equations about a stratified background atmosphere Ů (cf. Section 6.1.3).
We assume that the perturbations at the boundary are sufficiently small and smooth.
Furthermore, we study the special case of an exponentially decaying atmosphere that
permits a sufficiently far–reaching analytical study. At the same time, the application
of our boundary conditions to other models for the background atmosphere inside the
computational domain seems to pose no problems. For the linearized system we can
prove the transparency of our boundary conditions in the sense of Definition 6.6. In the
following Theorem we concentrate on the top boundary. A similar result also holds for
the conditions on the lower boundary, but due to the unboundedness of the background
solution the formulation of the theorem is slightly more complicated.

6.7 Theorem (Transparent Boundary Conditions)
Let the computation domain be Ω = [xl, xr]× [−∞, zt] with xl, xr, zt ∈ R and xl < xr.
The initial conditions are U0(x, z) = Ũ0(x, z) + Ů(z) with p̊′(z) = g(z)ρ̊(z), ů ≡ 0,
and B̊ ≡ 0. The background atmosphere is, furthermore, assumed to satisfy ρ̊(z)γ−1 =
γ−1
aγ exp(−2αz) and p̊(z) = ρ̊(z)γ with some constants γ > 1, α > 0 and a > 0. We

assume that the perturbations are compactly supported in Ω, i.e., we assume that there
exists a zb < zt so that the support of Ũ0 is in [xl, xr]×[zb, zt]. Define Ω∞ := [xl, xr]×R
and set Ũ(z) = 0 for z < zb and z > zt. We consider the following two problems:

(A) Consider the MHD equations linearized around Ů in Ω∞ with initial conditions
Ũ0, |Ũ| = 0 for |z| → ∞, and periodic boundary conditions in x.

(B) Consider the MHD equations linearized around Ů in Ω with initial conditions Ũ0,
|Ũ| = 0 for z → −∞, and periodic boundary conditions in x. At the boundary
z = zt we prescribe our transparent boundary conditions.
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Figure 6.4: Evolution of L1–error for different boundary conditions. At around
t = 30 the large perturbations reach the upper boundary. Up to this time the
transparent boundary conditions lead to almost no error compared to the reference
solution. Time used for a 2D–calculation for different grid sizes in comparison to
the time required for the calculation of the boundary values using our boundary
condition (taken from [DKSW01b]).

Then the following two statements hold

(i): Any solution to problem (A) is a solution to problem (B).

(ii): Consider a solution U to problem (B), which is continuously differentiable up to
z = zt. Then there exists a solution to problem (A) that coincides with U in Ω.

The proof can be found in [DKSW01b].
In [DKSW01b] we also discuss implementational aspects and compare our boundary
conditions with other more direct approaches. Our numerical examples illustrate that
the structure of the solution is considerably influenced by the choice of the boundary
conditions. Moreover, using our boundary conditions we find that even large perturba-
tions are hardly reflected at the artificial boundaries. The examples indicate that the
proposed transparent boundary conditions yield good results (Figure 6.4) and are very
cheap with respect to their computational costs. In fact, the costs for the numerical
evaluation of the boundary conditions are almost negligible: in a 2d test calculation it
took less than 6% of the overall CPU time, see Figure 6.4.

6.2 Constructing Solutions

6.2.1 The Riemann Problem

The most thoroughly studied initial value problem for hyperbolic conservation laws is
the one dimensional Riemann problem. The initial conditions for this Cauchy problem
are defined by a left and right hand state Ul,Ur:

U0(x) =

{
Ul for x < 0 ,
Ur for x > 0 ,

(x ∈ R) .

In the context of finite–volume schemes this problem is of special interest because
numerical flux functions can be constructed from a detailed knowledge of the solution
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to the Riemann problem; it can furthermore be used as the main building block for
existence results, even for systems of hyperbolic equations in one space dimension (see,
for example, [Daf00]). The most important features of the solution U to the Riemann
problem is its self–similarity: U(x, t) = Û(x/t). If a system of conservation law of
dimension m is strictly hyperbolic (cf. Definition 1.1), then, by the Theorem of Lax and
Liu, the function Û consists of m+1 constant states U0 = Ul,U1, . . . ,Um,Um+1 = Ur

connected either by a smooth transition (rarefaction wave) or by a discontinuity (shock
or contact discontinuity) or by a combination of smooth transitions and discontinuities
(compound wave).
For the Euler equation of gas dynamics with a perfect gas law, Chorin’s method can be
used to construct a solution to the Riemann problem. The method only requires the
solution of a simple ODE. Therefore, the Riemann problem for arbitrary left and right
hand states — at least if they are sufficiently close together — can be solved up to any
given accuracy. The Riemann problem is thus also very well suited to verify numerical
schemes. For more complicated equations of state the algorithm for constructing the
solution has recently been implemented in [MV99]. For the MHD equations — even in
the case of a perfect gas law — the construction of the solution is not yet available for
general left and right hand states.
We also study a Riemann problem in two space dimensions that consists of four constant
initial states:

U0(x, y) =


U1 for x > 0, y > 0 ,
U2 for x < 0, y > 0 ,
U3 for x < 0, y < 0 ,
U4 for x > 0, y < 0 ,

((x, y) ∈ R2) .

The solution to this problem is far more complicated than in the 1d case, and to our
knowledge the construction of the solution for arbitrary states is not yet possible even
for simple systems. Some numerical investigations for the Euler equations can be found,
for example, in [LL98]. We use this problem to verify our scheme for two reasons. On
the one hand, the solution is intrinsically two dimensional, so that problems arising only
in 2d simulations can be studied. On the other hand the finite speed of propagations
means that at least at some distance from the origin the solution is given by the solution
to the one dimensional Riemann problems between two of the four states. To be more
precise, there exist xl, xr, yb, yt ∈ R for any given time t so that for y > yt the solution
is given by the Riemann problem between U2,U1, for x < xl by the Riemann problem
between U3,U2. Similarly, the solution for y < yb and for x > xr can be obtained by
studying the 1d Riemann problems between U3,U4 and U4,U1, respectively. A sketch
of the structure of the solution both to the 1d Riemann problem and the 2d Riemann
problem is shown in Figure 6.5.

6.2.2 The Rotation Problem

The following problem is an extension of a purely hydrodynamic problem suggested by
Tim Kröger [Krö02]. We added a stabilizing magnetic field and extended the setting to
include general equations of state and non–constant density profiles. This problem has
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Figure 6.5: Sketch of the structure of the (MHD) Riemann problem in 1d (left)
and 2d (right). In the 1d setting we show the evolution of the self–similar solution
in the x/t plane. The solution consists of seven waves connecting the two original
states. In the 2d setting we show the structure of the solution at a time T . Due
to the finite speed of propagation the 2d structure originating from the point where
initially all four states meet has not influenced the solution on the whole domain.
Away from the origin, the solution is still given by the four 1d Riemann problems
defined by the four original states.

a stationary weak solution where outside the ball BR(0) the fluid is at rest. Inside BR(0)
the motion of the fluid is always tangential to the radial direction: u = u0(−y, x, 0)T .
Therefore the solution is discontinuous on ∂BR(0). The pressure and the density are
chosen in such a way that a gravitational source term is balanced. The gravitational
force always points to the origin: g = −g(x, y, 0)T with some constant g ≥ 0. If g = 0
then the density is constant. For g > 0 the density is a function of the radius. The gas
pressure is then defined in such a way that we obtain a stationary weak solution of the
MHD system (1.1) in two space dimensions. A sketch of the structure of the solution
is shown in Figure 6.6.

Theorem: Let functions ρ̊ = ρ̊(z) and p̊ = p̊(z) be given which satisfy

d

dz
p̊(z) = ρ̊(z) , ρ̊(z) > 0 .

With the constants R > 0, g ≥ 0, u0 > 0, B0 ≥ 0 we define for (x, y) ∈ Ω and
r =

√
x2 + y2

ρ(x, y) = ρ̊(r2) ,

u(x, y) =

{(
u0y,−u0x, 0

)T
for r < R ,(

0, 0, 0
)T

for r > R ,

B(x, y) =

{(
B0y,−B0x, 0

)T
for r < R ,(

0, 0, B0R
)T

for r > R ,

p(x, y) =

{
p0 + 1

2u
2
0

(
p̊(r2)− p̊(R2)

)
− B2

0
4π

(
r2 −R2

)
− gp̊(r2) for r < R ,

p0 − gp̊(r2) for r > R .

The constant p0 is fixed so that p(x, y) > 0 for all (x, y) in the computational domain
Ω. We define the vector of conservative variables using an arbitrary EOS to define the
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internal energy (cf. Assumption 1.3)

U =
(
ρ, ρu,B, ε(ρ, p) +

1
2
ρu2 +

B2

8π

)T
.

Then U(x, y) is a stationary weak solution to the MHD equations (1.1) in R2 with the
gravity force vector g given by

g(x, y) = (−2gx,−2gy, 0) .

Proof:
To show that U is a stationary solution we first have to verify that the flux gradient
∇ ·F(U) is balanced by the gravity source term (0, ρg,0, ρu · g)T in the regions of R2

where U is smooth.
r < R: It is easy to see that the flux in the equation for the density given by ∇ · (ρu)

vanishes identically. Next we compute the flux for the first component of the
moment; the same analysis can be used for the second component by noting
that the roles of x and y can be directly exchanged.

∂x

(
ρu2

x + p+
B2

8π
− B2

x

4π

)
+ ∂y

(
ρuxuy −

BxBy
4π

)
= 2u2

0xy
2ρ̊′ + u2

0xp̊
′ − B2

0

2π
x− 2gxp̊′ +

B2
0

4π
x− u2

0x(2y
2ρ̊′ + ρ̊) +

B2
0

4π
x

= −2gxp̊′ + u2
0x(p̊

′ − ρ̊)
= −2gxρ̊ .

The last equation follows since we have assumed that p̊′ = ρ̊. We also have
ρ̊ = ρ so that the remaining expression is equal to the gravity source term.
The arguments for uz, Bx, By, and Bz are quite straightforward so that only
the result for the equation for the total energy remains to be shown. With the
observation that ζ = (ρe+ p+ B2

8π is a function of r2 the result easily follows:

∂x

(
uxζ −Bxu ·B

)
+ ∂y

(
uyζ −Byu ·B

)
= 2u0xyζ

′ − 2u0B0xy − 2u0xyζ
′ + 2u0B0xy

= 0 .

Since u ⊥ g we also have ρu · g = 0. Thus concludes the proof for r < R.

r > R: Again we can concentrate on the equations for ux and ρe:

∂x

(
ρu2

x + p+
B2

8π
− B2

x

4π

)
+ ∂y

(
ρuxuy −

BxBy
4π

)
= −2xgp̊′

and

∂x

(
uxζ −Bxu ·B

)
+ ∂y

(
uyζ −Byu ·B

)
= 0 .

Thus both equations lead to the same result as in the previous case and the
same arguments hold.
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To conclude our proof we show that the discontinuity at r = R is a contact discontinuity.
First we verify that the Ranking–Hugoniot relations are satisfied. Since the source
term is continuous in the whole domain, we can study the jump relations as for the
homogeneous system. Let (x0, y0) be a point of ∂BR(0). We have to rotate the limits
of the solution in (x0, y0) in the direction n = (x0, y0)/R. In primitive variables we
compute

VI = (ρ̊(R2), 0, u0, 0, 0, B0, 0, p0 − gp̊(R2))T ,

VO = (ρ̊(R2), 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, B0, p0 − gp̊(R2))T .

It is easy to see that these states satisfy the Ranking–Hugoniot jump relation with the
speed s = 0. By computing the wave speeds for these two states, we find using the
notation of (1.10)

ca = 0 ,

c2s =
1
2

(
c2 +

B2
0

ρ̊(R)
−

√(
c2 +

B2
0

ρ̊(R)

)2
)

= 0 ,

c2f =
1
2

(
c2 +

B2
0

ρ̊(R)
+

√(
c2 +

B2
0

ρ̊(R)

)2
)

=
(
c2 +

B2
0

ρ̊(R)

)2
> 0 .

since b21 = 0. These relations hold for both the inner state VI and the outer state VO.
Five of the seven eigenvalues (all except the fast waves) are identical to the shock speed
s = 0. Therefore the discontinuity is a contact discontinuity. Since the magnetic field
vector is rotated but has the the same length on both sides, this contact is an Alfven
wave; in the hydrodynamic case B0 = 0 it reduces to a simple entropy wave.

gravity vector

velocity/magnetic field vector

Figure 6.6: This sketch shows the struc-
ture of the solution to the rotation problem
described in Section 6.2.2. In the interior of
the blue circle the velocity u and the mag-
netic field B are “twisted” so that they are
always orthogonal to the radial direction.
Outside the circle the velocity is zero and
the magnetic field is constant and points
into the plane. The density ρ and the pres-
sure p depend on the radial direction and
are balanced with the force of gravity g,
which always points to the origin.
In the case where the force of gravity is
zero, the density ρ is constant and the hy-
drodynamic pressure p is chosen so that the
total pressure p+ 1

8π |B|
2 is constant.

6.2.3 Advection Problem in Bz

As in the previous case the following class of problems are built on top of a background
solution ρ̊, p̊, which is used to balance some source terms. In this setting the z compo-
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nent of the magnetic field (Bz) is advected; in all the other components the solution
does not depend on time. Compared to the previous setting the additional difficulty is
the moving structure in Bz which require dynamic grid refinement and coarsening. A
sketch of the structure of the solution is shown in Figure 6.7.

Theorem: We assume in the following a perfect gas law with γ = 2 and that u0, g are
given constants. Let a piecewise smooth function B̊z = B̊z(x, y) be given, then

U(x, y, t) =
(
ρ̊(y), u0, 0, 0, 0, 0, B̊z(x− u0t, y), p̊(y) +

u2
0

2
ρ̊(y)

)T
is a stationary solution to the MHD equation in 2d with gravitational source term
g = (0, g, 0) if ρ̊ and p̊ satisfy the following relations

p̊(y)′ = gρ̊ ,

ρ̊(y) > 0 ,

p̊(y) > sup
x

B2
z (x, y)
8π

.

Proof:
The two inequalities on ρ̊, p̊ guarantee that the density and the gas pressure are positive
so that U is in the physical regime. The ODE for p̊ leads to a balancing of the
pressure gradient with the gravitational source term. The proof that U is a solution is
straightforward and we only show the necessary computation for Bz. For simplicity we
assume that Bz is differentiable

∂tBz + ∂x
(
uxBz −Bxuz

)
+ ∂y

(
uyBz −Byuz

)
= −u0∂xB̊z + u0∂xB̊z = 0 ,

The proof that discontinues Bz is quite simple. Assume that UL,UR are two conser-
vative states that are identical up to the value in Bz. Then the wave speeds differ only
in cf . Both ca and cs are zero for UL and UR. The Ranking–Hugoniot relations are
satisfied for s = u0. Therefore we have λi = s for i = 2, . . . , 6 and a discontinuity in
Bz is a contact discontinuity.

Remark: As we have already pointed out, the exact solution does not depend on
time in the conservative variables ρ,u, Bx, By, and ρe. The initial condition in Bz
given by the function B̊z are transport with velocity u0 normal to the force of gravity.
For Bz = 0 the gas pressure is given by p̊. In the other regions the gas pressure

p(x, y, t) = p̊(y)− B2
z(x−u0t,y)

8π is reduced so that in this case the total pressure is equal
to p̊.

6.3 Test Cases

For some of the settings described in the previous section we can define an arbitrary
one dimensional stratified background atmosphere given by two functions ρ̊(z) and p̊(z)
defining the density and the pressure as a function of the height in the atmosphere.
The main condition is that p̊′ = gρ̊ for some constant g. This condition guarantees that
the pressure gradient balances the gravitational source term. With our applications in
mind we use a model solar atmosphere:
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Figure 6.7: This sketch shows the struc-
ture of the solution to the advection prob-
lem described in Section 6.2.3. The veloc-
ity u = (u0, 0, 0) is constant and is orthog-
onal to the force of gravity g = (0, g, 0).
The density ρ and the pressure p depend
only on y and are balanced with the force
of gravity g. The magnetic field is zero in
the x and y component. Only Bz is non–
zero (for example, Bz is initially non–zero
in the blue circle) and is advected with the
fluid (during the simulation the non–zero
region moves to the right, as indicated by
the green circle).

gravity vector

velocity vector

z-component of magnetic field at t=0

z-component of magnetic field at t=T

Problem 6.1(Atm) Stratified Atmosphere
This is a model for the solar atmosphere in the lower convection zone (see, for exam-
ple, [CMIS95b]). Since in this region effects like the partial ionization of the plasma are
negligible, we can use a perfect gas law with γ > 1. We define the density, the pressure,
and the gravitation constant

ρ̊sun(z) = (1− 0.32(z + 1))
1

γ−1 ,

p̊sun(z) = (1− 0.32(z + 1))
γ

γ−1 ,

gsun = −0.32
γ

γ − 1
.

The variable z denotes the height in the atmosphere. Together with u ≡ 0 and B ≡ 0
we arrive at a stationary solution to the 1d MHD equations with gravity source term
since we have d

dz p̊sun(z) = −gsunρ̊sun.

The next three test cases are planar Riemann problems:

Problem 6.2(RPdwt) Dai–Woodward–Tóth 1d Riemann Problem
This is a Riemann problem for the perfect gas MHD equations which was suggested by
Dai and Woodward in [DW94] and which is also considered by Tóth [Tót00].

Equation of state: perfect gas with γ = 5.0/3.0

computational domain: [−0.5, 0.5] and T = 0.08

boundaries: Dirichlet data given by the initial data on the boundaries

ρ ux uy uz Bx By Bz p

Ul: 1 10 0 0 5 5 0 2

Ur: 1 −10 0 0 5 5 0 1

Problem 6.3(RPWaals1) 1d van der Waals Riemann Problem
This is a Riemann problem for the Euler equations which we use to verify our real
gas solver together with a 1d version of our finite–volume code. The initial conditions
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were constructed by the authors of [MV99] who also supplied us with the exact solution.
The solution shows the maximum number of compound waves, which are the main new
feature when switching from a perfect gas law to a more complicated EOS.

Equation of state: van der Waals (cf. (6.2))

computational domain: [−1, 1] and T = 0.0009

boundaries: Dirichlet data given by the initial data on the boundaries

ρ ux uy uz Bx By Bz p

Ul: 333 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.6e7

Ur: 150 1200 0 0 0 0 0 5.2e6

Problem 6.4(RPWalls2) 1d van der Waals Riemann Problem
This Riemann problem was suggested for the real gas Euler equations in [BGH00]. For
this problem we again have a quasi exact reference solution that we can use to verify
our code.

Equation of state: van der Waals (cf. (6.2))

computational domain: [−1, 1] and T = 0.0005

boundaries: Dirichlet data given by the initial data on the boundaries

ρ ux uy uz Bx By Bz p

Ul: 333 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.7311358e7

Ur: 111 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.1770768e7

So far we have described problems for the Euler equations of gas dynamics since the
magnetic field in the initial conditions is zero. In all the following problems the magnetic
field is non–zero.

Problem 6.5(RPtmv2d) 2d Riemann Problem
As we have already pointed out, the solution is only available on parts of the domain.
Even in these regions we can only use a high resolution 1d approximation to the corre-
sponding Riemann problems as reference solution.

Equation of state: tmv (cf. (6.3))

computational domain: [−1, 1]× [−1, 1] and T = 0.0004
boundaries: Dirichlet data using finely resolved 1d solution

of the corresponding 1d Riemann problems
ρ ux uy uz Bx By Bz p

U1: 200 −700 0 −200 50000 50000 −20000 1e8

U2: 200 700 −500 200 50000 50000 10000 1e8

U3: 500 150 0 0 50000 50000 −5000 5e8

U4: 150 0 −200 200 50000 50000 10000 6e7
For the adaptation process we choose ū = 1000 and B̄ = 100000 in (3.19).
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Problem 6.6(RPtmv2d(i,j)) 1d Riemann Problems based on RPtmv2d

The initial data for this 1d Riemann problem is given by two of the four states of the
2d Riemann problem 6.5(RPtmv2d). The left hand state is Ui and the right hand state
is Uj for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 4. In our tests we use a numerical solution computed on 15000
grid points as a reference solution.

We now define two rotation problems. To define these problems uniquely, we have to
fix the constants R > 0, g ≥ 0, u0 > 0, B0 ≥ 0, and p0 together with the two functions
ρ̊, p̊.

Problem 6.7(RotConst) Constant Rotation Problem

We start out with a setting where the gravity source term vanishes and where the density
is constant everywhere. We also choose a constant density ρ0 > 0.

Equation of state: van der Waals (cf. (6.2))

computational domain: [−2, 2]2 and T = 0.005

boundaries: periodic boundary conditions

R g u0 p0 ρ̊(z) p̊(z)

1 0 1000 1e08 100 100z
We choose the constant B0 as a function of a parameter β as follows:

B0 = β

√
2πu2

0

|p̊(R2)|
R2

.

For β = 1 this leads to a constant pressure that is equal to p0. In our simulations we
use β ∈ {0, 1

2 , 1, 2}. For the adaptation process we choose ū = 5000 and B̄ = 10000 in
(3.19).

Problem 6.8(RotAtm) Atmosphere Rotation Problem

For this setting we use the model solar atmosphere as background solution:

Equation of state: perfect gas with γ = 1.4

computational domain: [−2, 2]2 and T = 5

boundaries: Dirichlet data given by the initial data on the boundaries

R g u0 p0 ρ̊(z) p̊(z)

1 1 0.1 0.01 gsun ρ̊sun(z − 6) −p̊sun(z − 6)
Again we choose B0 as in the previous case but with a fixed β = 0.1. For the adaptation
process we choose ū = 1 and B̄ = 1 in (3.19).

Problem 6.9(AdvAtm) Atmosphere Advection Problem
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(a) structured macro grid (b) unstructured macro grid

Equation of state: perfect gas with γ = 2

computational domain: [−1, 1]2 and T = 4
boundaries: Dirichlet data given by the initial data on the top and bottom,

periodic on left and right
g u0 ρ̊(z) p̊(z) B̊z(x, y)

gsun 0.5 ρ̊sun(z) p̊sun(z)

{
4096.0(x2 + y2)4 − 128(x2 + y2)2 + 1 x2 + y2 ≤ 1

8 ,

0 otherwise.
For the adaptation process we choose ū = 1 and B̄ = 1 in (3.19).

Remark: For all problems we use the exact solution (at least up to a high accuracy) as
boundary conditions; therefore we have no problems with artificial boundary conditions.

To use the finite–volume scheme presented in Chapter 3 we have to fix the macro grid
and some parameters. If not noted otherwise, we use the same set of parameters in all
calculations. To define the time step we use ccfl = 0.4 (cf. (3.11)). For the adaptation
process we have to choose values for hmin, reflimit, crslimit (cf. Section 3.5):

hmin = 0.005 , reflimit = 0.1 , crslimit = 0.05 .

As discussed in Section 2.2 the computational grid is constructed from a macro tri-
angulation of the computational domain Ω. Since all the test cases presented so far
are defined on a rectangular domain [−a, a]2, we can use a scaled version of one fixed
macro grid. To reduce effects due to grid alignment like, for example, superconver-
gence and cancellation of errors we use an unstructured macro grid (cf. Figure 6.3). It
is constructed by a random perturbation of a structured grid.
In each of the following chapters we always compare the modification suggested in that
chapter with the base scheme. With the base scheme we thereby refer to the basic
scheme presented in Algorithm 1 on page 65 augmented by the modifications described
in the previous chapter. Thus in Chapter 8 we already include the modifications re-
quired for a general EOS as described in Chapter 7. In Chapter 9 base scheme refers to
our finite–volume scheme together with the mixed GLM method described in Chapter 8.
We recall this convention in each of the following chapters.



Chapter 7

General Equation of State:
the Energy Relaxation Scheme

In this chapter we discuss a possible modification of our base scheme for a perfect
gas, which allows us to approximate the MHD equations with a general equation of
state (EOS). Instead of solving the original MHD system (1.1) directly, the idea of the
energy relaxation method (ER) is to solve the MHD system with a much simpler EOS
and to use a relaxation mechanism to obtain an approximation to the original system.
This idea was first suggested in [CP98] for the Euler equations of gas dynamics and
successfully used, for example, in [MS99, In99]. The idea is based on a splitting of the
internal energy into two parts ε = ε1 + ε2. The first part ε1 governs a simple pressure
law p1 (for example, a polytropic gas law). The disturbing nonlinearities in the original
pressure law p are simply advected with the fluid using ε2. In each step of the time
evolution ((3.16) or (3.17)) of the finite–volume scheme the fluxes are computed using
any numerical flux function gij for the pressure law p1 together with an additional
relaxation step. This scheme can, therefore, be easily implemented as an add–on to a
given finite–volume scheme for a perfect gas.

In the MHD system the relationship between the pressure and the total energy has the
same form as in the purely hydrodynamic case. Therefore, the idea of the ER scheme
can also be applied to solve the MHD system with an arbitrary equation of state.
This is presented in the following. Some preliminary results are published in [DW01],
where we first presented the ER scheme for the MHD equations; we compared the ER
approach with a direct solver following the ideas from [BGH00].

Given a simple pressure law p1 = p1(ρ, ε), i.e. a perfect gas law, we study the relaxation
system for λ ∈ R+

∂tρ
λ +∇ · (ρλuλ) = 0 , (7.1a)

∂t(ρλuλ) +∇ · (ρλuλ(uλ)T + Pλ1 ) = 0 , (7.1b)
∂tBλ +∇ · (uλ(Bλ)T −Bλ(uλ)T ) = 0 , (7.1c)
∂t(ρλeλ1) +∇ · (ρλeλ1uλ + Pλ1 uλ) = λρλ

(
ελ2 − Φ(ρλ, ελ1)

)
, (7.1d)

∂t(ρλελ2) +∇ · (ρλελ2uλ) = −λρλ
(
ελ2 − Φ(ρλ, ελ1)

)
, (7.1e)

86
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together with the divergence constraint

∇ ·Bλ = 0 , (7.1f)

the algebraic relations

eλ1 = ελ1 +
1
2
|uλ|2 +

1
8πρλ

|Bλ|2 , (7.1g)

Pλ1 =
(
pλ1 +

1
8π
|Bλ|2

)
I − 1

4π
Bλ(Bλ)T , (7.1h)

and the pressure law

pλ1 = p1(ρλ, ελ1) . (7.1i)

The energy function Φ = Φ(ρ, ε) is chosen so that in the equilibrium limit λ → ∞
the original MHD system is recovered. We have not included the gravity source terms
from (1.1) in (7.1) since they have no influence on the following discussion.
Using the general energy relaxation framework described above, we can derive an ex-
tension of our base scheme to compute solutions for arbitrary equations of state. The
ER scheme is best understood as an operator splitting scheme for the relaxation sys-
tem (7.1) in the equilibrium limit. In the splitting approach the evolution of the
conserved quantities is performed in two steps. The first step is the relaxation step.
Here we neglect the spatial derivatives in (7.1) and solve the remaining system of ODEs
for λ→∞. The solution computed in the first step is then used in the second step as
initial condition for the homogeneous system, which does not depend on λ. Since the
homogeneous system coincides with the standard MHD system with pressure law p1,
we can reuse a numerical scheme for this system in the second step. The solution to the
first step can be derived analytically. This is discussed in Section 7.1. In Section 7.2
we show how these two steps can be combined to yield a scheme for the real gas MHD
equations, which fits into the finite–volume framework described in Chapter 3. After
we discuss the requirements on the EOS imposed by the ER scheme (in Section 7.3 and
Section 7.4) we present numerical tests in Section 7.5 and Section 7.6.

7.1 Analytical Motivation

We first show how the energy Φ(ρ, ε1) has to be chosen to allow us to formally recover
the original MHD system in the equilibrium limit.

7.1 Theorem
Let Assumption 1.3 hold and consider a family of classical solutions

(ρλ, ρλuλ,Bλ, ρλeλ1 , ρ
λελ2)λ>0

of system (7.1) that is uniformly bounded with respect to λ. Assume that the equilibrium
limit

U(x, t) := lim
λ→∞

(ρλ, ρλuλ,Bλ, ρλeλ1 + ρλελ2)T (x, t)
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exists. Then U is a solution of the MHD equations (1.1) if we choose

Φ(ρ, ε1) = ε(ρ, p1(ρ, ε1))− ε1 . (7.2)

Here ε(ρ, ·) is the inverse of p(ρ, ·) as defined in Assumption 1.3.

Proof:
First note that the total energy density ρλeλ = ρλeλ1 + ρλελ2 is a conserved quantity of
the relaxation system since, by adding (7.1d) and (7.1e), we arrive at the conservation
law

∂t(ρλeλ) +∇ · (ρλeλuλ + Pλ1 uλ) = 0 . (7.3)

Due to equation (7.1g) the following algebraic relation holds

eλ = ελ +
1
2
|uλ|2 +

1
8πρλ

|Bλ|2 (7.4)

with

ελ = ελ1 + ελ2 . (7.5)

Since we assume that all quantities are uniformly bounded in λ, we have in the equilib-
rium limit ε2 = Φ(ρ, ε1) and therefore ε = ε1 + Φ(ρ, ε1). This lets us recover the MHD
system if the consistency condition

p(ρ, ε1 + Φ(ρ, ε1)) = p1(ρ, ε1) (7.6)

is satisfied for all ρ > 0, ε1 > 0. This condition holds if we choose Φ according to (7.2)
since ε is the inverse of p(ρ, ·).
In the general context of relaxation approximations the most important condition on the
relaxation system are the so–called subcharacteristic conditions as found, for example,
in [CLL94, JX95]): for stability reasons the wave speeds of the relaxation system in
the equilibrium limit must be greater than the wave speeds of the original system.
Consequently we must study the wave speeds of the relaxation system (7.1).

7.2 Theorem
Denote with c1 the sound speed defined by the pressure law p1 through (1.2c). The wave
structure of the relaxation system (7.1) consists of nine waves. Eight of these waves
are identical to the waves of the MHD system (1.1) with the EOS given by p1, i.e. the
wave speed are given by ux, ux± c1,s, ux± c1,a, ux± c1,f with c1,s, c1,a, and c1,f defined
by (1.10) with the sound speed c = c1. The additional wave carries information in ελ2
and its speed coincides with the speed of the entropy wave ux.
If the sound speed c1 defined by the pressure law p1 satisfies the subcharacteristic con-
dition

c1(ρ, ε1) > c(ρ, ε1 + Φ(ρ, ε1)) (7.7)

for all ρ, ε > 0 then each wave speed of the system (7.1) is larger or equal to the
corresponding wave speed of the original MHD system, i.e.

c1,s ≥ cs , c1,a ≥ ca , c1,f ≥ cf .
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Proof:
Since the flux function of the system (7.1a)–(7.1d) corresponds to the flux function of
the MHD system (1.1) for the pressure law p1 and is independent of ε2 the eigenvalues
are given by (1.10) with the sound speed c1 defined by the pressure law p1 (cf. (1.2c)).
In addition we have a further wave due to equation (7.1e). This new wave travels with
the speed of the entropy wave. We conclude that a modification of the pressure law
influences only the speed of sound c. The other terms constituting to the wave speeds
of the MHD system given in (1.10) are not influenced by the relaxation framework.
It remains to show that the wave speeds cs, ca, and cf given by (1.10) are monotone
increasing with respect to the sound speed c since then the subcharacteristic conditions
are satisfied if c1 > c. The Alfvén speed ca is independent of c so that we only have to
study cs and cf . Consider the functions f±(c) = c2+b2±

√
(c2 + b2)2 − 4b21c2 with b and

b1 given by (1.11); note that b2 ≥ b21. We have to show that f ′±(c) ≥ 0 for all c > 0. A
simple calculation shows that this is equivalent to

√
(c2 + b2)2 − 4b21c2 ≥

∣∣c2 + b2−2b21
∣∣

which holds for b2 ≥ b21.

In addition to condition (7.7) the authors in [CP98] require the function Φ to be mono-
tone increasing with respect to ε1 for fixed ρ; like the subcharacteristic condition (7.7)
the monotonicity condition on Φ is a condition on the pressure law p1 due to (7.2). If
we choose a perfect gas law for p1 with some constant γ1, then both these conditions
lead to a lower bound on γ1.

7.3 Theorem
Consider a constant γ1 > 1 which satisfies

γ1 > sup
ρ,ε>0

max {γ(ρ, ε),Γ(ρ, ε)} (7.8)

with γ(ρ, ε),Γ(ρ, ε) defined by

γ(ρ, ε) :=
ρc2(ρ, ε)
p(ρ, ε)

, (7.9)

Γ(ρ, ε) := 1 + τ∂εp(ρ, ε) . (7.10)

Assume that ∂εp > 0. If we choose p1(ρ, ε1) = (γ1 − 1)ρε1, then condition (7.7) is
satisfied and the function Φ defined by (7.2) is monotone increasing in ε1.

Proof:
First we verify that c1 > c

c21(ρ, ε1) = γ1
p1(ρ, ε1)

ρ

> γ(ρ, ε)
p1(ρ, ε1)

ρ

= γ(ρ, ε)
p(ρ, ε1 + Φ(ρ, ε1))

ρ

= c2(ρ, ε1 + Φ(ρ, ε1)) .
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Here we used the definition of Φ from (7.2). The monotonicity of Φ follows from the
relation

∂ε1Φ =
∂ε1p1

∂εp
− 1 =

(γ1 − 1)ρ
∂εp

− 1 ≥ (Γ− 1)ρ
∂εp

− 1 = 0

since γ1 > Γ and ∂εp > 0.
We conclude our study of the system (7.1) by computing the solution to the system of
ODEs which we obtain from (7.1) by neglecting the spatial derivatives. As outlined at
the beginning of this chapter, we use the solution to this system in the construction of
our numerical scheme.

7.4 Theorem
Let the energy Φ be given by (7.2) and assume that Φ is monotone increasing in ε1.
Consider the following system of ODEs

∂tρ
λ = 0 , (7.11a)

∂t(ρu)λ = 0 , (7.11b)

∂tBλ = 0 , (7.11c)

∂t(ρλeλ1) = λρλ
(
ελ2 − Φ(ρλ, ελ1)

)
, (7.11d)

∂t(ρλελ2) = −λρλ
(
ελ2 − Φ(ρλ, ελ1)

)
. (7.11e)

Let the initial conditions be given by(
ρ0, (ρu)0,B0, (ρe1)0, (ρε2)0

)
. (7.12)

Denote with (ε1)0 the internal energy of the initial data defined through the rela-
tion (7.1g). Then the solution to (7.11) for λ→∞ is

(
ρ0, (ρu)0,B0, ρ0ε

∗
1 +

1
2
ρ0|u0|2 +

1
8π
|B0|2, ρ0ε

∗
2) (7.13)

The constants ε∗1 and ε∗2 are defined by the algebraic relations

p(ρ0, (ε1)0 + (ε2)0) = p1(ρ0, ε
∗
1) ,

ε∗1 + ε∗2 = (ε1)0 + (ε2)0 .
(7.14)

If p1(ρ, ε1) = (γ1 − 1)ρε1 then ε∗1 and ε∗2 are given by the explicit relations

ε∗1 :=
p(ρ0, ε0)

(γ1 − 1)ρ0
, (7.15a)

ε∗2 := ε0 − ε∗1 (7.15b)

with ε0 := (ε1)0 + (ε2)0).

Proof:
Obviously we have ρλ = ρ0 for all λ and also (ρu)λ = (ρu)0,Bλ = B0 — this remains
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true in the equilibrium limit. If we replace ρλeλ1 in (7.11d) using (7.1g) then the last
two equations in (7.11) can be rewritten as

∂tε
λ
1 = λ

(
ελ2 − Φ(ρλ, ελ1)

)
,

∂tε
λ
2 = −λ

(
ελ2 − Φ(ρλ, ελ1)

)
.

Using a rescaling of the time t = s
λ we arrive at

∂sε1 = (ε2 − Φ(ρ0, ε1)) ,
∂sε2 = −(ε2 − Φ(ρ0, ε1)) ,

with initial data given by ((ε1)0, (ε2)0) where (ε1)0 is computed from the initial
data (7.12) using (7.1g). The equilibrium limit is now the solution of this two by
two system for s → ∞. We denote these limit functions with ε∗1 and ε∗2. Adding the
two equations leads to ∂s(ε1 + ε2) = 0 and therefore ε∗1 + ε∗2 = (ε1)0 + (ε2)0. Since
we assumed that Φ(ρ0, ·) is a monotone increasing function, it can be seen that the
equilibrium limit exists and is characterized by the algebraic relation ε∗2 = Φ(ρ0, ε

∗
1).

Due to (7.2) this relation is equivalent to

p(ρ0, ε
∗
1 + ε∗2) = p1(ρ0, ε

∗
1) .

Therefore ε∗1 and ε∗2 are defined by the two relations (7.14).
Replacing p1 in the first equation in (7.14) with (γ1 − 1)ρε we find

p(ρ0, (ε1)0 + (ε2)0) = (γ1 − 1)ρ0ε
∗
1 .

Solving this equation for ε∗1 and the second equation in (7.14) for ε∗2 leads to the explicit
equations (7.15) for ε∗1 and ε∗2. This concludes the proof.

7.5 Remark: Neither ε∗1 nor ε∗1 directly depend on the initial conditions (ε1)0, (ε2)0
but only on the sum ε0 = (ε1)0 +(ε2)0. This makes it easy to use the splitting approach
to construct a modified flux function for solving the MHD system directly. Also note
that the relaxation step does not influence the magnetic field so that the divergence
constraint is not touched by the relaxation framework.

7.2 Numerical Scheme

Using the general framework described above we now derive an extension of our base
scheme to compute solutions for arbitrary equations of state. Since we want to reuse
our numerical flux functions for the perfect gas MHD equations, we assume in the
following that the simple pressure law used is a perfect gas law

p1(ρ, ε1) = (γ1 − 1)ρε1 (7.16)

for some γ1 > 1 satisfying (7.8). We incorporate the splitting approach described above
into our finite–volume framework. In the following we denote with Gideal(·, ·; γ1) =
(Gideal

i (·, ·; γ1))1≤i≤8 an arbitrary flux function for the MHD equations in one space
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dimension for the perfect gas law (7.16) (cf. Section 3.4). For a general EOS we ob-
tain in two steps a flux G(Ul,Ur) for two given left and right hand states Ul,r =
(ρl,r, (ρu)l,r,Bl,r, (ρe)l,r) by following the splitting approach described above. We first
construct the mappings Ψ1,Ψ2 which define the solution to the relaxation step for the
initial data U ∈ U using Theorem 7.4

Ψ2(U) := ε− p(ρ, ε)
ρ(γ1 − 1)

,

Ψ1(U) :=
(
ρ, (ρu),B, ρe− ρΨ2(U)

)
(cf. (7.13) and (7.15)). We can now compute the fluxes for (ρ, ρu,B, ρe1) using the
numerical flux

Gideal(Ψ1(Ul),Ψ1(Ur); γ1) .

The flux Gε2(·, ·) for ρε2 can be computed using the flux for ρ following the ideas
from [Lar91] derived for the similar situation of multicomponent flow. The mass flux
Gideal

1 is an approximation of ρu on the interface. If it is positive ε2 should be advected
to the left and otherwise to the right. Thus we define

Gε2(Ul,Ur) :={
Gideal

1 (Ψ1(Ul),Ψ1(Ur); γ1)Ψ2(Ul) for Gideal
1 (Ψ1(Ul),Ψ1(Ur); γ1) ≥ 0 ,

Gideal
1 (Ψ1(Ul),Ψ1(Ur); γ1)Ψ2(Ur) for Gideal

1 (Ψ1(Ul),Ψ1(Ur); γ1) < 0 .
(7.17)

Since we want to compute a flux for ρe we use the relation (7.4). Thus we define the
flux G(·, ·) by

G(Ul,Ur) := Gideal(Ψ1(Ul),Ψ1(Ur); γ1) + (0,0,0, Gε2(Ul,Ur)) . (7.18)

7.6 Remark: The functions Ψ1,Ψ2 are clearly Lipschitz continuous functions if we
assume that p is smooth and that the density is bounded away from zero. The flux G is
a combination of the original flux function and Ψ1,Ψ2. Thus it is easy to verify that it
has the same basic properties as the original flux function with respect to conservation,
consistency, and Lipschitz continuity (cf. Definition 4.5). It is important to note that
both Ψ1,Ψ2 are very simple to compute and require only one evaluation of the pressure
law. We do not require the function Φ in our algorithm and thus we do not need
the inverse function ε(ρ, p) either. On the other hand computing γ1 through (7.19)
requires some additional evolution of the pressure law and its derivatives. In numerical
simulations it turns out that the condition γ1 > γ is the important one. It requires the
computation of the speed of sound c. In the following section we discuss the requirements
on the EOS in more detail.
Finally, it is worth noting that the functions Ψ1,Ψ2 are not changed by the rotation
necessary in our 2d flux computation (cf. Section 3.4); this is easy to verify if one
keeps in mind that the rotation does not change the length of the vectors u and B and
therefore neither the internal energy ε nor the pressure p is effected. Consequently, the
order in which the relaxation step and the rotation of the two states are performed has
no influence on the result.
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Since we are approximating the flux of the relaxation system, the time step has to be
chosen in accordance with the eigensystem of (7.1). In Theorem 7.2 we have shown
that the eigensystem of (7.1) has the same structure as the perfect gas MHD system
with an additional wave for ε2 that moves with the same speed as the entropy wave
(cf. Theorem 7.2). In the definition of the slow and the fast wave (1.10) the sound
speed c1 has to be used instead of the original sound speed c. Since we have chosen γ1

according to Theorem 7.2, so that c1 is greater than c, these waves move faster than
the original waves in the MHD system. If we choose ∆t with local time steps computed
using c1 instead of c in the definition of λmax (cf. (3.10)), this leads to a stable scheme.

7.7 Remark: The time steps that we have to use in the ER scheme is smaller than
the original time steps so that the requirements on the modified scheme, stated at the
beginning of the overview Chapter 6, are not met. On the other hand in the case that
the pressure law p is a perfect gas law with a constant γ0 > 0 equation (7.19) leads to
γ1 = γ0. Therefore the ER scheme is identical to the base scheme in this case, and
since c1 = c the time step also remains unaltered. Consequently the ER scheme hardly
increases the computational cost of the scheme if the pressure law p is a perfect gas law.

Since larger values for γ1 lead to a higher amount of numerical viscosity, the choice of
this constant can be very crucial. The authors of [CP98] point out that it is enough to
satisfy (7.8) locally , i.e., we may choose γ1 separately at every interface depending on
Ul and Ur. In [DW01] we experimented with the following choice:

γ1(Ul,Ur) := max {γ(ρl, εl), γ(ρr, εr),Γ(ρl, εl),Γ(ρr, εr)} . (7.19)

The same definition was also used in [In99]. If the speed of sound and ∂εp are available
and can be cheaply evaluated, γ1 can be directly computed using (7.19). In case
where this is not possible or too expensive we have also tested central differences to
approximate the derivatives of p at

(
1
2(ρl + ρr), 1

2(εl + εr)
)

as shown in Figure 7.1. In

Figure 7.1: To compute γ1 using (7.19) the
pressure function and its derivatives are approx-
imated. If |ρl− ρr| > 10−8 and |εl− εr| > 10−8,
we use the four pressure values indicated in the
sketch to compute a finite difference approxima-
tion at the point

(
1
2 (ρl + ρr), 1

2 (εl + εr)
)
. If the

left and right hand state are too close together,
we use γ1 = 1 + max

{p(ρl,εl)
ρlεl

, p(ρr,εr)
ρrεr

}
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Algorithm 3 on page 94 we summarize all the necessary steps for the modification of
the base scheme.

7.3 Demands on the EOS

The number of calls to the EOS required in each time step of a numerical scheme
have a strong influence on its performance. Clearly different methods require a dif-
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Algorithm 3: Modification of the base scheme Algorithm 2(b) on page 66 to cope
with a general EOS. The flux function Gideal(·, ·; γ1) denotes an arbitrary flux
function for the 1d perfect gas MHD equations with adiabatic exponent γ1. The
new parts are highlighted.
The right algorithm sketches the computation of the pressure function using an
adaptive table to store discrete pressure values.

(a) FLUX(Ul,Ur,n, h)

γ1 ← max

{
γ(ρl, εl), γ(ρr, εr),

Γ(ρl, εl), Γ(ρr, εr)

}
(ε1)l ← p(ρl,εl)

ρl(γ1−1)

(ε1)r ← p(ρr,εr)
ρl(γ1−1)

(ε2)l ← εl − (ε1)l

(ε2)r ← εr − (ε1)r

Wl ←
(
ρl, ρlul,Bl,

ρl(ε1)l + 1
2
ρl|ul|2 + 1

8π
|Bl|2

)T

Wr ←
(
ρr, ρrur,Br,

ρr(ε1)r + 1
2
ρr|ur|2 + 1

8π
|Br|2

)T

Ūl ←R(nij)Wl

Ūr ←R(nij)Wr

Ḡ← G(Ūl, Ūr)
gij ← |Sij |R−1(nij)Ḡ

ideal(Ūl, Ūr; γ1)

∆tij ← h
max{|ūl,x|+cf (Ūl),|ūr,x|+cf (Ūr)}

jmpij ← [cf. (3.19)]
if (gij)1 ≥ 0 then
Ḡε2 ← (gij)1(ε2)l

else
(gij)1(ε2)r

end if
(gij)8 ← (gij)8 + Ḡε2

(b) Adaptive table for computing p(ρ, ε)

Require: I > 1, J > 1, K > 2, L > 1 and an
empty grid

(
ρi, εj

)
1≤i≤I, 1≤j≤J

on level 0.

compute (i0, j0) with
(ρ, ε) ∈ [ρi0 , ρi0+1]× [εj0 , εjl+1]

l← 1
while the value of p(ρ, ε) is unknown do

if subgrid (ρi0,...,il−1 , εj0,...,jl−1 ) exists then
compute (il, jl) with (ρ, ε) ∈

[ρi0,...,il
, ρi0,...,il+1]× [εj0,...,jl

, εj0,...,jl+1]
if subgrid (ρi0,...,il−1 , εj0,...,jl−1 ) contains values
then

determine p(ρ, ε) from{
p(ρi0,...,il+r, εj0,...,jl+s)

∣∣r, s ∈ {0, 1}}.
else
l← l + 1

end if
else

create empty K ×K–subgrid at
(ρi0,...,il−1 , εj0,...,jl−1 ) on level l

if l = L or error tolerance reached on level l−1 then
compute and store{

p(ρi0,...,il−1,r, εj0,...,jl−1,s)
∣∣r, s ∈ {1, . . .K}}

end if
end if

end while

ferent number of calls and also a different amount of additional information such as
the derivatives of the pressure law. In this section we compare the ER scheme with
the simple Lax–Friedrichs scheme (LF) with respect to their requirements on and the
number of calls to the EOS. The LF scheme requires no modification when used with
an arbitrary EOS. For the flux computation it requires the evaluation of the analytical
flux function and thus the pressure p has to be computed once for Ul and Ur. (In a
first order scheme it is possible to reduce the number of calls even further, but we want
to compare the methods in the case of the second order scheme using reconstruction
and a two step Runge–Kutta method.) This leads to four calls to the EOS for each
face Sij for (i, j) ∈ IS . In addition we also have to compute the local time steps ∆tij
for (i, j) ∈ IS . This requires the computation of the sound speed c twice once for
Ui(zij , tn) and once for Uj(zij , tn) for every face Sij (recall that we compute ∆t only
in the first step of our Runge–Kutta method).

In its simplest form, i.e. with a constant γ1, the ER scheme also requires only two calls
to the EOS per face in each step of the time evolution. Since for the computation of
the local time steps we use c1 instead of c, we do not require any further knowledge of
the EOS or calls to the EOS. In complex applications the choice of a constant γ1 in
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scheme requirement for no. of calls to

flux evaluation time step

p ∂τp ∂εp ε ∂τp ∂εp p ∂τp ∂εp

Lax–Friedrichs x — — — x x 4 1 1

ER, constant γ1 x — — — — — 4 0 0

ER, γ1 from (7.19) x x x — — — 4 2 2

ER, FD–scheme for γ1 x — — — — — 8 0 0
Table 7.1: Comparison of second order schemes w.r.t. their requirements and the
number of calls to the EOS at each interface. Note that the time step in the energy
relaxation (“ER”) schemes is computed from the relaxation system.

space and time leads either to very small time steps and thus to a scheme that suffers
from high numerical viscosity or the scheme will be unstable. Therefore a local choice
of γ1 on each face and in each time step seems more promising. The most important
bound on γ1 is imposed by the condition c1 > c. This leads to the bound γ1 > γ with
γ defined by (7.9). To compute γ we again have to compute the sound speed c on each
interface for both states in each call to the flux function. In this form the ER scheme
requires four calls to the pressure law and four computations of the sound speed and is,
therefore, slightly more expensive than the LF scheme. To arrive at the same number
of calls as in the case of the LF scheme we could also store γ1 on each face in the
first step of our Runge–Kutta method and reuse the value in the second step. If we,
furthermore, impose γ1 > Γ we have to compute the derivative of p with respect to
ε. We can also use a finite difference approximation for the computation of the sound
speed and ∂εp; but this requires two additional calls to the pressure (cf. Figure 7.1).
Consequently, the cost is comparable to the direct calculation of γ1; but no additional
information of the EOS is required.
In Table 7.1 we give a summary of our comparison of the ER scheme and the Lax–
Friedrichs scheme. We should point out that the analysis is not complete. For example,
one could also use a finite difference approximation to compute the sound speed in the
case of the Lax–Friedrichs scheme. The important thing to note is that the ER scheme
requires only slightly more calls to the EOS than the Lax–Friedrichs scheme, and to
our knowledge there is no scheme available which requires fewer calls.

7.4 Tabularized Equation of State

The ER scheme described above can be implemented very cheaply in respect to the
number of calls to the EOS. In our applications, however, even a few calls to the EOS
in each time–step lead to an unacceptable performance of the scheme. Therefore, a
further reduction of the number of evaluations of the pressure law is necessary; this
can be achieved, for example, by storing values of the pressure (and required derived
values) in a table. Values for the pressure can then be interpolated from the table for
arbitrary values of ρ, ε. This reduces the cost of the method considerably. In some
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applications the use of a table for the pressure values may even be the only possibility
— in the case where the pressure is only known from experimental data and cannot be
directly computed from any given pair ρ, ε.
The simplest approach is to use bilinear interpolation on a structured Cartesian grid in
the ρ/ε plane. Using bilinear interpolation guarantees that if p is positive and monotone
increasing with respect to ε then this is also true for the approximate pressure function
ph. A further advantage is the low cost for computing the pressure during the simulation
— it is comparable to computing the pressure for an ideal gas law. On the other hand
in order to achieve a suitable resolution, a very fine grid may be necessary depending
on the complexity of the EOS. The numerical experiments presented at the end of this
chapter show that the resolution of the grid for storing the pressure values has to be
chosen in accordance with the spatial grid on which the MHD system is solved.
In our application we can compute pressure values on the fly and in this case an adaptive
table built during each simulation has proven to be very successful, as we will show
at the end of this chapter. By using a hierarchical structure for storing the table we
can easily refine it in regions where it is necessary. We do not compute and store
pressure values for pairs of ρ, ε that do not occur during a simulation. Consequently
we save a considerable amount of memory, avoid problems arising from unphysical
combinations of ρ, ε for which the pressure cannot be computed, and we achieve the
necessary resolution. Details of the algorithm are published in [DRW02a] and are
sketched in Algorithm 3(b) on page 94.

7.5 Numerical Results in 1d

Since the ER method only influences the one dimensional flux function G, we study
the different aspects of the ER modification mainly in one space dimension. If not
noted otherwise, we use equation (7.19) to define γ1 and the HLLEM flux function for
Gideal. Results for the Riemann problem 6.3(RPWaals1) are shown in Figure 7.2.
As can been seen, the complicated compound wave structure is captured quite well by
the relaxation scheme. In the following three subsections we focus on the Riemann
Problem 6.4(RPWalls2), for which we have an exact solution.

7.5.1 Linear Reconstruction

We start our study of the energy relaxation scheme with a brief look at the construction
of the higher order scheme. The observations discussed here are not restricted to the
case of the ER scheme. To construct higher order finite–volume schemes the recon-
struction and limiting of the averaged values is the most crucial task. In [DRW02a]
we describe the method we use for our 2d simulations. In one space dimension or on
Cartesian grids the reconstruction process is far simpler. The method we use here is
the standard minmod limiter (see, for example, [Krö97, Example 2.5.10]). In both
cases a method for scalar quantities is applied to each component of the state vector
U. On unstructured grids the main problem is to construct a stable scheme that still
leads to higher order in smooth regions. In this study we do not focus on this problem.
We only demonstrate in Figure 7.3 the difficulties that are present even in 1d simu-
lations. Especially at the contact discontinuity, where the velocity and the pressure
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Figure 7.2: Problem: Riemann Problem 6.3(RPWaals1). Method: ER–HLLEM
scheme and LF scheme applied to the real gas MHD equations with minmod re-
construction in primitive variables. Left: 500 grid points. Right: 2000 grid points.
The reference solution was computed by the authors of [MV99] (cf. Figure 6.1 on
page 70). Both numerical schemes lead to a good approximation of all the different
waves, even of the compound wave structure, which we show here. A close look
reveals that the ER scheme produces slightly less numerical viscosity than the LF
scheme.

should be constant, strong oscillations are evident if we use the standard technique of
reconstructing the conservative variables ρ, ρu,B, ρe. Neither ρu nor ρe are constant
over contact discontinuities. Therefore even if we start out with constant u and p the
reconstructed values at the interface will lead to an artificial jump in both components.
This problem can be considerably reduced if the reconstruction and limiting technique
is not applied to the conservative variables but to the primitive variables ρ,u,B, p. We
thus construct linear functions for each of these quantities on every cell using the same
technique for each scalar quantity as for the conservative variables. With these linear
functions we define the conservative quantities in each point of the cell. Note that
this leads to a reconstruction of the conservative quantities, which is not linear. For
example, ρu is a quadratic function. To define the energy, we have to use the internal
energy function ε(ρ, p) as defined in Assumption 1.3. This is a drawback of this strat-
egy since this function is not necessarily available or its evaluation leads to additional
computational cost. The reconstruction of the quantities ρ, ρu,B, ρe in this manner is,
furthermore, not conservative in the sense that the reconstructed functions can have a
different average value than the original constant approximation. This does not seem
to lead to any problems since the reconstruction is only used to supply left and right
states for the flux computation. The actual update is still performed using the original
average values. Thus conservation is guaranteed if the flux function satisfies (3.15). We
conclude from our test that using primitive reconstruction often leads to a more stable
scheme but at the same time also to a loss of efficiency.

7.5.2 Choosing the Parameter γ1

The stability of the relaxation scheme is directly influenced by the choice of γ1. We
discussed a number of possibilities for defining γ1 in Section 7.2. The simplest choice
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Figure 7.3: Problem: Riemann Problem 6.4(RPWalls2). Method: ER–HLLEM
scheme with minmod reconstruction in primitive and conservative variables. The
velocity is constant over the contact discontinuity. In the first order scheme and
for both types of reconstruction a small jump is introduced into the approximate
solution. The conservative reconstruction leads to additional oscillations.

is to use a fixed value chosen a priori. The advantage of this method is that it leads
to no additional computational cost as required for computing a local γ1. The main
drawback is that some a priori knowledge of the solution must be available — a γ1

which is too small leads to an unstable scheme; at the same time a large value leads to
additional numerical viscosity, which reduces the efficiency of the scheme. The effect
of the choice of γ1 on the solution of the Riemann Problem 6.4(RPWalls2) is shown
in Figure 7.4. As reference we include the results obtained using (7.19) to compute γ1

locally in every flux calculation. Since the van der Waals EOS is still quite simple, the
additional overhead to compute γ1 locally is negligible. Therefore we do not include a
study of the efficiency of the scheme using a local γ1 compared to choosing γ1 constant.
This might be an issue if the EOS is more complicated. The stability problems that
are evident from the results shown in Figure 7.4, however, lead us to favor the local
choice in any case.

As already mentioned above, the derivatives of the pressure law might not be available
or they might be far too expensive to compute. This situation occurs in our applica-
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Figure 7.4: Problem: Riemann Problem 6.4(RPWalls2). Method: ER–HLLEM
scheme with minmod reconstruction in primitive variables. ER method with a con-
stant γ1 compared to using (7.19). If γ1 is chosen too small, the method is unstable
and can even break down. For large γ1 the numerical viscosity is increased. The
results show that using (7.19) gives near optimal results, but that a choice that is
too large only leads to a small reduction of the quality of the solution.

tion in the solar photosphere. A first step towards handling this case is to use finite
differences to approximate the derivatives in (7.19). Figure 7.5 shows that this approx-
imation barely reduces the quality of the scheme. Since even four evaluations of the
pressure law on each face Sij of the grid can, however, still be unacceptable, we focus
on a different approach that severely reduces the computational cost of the scheme.
We do not include a thorough study of the finite difference approach since it does not
reduce the computational cost enough to be used in our applications. A last resort is
the use of a table to store the pressure values. For that reason the study of the influence
of tabularized pressure values on the performance of the ER method is important. We
interpolate the pressure values given at the nodes of a Cartesian grid using bilinear
interpolation. Thus we can compute pressure values for any combination of ρ, ε. This
also enables us to compute derivatives cheaply using the derivative of the discrete
pressure function ph. Since we use a Cartesian table, finding the relevant grid cell for
a given pair ρ, ε is straight forward and very cheap.
In Figure 7.6 we show results for our Riemann problem using a tabularized version of
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Figure 7.5: Problem: Riemann Problem 6.4(RPWalls2). Method: ER–HLLEM
scheme with minmod reconstruction in primitive variables. ER scheme using a
finite difference approximation for (7.19) as compared to using (7.19). The finite–
difference approximation leads to a stable scheme which is slightly more diffusive
than the original scheme but only requires the evaluation of the pressure law and of
no derived values.

the van der Waals EOS with different resolutions. The results show that the method
works well as long as the resolution of the table is chosen according to the resolution
of the spatial grid. The importance of this observation becomes clear in the context
of locally adapted grids where the resolution of the spatial grid can be very high and
varies strongly in the computational domain. This leads to a high demand on memory
to store the pressure values; this greatly reduces the maximum size of a simulation
which can still be performed on standard computed systems. Some tests using the
Saha equations to define the EOS show that to achieve a relative interpolation error for
the discrete pressure function ph of no more than ten percent requires over one million
elements in the pressure table (cf. [DRW02a]).

7.5.3 Efficiency of the ER scheme

After having studied the different aspects of the ER scheme in detail, we conclude our
investigations in one space dimension with a study of the efficiency of our method. We
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Figure 7.6: Problem: Riemann Problem 6.4(RPWalls2). Method: ER–HLLEM
scheme with minmod reconstruction in primitive variables. ER scheme using a table
for the pressure values. Derived values are also computed from the table. The
resolution of the table (here in ρ, ε) has to be chosen in accordance with the grid
resolution. A table that is too coarse can lead to a totally wrong solution especially
in smooth regions (for example, in rarefaction waves).

compare the ER scheme with the standard Lax–Friedrichs (LF) solver (cf. page 68),
which we apply directly to the real gas MHD system (1.1). In Figure 7.7 we plot the
error to runtime of the first and second order ER scheme and of the LF scheme. For
all grid resolutions we see that the second order schemes are more efficient than the
corresponding first order schemes and that the reconstruction in conservative variables
leads to a smaller error than the reconstruction in primitive variables. From the results
in Figure 7.7 it is also very clear that the energy relaxation scheme with the HLLEM
flux is much more efficient than the Lax–Friedrichs scheme. Especially the results for
the van der Waals Riemann problem (Figure 7.7(a)) demonstrate this very clearly, since
in this case even the first order ER scheme is more efficient than the second order LF
scheme (at least up to the grid resolution of 6400 points shown here).
Summary of Section 7.5: In this section we studied a number of different aspects
of our MHD solver for the real gas MHD equations. We studied problems in one space
dimension but since our finite–volume scheme in higher space dimension greatly relies
on the 1d numerical flux function, many of the insights gained here are also applicable
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Figure 7.7: Problem: Riemann Problem 6.4(RPWalls2) and 6.6(RP2d(2,1)).
Comparison of first and second order schemes using the ER–HLLEM scheme and
the LF scheme applied to the real gas MHD system (1.1). The ER scheme is by far
more efficient than the LF scheme, although it requires slightly more cpu time on
any given grid. On most of the grids used here the first order ER scheme was even
more efficient than the second LF scheme.

in the 2d case. Overall we can conclude that the ER scheme is an efficient method
for solving the real gas MHD equations. It can be easily adapted to cope with different
settings; even very little information concerning the pressure function or approximate
pressure values presents no problem. Only the mapping from ρ, ε to p must be imple-
mented in some way.
To use the energy relaxation method a parameter γ1 has to be chosen. It controls the
amount of numerical viscosity in the scheme. We tested a number of different possible
choices for defining γ1. A γ1 fixed a priori reduces the computational cost of the scheme;
at the same time a great deal of a priori knowledge of the structure of the problem is
required. If we choose a new γ1 in every time step and on every face of the grid us-
ing (7.19), no parameter tuning is required. Computing γ1 by means of (7.19) requires
the evaluation of derivatives of the pressure function p(ρ, ε), which can be expensive or
even impossible. In these cases a numerical approximation of the derivatives scarcely
reduces the approximation quality of the scheme. Even in the case where the pressure
p can be computed for arbitrary ρ and ε, the use of a tabularized pressure function can
greatly increase the experimental order of convergence of a scheme. By using a dy-
namically generated and locally adapted table the computational cost of the scheme can
be significantly reduced: the computation of the pressure is reduced to index arithmetic,
derivatives can be evaluated cheaply by computing the derivative of the discrete pressure
function, and by dint of the local adaptivity the pressure can be computed up to a high
accuracy while at the same time memory requirements are kept to a minimum.

7.6 Numerical Results in 2d

We start our investigation of the 2d scheme with the rotation problem 6.7(RotConst).
The solution is stationary and in primitive variables it is independent of the EOS. For
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the results shown here we use the van der Waals EOS. The density, the pressure,
and the normal velocity are continuous; but the tangential velocity jumps from u0R
to zero for r = R: this type of discontinuity is called a shear discontinuity and is
Kelvin–Helmholtz unstable as already noted in Section 3.7. In the hydrodynamic case
this interface is unstable against perturbations of any wave length. Therefore even very
small perturbations of the interface are amplified in time. Since the projection of the
initial data onto a grid always leads to a perturbation of the circular interface, we cannot
expect grid convergence for this setting. This is confirmed by our numerical experiments
in the following. Some numerical studies for the simple setting are published, for
example, in [MBR96]. Linear stability analysis of the simple setting of a straight
interface shows that a sufficiently strong magnetic field that is tangential to the interface
has a stabilizing effect [Cha81]. In our setting we influence the strength of the magnetic
field with the free parameter β.
In Figure 7.8 we present some calculations with zero magnetic field (β = 0) to demon-
strate the problems caused by the unstable interface. We show a time series on different
refinement levels using the structured macro grid. It can be clearly seen that the ap-
proximation is not converging to the stationary solution due to the unstable nature of
the Kelvin–Helmholtz interface. This can also be seen if we look at the development
of the error during grid refinement in Figure 7.9(a). We emphasize that the problem
of the failing convergence of the scheme should be treated with caution. Due to the
instability we cannot expect any grid convergence (or at least only at a very high grid
resolution). This is not only an academic problem, but it also arises in applications.
Thus, in the purely hydrodynamic setting, this is not a good test for studying the
performance of a scheme.
We now turn our attention to the case of a stabilizing magnetic field (β > 0). Again
we study the error at different grid resolutions (in Figure 7.9). As macro grid we use
the unstructured grid. For β we choose 0.5, 1, and 2. The results show that on the one
hand the approximation error is now clearly reduced through grid refinement so that
the scheme seems to converge for all values of β > 0. But now the problem is that the
scheme breaks down due to states U 6∈ U, i.e., unphysical values like negative pressure
or speed of sound. The larger β (and thus the size of the magnetic field) is, the more
problems we have with the breakdown of the simulation. In the case of β = 2 we could
perform the calculations on a grid with 90 elements (the macro grid) and on a grid
with 360 elements but not on a grid with 206 or on any finer grid.
It is not trivial to pinpoint the reason for the breakdown of the simulation. It is im-
portant to remember that for all choices of β we have the same values at the interface
for ρ,u and p; only the size of the magnetic field B is influenced by the parameter β.
The most probable reason for the stability problems is thus the divergence constraint.
Due to the projection of the magnetic field onto the grid the discrete initial data are far
from divergence–free and for large β the error in the divergence of B is very large. To
corroborate this assumption we have repeated the simulation using the source term fix
described in Section 6.1.2. The results are also shown in Figure 7.9. They show that
the convergence rate of the scheme increases with increasing β; this demonstrates the
stabilizing effect of the magnetic field on the interface. With this correction mechanism
the scheme is stable and performs the simulations on all grids for β = 1

2 and β = 1.
For β = 2 we can compute the solution on far finer grids than with the base scheme;
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t = 0.000 t = 0.006 t = 0.012 t = 0.018 t = 0.020

Figure 7.8: Problem: Constant rotation problem 6.7(RotConst) with β = 0.
Method: ER–HLLEM scheme with minmod reconstruction in conservative variables.
The time evolution of the density and pressure using different grid resolutions start-
ing with the structured macro grid is shown.
Top to bottom: density with grid resolution N = 8196, 16384, 65536 and pressure
with grid resolution N = 8196, 16384, 65536. Last column: scatter plot for t = 0.02
with exact solution in black.
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Figure 7.9: Problem: Constant rotation problem 6.7(RotConst) with β =
0, 0.5, 1, 2. Method: ER–HLLEM scheme with minmod reconstruction in conser-
vative variables. Middle row: results using the base scheme. Bottom row: results
using the source term fix as described in Section 6.1.2. The source term fix leads
to a stabilization of the base scheme so that we can compute approximations with
higher resolution. But note that the order of convergence is unsatisfactory; for β = 0
the scheme does not converge due to the unstable interface.

but with this correction as well the scheme breaks down at high grid resolutions. Due
to the obvious stability problems of our scheme resulting from a violation of the diver-
gence constraint, we first derive methods for reducing the divergence errors before we
continue our study of the 2d scheme.
Summary of Section 7.6: Our results from simulations in two space dimensions
confirm the results from our tests in one space dimension. The ER scheme leads to
an accurate approximation of the MHD system with a complex equation of state. At
the same time our results demonstrated that the finite–volume scheme derived so far
suffers from stability problems that are caused by the violation of the divergence con-
straint (1.1e). Using the source term approach described in Section 6.1.2, these problems
are reduced; the overall performance of the scheme is, nevertheless, still not satisfac-
tory. Therefore in the following chapter, we derive an extension of our base scheme
that greatly increases the stability of the scheme.



Chapter 8

Divergence Constraint:
the GLM–MHD Scheme

In this chapter we study a new method for reducing the problems of divergence errors
in MHD simulations. This approach was introduced in [MOS+00] for the Maxwell
equations and we extended it to the MHD equations in [DKK+02, DRW02b]. The
method is based on an extension of the MHD system that we call the GLM–MHD
system. The divergence constraint is coupled with the induction equation by means of
an auxiliary function ψ, and the structure of the modified divergence constraint can be
varied, leading to a variety of different correction mechanisms.
The GLM–MHD system consists of equations (1.1a), (1.1b), and (1.1d). The divergence
constraint (1.1e) is coupled with the induction equation (1.1c) by introducing a new
auxiliary function ψ and a linear differential operator D

∂tρ+∇ · (ρu) = 0 (conservation of mass), (8.1a)

∂t(ρu) +∇ · (ρuuT + P) = 0 (conservation of momentum), (8.1b)

∂tB +∇ · (uBT −BuT )+∇ψ = 0 (modified induction equation), (8.1c)
∂t(ρe) +∇ · (ρeu + Pu) = 0 (conservation of energy). (8.1d)

D (ψ) +∇ ·B = 0 (modified divergence constraint). (8.1e)

The gravity source terms can be directly added as in (1.1). Our aim is to choose D
and the initial and boundary data for ψ in such a way that a numerical approximation
to (8.1) is a good approximation to the original system (1.1). Note that independent
of the choice for D the quantities ρ, ρu,B, ρe are conservative quantities for the GLM–
MHD system if we choose suitable boundary conditions for ψ. Furthermore, if the
initial conditions for B are divergence–free and the initial data ψ0 for ψ is zero, then
ψ remains zero for all time and the original induction equation (1.1c) is recovered.
Thus, under suitable initial and boundary conditions on ψ the GLM–MHD system is
equivalent to the original MHD system if ∇ ·B0 ≡ 0.
In the following section we study different choices for the linear operator D according
to the suggestions in [DKK+02]. In Section 8.2 we then extend our finite–volume
scheme to approximate the GLM–MHD system. The definition of the free parameters
is discussed in Section 8.3. The last section is then devoted to some numerical examples
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that demonstrate the possibilities of our method. In [DKK+02] we focused on the
hyperbolic and the mixed approach (D = 1

c2h
∂t, D = 1

c2h
∂t + 1

c2p
, respectively) since these

seemed to be the most promising ones. The elliptic correction (D = 0) leads to the
well known Hodge projection scheme and the parabolic approach (D = 1

c2p
) seemed less

likely to lead to enough damping of divergence errors. In this chapter we also discuss
the implementation of the parabolic approach. A further version that was only briefly
discussed in [DKK+02] leads to a Galilean invariant form of the GLM–MHD system.
This is also discussed in more detail here. For comparison we include numerical results
for the elliptic approach and the source term approach (cf. page 72).

8.1 Analytical Motivation

We first derive some simple equations that follow directly from the GLM–MHD system.
By applying ∂t to (8.1e) and the divergence operator to (8.1c) we obtain for sufficiently
smooth solutions:

∂t(∇ ·B) + ∆ψ = 0 , ∂tD (ψ) + ∂t(∇ ·B) = 0 .

By applying the operator D to the first equation and the Laplace operator to (8.1e) we
arrive at

∂t(D (∇ ·B)) + ∆(D (ψ)) = 0 , ∆(D (ψ)) + ∆(∇ ·B) = 0 .

These equations lead us to the following equations for ∇ ·B and ψ:

∂tD (∇ ·B)−∆(∇ ·B) = 0 , (8.2a)
∂tD (ψ)−∆ψ = 0 , (8.2b)

i.e., ∇ · B and ψ satisfy the same equation for any choice of D. These equations are
used in the following to determine the type of the correction at the PDE level for the
different choices for D.
In one space dimension the modified equation for the first component of the magnetic
field Bx and the equation for ψ are

∂tBx + ∂xψ = 0 ,
D (ψ) + ∂xBx = 0 .

These two equations are decoupled from the remaining seven equations, which are
identical to the original MHD system in one space dimension (with the parameter Bx).
Note that in the case of the GLM–MHD system Bx is no longer a constant but can
vary in space and time.
In the following we present a number of different possible choices for the linear operator
D and study the impact on the evolution of divergence errors. We start out by recalling
some properties of the original MHD system. The magnetic field B has to satisfy

∂tB +∇× (B× u) = 0 in Ω×R+, (8.3a)
∇ ·B = 0 in Ω×R+, (8.3b)
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B(·, 0) = B0(·) in Ω (8.3c)

with Ω ⊂ R3. Here B0 denotes the initial data for the magnetic field. Since ∇·(∇×·) ≡
0 we have ∂t(∇ · B) = 0. This means that ∇ · B(·, 0) ≡ 0 implies ∇ · B(·, t) ≡ 0
for all t > 0. Thus, the divergence constraint (8.3b) is a condition for the initial
data. However, in numerical simulations (8.3b) can be violated. Therefore, we have
to study the evolution of B in the case where the initial conditions have the form
B(·, 0) ≡ B0(·) + b(·) with ∇ · B0 = 0 but ∇ · b 6= 0. (The perturbation b is, for
example, due to discretization errors.) In this case the evolution equations (8.3a) yield
∇ ·B(·, t) ≡ ∇ · b(·) for all t > 0. Hence (8.3b) is violated for any t > 0.
In one space dimension the evolution equation for B := Bx in (8.3a) is decoupled from
the other equations. Equation (8.3b) reduces to ∂xB = 0 and the evolution equation
for B reads ∂tB = 0. As before, ∂xB(·, 0) ≡ 0 leads to ∂xB(·, t) ≡ 0 for all t > 0.
Therefore B0, i.e. the divergence–free part of the initial data, is a constant. In order
to study the evolution of divergence errors, we therefore have to consider the following
equations:

∂tB = 0 in [xl, xr]×R+, (8.4a)
∂xB = 0 in [xl, xr]×R+, (8.4b)

B(·, 0) = B0 + b(·) in [xl, xr] , (8.4c)
B(xl, t) = B(xr, t) = B0 in R

+. (8.4d)

with b′ 6= 0. These equations reproduce the situation in 3d: (8.4a) and (8.4c) result in
B(·, t) ≡ B0 + b(·) for all t > 0, which implies ∂xB = b′ 6= 0 for all time. Thus (8.4b) is
uniformly violated. In the following we show that the situation is substantially improved
if we use the GLM–MHD equations instead of the original system. Let B = Bx and
ψ denote the solution obtained from the one–dimensional GLM–MHD system for the
initial conditions (8.4c):

∂tB + ∂xψ = 0 in [xl, xr]×R+, (8.5a)
D (ψ) + ∂xB = 0 in [xl, xr]×R+, (8.5b)

B(·, 0) = B0 + b(·) in [xl, xr] , (8.5c)
B(xl, t) = B(xr, t) = B0 in R

+. (8.5d)

For simplicity and without loss of generality we set xl = 0 and xr = 2π. We assume
that b is a smooth function defined on [0, 2π] with b(0) = b(2π) = 0 which can be
written as a finite Fourier sum

b(x) =
n∑
k=1

αk sin(kx) (8.6)

with constants αk ∈ R. Parts of the analysis can be extended to a more general setting
(cf. [DKK+02]) but for simplicity we restrict ourselves to this case. Note that clearly
we have b′ 6= 0.
In the rest of this section we present different versions of the linear operator D and
study the resulting solutions B,ψ of the model problem given above. We show that if
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the boundary and initial conditions for ψ are suitably chosen, we find |∂tB(x, t)| → 0,
|∂xB(x, t)| → 0, and |B(x, t) − B0| → 0 as t → ∞. Thus for large times, (8.4a)
and (8.4b) hold at least approximately.

8.1 Remark: We decide not to modify the boundary conditions for B since these are
given by the original problem. In some cases it might be advantageous to change these
conditions as well. In the case where the magnetic field is not divergence–free we are
not in the physical regime and the physical boundary conditions have no meaning. We
have not experimented with this approach.

The Elliptic Approach

The simplest choice for the linear operator D is given by

D (ψ) = 0 . (8.7)

Since due to (8.2a) ∇ · B satisfies the Laplace equation, we call the resulting system
the elliptic GLM–MHD system. We have shown in [DKK+02] that in this case the
well–known Hodge projection scheme is rediscovered (see, for example, [BB80, Tót00]).
More details on the implementation, boundary conditions, and some numerical results
can be found in [Wes02a] and we only include this method as a comparison scheme in
our numerical tests.

The Parabolic Approach

If we choose
D (ψ) =

1
c2p
ψ (8.8)

with cp ∈ R+ then, due to (8.2a), the divergence of B satisfies the heat equation.
Therefore we call this approach the parabolic GLM–MHD method. Since equation (8.1e)
leads to ψ = −c2p∇ ·B we can eliminate the auxiliary function ψ from the GLM–MHD
system. This leads to a second order term in equation (8.1c) for B:

∂tB +∇ ·
(
uBT −BuT

)
= c2p∇

(
∇ ·B

)
.

Since ψ can also be eliminated from our model problem (8.5), the question of boundary
and initial conditions for ψ does not arise. The only free parameter remaining is the
constant cp. Its influence on the solution to our model problem is easily studied.

8.2 Theorem (Model Problem for Parabolic GLM–MHD System)
Let B and ψ = − 1

c2p
∂xB be the solution of our model problem (8.5) with D given

by (8.8). Then |B(x, ·)− B0|, |∂tB(x, ·)|, and |∂xB(x, ·)| are monotone decreasing and
decay exponentially fast to zero for t→∞.

Proof:
The statements follow directly from the fact that the function

B(x, t) = B0 +
n∑
k=1

αk sin(kx)e−c
2
pk

2t
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together with ψ(x, t) = −c2p∂xB(x, t) is a solution to our model problem.
The choice of the free parameter cp directly influences the rate of decay, which is equal
to c2pt. Due to the fast decay of the divergence errors and the simple structure of the
correction this approach seems promising. The drawback is the loss of the first order,
hyperbolic structure of the MHD system and the necessity of computing second order
derivatives; this leads to severe stability restrictions on the time step ∆t. Note that we
formally recover the elliptic correction for cp → ∞ — in this case B(x, t) = B0 for all
t > 0.

The Hyperbolic Approach

If we choose
D (ψ) =

1
c2h
∂tψ (8.9)

with ch ∈ R+, then equation (8.2a) is the wave equation; consequently, we call this
approach the hyperbolic GLM–MHD method. The eigensystem of the resulting GLM–
MHD system was studied in [DKK+02], where we showed that the system is hyper-
bolic. The observation that in one space dimension the equation for Bx and ψ decouple
from the other equations allows us to obtain a right eigenvector r from the eigenvec-
tors of the original MHD system: Let r′ ∈ R7 be a right eigenvector for the original
MHD system to the eigenvalue λ, then we obtain a right eigenvector for the hyper-
bolic GLM–MHD system to the same eigenvalue by extending r′ by two zero entries:
r := (r′1, . . . , r

′
4, 0, r

′
5, . . . , r

′
7, 0)T . Moreover, also due to the decoupling, the system has

the additional eigenvalues −ch and ch. These are distinct from the MHD eigenvalues if
ch is sufficiently large. Hence we find nine linearly independent right eigenvectors and
the eigenvalues read in non–decreasing order

λ1 = −ch, λ2 = ux − cf , λ3 = ux − ca , λ4 = ux − cs ,

λ5 = ux , λ6 = ux + cs , λ7 = ux + ca , λ8 = ux + cf , λ9 = ch . (8.10)

Therefore the GLM–MHD system with D given by (8.9) is hyperbolic. Furthermore, the
structure of the right eigenvectors shows that only the two additional waves traveling
with speeds ±ch carry a change in Bx or ψ. In Section 1.1 we have seen that in addition
to the seven eigenvalues, which are symmetric to the fluid velocity ux, we also have an
eigenvalue λdiv corresponding to the equation for the first magnetic field component;
this eigenvalue is always equal to zero. In the source term approach this eigenvalue is
shifted to ux. In our approach we replace this eigenvalue with two new waves, which are
symmetric to zero. In the following we call these waves divergence waves and denote
them with λdiv± = ±ch.
We now turn our attention to our model problem. In this case we have to prescribe
boundary and initial conditions for ψ. We start our analysis using the simplest choice
of homogenous conditions.

8.3 Theorem (Model Problem for Hyperbolic GLM–MHD System)
Consider problem (8.5) with D as in (8.9) and initial and boundary data for ψ given
by

ψ(0, t) = ψ(2π, t) = 0 ψ(·, 0) = 0 .
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Let B be the solution to our model problem (8.5). Then the limits for t→∞ of |∂tB|
and |∂xB| do not exist.

Proof:
Under the initial and boundary conditions given in the theorem the statement follows
directly since the solution to our model problem (8.5) is

B(x, t) = B0 +
n∑
k=1

αk sin(kx) cos(chkt) ,

ψ(x, t) = −ch
n∑
k=1

αk cos(kx) sin(chkt) .

With these boundary conditions on ψ we have no decay of the divergence errors for
all choices of ch. One reason is that we decided to retain the boundary conditions on
B, which do not allow divergence errors to be transported out of the computational
domain. By studying the corresponding Cauchy problem to (8.5) we can reach a better
understanding of the mechanism behind the hyperbolic correction.

8.4 Theorem (Cauchy Problem for Hyperbolic GLM–MHD System)
Consider the problem (8.5a)–(8.5c) in R×R+ with D given by (8.9). Assume that the
initial data b is a smooth function with compact support in [0, 2π]. Let ψ(x, 0) = 0 for
x ∈ R. The solution B then satisfies the inequalities

|B(x, t)−B0| ≤ ‖b‖∞ for x ∈ [0, 2π] and 0 ≤ t <
1

2ch
,

|B(x, t)−B0| ≤
1
2
‖b‖∞ for x ∈ [0, 2π] and

1
2ch

≤ t <
1
ch

,

B(x, t) = B0 for x ∈ [0, 2π] and
1
ch
≤ t .

It follows that

∂tB(x, t) = 0 and ∂xB(x, t) = 0 for x ∈ [0, 2π] and t ≥ 1
ch

.

Proof:
Using the standard representation formula for solutions to systems of linear conserva-
tion laws, the function B,ψ are given by

B(x, t) = B0 +
1
2
(
b(x+ cht) + b(x− cht)

)
,

ψ(x, t) = −ch
(
b(x+ cht)− b(x− cht)

)
.

The statements follow since b(x) = 0 for x ≤ 0 and x ≥ 2π.
In this case our goal of reducing divergence errors in the initial conditions is achieved
even in finite time (depending on the choice of ch). The disturbances in the divergence–
free part of the magnetic field are transported out of the computational domain [0, 2π].
This behavior is strongly linked to the fact that we have neglected the boundary con-
ditions on B, which we have so far assumed to be fixed by the original problem. Note
that for ch → 0 we recover the original MHD equations and with ch → ∞ the elliptic
approach. This is reflected in the statements of Theorem 8.4.
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Galilean Invariance

One disadvantage of the hyperbolic GLM–MHD system is that it is not Galilean invari-
ant. This can be seen from the structure of the eigenvalues given in (8.10). The two
new divergence waves λdiv± are not symmetric with respect to the fluid velocity ux as
is the case for all the other eigenvalues. It is possible to modify the GLM–MHD sys-
tem by adding some non–conservative terms to the modified induction equation (8.1c)
and the modified divergence constraint (8.1e) so that the resulting system is Galilean
invariant:

∂tB +∇ ·
(
uBT −BuT

)
+∇ψ = −u∇ ·B , (8.11a)

∂tψ + c2h∇ ·B = −u · ∇ψ . (8.11b)

The proof that this system is Galilean invariant is sketched in [DKK+02]. Due to the
new terms the two divergence waves are now λdiv± = ux ± ch. The eigenvalues of this
system are thus

λ1 = ux − ch, λ2 = ux − cf , λ3 = ux − ca , λ4 = ux − cs ,

λ5 = ux , λ6 = ux + cs , λ7 = ux + ca , λ8 = ux + cf , λ9 = ux + ch .

It is important to note that in this system the magnetic field B is no longer conserved
if ∇ · B 6= 0. As in the hyperbolic case we study the Cauchy problem for our model
problem. For simplicity we assume that the velocity is constant.

8.5 Theorem (Cauchy Problem for Galilean Invariant GLM–MHD System)
Consider the solution B,ψ of the Cauchy problem

∂tB + ∂xψ = −u∂xB in R×R+,

∂tψ + c2h∂xB = −u∂xψ in R×R+,

B(·, 0) = B0 + b(·) in R ,

ψ(·, 0) = 0 in R

with smooth b having compact support in [0, 2π] and constants ch ∈ R+ and u ∈ R.
Then B satisfies

|B(x, t)−B0| ≤ ‖b‖∞ for x ∈ [0, 2π] and 0 ≤ t <
1

2λ̄div
,

|B(x, t)−B0| ≤
1
2
‖b‖∞ for x ∈ [0, 2π] and

1
2λ̄div

≤ t <
1
λ̄div

,

B(x, t) = B0 for x ∈ [0, 2π] and
1
λ̄div

≤ t

with λ̄div := |u|+ ch. Therefore it follows that

∂tB(x, t) = 0 and ∂xB(x, t) = 0 for x ∈ [0, 2π] and t ≥ 1
λ̄div

.
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Proof:
As before we use the standard representation formula to obtain B,ψ

B(x, t) = B0 +
1
2
(
b(x− (u− ch)t) + b(x− (u+ ch)t)

)
,

ψ(x, t) = −ch
(
b(x− (u− ch)t)− b(x− (u+ ch)t)

)
.

The statements follow since b has compact support in [0, 2π].

The Mixed Approach

In the last approach we combine the transport of divergence errors present in the
hyperbolic approach with the damping property of the parabolic approach. This mixed
approach has the advantage of retaining the hyperbolic structure of the MHD system,
while simultaneously divergence errors are reduced in time even in the case where the
original boundary conditions on the magnetic field are used. Given ch, cp ∈ R+ we
choose

D (ψ) =
1
c2h
∂tψ +

1
c2p
ψ . (8.12)

With this choice of the linear operator, equation (8.2a) is the telegraph equation

∂2
tt(∇ ·B) +

c2h
c2p
∂t(∇ ·B)− c2h4(∇ ·B) = 0 .

Since this approach seems the most promising one, we extend the study of our model
problem to the case of more than one space dimension.

8.6 Theorem (Model Problem for Mixed GLM–MHD System)
There exists a smooth solution B,ψ of the model problem (8.5) with D given by (8.12)
and with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions and zero initial conditions for ψ.
The function B satisfies: |B(x, t) − B0| → 0, |∂tB(x, t)| → 0, and |∂xB(x, t)| → 0 for
t→∞.
Furthermore let β := ∇ ·B and ψ be the solution of the system

∂tβ +4ψ = 0 in Ω×R+, (8.13a)

∂tψ +
c2h
c2p
ψ + c2hβ = 0 in Ω×R+, (8.13b)

β(·, 0) = ∇ ·B0 in Ω , (8.13c)
ψ(·, 0) = 0 in Ω , (8.13d)
β(x, t) = 0 on ∂Ω×R+ , (8.13e)
ψ(x, t) = 0 on ∂Ω×R+ (8.13f)

in a domain Ω ⊂ Rn where ∇ ·B0 is a smooth function. Then we have for all x ∈ Ω
that |β(x, t)| → 0 with an exponential rate of decay which is largest if the constants
cp, ch satisfy

c2p >
ch
crel

(8.14)
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Here crel := 2
√
λmin where λmin is the smallest eigenvalue of the Laplace operator in

the domain Ω with Dirichlet boundary conditions.

8.7 Remark: The system (8.13) is derived from the GLM–MHD equations with B0 as
initial conditions for B by taking the divergence of (8.1c) and using (8.12). In the case
of more than one space dimension we can only derive a simple system for ∇·B and ψ;
therefore we can only prove the decay of ∇ ·B and, in contrast to the situation in one
space dimension, we cannot prove any results for the magnetic field itself.

Proof:
We first derive the general solution of the telegraph equation

∂2
ttu+

c2h
c2p
∂tu− c2h4u = 0 for x ∈ Ω, t > 0 , (8.15)

with smooth initial data and Dirichlet boundary conditions

u(x, 0) = u0(x) for x ∈ Ω ,

∂tu(x, 0) = 0 for x ∈ Ω ,

u(x, t) = 0 for x ∈ ∂Ω, t > 0 .

We want to set u = β; therefore we have u0 = ∇ · B0, and equation (8.13a) together
with (8.13d) lead to the initial conditions for the time derivative. Assume that we can
write u0(x) =

∑m
k=1 αkwk(x) where wk are the eigenfunctions of the Laplace operator

in Ω with homogenous boundary conditions, i.e. −4wk = λkwk and wk = 0 on ∂Ω. We
make the ansatz u(x, t) =

∑m
k=1 αkvk(t)wk(x) with some functions vk. Inserting this

ansatz into the telegraph equations leads to an ODE for each vk:

v′′k +
c2h
c2p
v′k + c2hλkvk = 0.

Defining vk(t) := vk(t) exp
(
c2h
2c2p
t
)

it follows that

v′k(t) = vk
′(t) exp

( c2h
2c2p

t
)
−

c2h
2c2p

vk(t) exp
( c2h

2c2p
t
)
,

and

v′′k(t) = vk
′′(t) exp

( c2h
2c2p

t
)
−

c2h
2c2p

vk
′(t) exp

( c2h
2c2p

t
)
−

c2h
2c2p

v′k(t) .

Inserting this into the telegraph equation leads to

0 = v′′k(t) +
c2h
c2p
v′k(t) + c2hλkvk(t)

= vk
′′(t) exp

( c2h
2c2p

t
)
−

c2h
2c2p

vk
′(t) exp

( c2h
2c2p

t
)
−

c2h
2c2p

v′k(t) +
c2h
c2p
v′k + c2hλkvk
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= vk
′′(t) exp

( c2h
2c2p

t
)
−

c2h
2c2p

vk
′(t) exp

( c2h
2c2p

t
)

+

c2h
2c2p

(
vk
′(t) exp

( c2h
2c2p

t
)
−

c2h
2c2p

vk(t) exp
( c2h

2c2p
t
))

+ c2hλkvk(t) exp
( c2h

2c2p
t
)

= vk
′′(t) exp

( c2h
2c2p

t
)

+ vk(t) exp
( c2h

2c2p
t
)(
c2hλk −

c4h
4c4p

)
Therefore vk satisfies

vk
′′ +

(
c2hλk −

c4h
4c4p

)
vk(t) = 0.

The solution to this second order ODE can be easily computed and depends on the
sign of c2hλk −

c4h
4c4p

. For |vk(t)| we arrive at the following estimate

|vk(t)| ≤

exp
(
− c2h

2c2p
t
)
, c2hλk ≥

c4h
4c4p

| cosh(qkt)| exp
(
− c2h

2c2p
t
)
, c2hλk <

c4h
4c4p

(8.16)

with qk :=
√∣∣∣c2hλk − c4h

4c4p

∣∣∣. Note that vk(t) describes the time evolution of the cor-

responding node in the initial conditions, so that we require a decay of vk for all
k ∈ {1, . . . ,m}; vk decays exponentially fast with the rate c2h

2c2p
in the first case of (8.16).

In the second case we also find an exponential decay: if c2hλk <
c4h
4c4p

, then we have

q <
c2h
2c2p

and therefore vk decays like exp
(
q − c2h

2c2p

)
. Thus vk decays for t → ∞ for all

k ∈ {1, . . . ,m} but the decay is fastest for those k with c2hλk ≥
c4h
4c4p

. This fast decay
applies to all nodes in the case where cp and ch satisfy (8.14).
The existence of a solution to our model problems (8.5) and (8.13) is a direct conse-
quence of the above derivation since B and β both satisfy telegraph equations of the
form (8.15). The functions ψ can then be defined using B or β respectively from the
PDE describing the time evolution of ψ. The statements concerning the decay property
of B and β then follow directly.

8.8 Remark: The combination of the hyperbolic with the parabolic approach leads to
a set of equations where the initial disturbances in the divergence of B are, on the one
hand, transported as in the hyperbolic approach and, at the same time, damped even for
Dirichlet boundary conditions. Thus the advantages of both approaches are combined
in the mixed GLM–MHD system.
In the mixed approach ψ no longer satisfies a conservation law as is the case in the
hyperbolic approach. In (8.1e) we have an additional linear source term − c2h

c2p
ψ on the

right hand side. Since ψ is not a physical quantity this is not a problem, and the
important physical conservative variables ρ, ρu,B, ρe still satisfy conservation laws.
The modifications of the hyperbolic GLM–MHD system described above for achieving
Galilean invariance can also be applied to the mixed GLM–MHD system, which differs
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from the hyperbolic system only by the source term in the equation for ψ. But again we
lose the conservation property of the magnetic field if we add the divergence “source–
terms” to the GLM–MHD system.

8.2 Numerical Scheme

All the different approaches for choosing the linear operator D studied in the previous
section can be easily implemented as an extension of a given base scheme for the original
MHD system. We demonstrate the technique by means of our first order finite–volume
scheme (3.16). We assume in the following that a numerical flux function gij is given.
Since only the update for the magnetic field and for the auxiliary function ψ are affected
by the GLM–MHD method, we restrict ourselves to detailing these modifications. Let
therefore gB

ij denote the three components of the flux vector corresponding to the
magnetic field. Then the update of the magnetic field using the base scheme is computed
via

Bn+1
i = Bn

i −
∆tn

|Ti|
∑
j

gB
ij .

The Parabolic Approach

In the previous section we already saw that ψ can be eliminated from the GLM–MHD
system if D is defined by (8.8). The evolution equation (8.1c) for B is now a second
order equation

∂tB +∇ · (uBT −BuT ) = c2p∇(∇ ·B)

and we have no equation for ψ. Since the right hand side of this equation can be
reformulated in divergence form, B is still a conservative quantity of the GLM–MHD
system. To implement the parabolic approach we have to approximate ∇(∇·B), which
we do in a finite–volume spirit using Gauß’ Theorem:∫

Ti

∇(∇ ·B) =
∫
∂Ti

(∇ ·B)n =
∑
j

∫
Sij

(∇ ·B)nij .

This leads to the following expression for the update of the magnetic field:

Bn+1
i = Bn

i −
∆tn

|Ti|
∑
j

gB
ij +

∆tn

|Ti|
c2p
∑
j

|Sij |ψ̂nijnij

= Bn
i −

∆tn

|Ti|
∑
j

(
gB
ij − c2p|Sij |ψ̂nijnij

)
,

with

ψ̂nij ≈ (∇ ·B)|Sij
.
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The main difficulty is to define ψ̂nij as a good approximation of ∇ · B on Sij . We
use the approach sketched in Algorithm 4 on page 117, which utilizes a continuous
reconstruction of the magnetic field on triangular grid — the method can be directly
extended to 3d. In the first step values for the magnetic field are defined on each vertex
p of the grid by averaging the data of all the elements surrounding p. These values
allow us to construct a linear function B̄i on each triangle (or tetrahedra) Ti. Now the
divergence of the magnetic field is approximated on a surface Sij by taking the average
of the two constant values ∇ · B̄i and ∇ · B̄j .

Algorithm 4: Modification of the base scheme for the parabolic GLM–MHD cor-
rection. In the postprocessing step a linear reconstruction is computed, which is
used to approximate the divergence of B during the calculation of the flux.

(a) Poststep

for all i ∈ IB do
Ui ← [cf. Section 3.3]

end for
exchange data on inner boundary
for all i ∈ I do
{Li} ← Reconstruction
{Qradi} ← [cf. Chapter 12–13]
gi ← 0, refi ← 0, crsi ← 0

end for
for all k ∈ IP do

Bk ← 0, areak ← 0
end for
for all i ∈ I do

for all k ∈ P(i) do
Bk ← Bk + |Ti|Bn

i
areak ← areak + |Ti|

end for
end for
for all i ∈ I do

Construct B̄i as linear function through

(pk,
Bk

areak
) for k ∈ P(i)

ψ̂n
i ← ∇ · B̄i

end for

(b) FLUX(Ul,Ur,n, h)

Ūl ←R(nij)Ul

Ūr ←R(nij)Ur

Ḡ← G(Ūl, Ūr)
gij ← |Sij |R−1(nij)Ḡ(Ūl, Ūr)

∆tij ← h
max{|ūl,x|+cf (Ūl),|ūr,x|+cf (Ūr)}

jmpij ← [cf. (3.19)]

gij ← gij − (0,0, c2p|Sij | 12
(
ψ̂n

i + ψ̂n
j

)
nij , 0)T

The Hyperbolic Approach

The modification of the base scheme in the case of the hyperbolic correction can be
written down in a fashion very simular to the parabolic correction. In this case we have
to update Bn

i and ψni :

Bn+1
i = Bn

i −
∆tn

|Ti|
∑
j

(
gB
ij + |Sij |ψ̂nijnij

)
,

ψn+1
i = ψni −

∆tn

|Ti|
∑
j

|Sij |c2hB̂n
ij .

In this case the tuple (B̂n
ij , ψ̂

n
ij) are some suitably upwinded values derived from Bn

i ·
nij ,Bn

j · nij and ψni , ψ
n
j , respectively. Following the idea of rotated one dimensional
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Riemann solvers detailed in Section 3.2, we can define (B̂n
ij , ψ̂

n
ij) by studying the solution

to the one dimensional hyperbolic GLM–MHD system. We have already remarked
upon the fact that in one space dimension the equations governing the evolution of
Bx, ψ decouple from the other equations. Since Bx in the one dimensional system
corresponds to B · n in the rotated frame, we see that B̂ := B · n and ψ satisfy a
decoupled linear two by two system

∂tB̂ + ∂xψ = 0 ,

∂tψ + c2h∂xB̂ = 0 .

The Riemann problem for this system with left hand state (B̂l, ψl) = (Bn
i ·nij , ψi) and

right hand state (B̂r, ψr) = (Bn
j · nij , ψj) can be solved explicitly. On the cell interface

the solution has the value(
B̂m

ψm

)
=

(
B̂l

ψl

)
+

(
1
2(B̂r − B̂l)− 1

2ch
(ψr − ψl)

1
2(ψr − ψl)− ch

2 (B̂r − B̂l)

)
. (8.17)

Therefore a suitable choice for the value of (B · nij , ψ) on the interface Sij is given by
(B̂n

ij , ψ̂
n
ij) := (B̂m, ψm).

So far we have discretized the new term∇ψ in the induction equation without modifying
the flux of the MHD equations itself. This flux is an approximation of the analytical
flux on the surface Sij and is constructed by using a rotated numerical flux G for the 1d
MHD equations. Our aim is not to have to modify G; but the modification of the left
and right values Ul and Ur for which G is evaluated presents no problem in our code
(cf. Algorithm 2(b) on page 66). In our numerical tests we found that it is advantageous
to replace the first magnetic field components Bx,l and Bx,r with the approximation
B̂n
ij of Bx on the interface. A modification of the magnetic field leads to a modification

of the internal energy computed using the algebraic relation (1.1f). Thus, the left and
right hand pressure p(Ul) and p(Ur) are modified. The best results are obtained if the
pressure is maintained, thus modifying the total energy density (ρe)l,r. The resulting
implementation of the hyperbolic GLM–MHD scheme is sketched in Algorithm 5 on
page 120.

Galilean Invariance

To extend the hyperbolic GLM–MHD scheme to approximate the Galilean invariant
GLM–MHD system we have to include the non hyperbolic terms in the finite–volume
scheme. This can be achieved by the approximations

1
|Ti|

∫
Ti

u∇ ·B ≈ 1
|Ti|

uni

∫
Ti

∇ ·B =
1
|Ti|

uni
∑
j

∫
Sij

B · n ≈ 1
|Ti|

uni
∑
j

|Sij |B̂n
ij ,

and
1
|Ti|

∫
Ti

u · ∇ψ ≈ 1
|Ti|

uni ·
∫
Ti

∇ψ =
1
|Ti|

uni ·
∑
j

∫
Sij

ψnij ≈
1
|Ti|

∑
j

|Sij |ψ̂nijuni · nij ,

Hereby we use the values B̂n
ij and ψ̂nij computed for the hyperbolic correction to ap-

proximate B · nij and ψ on the interface Sij . The modification of the base scheme is
described in Algorithm 5 on page 120.
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The Mixed Approach

The mixed approach differs from the hyperbolic correction only by a linear source
term in the equation for ψ. This source term can be implemented in a finite–volume
framework; but this leads to an unnecessary stability restriction on the size of the factor
c2h
c2p

. By using an operator splitting approach we can overcome the stability restriction.
If we denote the update of ψ from the homogeneous part of equation (8.1e) by ψn∗i , the
actual value of ψ at the next time level tn+1 is then defined as the solution to the ODE

ψi(t) = −
c2h
c2p
ψi(t)

at time ∆tn with initial conditions ψi(0) = ψn∗i . Since this is a linear ODE, the solution
is easily computed, leading to the following equation for ψ at the new time level:

ψn+1
i = exp

(
−
c2h
c2p

∆tn
)
ψ∗i .

This corresponds to the damping term in (8.16) in the proof of Theorem 8.6. The
corresponding scheme is summarized in Algorithm 5 on page 120.

8.3 Choice of Parameters

In this section we discuss the choice of the free parameters cp and ch. Formally these
constants influence the damping and the transport of divergence errors as described
in Section 8.1. The main idea behind our choice for these values is that we want to
achieve as large a reduction of divergence errors as possible, while at the same time we
want to maintain the size of the time step ∆tn given by the base scheme. Therefore our
choice of cp and ch must not introduce any additional stability restrictions that would
require the reduction of the time step ∆tn. Thus we choose new values for cp = cnp and
ch = cnh in every time step as functions of ∆tn and the grid resolution. In the following
∆tn always denotes the time step given by the base scheme (for example as defined
in (3.11)).

Defining ch

We start off by detailing our choice for the constant ch in the hyperbolic and the Galilean
invariant approach. As we have seen in Section 8.1 the parameter ch directly enters
into the eigensystem of the GLM–MHD equations leading to two additional waves. In
the hyperbolic case the new wave speeds are λdiv±(U,n) = ±ch, and in the Galilean
invariant approach we have two new waves with the speeds λdiv±(U,n) = u ·n±ch. We
denote with λ̄div(U,n) the maximum of these new eigenvalues, i.e., for ch large enough

λ̄div(U,n) =

{
ch in the hyperbolic case,
|u · n|+ ch in the Galilean invariant case.
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Algorithm 5: Modification of the base scheme for the hyperbolic GLM–MHD
correction. To achieve Galilean invariance an additional step in Element is required
to update the source terms. In this case the values for the normal magnetic field
and the auxiliary function on the surfaces have to be stored. Both corrections can
be enhanced by an additional damping of ψ in Poststep. All vectors in state space
(Ui,gij , Ūi etc.) are now assumed to be vectors in R9 instead of in R8 as before.
Thus the auxiliary function ψ is directly incorporated into the scheme including, for
example, the linear reconstruction process.

(a) FLUX(Ul,Ur,n, h)

Ūl ←R(nij)(Ul,1, . . . ,Ul,8)
Ūr ←R(nij)(Ur,1, . . . ,Ur,8)

B̂ij ← B̄l,x + 1
2
(B̄r,x − B̄l,x)− 1

2ch
(ψr − ψl)

ψ̂ij ← ψ̂l + 1
2
(ψr − ψl)− ch

2
(B̄r,x − B̄l,x)

ρ̄el ← ρ̄el −
B̄2

l,x

8π
+

B̄2
ij

8π

ρ̄er ← ρ̄er −
B̄2

r,x

8π
+

B̄2
ij

8π

B̄l,x ← B̂ij

B̄r,x ← B̂ij

Ḡ← G(Ūl, Ūr)
ḡij ← |Sij |R−1(nij)Ḡ(Ūl, Ūr)

gij ← (ḡij , 0) + (0,0, |Sij |ψ̂ijnij , 0, |Sij |c2hB̂ij)
T

∆tij ← h
max{|ūl,x|+cf (Ūl),|ūr,x|+cf (Ūr)}

jmpij ← [cf. (3.19)]

(b) Element

for all i ∈ I do
gi ← −gi + 1

|N(i)|
∑

j∈N(i) q(Li(zij)) + Qradi

gi ← gi + (0,0, 1
|Ti|

un
i

∑
j∈N(i) |Sij |B̂n

ij , 0)
T

if refi > reflimit and hi > hmin then
mark Ti for refinement

else if crsi < crslimit and hi < hmax then
mark Ti for coarsening

end if
end for

(c) Poststep

for all i ∈ IB do
Ui ← [cf. Section 3.3]

end for
exchange data on inner boundary
for all i ∈ I do

ψi ← exp
(
− c2h

c2p
∆t

)
ψi

{Li} ← Reconstruction
{Qradi} ← [cf. Chapter 12–13]
gi ← 0, refi ← 0, crsi ← 0

end for

Since the wave speeds of the eigensystem directly influence the size of the time–step,
we have to choose ch small enough so that the time–step can be maintained. Let us
recall the definition of ∆tn given by equations (3.9) and (3.11)

∆tn = ccfl min
(i,j)∈IS

hij
max{λmax(Ui(zij , tn),nij), λmax(Uj(zij , tn),nij)}

.

The value λmax(Ui(zij , tn),nij) denotes the fastest wave speed in the direction nij .
Since we want to use the same time–step for the modified scheme as well, the following
inequality must hold

∆tn ≤ ccfl min
(i,j)∈IS

hij

λ̄div(Ui(zij , tn),nij)
. (8.18)

The Hyperbolic Approach: In the hyperbolic approach this inequality is especially
easy to fulfill since the new wave speeds do not depend on the conservative quantities
or the unit normal n. Inequality (8.18) is equivalent to

∆tn ≤ ccfl min
(i,j)∈IS

hij
ch

.
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This inequality leads to an upper bound for ch, and since a fast transport of divergence
errors with the two additional waves is desirable, we choose cnh as large as possible

cnh := ccfl
min(i,j)∈IS

hij

∆tn
. (8.19)

The Galilean Invariant Approach: Inequality (8.18) is satisfied if

max{λ̄div(Ui(zij , tn),nij), λ̄div(Uj(zij , tn),nij)} ≤
max{λmax(Ui(zij , tn),nij), λmax(Uj(zij , tn),nij)

for all (i, j) ∈ IS . Using equation (3.10) this leads to the following inequality for all
i ∈ I and j ∈ N(i)

|ui · nij |+ ch ≤ min{|ui · nij |+ cf (Ui(zij , tn),nij), |uj · nij |+ cf (Uj(zij , tn),nij)} .

Therefore we define

cnh := min
(i,j)∈IS

{cf (Ui(zij , tn),nij), cf (Uj(zij , tn),nij)} . (8.20)

Defining cp

For the mixed approach we use the same choice for ch as for the hyperbolic or the
Galilean invariant approach. In addition we must fix the constant cp. In the parabolic
approach only cp must be chosen.

The Mixed Approach: We are quite free in our choice of the constant cp since our
method for discretizing the mixed approach is unconditionally stable with respect to
cp. In [DKK+02] we tested many different possibilities for defining cp as a function of
cnh and ∆tn. Our tests have led us to believe that the best choice is to fix the ration
crel := ch

c2p
in each time step. This choice was also motivated by some analysis of the

solution to the wave equation and the heat equation similar to the ones presented in
Section 8.1. The analysis of the telegraph equation given in Section 8.1 leads to the
same result (cf. Theorem 8.6). Thus to define cp we first fix a constant crel a priori.
Then we compute cnh using the method described above. The value for (cnp )

2 is then
given by

(cnp )
2 :=

cnh
crel

. (8.21)

From our analysis of the telegraph equation a good choice seems to be given by crel :=
2
√
λmin — a value that is close to the optimal value found in our numerical experiments.

For rectangular domains Ω = [−Lx, Lx] × [−Ly, Ly] × [−Lz, Lz] this value is easily
computed:

crel = π

√
1
L2
x

+
1
L2
y

+
1
L2
z

. (8.22)

8.9 Remark: Our numerical tests have shown that the choice of crel does not have a
significant impact on the quality of the scheme; also the results for fixed crel depend
very little upon grid resolution and the order of the scheme (cf. [DKK+02]).
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The Parabolic Approach: In the parabolic case the choice of the parameter cnp is
critical. A large value leads to a high damping of the divergence errors, while at the
same time a large value of the factor (cnp )

2 in front of the second order term leads to a
severe restriction of the time step. In scalar convection diffusion equations the factor
ε in front of the diffusion term enters into the time step control via ∆t ≈ h2

ε . Since we
want to maintain the time step given by the base scheme (which is proportional to h),
we have to choose (cnp )

2 ≈ h. We have tested many different approaches to define cp
as a function of the grid size h. One choice that leads to a stable scheme is to choose
cp in the same way as in the mixed approach with a constant crel that scales with the
grid resolution:

(cnp )
2 := ccfl

min(i,j)∈IS
hij

∆tn
min(i,j)∈IS

hij

crel
(8.23)

This corresponds to our definition of cp in the mixed approach scaled with the minimum
grid resolutions if we replace ch in (8.21) using (8.19).

8.10 Remark: Due to the dependence of cp on h, an increase in grid resolution leads to
less damping of divergence errors in the parabolic approach. As our numerical examples
demonstrate, an increase in the resolution does not necessarily lead to smaller errors
in ∇ ·B, so that less damping is not desirable (cf. Figure 8.7 on page 134).

8.4 Initial and Boundary Conditions

We still have to detail our choice for the initial and boundary conditions for the auxiliary
function ψ. Initially we set ψ ≡ 0 in all our simulations. In Section 8.1 we used Dirichlet
boundary conditions for ψ. Our numerical tests have shown that this choice leads to
a reduction of divergence errors — but in some cases these boundary conditions are
not optimal. For example, in the case of periodic boundary conditions the periodic
structure of the physical variables can be disturbed if we do not also prescribe periodic
boundary conditions for ψ. In fact, the best results were obtained when we used the
same boundary conditions for ψ as for the other scalar quantities [DKK+02]. For the
boundary conditions presented in Section 3.3 we, thus, define for (i, j) ∈ IS and j ∈ IB:

inflow: ψj(zij , t) = 0.

outflow: ψj(zij , t) = ψi(zij , t).

slip: ψj(zij , t) = ψi(zij , t).

reflecting: ψj(zij , t) = ψi(zij , t).

periodic: Let U(x, t) = U(x + αnij , t) with some fixed α ∈ R. Then ψj(zij , t) =
ψh(zij + αnij , t).

In the following we only show results using these boundary conditions.

8.11 Remark: According to Theorem 8.3 no damping of divergence errors can be ex-
pected in the hyperbolic case if wrong boundary conditions are used. The artificial
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waves that should transport the divergence errors out of the domain are reflected at the
boundary if no transparent boundary conditions are used. This problem is reduced if,
in addition to the transport of divergence errors, these are also damped as in the mixed
approach. In our numerical tests we observed that the boundary conditions have very
little impact on the performance of the scheme even if only the hyperbolic correction is
used. This is presumably due to the damping introduced by numerical viscosity, which
is always present in finite–volume schemes. We are not aware of suitable transpar-
ent boundary conditions that can be prescribed on the whole boundary and where the
physical boundary conditions for the magnetic field is maintained.

8.5 Numerical Results

In this chapter we derived a number of different approaches to coping with problems
arising from a violation of the divergence constraint (1.1e) on the magnetic field B.
They all have in common that they can easily be added to an existing base scheme.
We have described two approaches that have often been used in the literature: the
source term fix and the Hodge projection scheme. The latter is included in our GLM–
MHD framework in the form of the elliptic correction — we use this notation in the
following. Using different choices for the linear differential operator D in the evolution
equation (8.1e) for the auxiliary function ψ, we arrive at three further approaches,
which we identify as parabolic, hyperbolic, and mixed correction. Furthermore, we
can add some additional terms to the hyperbolic approach; these lead to a Galilean
invariant formulation of the hyperbolic GLM–MHD system. This modification can also
be applied to the mixed correction. Together with the base scheme we now have eight
different methods for approximating the MHD system.
We reduce the number of schemes by not including results for the pure hyperbolic and
Galilean invariant correction. In most numerical tests the quality of the approximation
is barely influenced by the additional source term in the mixed correction, so that
the results of the hyperbolic approach are in most cases comparable to the results
obtained using the mixed correction. The additional cost of using the mixed correction
is negligible, and our analysis has shown that the purely hyperbolic approach can lead
to problems at the boundaries. Therefore we favor the mixed correction. The remaining
six methods (base scheme plus five correction methods) are summarized in Table 8.1.
We concentrate on the comparison of the approximation errors of the schemes on a given
grid and not on the runtime efficiency of the schemes. The mixed corrections with or
without divergence source terms can be implemented with hardly any additional cost
in cpu time so that the efficiency of the method in relation to the base scheme is not an
issue. For the parabolic approach the reconstruction of the magnetic field using vertex
averages leads to additional computational cost. This is not the simplest approach to
compute the divergence of the magnetic field on the faces of the grid. The problem
of finding an efficient implementation is even more difficult for the elliptic correction.
Solving the Laplace equation in the projection step is a very time consuming part of the
algorithm, which severely influences the efficiency of the scheme. Since all our numerical
tests show that the mixed correction techniques are superior to both the parabolic and
the elliptic approach, we decide to neglect the efficiency issue in the following.
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To compare the approximate solutions even in the case where we have no exact solu-
tion, we compare the errors in the divergence of the magnetic field B — since in the
exact solution we have ∇ · B ≡ 0. On Cartesian grids ∇ · B is easily computed for a
given approximation using, for example, central differences. On unstructured grids a
consistent approximation of the divergence operator is not so straightforward. We do
not discuss the problem in detail. A thorough study can be found in [Wes02a]. We use
the following expressions to compute ∇ ·B on a given element Ti for i ∈ I:

(∇ ·B)nel,i :=
1
|Ti|

∑
j∈N(i)

|Sij |
2
(
Bi(zij , tn) + Bj(zij , tn)

)
· nij (element error) , (8.24)

(∇ ·B)nfce,i := max
j∈N(i)

∣∣∣ |Sij ||Ti|
(
Bi(zij , tn)−Bj(zij , tn)

)
· nij

∣∣∣ (jump error) . (8.25)

In the following we use the sum of the L1–norms and the L∞–norms of the functions
(∇ · B)nel(x) := (∇ · B)nel,i and (∇ · B)nfce(x) := (∇ · B)nfce,i for x ∈ Ti. Note that
since B is discontinues in many of our test cases, we cannot expect convergence in
any norm — especially not in L∞. Nevertheless the L∞–norm is important since the
stability problems are often caused by local divergence errors, so that a comparison of
the magnitude of the L∞–errors gives some indication of the quality of the scheme.

8.5.1 Influence of the parameter crel

In the case of the GLM–MHD schemes presented here the parameters that have to
be chosen are ch and cp: the parameter ch influences the speed of propagation of the
divergence waves and cp the amount of damping. Since coupling ch to the time–step
— as suggested in Section 8.3 — seems to be the optimal choice, we do not show
results using, for example, a fixed ch. As a consequence of our analysis and of earlier
studies we choose cp according to (8.21) in the mixed approach and according to (8.23)
in the parabolic approach. Consequently, we only have to investigate the influence of
the remaining parameter crel in (8.21) and (8.23) on the mixed approach and on the
parabolic approach, respectively.
First we study the mixed GLM–MHD scheme. Motivated by the analysis of our model
problem in Section 8.3, we suggest defining this value in relation to the computational
domain Ω. In the following we denote the scheme with crel given by (8.22) as mixed
correction. The results shown in Figure 8.1 demonstrate that the choice of this constant
has very little influence on the performance of the scheme. The results for the 1d
Riemann problem seem to indicate that a large value for crel leads to a reduction of
the error at least for high grid resolution. The results for the rotation problem, on the
other hand, show that this is not true in general; consequently, the optimal choice for
crel is not easy to find. Formula (8.22) seems to lead to almost optimal results for both
problems. This choice is used in the mixed approach in all further calculations.
Figure 8.2 shows a series of calculations using the parabolic approach with different
values for crel. The results show that by increasing crel the error is reduced slightly;
but at the same time the scheme becomes unstable. With crel = 0.2 we have not
encountered stability problems in any of our tests, so that we use this value in the
following.
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Summary of Section 8.5.1: Since our goal is to reduce the amount of parameter
tuning as much as possible, we present possibilities of choosing the parameters in our
GLM–MHD scheme automatically. We choose new values for ch and cp in each time
step. In the hyperbolic approaches we couple ch to the time step ∆t via (8.20) and in the
mixed approach cp to ch by means of (8.21). With these choices we have no parameter
left in the hyperbolic and the Galilean invariant scheme; only in the mixed approach
are we left with a parameter crel. Motivated by our analytical results for the model
problem (8.5) in Theorem 8.6 and our numerical tests, we conclude that a good choice
for this parameter is given by (8.22), where crel is chosen subject to the computational
domain Ω.
In the parabolic approach we have to choose cp proportional to the grid size h (or the
time step ∆t) to obtain a stable scheme. Our choice for the proportionality constant
crel in equation (8.23) is more or less arbitrary and motivated only by a number of
numerical tests where crel = 0.2 resulted in a stable scheme with a measurable reduction
of the divergence errors.

8.5.2 Rotation Problem

Next we continue the study of Problem 6.7(RotConst) begun in Section 7.6. There, on
the one hand, we saw how a magnetic field leads to a stabilization of the interface; on the
other hand, however, we also observed that an increase in the strength of the magnetic
field leads to problems with the stability of the scheme (cf. Figure 7.9) that become
more severe with increasing grid resolution. While we can compute the solution using
the base scheme at all refinement levels from zero to ten (starting with the unstructured
macro grid) for both β = 0 and β = 1

2 , it crashed for β = 1 at level five. For β = 2
we arrive at the final time T = 5e − 3 only at level zero and level two. At all other
levels the simulation terminates well before the final time. At level three, for example,
it crashes at time t = 1.05e − 3, at level four at t = 1.28e − 3, and at level five at
t = 5.24e − 4. In the previous Chapter we made the conjecture that these problems
are caused by unphysical magnetic fields. One indication is that with the inclusion
of divergence source terms the performance of the scheme is improved: for β = 1 all
refinement levels presented no problem — although the EOC was very small. For β = 2
we compute the solution on all levels up to and including level eight before we observe a
breakdown of the simulation. In the following we extend this test using the GLM–MHD
methods.
We start off by plotting the L1–error versus the grid resolution for β = 1, 2. The results
are shown in Figure 8.4. (For β = 1

2 we observe no problems, although the unstable
interface leads to a very poor convergence rate so that we concentrate on β ≥ 1.) For
β = 1 we see that the source term fix does not converge or at least with only a poor
rate. The elliptic approach leads to an improvement compared to the base scheme if
we look at the errors; but crashes for the same grid resolution (level 5) as the base
scheme. On level 6 it again reaches the final time T , as well as on levels 7,8, and
10. For refinement level 9, on the other hand, it crashes. The parabolic approach
computes the solution up to level eight with a noticeable reduction of the error; it
crashes on level 9 and computes a solution again on level 10. Next to the source term
fix only the mixed and the Galilean invariant correction compute the solution for all
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Figure 8.1: Problem: 1d Riemann problem 6.6(RP2d(2,1)) with tmv EOS and
constant rotation problem 6.7(RotConst) with van der Waals EOS. Method: ER–
HLLEM scheme with DEOMOD reconstruction in conservative variables. The re-
sults using the mixed GLM–MHD scheme with different values for crel are shown.
The 1d Riemann problem is computed on Ω = [− 1

2 ,
1
2 ]×[− 1

4 ,
1
4 ]; this leads to crel ≈ 14

for the mixed approach. The rotation problem is computed on [−2, 2]2, which leads
to crel ≈ 2.2. The results are not conclusive since crel = 100 leads to good results for
the 1d Riemann problem, but the scheme crashes for the same value of crel in the
case of the rotation problem with β = 2.
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Figure 8.2: Problem: 1d Riemann problem 6.6(RP2d(2,1)) with tmv EOS.
Method: ER–HLLEM scheme with DEOMOD reconstruction in conservative vari-
ables. The constant crel only slightly influences the error introduced by the parabolic
GLM–MHD scheme. At the same time, the scheme is unstable if crel is chosen too
large. The left figure shows the error for the whole state vector; the right shows the
error in the component uy.

grid resolutions. At level five the overall error is only slightly reduced, but the error in
the density is reduced by almost fifty percent. (Note that the error summed over all
conservative variables is dominated by the total energy density ρe, which is about 2.7e8
at the interface r = R due to the high pressure p.) What is even more important is that
the EOC is around 0.3–0.4 even at very high grid resolutions. The observations made
for β = 1 are confirmed by the results for β = 2. Of the six schemes tested only the
mixed and the Galilean invariant schemes are able to compute the solution for all grid
resolutions. For very large values of the magnetic field even the GLM–MHD correction
mechanism is not sufficient as the results for β = 4 in Figure 8.5 demonstrate. In this
case only the source term fix, the Galilean invariant, and the mixed corrections lead to
results — but only on very coarse grids.

Let us now take a closer look at the magnetic field. In the following we concentrate
on the base scheme, the mixed correction, and the source term fix. All results are
computed on refinement level eight. In Figure 8.6 we show a scatter plot of |(Bx,By)|.
We plot the numerical solution versus the radius r. The exact solution grows linear
for r < 1 and is zero for r > 1. At the interface r = 1 the solution is discontinuous.
For β = 1 and at a very early time in the simulation, the three results shown are
still quite similar (cf. Figure 8.6 top row). A closer look shows that the base scheme
and the source term fix lead to oscillations at the interface. Without a divergence
correction these oscillations grow in time as can be seen in the second row of Figure 8.6.
Note the different scaling of the vertical axis. Both the mixed and the source term
approaches lead to a smearing of the interface. The source term fix introduces strong
oscillations behind the interface. The oscillations present in the base scheme cause the
simulation to crash. We also observe a stronger break in the rotational symmetry in
the approximation using the source term fix. Even with β = 2 the rotational symmetry
is almost intact when the mixed approach is used.

We conclude our tests for the constant rotation problem with a look at the divergence
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(a) β = 1: divergence errors left in the L1–norm, right in the L∞–norm
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(b) β = 2: divergence errors left in the L1–norm, right in the L∞–norm

Figure 8.3: Problem: Constant rotation problem 6.7(RotConst) with van der
Waals EOS. Method: ER–HLLEM scheme with DEOMOD reconstruction in con-
servative variables. Divergence errors for the base scheme and the five correction
methods versus the grid resolution are plotted using the expressions (8.24) to ap-
proximate ∇ ·B.

errors measured in the L1– and in the L∞–norm for different grid parameters h. The
results are shown in Figure 8.3. For both β = 1 and β = 2 we see a similar picture,
which confirms the observations made so far. Both the mixed and the Galilean invariant
approaches lead to the smallest errors on all grids whereas the other methods all lead to
comparable results. In the L1–norm the mixed and the Galilean invariant approach lead
to an almost constant error for all grid resolutions whereas the error is clearly increasing
in all other schemes. Since the solution is discontinuous and the base scheme converges
with a rate smaller than one, we cannot expect convergence of the derivatives of the
solution. For the same reason the divergence errors measured in the L∞–norm increase
with decreasing grid resolution. We conclude by noting that the mixed correction and
the Galilean invariant approach clearly produce the smallest errors.
Summary of Section 8.5.2: In the previous chapter we already noted that with
increasing magnetic field strength the violation of the divergence constraint (1.1e) causes
the base scheme presented in Chapter 3 to become unstable and even to crash. All the
extensions of the base scheme presented here greatly increase the stability of the scheme,
although to different degrees. From our tests we conclude that the mixed and the Galilean
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Figure 8.4: Problem: Constant rotation problem 6.7(RotConst) with van der
Waals EOS. Method: ER–HLLEM scheme with DEOMOD reconstruction in con-
servative variables. The L1–errors EOCs for different correction approaches are
plotted for the whole state vector and for the density ρ (top two rows: β = 1,
bottom two rows: β = 2).
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Figure 8.5: Problem: Constant rotation problem 6.7(RotConst) with van der
Waals EOS. Method: ER–HLLEM scheme with DEOMOD reconstruction in con-
servative variables. The L1–error for the whole state vector (left) and for the density
(right) is plotted for very strong magnetic field (β = 4). Only three of the six tested
schemes where able to compute results.

invariant approach lead to the most stable scheme; they also produce the smallest errors
for all grid resolutions. A direct comparison of these two correction techniques gives no
definite answer as to which scheme should be used. For β = 1 the errors are smallest
when the mixed correction is used, whereas for β = 2 the Galilean invariant correction
leads to slightly better results (cf. Figure 8.4).

8.5.3 2d Riemann Problem

We now turn to a 2d Riemann problem (cf. Problem 6.5(RPtmv2d)). As already dis-
cussed in Section 6.2.1 we have no exact solution to this problem; only near the bound-
aries can we compute a reference solution by using a 1d approximation of the solutions
to 1d Riemann problems. Consequently, we know that near the vertical boundaries
By must be constant and near the horizontal boundaries Bx must be constant. We
can use these observations to determine qualitative differences between the correction
mechanisms. We show results for the time t = 0.00032 since the base scheme crashed
shortly after this time; all the other schemes reached the final time T = 0.0004 without
any problems.
In Figures 8.8 and 8.9 we plot the 2d solutions in the density, the pressure, and the
magnetic field components Bx and By. A closer look at the isolines shows perturbations
in the base scheme solution, which are considerably reduced by all schemes. This is
especially easy to see in the magnetic field components in Figure 8.9. In the regions
where one of the magnetic field components should be constant due to the divergence
constraint, we see disturbances in all the solutions shown, but they are more obvious
when the base scheme is used.
We have also plotted the divergence errors and a representation of the grid in Fig-
ure 8.10. The plots of the divergence errors indicate that the mixed GLM–MHD method
leads to the best results; this can be seen especially in the center of the domain, where
the full 2d structure of the solution is developing. The divergence errors are located
almost entirely on the discontinuities in the solution. The plots of the different refine-
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Figure 8.6: Problem: Constant rotation problem 6.7(RotConst) with van der
Waals EOS. Method: ER–HLLEM scheme with DEOMOD reconstruction in con-
servative variables. Scatter plot of the magnetic field strength |(Bx, By)| using the
base scheme, the mixed correction, and the source term fix (left to right). From top
to bottom the value of β is increased: first two rows β = 1, bottom two rows β = 2.
The results are shown at the beginning of the simulation (t = 2.5e − 4) and at a
later time (t = 2.5e− 3). After this point in the simulation the base scheme crashed
even for β = 1.
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ment levels of the locally adapted grid demonstrate that the correction schemes also
improve the efficiency of the base scheme. Due to the spurious oscillations, regions in
the domain are refined although the exact solution is constant. This increases the size
of the grid and consequently also the computational cost. For the base scheme the
grid at time t = 0.00032 had about 190000 elements, but only about 140000 elements
for the mixed correction and the source term fix, 156000 elements for the elliptic ap-
proach, 141000 for the Galilean invariant correction, and about 162000 elements for the
parabolic GLM–MHD correction.
It is not easy to find large differences between the different correction methods. To
get a more quantitative impression of the approximation quality we, therefore, show
scatterplots of the solution near the right boundary together with a reference solution
to the Riemann problem 6.6(RP2d(4,1)). In Figures 8.11–8.13 we plot the density ρ,
Bx, and By, respectively. The spurious oscillations are now clearly visible. Of the
correction schemes the parabolic approach again leads to the most problems; the other
four corrections are quite similar although the magnitude of the oscillations is smallest
in the mixed correction and the source term approach. Note that in contrast to the
previous example, the approximation produced by the Galilean invariant approach is
not quite as good as the approximation produced by the mixed approach. The results
shown so far suggest that the source term fix leads to the best approximation, closely
followed by the mixed GLM–MHD correction.
Summary of Section 8.5.3: Since we have no exact solution to the 2d Riemann
problem, we cannot compare the approximation errors of the schemes directly but have
to use other means of determining the advantages and disadvantages of the different
approaches of handling the problem of divergence errors. All our results clearly demon-
strate that all corrections lead to an improvement when compared to the base scheme.
The differences between the correction methods are less obvious than in the previous ex-
ample. So far we have found that the mixed and the Galilean invariant approach are the
best methods followed by the source term fix. Here the source term fix seems to be the
best approach together with the mixed correction; the Galilean invariant approach leads
to stronger oscillations. As before, the parabolic approach is less effective in reducing
the errors than the other four correction techniques. So far we have only plotted results
at a fixed time. In Figure 8.7 we plot the evolution of the divergence error measured
in the L1– and in the L∞–norm. Note that initially the divergence error is zero, even
after the projection onto the grid since the initial data for both Bx and By are constant
in the whole domain. This plot shows that the mixed correction leads to the smallest
divergence errors, especially in the L1–norm. In the base scheme the error in L1–norm
increases monotone up to the point where the scheme crashes; after the corrections have
been applied to the base scheme the error remains more or less constant in time.

8.5.4 Conservation Property

We conclude this chapter with a closer look at the conservation property of the different
schemes. This issue is only relevant for the source term fix and the Galilean invariant
approach since in both cases additional terms that are not in divergence form are
added to the MHD equations. These “source terms” are proportional to ∇ · B so
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Figure 8.7: Problem 6.5(RPtmv2d) with HLLEM flux function and DEOMOD
reconstruction in conservative variables. All computations are performed on the
unstructured grid using local grid adaptation. We plot the evolution of the diver-
gence errors using different correction mechanisms in the L∞–norm (left) and in the
L1–norm (right).

that large divergence errors lead to a significant loss of conservation. In the Galilean
invariant approach only the induction equation (8.1c) is modified (the source term in
the equation for ψ is not relevant since ψ is not a physical variable). In addition to
this source term in the induction equation, the equations for the momentum ρu and
the total energy density ρe are also modified by the source term fix. Thus only the
density satisfies a conservation law. In Figure 8.14 we show the time evolution of the
average deviation of the total mass for different components v of the state vector, i.e.
we compute

∣∣∣∑i∈I |Ti|(vn
i −v0i )∑

i∈I |Ti|v0i

∣∣∣. Note that this value should be zero since all boundaries
are periodic and thus no mass leaves or enters the domain. The results show that the
source terms lead to a substantial change in the total mass. Since the divergence errors
are smaller in the case of the Galilean invariant approach, the loss of conservation is
not quite as large as for the source term fix. Nevertheless, the loss of conservation is
still severe and can lead to problem with the convergence of the scheme as our next
example indicates.

We study the 1d Riemann problem (Problem 6.2(RPdwt)), which was also used by
Tóth [Tót00] to emphasize the problems that can arise if a non–conservative scheme
is used. The results are taken from [DKK+02] and are computed using the first order
DW method as base scheme. In Figure 8.15 we show 1d–cuts at y = 0.0424 of the 2d
solutions obtained using the mixed and the source term approach. The 1d reference
solution is computed for h = 0.0002. In [Tót00] it was already observed that the source
term approach leads to a wrong solution if this Riemann problem is solved on a rotated
Cartesian grid in 2d. Similarly, we see that the solution obtained using the source term
fix on 16384 triangles seems to contain wrong intermediate states; their development
can be attributed to the lack of conservation in the source term approach. The L1–
errors and corresponding EOCs shown in Table 8.2 support the observation that wrong
intermediate states are computed: for the mixed scheme we have a uniform first order
convergence, whereas the convergence rate decreases monotonically for the source term
approach. Note that the base scheme fails for all grid resolutions studied.
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(a) ρ: left to right (top) base,mixed,source term fix, (bottom) elliptic,Galilean invariant, parabolic

(b) p: left to right (top) base,mixed,source term fix, (bottom) elliptic,Galilean invariant, parabolic

Figure 8.8: Problem 6.5(RPtmv2d) with HLLEM flux function and DEOMOD
reconstruction in conservative variables. All computations are performed on the
unstructured grid using local grid adaptation. We show a 2d representation of the
density (a) and the pressure (b).
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(a) Bx: left to right (top) base,mixed,source term fix, (bottom) elliptic,Galilean invariant, parabolic

(b) By : left to right (top) base,mixed,source term fix, (bottom) elliptic,Galilean invariant, parabolic

Figure 8.9: Problem 6.5(RPtmv2d) with HLLEM flux function and DEOMOD
reconstruction in conservative variables. All computations are performed on the
unstructured grid using local grid adaptation. We show a 2d representation of the
magnetic field components Bx (a) and By (b).
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(a) ∇·B: left to right (top) base,mixed,source term fix, (bottom) elliptic,Galilean invariant, parabolic

(b) level: left to right (top) base,mixed,source term fix, (bottom) elliptic,Galilean invariant, parabolic

Figure 8.10: Problem 6.5(RPtmv2d) with HLLEM flux function and DEOMOD
reconstruction in conservative variables on the unstructured grid using local grid
adaptation. We show a representation of ∇ ·B (a) and of the grid refinement (b).
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Figure 8.11: Problem 6.5(RPtmv2d) with HLLEM flux function and DEOMOD
reconstruction in conservative variables. All computations are performed on the
unstructured grid using local grid adaptation. The plots show the density for x ∈
[0.87, 0.97] together with a 1d reference solution of the Riemann problem between
the fourth and the first state. Top to bottom and left to right we plot results for the
base scheme, the source term fix, the Galilean invariant, the mixed, the parabolic,
and the elliptic GLM–MHD methods.
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Figure 8.12: Problem 6.5(RPtmv2d) with HLLEM flux function and DEOMOD
reconstruction in conservative variables. All computations are performed on the
unstructured grid using local grid adaptation. The plots show uy for x ∈ [0.87, 0.97]
together with a 1d reference solution of the Riemann problem between the fourth
and the first state. Top to bottom and left to right we plot results for the base
scheme, the source term fix, the Galilean invariant, the mixed, the parabolic, and
the elliptic GLM–MHD methods.
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Figure 8.13: Problem 6.5(RPtmv2d) with HLLEM flux function and DEOMOD
reconstruction in conservative variables. All computations are performed on the
unstructured grid using local grid adaptation. The plots show the By for x ∈
[0.87, 0.97] together with a 1d reference solution of the Riemann problem between
the fourth and the first state. Note that due to the divergence constraint, By should
be constant in this part of the computational domain. Top to bottom and left to
right we plot results for the base scheme, the source term fix, the Galilean invariant,
the mixed, the parabolic, and the elliptic GLM–MHD methods.
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Figure 8.14: Problem: Constant rotation problem 6.7(RotConst) with van der
Waals EOS. Method: ER–HLLEM scheme with DEOMOD reconstruction in conser-
vative variables. The relative loss of conservation for different conservative variables
is shown. Four of the six schemes tested are conservative and only the source term
fix and the Galilean invariant approach lead to errors in the conservation.

Summary of Section 8.5.4: All the results shown so far lead us to favor the mixed
approach either with or without the source terms leading to a Galilean invariant for-
mulation. Without these source terms we only have a non–conservative term in the
equation for the auxiliary function ψ, so that the relevant physical quantities still sat-
isfy conservation laws. In the case of the Galilean invariant formulation a term that
is not in divergence form is added to the induction equation (1.1c); consequently, the
magnetic field B is no longer a conserved quantity. Since these terms are proportional
to ∇·B, large errors in ∇·B, which cause the scheme to become unstable, also increase
the violation of the conservation property. The results demonstrate that the loss of con-
servation can be quite severe due to the source terms. Furthermore, we demonstrated
that in one example this leads to the computation of a wrong solution. Since the differ-
ence in performance between the Galilean invariant scheme and the mixed scheme are
very small and considering the problems caused by the loss of conservation, we favor
the mixed approach.
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Figure 8.15: Results for 1d Riemann problem 6.2(RPdwt) computed with the first
order DW scheme on a 2d grid with 16384 triangles (circles) in comparison with a 1d
reference solution (h = 0.0002, solid line). Left: mixed GLM ansatz, right: source
term approach. From top to bottom: ρ, uy, Bx, and By.

mixed GLM–MHD source term

elements L1–error EOC L1–error EOC

1024 6.45517676 7.03537990

4096 3.09306537 1.061 3.82213248 0.880

16384 1.68627598 0.875 2.48360779 0.622

65536 0.96600380 0.804 1.84060872 0.432

262144 0.46045425 1.069 no solution

1048576 0.22792806 1.014 no solution

Table 8.2: L1–error
and EOC for the
1d Riemann prob-
lem 6.2(RPdwt). The
errors are computed
between a 1d refer-
ence solution with
h = 0.0002 and 1d–
cuts of the 2d solutions
at y = 0.0424.



Chapter 9

Balancing Source Terms:
the Bgfix Scheme

In many applications — for example in atmospheric flows — the solution U to a system
of PDEs can be represented as a local perturbation Ũ of a known solution Ů, which
we call background solution in the following. In the situation of atmospheric flows the
background solution is given by balancing the forces of pressure and gravity. Even
in the case where the convergence of a numerical scheme has been shown for a grid
size h → 0, simulations have to be performed for large values of h. On these grids
approximation errors, although small, can still be of the same magnitude or even larger
than the perturbations Ũ that contribute to the solution. Consequently, the physical
characteristics of the problem cannot be captured. This makes it necessary to modify
the numerical scheme. The modification we present here is based on a suitable equation
for the perturbations themselves. Its main feature is that the background solution is
captured without any approximation error. As we will see, this allows for a very efficient
solver for this setting.
We derive the scheme for a general system of balance laws (cf. (1.8)):

∂tU(x, t) +∇ · F(U(x, t)) = q(U(x, t)), (9.1a)

U(·, 0) = Ů(·, 0) + Ũ0(·) (9.1b)

where Ů is a smooth function satisfying

∂tŮ(x, t) +∇ · F(Ů(x, t)) = q(Ů(x, t)). (9.2)

By subtracting (9.2) from (9.1a) we arrive at an equation for the perturbation

Ũ(x, t) := U(x, t)− Ů(x, t) (9.3)

that can be written in the following form

∂tŨ(x, t) +∇ · F̃(Ũ(x, t),x, t) = q̃(Ũ(x, t),x, t), (9.4a)

Ũ(·, 0) = Ũ0(·) (9.4b)

143
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if we define the flux F̃ and the source q̃ via

F̃(u,x, t) := F(u + Ů(x, t))− F(Ů(x, t)), (9.4c)

q̃(u,x, t) := q(u + Ů(x, t))− q(Ů(x, t)). (9.4d)

Therefore the function Ũ also satisfies a system of hyperbolic balance laws with a
flux function and a source term, which depend explicitly on x and t. If we define
V(x, t) := Ũ(x, t) + Ů(x, t) where Ũ is a weak solution to (9.4), it is easy to see that
V is a weak solution of (9.1). For the scalar case, we show in Section 9.1 that not
only does (9.4) have the same weak solutions, but also that if Ũ is the entropy solution
of (9.4) then V is the entropy solution of (9.1).

9.1 Remark: If Ũ0 ≡ 0 then Ũ ≡ 0 is the classical solution to (9.4) and V is equal to
the background solution Ů. Since even first order finite–volume schemes reproduce con-
stant solutions without any approximation error, a scheme based on (9.4) can fulfill the
requirement that the background solution be reproduced exactly in the case of vanishing
initial perturbation Ũ0.

Since the main difficulty in approximating the original problem (9.4a) lies in the errors
due to the spatial discretization, we explain the idea of our method in the case of a
semi–discrete scheme; the full scheme is presented in Section 9.2 and Section 9.3.

9.2 Definition (Semi–discrete Bgfix scheme)
Consider an approximation Ui(x, t) to the solution U of (9.1) on a grid element Ti
satisfying

∂tUi(x, t) = Si
[
(Uj(·, t))j∈I

]
(x) for x ∈ Ti, t > 0, (9.5a)

Ui(x, 0) = Pi[U0(·)](x). (9.5b)

The operator Si is assumed to be an approximation of the spatial derivatives and the
source term in (9.1a) and Pi is some projection operator for the initial data onto the
grid element Ti. In the Bgfix scheme we define an approximation Ũi via

∂tŨi(x, t) = S̃i
[
(Ũj(·, t))j∈I

]
(x) for x ∈ Ti, t > 0 , (9.6a)

Ũi(x, 0) = Pi[Ũ0(·)](x) (9.6b)

with

S̃i
[
(Ũj(·, t))j∈I

]
:= Si

[
(Ũj(·, t) + Ů(·, t)|Tj

)j
]
− Si

[
(Ů(·, t)|Tj

)j∈I

]
. (9.6c)

As approximation of U on Ti we define

Vi(x, t) := Ũi(x, t) + Ů(x, t) . (9.7)

9.3 Remark: If Ũ0 ≡ 0 or equivalently U0 ≡ Ů(·, 0) then Ũ ≡ 0 is a solution to (9.6)
and therefore Vi ≡ Ů. Thus our modified scheme reproduces the background solution
without any approximation error, which in general will not be true for the original
approximation (9.5).
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In the next section we quantify in which sense our new method is superior to the original
scheme. We also answer the question concerning the entropy solutions to scalar versions
of the original and of the modified problem (9.1) and (9.4), respectively. For our analysis
we use the notation and the results presented in Chapter 4. Then in Section 9.2 and
Section 9.3 we derive a fully discrete version of our finite–volume scheme and present
numerical results in Section 9.4.

9.1 Analytical Motivation

For the analysis we use the notations and results from Chapter 4. We focus on the
scalar versions of (9.1) and (9.4):

∂tu(x, t) +∇ · f(u(x, t)) = q(u(x, t)) in Rd × (0, T ) , (9.8a)

u(·, 0) = ů(·, 0) + ũ0(·) in Rd (9.8b)

and

∂tũ(x, t) +∇ · f̃(ũ(x, t),x, t) = q̃(ũ(x, t),x, t) in Rd × (0, T ) , (9.9a)

ũ(·, 0) = ũ0(·) in Rd (9.9b)

where ů ∈ C2(Rd ×R+) ∩H1,∞(Rd ×R+) satisfies

∂tů(x, t) +∇ · f (̊u(x, t)) = q(̊u(x, t)) in Rd × (0, T ) . (9.10)

For simplicity we assume that ů(·, 0) and ũ0(·) have compact support although the
results presented here can be extended to the general case by using the local L1–norm
instead of using the L1–norm on the whole space Rd. We assume that flux function
and the source term in (9.8) satisfy Assumption 4.3. The flux and the source term for
the perturbation are defined by

f̃(s,x, t) := f(s+ ů(x, t))− f (̊u(x, t)),
q̃(s,x, t) := q(s+ ů(x, t))− q(̊u(x, t)).

The following result then follows directly:

9.4 Lemma
If the flux function f and the source term q satisfy Assumption 4.3 then the flux f̃ and
the source term q̃ for the perturbation problem (9.9) also satisfy Assumption 4.3.

We first study the existence of entropy solutions as defined in Definition 4.11.

9.5 Theorem (Entropy solution for Bgfix modification)
Let the data f , q, and u0 satisfy Assumption 4.3 then the problems (9.8) and (9.9) have
unique entropy solutions u ∈ W (0, T ) and ũ ∈ W (0, T ), respectively. Furthermore the
identity ũ = u − ů holds or, equivalently, the function ũ + ů is the unique entropy
solution to (9.8).
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Proof:
As in Theorem 4.12 we can prove the existence of an entropy solution using the vanishing
viscosity method. We study the following regularizations: for ε > 0 let uε and ũε be
the classical solutions of the parabolic equations

∂tuε(x, t) +∇ · f(uε(x, t)) = q(uε(x, t)) + ε4uε(x, t),

∂tũε(x, t) +∇ · f̃(ũε(x, t),x, t) = q̃(ũε(x, t),x, t) + ε4ũε(x, t).

with initial data ũ0+ů and ũ0, respectively. Under the conditions on f ,q, and u0 we can
apply Theorem 4.12. Therefore there exists a function u ∈W (0, T ) with uε → u in L1.
Furthermore u is the unique entropy solution of (9.8). As stated in Lemma 9.4 f̃ and
q̃ both also fulfill the requirements stated for f and q in Theorem 4.12. Consequently
there also exists a unique entropy solution ũ ∈W (0, T ) of (9.9) with ũε → ũ in L1.
For ε > 0 define vε := ũε + ů. Then vε is the classical solution of

∂tvε(x, t) +∇ · f(vε(x, t)) = q(vε(x, t)) + ε4
(
vε(x, t)− ů(x, t)

)
. (9.11)

Since ů does not depend on ε, the additional term ε4ů(x, t) vanishes for ε→ 0; as in
Theorem 4.12 we conclude that there exists a v with vε → v and v is the unique entropy
solution to (9.8). Therefore, the identity v ≡ u holds, since due to the definition of vε
we also have v = limε→0 ũε + ů = ũ+ ů. This concludes the proof.

9.6 Remark: Only the limits of (vε) and (uε) are identical; for ε > 0 the functions vε
and uε satisfy different regularizations of the system (9.8).

We now turn our attention to the convergence properties of the modified scheme.

9.7 Theorem (Convergence result for the Bgfix scheme)
Let the data f , q, and u0 satisfy Assumption 4.3. Consider the unique entropy solutions
u, ũ ∈ W (0, T ) to (9.8) and (9.9), respectively. Let {Th}h be a family of unstructured
grids in Rd satisfying Assumption 4.4 with some ∆t > 0. Consider a family of mono-
tone numerical flux functions {gij} for f satisfying Definition 4.5 with local Lipschitz
constant Lg. For i ∈ I and j ∈ N(i) define the numerical flux

g̃nij(u, v) :=
1

|Sij |∆t

tn+1∫
tn

∫
Sij

(
gij(u+ ů(x, t), v + ů(x, t))− |Sij |f (̊u(x, t)) · nij

)
dxdt .

(9.12)

Consider the discrete solution ũh to our first order finite volume scheme (cf. Defini-
tion 4.7) with average values defined by

ũn+1
i = ũni −

∆t
|Ti|

∑
j∈N(i)

g̃nij(ũ
n
i , ũ

n
j ) +

1
|Ti|

tn+1∫
tn

∫
Ti

q̃(ũni ,x, t) dxdt ,

where ũ0
i is given by

ũ0
i =

1
|Ti|

∫
Ti

ũ0(x) dx .
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If ∆t satisfies

∆t
h
≤

(1− ξ)c2G
2Lg(‖ũ0 + ů‖∞)

for some ξ ∈ (0, 1) then ũh converges in L1 to ũ. If we define vh = ũh + ů then there
exists a constant K̃ depending on f , ũ0, ů, q, cG, ξ such that

T∫
0

∫
Rd

|vh(x, t)− u(x, t)| dxdt ≤ K̃h
1
4 . (9.13)

Proof:
We want to apply Theorem 4.20 to the approximation ũh. From Lemma 9.4 we know
that the data in problem (9.9) satisfy the conditions from Theorem 4.20. We still have
to verify that g̃nij defines a family of monotone numerical flux functions for the analytical
flux f̃ . Using the definition (9.12) of g̃, it is easy to verify, that all the conditions from
Definition 4.5 are satisfied by g̃ij , if they are satisfied by gij . The Lipschitz constant is
given by

Lg̃(M) := Lg
(
M + ‖ů‖∞

)
so that ∆t satisfies

∆t
h
≤

(1− ξ)c2G
2Lg̃(‖ũ0‖∞)

Therefore all conditions from Theorem 4.20 are satisfied. Consequently there exists a
constant K̃ depending on f̃ , ũ0, q̃, cG, ξ such that

T∫
0

∫
Rd

|ũh(x, t)− ũ(x, t)|dxdt ≤ K̃h
1
4 .

Using our definition of vh it directly follows that

T∫
0

∫
Rd

|vh(x, t)− u(x, t)|dxdt =

T∫
0

∫
Rd

|ũh(x, t) + ů(x, t)− u(x, t)|dxdt

=

T∫
0

∫
Rd

|ũh(x, t)− ũ(x, t)|dxdt ≤ K̃h
1
4

since due to Theorem 9.5 we have u = ũ+ ů. This concludes the proof.

9.8 Remark: Both schemes converge to the unique entropy solution, under the same
conditions on the grid, the time–step, and the data — the time–step restriction intro-
duced by the finite–volume scheme is the same for the Bgfix scheme as for the base
scheme. For the base scheme we have a convergence rate of Kh

1
4 and for the Bgfix the
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same order of convergence but in this case with a constant K̃. The relationship between
K and K̃ indicates the difference between the base scheme and the modified scheme. An
improvement in the order of the scheme cannot be expected as long as the smoothness
assumptions on ũ and u are the same. Thus only through a smaller constant can an
improvement be expected. We are not able to quantify the relation between K and K̃;
consequently, the conditions under which the quality of approximation is improved by
our modification are not clear from the analysis.

In the remaining part of this section we show how the Bgfix modification qualitatively
changes the approximation to the original problem. We first study a semi–discrete
first order finite–volume scheme in one space dimension. For simplicity we use the
Lax–Friedrichs scheme to discretize the spatial derivative in (9.1a). Using the notation
introduced in Definition 9.2, the approximation on each cell Ti := [xi− 1

2
, xi+ 1

2
] is then

given by Pi[U0(·)](x) := U0(xi), and

Si
[
(Uj(t))j

]
(x) :=

− 1
∆x
(
g(Ui(xi+ 1

2
, t), Ui+1(xi+ 1

2
, t))− g(Ui−1(xi− 1

2
, t), Ui(xi− 1

2
, t))
)

+ q(Ui(xi, t))

with x ∈ [xi− 1
2
, xi+ 1

2
] and xi := i∆x, xi+ 1

2
:= (i + 1

2)∆x. The numerical flux function
is given by (cf. page 68)

g(v, w) :=
1
2
(
f(v) + f(w)

)
− 1

2
(
v − w

)
.

Using the definition of our modified scheme, we arrive at the following discretization:

S̃i
[
(Ũj(t))j

]
(x) = − 1

∆x(
g(Ũi(xi+ 1

2
, t) + Ů(xi+ 1

2
, t), Ũi+1(xi+ 1

2
, t) + Ů(xi+ 1

2
, t))−

g(Ũi−1(xi− 1
2
, t) + Ů(xi− 1

2
, t), Ũi(xi− 1

2
, t) + Ů(xi− 1

2
, t))
)

+ q(Ũi(xi, t) + Ů(xi, t))

+
1

∆x
(
g(Ů(xi+ 1

2
, t), Ů(xi+ 1

2
, t))− g(Ů(xi− 1

2
, t), Ů(xi− 1

2
, t))
)

− q(Ů(xi, t))

= − 1
∆x
(
g̃(Ũi(xi+ 1

2
, t), Ũi+1(xi+ 1

2
, t), xi+ 1

2
, t)−

g̃(Ũi−1(xi− 1
2
, t), Ũi(xi− 1

2
, t), xi− 1

2
, t)
)

+ q̃(Ui(xi, t), xi, t) .

The modified flux function g̃ is defined by

g̃(ṽ, w̃, x, t) := g(ṽ + Ů(x, t), w̃ + Ů(x, t))− g(Ů(x, t), Ů(x, t))

=
1
2
(
f(ṽ + Ů(x, t)) + f(w̃ + Ů(x, t))

)
− 1

2
(
ũ− w̃

)
− f(Ů(x, t))

=
1
2
(
f̃(ṽ, x, t) + f̃(w̃, x, t)

)
− 1

2
(
ũ− w̃

)
.
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9.9 Remark: The discretization given by S̃i is equivalent to the Lax–Friedrichs scheme
for the modified equation (9.4a). The additional cost of evaluating S̃i compared to Si
is equal to the cost of one evaluation of the analytical flux f and one source term
evaluation. Thus no additional numerical flux evaluations are required, which are in
general far more expensive than the evaluation of the analytical flux f .

We now study the approximation properties of Ui and Ũi to (9.1) and (9.4), respectively.

9.10 Theorem
The function Ui is a first order approximation of (9.8) and a second order approxima-
tion of

∂tW (x, t) + ∂xf(W (x, t)) = q(W (x, t)) +
1
2
∆x∂2

xW (x, t). (9.14)

The function Ũi is a first order approximation of (9.9) and a second order approxima-
tion of

∂tW̃ (x, t) + ∂xf̃(W̃ (x, t), x, t) = q̃(W̃ (x, t), x, t) +
1
2
∆x∂2

xW̃ (x, t). (9.15)

Furthermore Vi(xi, t) := Ũi(xi, t) + Ů(xi, t) is a first order approximation of (9.8) and
a second order approximation of

∂tW (x, t) + ∂xf(W (x, t)) = q(W (x, t)) +
1
2
∆x∂2

x

(
W (x, t)− Ů(x, t)

)
. (9.16)

Proof:
In the following let t ∈ R+ be fixed. The first two statements of the Theorem are
a direct consequence of the following result: For a smooth function w = w(x, t) we
write wi to denote w(xi, t). Let k = k(w, x, t) be some smooth flux functions, then the
corresponding Lax–Friedrichs flux satisfies

−
(
g(wi, wi+1, xi+ 1

2
, t)− g(wi−1, wi, xi− 1

2
, t)
)

=

− 1
2
(
k(wi, xi+ 1

2
, t) + k(wi+1, xi+ 1

2
, t)− k(wi−1, xi− 1

2
, t)− k(wi, xi− 1

2
, t)
)

+
1
2
(
wi+1 − 2wi + wi−1

)
= −∆x∂xk(w(xi), xi, t) +

∆x2

2
∂2
xw(xi) +O(∆x3).

The last equation follows by 2d Taylor expansion of k at (w(xi), xi, t).
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The third statement follows using the approximation result (9.15) for Ũi:

∂tVi(xi, t) = S̃i
[
(Ũi(·, t))i

]
(x) + ∂tŮ(x, t)

= −∂xf̃(Ũi(xi, t), xi, t) + q̃(Ũi(xi, t), xi, t)

+
1
2
∆x∂2

xŨi(xi, t) +O(∆x2) + ∂tŮ(x, t)

= −∂xf(Ũi(xi, t) + Ů(xi, t)) + ∂xf(Ů(xi, t))

+ q(Ũi(xi, t) + Ů(xi, t))− q(Ů(xi, t))

+
1
2
∆x∂2

xŨi(xi, t) +O(∆x2) + ∂tŮ(xi, t)

= −∂xf(Vi(xi, t)) + q(Vi(xi, t))

+
1
2
∆x∂2

x

(
Vi(xi, t)− Ů(xi, t)

)
+O(∆x2).

This concludes the proof.

9.11 Remark: The parabolic equations (9.14), (9.15), and (9.16) are called modified
equations. The main idea behind the study of the modified equation for a given scheme
is that it gives an idea of the form of the numerical viscosity. The results from Theo-
rem 9.10 correspond to the parabolic regularizations used in the proof of Theorem 9.5
(compare equation (9.16) with (9.11)).

We conclude this section with an example demonstrating the effect of the Bgfix method
in the special case of a linear ordinary differential equation, i.e., in the simple case where
the flux f vanishes and the source term q is linear.

9.12 Example
Instead of (9.8) consider the solution u to the linear ODE

u′(t) = λu(t) for t > 0,
u(0) = ũ0 + ů

with ũ0, ů ∈ R. We use the forward Euler scheme to discretize this ODE:

u0 = ũ0 + ů ,

un+1 = (1 + ∆tλ)un

with ∆t > 0 fixed. Consider the corresponding ODE for the perturbation (cf. (9.9))

ũ′(t) = λũ(t) for t > 0 ,
ũ(0) = ũ0

which we also discretize using the forward Euler method

ũ0 = ũ0 ,

ũn+1 = (1 + ∆tλ)ũn .
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Define vn := ũn + en∆tů. Then the following inequalities hold

|un − u(n∆t)| ≤ |(1 + ∆tλ)n − eλn∆t| |ũ0 + ů| ,
|vn − u(n∆t)| ≤ |(1 + ∆tλ)n − eλn∆t| |ũ0|.

This can easily be shown using a standard induction argument.

9.13 Remark: As in Theorem 9.7 we only encounter an improvement in the constant
in front of the error term. The rate of convergence and the evolution of the error in time
are not influenced by the modification. If |ũ0| is small compared to |ũ0+ů| then vn leads
to a better approximation of u(n∆t) than un. On the other hand, if, for example, ũ =
−ů then the original scheme produces the exact solution (the constant zero), whereas
the modified scheme is a bad approximation. Therefore, using our modified scheme,
we expect a big improvement in the approximation only if the perturbations ũ0 are
small. In our numerical examples at the end of this chapter we see that even for large
perturbations our modified scheme gives results that are at least comparable to the results
of the original scheme.

9.2 Numerical Scheme

We now return to the system case (9.1) and apply our modification to the first order
finite volume scheme (3.5):

Un+1
i = Un

i −
∆tn

|Ti|
∑
j

gij(Un
i ,U

n
j ) + ∆tnq(Un

i ),

with

U0
i = Ů(ωi, 0) + Ũ0(ωi).

The approximation to U is defined on Ti × (tn, tn+1] by

Uh(x, t) = Un
i .

Following the approach used in Theorem 9.7 we use the numerical flux function gij to
define a numerical flux for F̃:

g̃nij(V,W) := gij(V + Ů(zij , tn),W + Ů(zij , tn))− |Sij |F(Ů(zij , tn)) · nij . (9.17)

We can now derive a finite–volume scheme to approximate Ũ:

Ũn+1
i = Ũn

i −
∆tn

|Ti|
∑
j

g̃nij(Ũ
n
i , Ũ

n
j ) + ∆tnq̃(Ũn

i ,ωi, t
n), (9.18)

with

Ũ0
i = Ũ0(ωi).
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Since we are interested in an approximation of U and not of Ũ, we define the approx-
imation on Ti × (tn, tn+1] by

Vh(x, t) = Ũn
i + Ů(x, t).

Note that if Ũ0 ≡ 0 then Ũn
i = 0 for all i, n and therefore we have Vh(x, t) = Ů(x, t)

as required.
The scheme can also be rewritten to compute volume data Vn

i for U directly:

Vn+1
i = Vn

i −
∆tn

|Ti|
∑
j

gij(Vn
i − Ů(ωi, t

n) + Ů(zij , tn),Vn
j − Ů(ωj , t

n) + Ů(zij , tn))

+ ∆tnq(Vn
i ) + ∆tnCorrni (9.19)

where the correction term to the first order finite–volume scheme is defined as

Corrni :=
1
|Ti|

∑
j

|Sij |F(Ů(zij , tn)) · nij − q(Ů(ωi, t
n)) (9.20)

where we used the consistency of the numerical flux function with the analytical flux,
i.e. gij(Ů(zij , tn), Ů(zij , tn) = |Sij |F(Ů(zij , tn)) ·nij . In this form the modification can
be easily added to an existing scheme. Note that the approximation on Ti × (tn, tn+1]
is now given by Ũn

i + Ů(ωi, t
n) and therefore an additional approximation error of the

background solution is introduced into the approximation of U, which is not present if
we use the scheme to compute the perturbations themselves.

9.14 Remark: The correction term in the first order finite–volume scheme represents
the consistency error introduced by the spatial discretization of the scheme applied to
the background solution Ů. In general we do not simply subtract Ů(ωij , t

n) but have to
use the same projection as for the initial data, i.e., we have to use Pi[Ů(·)](zij) for the
flux computation. In the same sense the source contribution to the correction term has
to be modified according to the approximation of the source in the base scheme. Since
the background solution is assumed to be continuous, the consistency of the numerical
flux allows us to use the analytical flux in the correction term. Consequently, we can
write the correction term in the form (9.20), which is independent of the numerical flux
function used in the base scheme.
Using the first form of the Bgfix scheme (9.17), we have to compute the values of
the background solution in the points (zij , tn) for (i, j) ∈ IS and each time–step tn;
furthermore, depending on the approximation of the source term, some additional values
of Ů, for example at the center of gravity of each cell, have to be computed. If the
background solution Ů does not depend on time t but only on the space variable x —
as is often the case (e.g. atmospheric flow) — we can store these values during the
generation of the grid. In the case where it is costly to compute Ů this can greatly
improve the performance of the scheme. In the second form of the Bgfix scheme we can
also store the required values of the background solution such as Pi[Ů(·)](zij). In the
case of a static background atmosphere it suffices to store the density and the pressure
so that the additional cost in memory is not too high.
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9.3 Higher Order and Adaptivity

Besides its ability to reproduce the background solution Ů, the Bgfix scheme has an
important additional advantage when used with local grid adaption and higher order
reconstruction. Since the exact value of the background solution at a point x, t is added
without approximation errors, a very coarse grid suffices in regions of the domain where
the perturbation from the background solution is small. Thus in simulations where the
perturbations are local in space a large computational domain can be used without
requiring a fine grid — even in regions where the background solution varies strongly
a coarse grid is sufficient. Taking a large computational domain has the advantage
that the influence of artificial boundary conditions is substantially diminished. In the
original scheme we would require a fine grid in the full domain, which leads to an
inefficient scheme. In our adaption indicator (3.19) we use the jump of the discrete
approximation on the cell interfaces. In the case of our first order base scheme these
are given by the difference of the constant values on neighboring cells. In the case of
the modified scheme these are equal to the difference of the perturbations. Thus if the
perturbations are small the grid will automatically not be refined. Therefore we do not
have to modify our adaptation criteria to take advantage of the Bgfix correction. Only
the prolongation and restriction of the data on the new grid must now be performed
for the perturbations themselves.
The same property of the Bgfix scheme that allows us to use a coarse grid is also
advantageous for the linear reconstruction of the data in the higher order finite–volume
scheme. Since we can reconstruct the perturbations directly, the nonlinear behavior in
the solution due to Ů does not reduce the quality of the reconstruction. For example
in regions where Ũ is linear but Ů is nonlinear, the reconstruction of the perturbations
Ũ leads to a good approximation of the solution, whereas the reconstruction of U itself
leads to poor results.

9.15 Remark: If the numerical scheme is used to approximate the perturbations di-
rectly as shown in the previous section, then the algorithm does not have to be modified
to take advantage of the improved features presented above. If, on the other hand, Vn

i is
computed from (9.19) then the reconstruction should be performed for Vn

i − Ů(ωi, t
n).

9.4 Numerical Results

To study the Bgfix scheme we apply our correction technique to the mixed GLM–MHD
method described in the previous chapter; in the following the term base scheme has to
be understood in this sense. The main application for which we developed and tested
the Bgfix method is atmospheric flow. In many ways this is a special case since the
gravitational source terms given by (1.3) are linear with respect to the conservative
variables U. In this situation the modified source term q̃ is equal to the original source
term q, as can easily be seen from equation (9.4d). Consequently, the source term does
not depend on the background solution Ů. Another aspect of this type of problem
is that all components of the background solution are zero, with the exception of the
density ρ and the pressure p. The flux in a given direction n therefore depends only
on the pressure and is given by (0, pn,0, 0); since the pressure is a non–linear function
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of the conservative variables, the flux is also non–linear. Before we study variations of
atmospheric flow in detail, we study a purely academic test case where we define the
source term q in such a way that a given function Ů is a background solution to the
MHD equations.

9.4.1 Model Problem

We define the function Ů and the source term q via

Ů(x) :=



1
u0+ϕ(x)

1

1

0

0
p0
γ−1 + u0 + ϕ(x)


and q(U,x) :=



0

divϕ(x)

divϕ(x)

0

0
γ
γ−1p(U)divϕ(x) + 2u · ∇ϕ(x)


.

for some given scalar function ϕ ∈ C1(R2) and positive constants u0, p0. The function
Ů is a solution to the MHD equations for a perfect gas law augmented by the source
term q. Note that the pressure is equal to the constant p0 on the whole domain. In
our simulations we chose γ = 5

3 and

ϕ(x) =

{
(1− 10(x2 + y2))2 if x2 + y2 < 0.1 ,
0 otherwise ;

furthermore u0 = 2 and p0 = 1.5. With this choice Ů is once continuously differentiable
but has discontinuous second derivatives, and Ů(x) lies in the state space U for all
x ∈ R2 since ϕ ≥ 0 and u0, p0 > 0. If we choose the initial data U0 for our simulation
equal to Ů, the Bgfix scheme approximates the solution without an error on any grid.
This is therefore not a suitable test for the scheme since this does not represent the
situation found in applications. Instead we choose the initial and boundary data in
such a way that the solution U(·, t) is close to Ů for sufficiently large t. As initial
conditions we take ρ0 ≡ 1

u0
, u0 ≡ (1

2u0,
1
2u0), B0 ≡ 0, and choose the pressure equal to

the constant p0. We perform the simulation on the domain Ω = [−1
2 ,

1
2 ]2 with outflow

boundary conditions for x = 1
2 and y = 1

2 and inflow boundary conditions on the
lower and the left boundary. As inflow function we choose Ů, which is constant on
the boundaries of Ω. Note that the initial data is not close to the solution Ů in any
component so that the initial perturbation Ũ0 is quite large.
In Figure 9.1 we plot the evolution of the difference in the L1–norm between Ů and
the approximations for different values of h using both the base scheme and the Bgfix
method. For t ≥ 4 the approximation has reached a quasi–stationary state so that
the difference ‖Uh(·, t)− Ů(·, t)‖ is constant. For small t the approximation is almost
independent of the scheme used. In this case the solution U(·, t) is not known, but it
is not close to the background solution Ů, which is used for the Bgfix correction. Con-
sequently, the Bgfix scheme cannot be expected to lead to an improvement compared
to the base scheme. It is important to note that the Bgfix scheme apparently does not
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lead to any loss of accuracy. In Figure 9.2 we show a sequence of the discrete density
and pressure for different values of t together with the plot of the difference between
the base scheme and the Bgfix modification.
For large values of t the advantage of our modification becomes apparent. The station-
ary solution obtained with the Bgfix method is identical up to roundoff errors with the
background solution Ů, whereas the error between Ů and the approximation using the
base scheme is several orders of magnitude larger and only decreases slowly through
grid refinement (cf. Figure 9.1). The difference in magnitude of the error on grid levels
five and nine, compared to the error on level seven, is not clear; but, although the error
on level seven is two orders of magnitude larger than the error on the other levels, it
is nevertheless three orders of magnitude smaller than the errors produced by the base
scheme on all grids.
Figure 9.3 shows the error in the density and the pressure at t = 6 using the base
scheme. Upwind of the region where the function ϕ is non–zero the approximation
shows disturbances that do not decrease in time. These are not present in the Bgfix
scheme, where the difference between the approximation and Ů is too small to plot.
Note that the results for t = 4 is almost identical to the results shown here so that a
quasi–stationary solution has been reached. Only the small scale perturbations down-
wind from the center are transported out of the domain, and new perturbations are
constantly being generated at the boundary of the regions where ϕ does not vanish.
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Figure 9.1: Model problem for Bgfix
scheme described in Section 9.4.1. The
evolution of the difference in the L1–
norm between the background solution
and the approximation for different refine-
ment levels of the unstructured macro grid
is shown. For t < 2 the Bgfix scheme leads
to the same approximation as the base
scheme. In the stationary state the dif-
ference between the Bgfix approximation
and Ů is in the regime of roundoff errors,
whereas the error introduced by the base
scheme is still many orders of magnitude
larger.

Summary of Section 9.4.1: Using the construction principle described in Sec-
tion 3.7.5, we obtaining a test case for the MHD equations, with which we can demon-
strate the efficiency of the Bgfix scheme. On the one hand, our results show that the
Bgfix modification does not decrease the quality of the base scheme in the case where
the computed solution Uh is far away from Ů; in the initial phase, where the initial
data are transported out of the domain, both schemes lead to the same approximate
solution. On the other hand, as the solution approaches steady state, the Bgfix method
almost reproduces the exact solution Ů whereas the base scheme leads to significant
errors downwind of the region where the source does not vanish; these errors are barely
reduced by increasing the simulation time or through grid refinement.
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Figure 9.2: Model problem for Bgfix scheme described in Section 9.4.1 computed
on the unstructured grid (refinement level nine). The first three rows show the den-
sity and the bottom three rows the pressure for t = 1

2 , 1, 2, respectively. The left
column shows results using the base scheme, the middle column the approximation
using the Bgfix scheme. The right column shows the difference between the two ap-
proximations. Note that the minimum and the maximum of the colorbar is adjusted
in each plot.
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Figure 9.3: Model problem for Bgfix scheme described in Section 9.4.1 computed
on the unstructured grid (refinement level nine). The plots show the difference
between Ů and the approximation using the base scheme in the density (left) and
the pressure (right). The results are for t = 6. The solution at this point is quasi–
stationary. The corresponding results for the Bgfix scheme are not shown since Ů
is reproduced with an accuracy of 10−10.

9.4.2 Rotation Problem

Next we study the rotation problem but this time embedded in the model solar at-
mosphere (Problem 6.1(Atm)). As in the constant rotation problem studied in the
previous chapter, we have a stationary radial symmetric solution U = U(r) with
r =

√
x2 + y2, but the density is no longer constant and we have a gravity source

with the force of gravity pointing to the origin (cf. Problem 6.8(RotAtm) on page 84).
For the Bgfix modification we have to define a suitable background solution Ů. Since
we are interested in the computation of a solution superimposed on a static background
atmosphere, we only use the density and the pressure profile to define the background
solution. The simplest choice is to define the pressure in the background atmosphere
as p0 + p̊sun(r2−6). Together with gsunρ̊sun(r2−6) for the density we then have Ů = U
for r > 1. Although a perturbation with compact support is the typical case in our
applications, we use a different setting that leads to a more challenging test for the
Bgfix scheme. We rewrite the pressure of the exact solution as follows

p(r) =

{
p̃0 + 1

2u
2
0p̊sun(r2 − 6)− B2

0
4π r

2 + gsunp̊sun(r2 − 6) for r < R ,

p̃0 + 1
2u

2
0p̊sun(R2 − 6)− B2

0
4πR

2 + gsunp̊sun(r2 − 6) for r > R

with the constant p̃0 = p0 − 1
2u

2
0p̊sun(R2 − 6) + B2

0
4πR

2. Now we use p̃0 instead of p0 to
define the background solution

Ů(r) :=

(
gsunρ̊sun

(
r2 − 6

)
,0,0,

p̃0 + p̊sun

(
r2 − 6

)
γ − 1

)T
.

With this setting we can study the Bgfix scheme in the case where the structure but
not the exact values of the background solution are known. Note that the perturbation
Ũ(r) = U(r) − Ů(r) is zero only in the density but large in all other components.
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Figure 9.4: The plot shows the relative
deviation of the background solution Ů
used for the Bgfix modification from the
stationary solution U of the atmosphere
rotation problem 6.8(RotAtm). Only the
density is identical; all other components
differ in the whole domain. We show the
values of |p̊−p|

p and |ρ̊E−ρE|
ρE as functions of

the radius r.
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For example, since the velocity and the magnetic field in the exact solution of Prob-
lem 6.8(RotAtm) are non–zero, the total energy density differs significantly between
the background solution and the exact solution. Thus, the smallness assumption made
in the derivation of the Bgfix scheme is — as in the previous example — not satisfied.
The relative deviation for some components of the background solution from the exact
solution is plotted in Figure 9.4. Since the energy density for large radius r is very
small, the relative deviation is far larger for large r than for r small. In the velocity
and the magnetic field components the difference between U and Ů is non–zero, as
well.

We start our numerical experiments with a comparison of the error on a series of globally
refined grids. Since the Bgfix modification requires hardly any additional cpu time, we
do not compare the error to runtime ratio in this case. In Figure 9.5 the error for both
the base scheme and the Bgfix scheme are plotted up to about 1.5 million elements. As
is to be expected, the Bgfix modification leads to a significant improvement especially
at low grid resolutions because here the approximation errors in the base scheme are
more severe; at very low grid resolutions the base scheme crashes, whereas the Bgfix
modification stabilizes the scheme. To facilitate the comparison of the two schemes we
include an approximation of the error curves in the form Chα (as used in the definition
of the EOC, cf. Definition 3.4). The Bgfix scheme clearly leads to a smaller constant
C — this was to be expected from our analysis in Section 9.1. At the same time the
convergence rate α seems to be smaller, as well. The value α ≈ 1 observed for the
base scheme seems to be larger than the expected asymptotic convergence rate since
the exact solution is discontinuous. The high rate of convergence observed at low grid
resolutions is therefore possibly due to the reduction of the large error in the background
atmosphere, which is smooth. Note that our experiments for the rotation problem with
constant density presented in the previous chapter lead to a convergence rate below
0.5 (cf. Figure 8.4); a higher asymptotic convergence rate for the atmospheric rotation
problem does not seem likely. At higher grid resolutions, the convergence rate for the
base scheme also seems to deteriorate: the average over all values shown is close to 1,
the average over the last six values is only about 0.82, and if we take only the last four
values into account the average is merely 0.67. This clearly suggests that we are not
yet in the assymptotic regime. In the case of the Bgfix scheme different averages all
lead to about 0.5.

In Figure 9.6 the quality of the approximations for the base scheme and the Bgfix
scheme are compared on a locally adapted grid. Both in the density and the velocity
field the deviation from the exact solution is quite large when the base scheme is di-
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Figure 9.5: Problem: 6.8(RotAtm). Scheme: HLLEM flux with DEOMOD recon-
struction in conservative variables and mixed GLM–MHD correction. The results
are computed on the unstructured grid. In the left plot the error vs. the grid res-
olution is shown for the Bgfix scheme and the base scheme. The error in the full
conservative vector U is shown together with the error in the density ρ. For an easy
comparison an approximation of the errors in the form Chα is included. The right
plot shows the corresponding experimental order of convergence.

rectly applied to the rotation problem. These approximation errors are greatly reduced
by our modification. Outside the ball with radius R the velocity should be zero. This
is the case for the Bgfix scheme. Since the balance of the force of gravity and the pres-
sure is not satisfied in the base scheme, errors in the velocity field are clearly visible.
The variation in the density and the pressure requires a high grid resolution even in
those parts of the domain where the solution is stationary and smooth. In addition the
perturbation introduced by the lack of balance between the flux vector and the source
term leads to additional grid refinement. Neither effect is present in the Bgfix scheme.
A coarse grid can be used especially in the outlying regions, whereas all grid elements
are far smaller if no modification is used. The simulation without modification leads to
a grid with 253380 elements; by using the Bgfix modification only 53338 elements are
required; and although the grid has fewer elements, the accuracy of the approximation
is higher in the case where the modification is used. In addition to higher accuracy, the
Bgfix method thus leads to a considerable gain in cpu time since only approximately 20
percent of the grid elements are required. To further quantify the difference between
the Bgfix method and the base scheme, we also show scatter plots of the velocity and
the magnetic field in Figure 9.6. The perturbations in the approximation using the
base scheme are clearly visible for large values of r. Here the disturbances in the veloc-
ity field are nearly of the same magnitude as the velocity at the interface so that the
structure of the exact solution is hardly recognizable.
Summary of Section 9.4.2: One major disadvantage of the Bgfix scheme is that
we have to prescribe a priori a background solution Ů since this has to be evaluated to
compute the approximation Uh. It is plausible that the scheme improves the approxima-
tion quality of the scheme in the case where the approximation Uh is almost identical
to Ů — in the case where U is identical to Ů the scheme produces no approximation
error. An important aspect of the scheme is its performance in the case where Ů has
the same structure as U but is, for example, shifted by some constant or includes only
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some part of the important structure; we studied this case in this section.
Our results show that the Bgfix modification leads to a significant reduction of the
approximation error. The reduction is largest on coarse grids and diminishes with
increasing grid resolution. However, for all grid resolutions on which we tested the
Bgfix scheme the reduction in the error was still significant. (Note that the finest grid
had 1.5 million elements.) On these grids the base scheme showed a higher order of
convergence, higher even than in the case of the far simpler constant rotation problem
(Problem 6.7(RotConst)). This last observation suggests that we have not yet reached
the asymptotic regime. An increase in the grid resolution will probably led to a reduced
order of convergence so that the base scheme will eventually converge with the same
order as the Bgfix scheme.
Furthermore we demonstrated that on a locally adapted grid the Bgfix scheme leads to
a significant reduction in the computational cost since a far coarser grid is generated,
while at the same time the quality of the approximation is increased.

9.4.3 Advection Problem

We continue our study of the Bgfix scheme with the advection problem 6.9(AdvAtm).
In contrast to the rotation problem studied above the solution to this problem is not
stationary. Thus dynamic local grid adaption and coarsening lead to an improved
performance of the scheme, and the advantages of the Bgfix scheme sketched in Sec-
tion 9.3 become apparent. We use the density and the pressure from the background
atmosphere to construct the Bgfix scheme. Therefore the perturbation Ũ is zero in the
density and non–zero in the momentum and the magnetic field. We also have addi-
tional perturbations in the energy density due to the balance of the total pressure in
those regions of the domain where Bz 6= 0. Note that since γ = 2 the density in the
background atmosphere given by Problem 6.1(Atm) is a linear function. Our choice of
the reconstruction guarantees that this linear function is reproduced (cf. [DRW02a]).
Therefore the initial error in the density is zero not only in the Bgfix scheme but also
in the base scheme. In Figure 9.7 we plot the error versus the grid resolution as in
Figure 9.5. In this case we do not plot the global error, rather the error in the density,
which is identical to the background atmosphere, and the error in the magnetic field
component Bz, which is the advected quantity, is shown. The total error is dominated
by the error in Bz. Since B and also u are zero in the background solution Ů, the
Bgfix scheme does not lead to an improvement for the approximation of Bz. Although
initially the error in the density is zero in both the base and the Bgfix scheme, the
errors at the end of the simulation differ by an order of magnitude. In contrast to the
results shown in Figure 9.5 we do not observe a reduction in the convergence rate due
to the Bgfix modification in Figure 9.7.
We now turn to the case of locally adapted grids. The density and the pressure are
identical to the background atmosphere, and the velocity and the magnetic field are
constant in those regions of the domain where Bz = 0. Consequently when we use the
Bgfix modification, the grid has to be refined only in the regions where Bz 6= 0. For the
base scheme a high grid resolution is required in the whole domain to allow for sufficient
accuracy of the approximation of the background atmosphere. In Figure 9.9 we show
the grids produced using the base scheme and the Bgfix scheme with the parameters
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(a) in the top row we show results using the base scheme and in the bottom row using the Bgfix

modification. On the left the relative deviation from the exact solution in the density is shown using
identical scaling for both approximations. The middle column shows the velocity vector field for x <
0, y > 0, and on the right the locally refined grid is shown. The triangles are colored according to their
size with identical scaling in both cases.
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(b) scatter plots of the velocity field (left) and the magnetic field (right) together with the exact solution.

The bottom row is with the Bgfix correction, the row above without correction.

Figure 9.6: Problem: 6.8(RotAtm). Scheme: HLLEM flux with DEOMOD re-
construction in conservative variables and mixed GLM–MHD correction on the un-
structured grid using local grid adaption.
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Figure 9.7: Problem: 6.9(AdvAtm).
Scheme: DW flux with DEOMOD recon-
struction in primitive variables and mixed
GLM–MHD correction. The results are
computed on the unstructured grid. The
error vs. the grid resolution is shown for
the Bgfix scheme and the base scheme for
a series of uniformly refined grids. We
plot the error in ρ and in Bz together
with an approximation of the errors in
the form Chα.

for the grid adaption chosen as specified at the end of Section 6.3. At the beginning
of the simulation the grids generated by the adaption procedure have 10099 and 7811
elements for the base scheme and the Bgfix scheme, respectively. The time evolution of
the number of elements for both schemes is shown in Figure 9.8(a). The time evolution
of the error for different quantities is shown in Figure 9.8(b). The projection of the
initial data onto the grid is (after the reconstruction process) identical to the initial
data in the density and also in the momentum. Consequently the errors in ρ and ux
are in the range of the roundoff error. Since the background pressure is a quadratic
function, the error in the energy is approximately 10−4 for the base scheme and only
10−6 for the Bgfix scheme. The main approximation error is in Bz where the difference
between the base scheme and the Bgfix scheme is negligible. But note that in the base
scheme the error in the density is of the same order as the error in Bz and the error in
ux is also similar. Due to the Bgfix modification, the errors in these components are
reduced by an order of magnitude.

Since the force of gravity points downwards, an approximation error in the balance
between the pressure gradient and the gravity source term leads to an error in the
vertical velocity. In Figure 9.10 we plot the values of uy at t = 4 for both the base
and the Bgfix scheme. In the region where Bz does not vanish and where therefore the
horizontal advection is relevant, both schemes produce perturbations in the vertical
velocity that are of a similar magnitude. In the top and the bottom regions of the
domain where Bz = 0, the base scheme leads to perturbations that are of the same
magnitude as the perturbations in the middle of the domain. The Bgfix scheme, on the
other hand, shows very few perturbations in the top and bottom parts of the domain.

The results shown so far demonstrate only to what extend the Bgfix scheme leads to
an improvement in the efficiency of the scheme, due to the reduction of the error in
some components of the state vector and due to the reduction of the grid size. In none
of the tests so far have we taken into account the additional computational cost of the
Bgfix modification. In Figure 9.11 we, therefore, study the error versus the execution
time. Together with the results on a series of globally refined grids we also show results
computed on two series of locally refined grids; these were generated dynamically during
the simulation using the strategy from Section 3.5 with values for hmin in the interval
[0.002, 0.5]. The “high resolution” results were obtained using crslimit = 0.005 and
reflimit = 0.025; the other results were computed with our standard values crslimit = 0.05
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Figure 9.8: Problem: 6.9(AdvAtm). Scheme: DW flux with DEOMOD recon-
struction in primitive variables and mixed GLM–MHD correction. The results are
computed on the unstructured grid.

and reflimit = 0.01. Since the solution is smooth, the grid resolution is not increased
for small hmin. Consequently, we see no reduction in the error. With the time step ∆t
computed from the local time steps of the smallest elements, the cpu time increases
since a few elements are always refined down to hmin. This is the reason why we have
included results using different refinement and coarsening limits.

On the globally refined grids the Bgfix scheme leads to an increase in the execution
time of approximately eight percent. But due to the reduction in the error the Bgfix
scheme is still slightly more efficient. The advantage of the Bgfix method becomes
obvious on the locally refined grids. In the computations using our standard values for
the coarsening and refinement indicators the reduction in cpu time is always more than
75 percent; for the “high resolution” results the gain is even more than 85 percent.
Summary of Section 9.4.3: The test case studied in this section is close to possible
applications because it describes a moving structure in a background atmosphere. The
major difference to the solar physical applications is that the structure moves with a con-
stant speed through the atmosphere and remains unchanged; furthermore, the direction
of motion is not against the force of gravity g but orthogonal to g.

On the uniformly refined grid the Bgfix method leads to a reduction in the error in the
density ρ, the profile of which is used in the background solution Ů. In the advected
magnetic field component Bz, which is zero in Ů, the Bgfix scheme leads to the same
error as the base scheme. In this case an error in the balance between the force the
gravity and the pressure gradient does not seem to influence the structure in Bz signifi-
cantly; possibly this is due to the fact that the error caused by a shift in the atmosphere
is small compared to the error caused by the numerical viscosity during the advection
process.

The same calculation on a series of locally refined grids demonstrates the advantages
of the Bgfix approach. Since only the region where Bz 6= 0 is refined, the computational
cost of the Bgfix method is considerably smaller compared to the base scheme; therefore,
a fixed error is reached at a far smaller computational cost. The adaptation strategy
works so well together with the Bgfix scheme that the final grid is very similar to the
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(a) initial grid using base scheme (b) grid at t = 4 using base

scheme

(c) initial grid using Bgfix

scheme

(d) grid at t = 4 using Bgfix

scheme

Figure 9.9: Problem: 6.9(AdvAtm). Scheme: DW flux with DEOMOD recon-
struction in primitive variables and mixed GLM–MHD correction. The results are
computed on the unstructured grid.

grid produced for the initial data. (Note that the solution at the final time is identical
to the initial data.) The grid produced by the base scheme at the final time T is refined
everywhere where the advected structure in Bz passed through for t < T ; due to per-
turbations the grid was not completely coarsened after the structure in Bz had moved
through.

9.4.4 Smoothness of Background Solution

As we saw in Section 9.1 we can only expect an improvement in the approximation
when using the Bgfix scheme if the initial perturbation of the background solution is
small. Our numerical results show that even for large perturbations the Bgfix scheme
can lead to a reduction in the approximation error. For the motivation of the Bgfix
modification we made the additional assumption that the background solution is smooth
(cf. Section 9.1). To construct the Bgfix scheme as shown in Section 9.2 we need far
less regularity of the background solution Ů than the C2 regularity assumed for the
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Figure 9.10: Problem: 6.9(AdvAtm). Scheme: DW flux with DEOMOD recon-
struction in primitive variables and mixed GLM–MHD correction. The results are
computed on the unstructured grid. We plot the perturbation in the vertical ve-
locity uy. The green color indicates regions where the vertical velocity is close to
zero, which is the correct value. Red indicates upward motion and blue downward
motion.
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Figure 9.11: Problem: 6.9(AdvAtm). Scheme: DW flux with DEOMOD recon-
struction in primitive variables and mixed GLM–MHD correction. The results are
computed on the unstructured grid. The plot shows the error vs. the execution time
on a series of globally refined grids and on two series of locally refined grids using
different values for the refinement parameters crslimit and reflimit.
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analytical results. On the one hand, we have to compute cell averages so that Ů at
least has to be in L1 locally. Furthermore, we have to evaluate the integral of F(Ů(·, t))
on the interfaces for fixed t. In practical applications the evaluation of these integrals
requires the use of a quadrature rule (cf. (9.17) and (9.18)) so that Ů and F(Ů) and also
q(Ů) should be defined pointwise on the whole computational domain. In the case of
atmospheric flow this is satisfied if the density ρ̊ and the pressure p̊ in the background
atmosphere can be evaluated pointwise since u and B are zero in the background
atmosphere.
To study the influence of the smoothness of the background solution on the Bgfix
scheme we return to the advection problem (Problem 6.9(AdvAtm)) studied in the
previous section. In the following we modify the density ρ̊ (and consequently also the
pressure p̊) in the background atmosphere using a parameter α ∈ R:

ρ̊(z) =

{
(1− 0.32(z + 1))−0.5 z > 0 ,
8α(1− 0.32(z + 1))3 z ≤ 0 ,

p̊(z) =

{
(1− 0.32(z + 1))0.5 z > 0 ,
α(1− 0.32(z + 1))4 + p̄ z ≤ 0 .

(9.21)

The constant p̄ is chosen in such a way that the pressure is continuous at z = 0;
consequently the flux F(Ů) is continuous. With a constant gravity source term g =
(0,−0.16, 0) we have p̊′ = gρ̊ as required for a static background atmosphere. The
density ρ̊ can be discontinuous at z = 0 depending on our choice for α. Let ᾱ denote
the value of α for which the density is continuous, i.e.

ᾱ :=
1
8
(1− 0.32)−3.5 ≈ 0.48209 . (9.22)

Using this constant we define in addition to the original setting (Problem 6.9(AdvAtm))
four more settings for our advection problem leading to a continuous density profile and
to three density profiles with jumps of varying magnitude. The corresponding choices
for α and a plot of the density profiles are shown in Figure 9.12.
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Figure 9.12: Five different profiles for
the background atmosphere used in the
advection problem 6.9(AdvAtm). To-
gether with the smooth setting studied in
the previous section, four additional den-
sity profiles are shown using the defini-
tion (9.21) with ᾱ given by (9.22).

In Figure 9.13 we combine the error to runtime ratios for the smooth density profile
(using our standard adaption indicators), for the continuous setting, and for the setting
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with the small jump in the density. As in the smooth case studied in the previous
section the advantage of the Bgfix scheme is also clearly visible in the case where the
background solution Ů is less smooth. The gain in the runtime required to reach a fixed
error even increases with the decreasing smoothness of the density. To reach an error of
0.06 the Bgfix scheme requires in the case of the smooth background solution only about
one–fourth of the time and only about one–eighth in the case of the small discontinuity.
Furthermore, the increase in the error on a fixed grid caused by the decrease in the
regularity of the solution is less pronounced when the Bgfix modification is used.
We conclude our studies with the results for the three discontinuous settings described in
Figure 9.12. The results are presented in Figure 9.14 and confirm the observations made
so far. Again the Bgfix scheme leads to a substantial reduction in cpu time compared
to the unmodified scheme. Only in the case of the large jump did we observe difficulties
with the stability of the scheme. At refinement level 10 the scheme broke down whereas
the base scheme reached level 15 without any difficulties. On the other hand, the
approximation error of the Bgfix scheme at level 9 is smaller than the approximation
error of the base scheme at level 15. The problems with the unstable behavior of the
scheme is probably due to the fact that the perturbations are not small. If we include
the constant velocity ux into the background solution (so that Ů differs from the exact
solution only in those regions where Bz 6= 0), then the scheme remains stable and the
error is substantially reduced (cf. Figure 9.14).
Table 9.1 quantifies the reduction in both the error and the grid size when the Bgfix
modification is used. Independent of the smoothness of the background solution, we
observe a reduction in the grid size of about 40 percent, and, at the same time, the error
is reduced by about 50 per cent. This demonstrates the high efficiency of the Bgfix
modification even in the case of non–smooth background solutions. In Figure 9.15
we show a scatter plot of the density at time t = 4 for four of our five settings;
furthermore we have included the case where the background solution consists of the
density profile with the large jump together with the constant velocity field; results
using the first order scheme are also shown. Note that the advantage of the Bgfix
scheme is even more apparent if a first order scheme is modified — in the first order
scheme the problems with balancing the pressure gradient and the gravity source term
is even more severe than in the case where the constant values are reconstructed. The
problems with oscillations at the discontinuity is clearly visible in the results using the
Bgfix scheme. These oscillations are not present when the base scheme is used, but, on
the other hand, the base scheme leads to a stronger smearing of the interface. Away
from the discontinuity the Bgfix scheme reproduces the background solution up to a
high order of accuracy whereas the base scheme introduces small scale oscillation. By
including ux in the background solution we can suppress the oscillations in the Bgfix
method, and the discontinuity is captured almost without smearing. Note that, even
if we include ux, we still have a deviation from the exact solution in those parts of
the domain where Bz does not vanish. This region is located around y = 0 so that it
contains the discontinuity in ρ.
Summary of Section 9.4.4: For the derivation of the Bgfix method we had to assume
a certain amount of regularity of the background solution Ů. In our applications Ů
is a model for the quiet solar atmosphere, and we can assume that this is a smooth
function. In other application such as shallow water flow with discontinuous bottom
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Figure 9.13: Problem: 6.9(AdvAtm) with different density profiles (cf. Figure 9.12).
Scheme: DW flux with DEOMOD reconstruction in primitive variables and mixed
GLM–MHD correction. The results are computed on the unstructured grid. The
plot shows the error vs. the execution time on a series of locally refined grids.

topology (e.g. [BPV03]) the function Ů is discontinuous. In this section we, therefore,
tested the Bgfix method for different degrees of regularity for Ů.
Our results show that the Bgfix modification leads to an improvement in the base scheme
even for large discontinuities in Ů and that the improvement in the error to runtime
ratio on locally adapted grids is even more obvious. The oscillatory behavior at the
discontinuity was the only disadvantage of the Bgfix method we found; whereas the
base scheme leads to a strong smearing of the discontinuity, the Bgfix scheme produces
a sharp profile with over and undershoots. This problem can possibly be solved by a
different limiting approach in the higher order scheme that takes the smoothness of the
background solution into account.
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Figure 9.14: Problem: 6.9(AdvAtm) with different discontinuous density profiles
(cf. Figure 9.12). Scheme: DW flux with DEOMOD reconstruction in primitive
variables and mixed GLM–MHD correction. The results are computed on the un-
structured grid. The plot shows the error vs. the execution time on a series of locally
refined grids.

setting base scheme Bgfix scheme

grid size L1–error grid size L1–error

t = 0

continuous 5442 2.383481e-03 3354 1.048754e-03

small jump 6204 9.845641e-03 4244 1.038314e-03

medium jump 6204 1.773566e-02 4296 1.038315e-03

large jump 6204 2.738398e-02 4296 1.038315e-03

t = 4

continuous 7992 5.293264e-02 4852 3.185965e-02

small jump 8270 8.709184e-02 5266 4.466570e-02

medium jump 8312 1.267274e-01 5242 6.375453e-02

large jump 8368 1.760125e-01 5276 9.421814e-02

Table 9.1: Problem: 6.9(AdvAtm) with different density profiles (cf. Figure 9.12).
Scheme: DW flux with DEOMOD reconstruction in primitive variables and mixed
GLM–MHD correction. The results are computed on the unstructured grid at level
9. The L1–error is computed for all components of the state vector.
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Figure 9.15: Problem: 6.9(AdvAtm) with different density profiles (cf. Figure 9.12).
Scheme: DW flux with DEOMOD reconstruction in primitive variables and mixed
GLM–MHD correction. The results are computed on the unstructured grid on level
9. All plots show the density at t = 4 with varying size of the discontinuity. Note
the different scaling of the vertical axis.



10. Summary

MHD Scheme

In the previous three chapters we presented extensions of our basic finite–volume scheme
from Chapter 3. Each of these three chapters was devoted to one of the numerical
challenges discussed in the overview Chapter 6. We have not discussed all the problems
sketched there but have concentrated on three important issues; we did not study the
derivation of suitable boundary conditions satisfying Definition 6.6 in detail. (A brief
summary of our results from [DKSW01b] is given in Section 6.1.4.) We concentrated
on modifications of the flux computation in the base scheme that allow us to solve
the real gas MHD equations, that reduce stability problems due to a violation of the
divergence constraint, and that produce accurate approximations for initial conditions
near an equilibrium state.
In Chapter 7 we extended the energy relaxation scheme presented in [CP98] for the
Euler equations of hydrodynamics to the real gas MHD equations (1.1). The main
idea of this approach is to replace the complex pressure function p(ρ, ε) with a simpler
function p1(ρ, ε1) and to use a relaxation framework to recover the original MHD system
with the pressure law p in the equilibrium limit. Since we are interested in deriving
an extension of our base scheme for the perfect gas MHD equations, the natural choice
for p1 is a perfect gas pressure law of the form p1(ρ, ε1) = (γ1 − 1)ρε1. This leads to
a simple extension of the base scheme, which is easy to implement and which is not
restricted to the use with the finite–volume approach. The authors of [CP98] derived a
lower bound for the free parameter γ1. Since a large value for γ1 increases the amount
of numerical viscosity, the optimal choice for γ1 seems to be given by this lower bound.
For our extension to the MHD system we use this lower bound to define γ1 in each time
step and for each flux computation. Our numerical results show that this choice leads
to a stable and efficient discretization of the real gas MHD equations. In the following
we briefly summarize the main results from the numerical tests presented in Chapter 7.

• The implementation of the ER method can be adapted to the amount of infor-
mation available for the EOS. If, for example, only the pressure function itself is
known then the ER method can nevertheless be used either with a constant γ1 or
by using a finite–difference approximation of equation (7.19) to compute a local
γ1.

• The analytically justified lower bound (7.19) for the parameter γ1 leads to a stable
scheme. We choose γ1 locally in each time step and on each interface subject to
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the left and right hand states for which the flux is computed. In this way we
greatly increase the efficiency of the scheme since in regions where a small γ1

is sufficient for the stability of the scheme no unnecessary numerical viscosity is
added.

• The computation cost of the scheme can be considerably reduced by the use of
a tabularized equation of state. Even in those cases where the pressure can be
computed for arbitrary pairs ρ, ε the use of a table might be advisable, especially if
the pressure is very expensive to compute. Furthermore the use of a pressure table
reduces the cost of computing the derivatives of the pressure function that are
required to compute γ1 via (7.19). (For any explicit scheme the sound speed has to
be computed in some way and this also requires the computation of the derivatives
of p.) Our results show that by using a dynamically generated and locally adapted
Cartesian table the approximation quality of the scheme is unaffected, whereas
the efficiency of the scheme is considerably increased.

• We studied the efficiency of the ER extension of the MHD–HLLEM flux and of
the local Lax–Friedrichs scheme applied directly to the real gas MHD equations.
Although the ER scheme requires more time on a fixed grid, the high amount of
numerical viscosity introduced by the LF approach means that the second order
LF scheme can be even less efficient than the first order ER scheme — at least
up to a very high grid resolution. The results of our comparison are comparable
to the ones published in [Wes02b], where the MHD–HLLEM scheme was first
presented and compared with the LF scheme in the case of the perfect gas MHD
equations. This indicates that the ER extension of a numerical flux function gij
does not reduce the efficiency of the flux function. This observation is confirmed
by our comparison in [DW01] of the direct extension of perfect gas flux functions
with their ER extension; both methods where found to lead to identical results.

Although these observations were derived by studying 1d problems, they also hold
true for problems in higher space dimension. This can be attributed to the fact that
the 1d flux function is the central building block of our higher dimensional schemes.
Therefore all convergence tests using the ER scheme in 2d led to results similar to the
corresponding 1d test (cf. Chapter 8).
In Chapter 8 we presented a general way in which the divergence constraint (1.1e) can
be coupled to the induction equation (1.1c) using an auxiliary function ψ and a general
linear operator D. From this modified system, called the GLM–MHD equations, we
derived a number of simple extensions of our base scheme: the elliptic, the parabolic,
the hyperbolic, and the Galilean invariant approach. In our numerical tests we studied
an extension of the hyperbolic, and of the Galilean invariant approach where an addi-
tional damping term in the equation for the auxiliary function ψ is added. In the case
of the Galilean invariant approach we have not modified the terminology; we termed
the hyperbolic correction augmented by this additional damping term the mixed cor-
rection. Together with the source term fix from [Pow94] we thus compared five possible
modifications of the base scheme suitable for reducing divergence errors in the magnetic
field B. To justify the GLM–MHD system we studied the long time behavior of the
solution to a model problem using the different choices for the operator D. With the
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exception of the elliptic approach (which corresponds to the well known Hodge pro-
jection) the influence of all the GLM–MHD methods on the solution can be controlled
by parameters. Since we are interested in deriving a general purpose solver for the
MHD equations that does not require a large amount of parameter tuning, we used the
insights obtained by the analytical study of the model problem and performed simple
numerical tests to determine general rules of how these parameters should be chosen.
One important side condition for our choice of the parameters was that the scheme
should remain stable with the time step ∆t used in the base scheme. By following
this guideline we arrived at numerical schemes, which lead to practically no increase
in computation cost. Consequently, we could measure the increase in efficiency of our
new schemes by comparing the errors for fixed grid resolutions. Let us now summarize
the major results of the numerical tests presented in Chapter 8.

• With the exception of the elliptic and the parabolic approach all methods can
be easily implemented by a simple extension of the numerical flux function in
the base scheme. The parabolic approach requires an additional reconstruction
step. This can be done with little extra cost; only in the case of a distributed
memory parallelization does this step lead to a considerable amount of extra
communication. For the elliptic approach the solution to a Laplace equation
has to be computed. This leads to a considerable increase in the computational
cost compared to the base scheme and leads to additional problems if distributed
memory parallelization is used.

• In the case where the base scheme was able to compute a solution without break-
ing down, the error in the conservative variables was often comparable to that
obtained with the modifications. Thus we conclude that the correction mecha-
nisms do not introduce a significantly higher amount of numerical viscosity. The
advantage of the correction methods becomes noticeable at the point where the
simulation using the base scheme breaks down, for example, due to negative pres-
sure values; all correction schemes stabilize the base scheme considerably. The
differences between the correction schemes can also be seen most clearly if one
compares their stability. Here the Galilean invariant and the mixed approach are
clearly superior to the other schemes.

• The problem of spurious oscillations caused by a violation of the divergence con-
straint is more severe for smaller grid sizes. Thus, the stability problems of the
schemes are increased by an increase in the grid resolution. Consequently, a
divergence fix is especially important for simulations using locally adapted grids.

• In the Galilean invariant approach and for the source term fix expressions that
are not in divergence form are added to the original conservation laws. Thus in
the Galilean invariant approach the magnetic field B and in the source term fix
ρu, B, and ρe no longer satisfy conservation laws. This loss of conservation can
lead to problems, which considerably reduce the quality of the approximation.
We observed a low convergence rate of the source term fix both for the rotation
Problem with β = 1 as well as for a 1d Riemann problem. Especially in the
second case it seems possible that the scheme is converging to a function with
wrong intermediate states.
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All the results presented in Chapter 8 let us favor the mixed GLM–MHD scheme:
the additional cost of the scheme is very small; together with the Galilean invariant
approach it was clearly the most stable; it does not suffer from loss of conservation as
does the Galilean invariant approach.
In Chapter 9 we presented a scheme that allows an efficient approximation of a solution
near an equilibrium state. It is designed for problems where an equilibrium solution Ů
is known that can be separated from the solution U. In our applications Ů described
the stratified, static background atmosphere in the solar convection zone. The initial
conditions differ from Ů only in a region that is small compared to the whole compu-
tational domain. Our method, termed Bgfix scheme, can be applied to any system of
balance laws. The method can be viewed as a finite–volume scheme for a modification
of the original system of balance laws where the flux functions and the source terms
explicitly depend on space and time. Using this interpretation of the scheme we could
prove the convergence of the Bgfix scheme for scalar balance laws using the general
convergence theorem from Section 4.4. However, our analysis does not indicate under
which conditions we can expect a reduction in the approximation error compared to
the base scheme. Our numerical tests show:

• The Bgfix scheme improves the approximation quality of the base scheme when
the solution U is close to the background solution Ů; if the difference between
the two is large, the Bgfix scheme does not reduce the quality of the base scheme.

• Even in the case where only the structure of the background solution is known but
not the exact values, we found that the Bgfix modification leads to a reduction
in the approximation error.

• The Bgfix scheme leads to an improvement even in the case where the background
solution does not meet the smoothness assumptions required for the derivation
and the analysis of the Bgfix scheme. Even for discontinuous Ů we found a
significant reduction in the approximation error due to the Bgfix modification.

• The advantage of the Bgfix scheme is most obvious in its interplay with local grid
adaptation. On locally adapted grids the Bgfix method shows a far better error
to runtime ratio than the base scheme. This is due to the fact that in the regions
of the domain where the approximation Uh is identical or at least close to the
background solution Ů, a very coarse grid is sufficient. In our applications —
where the perturbation of the background atmosphere has compact support —
we can thus use a very coarse grid in large parts of the domain. This also allows
an increase in the size of the computational domain (for example, to reduce
effects from unphysical boundary conditions) without a substantial increase in
computational cost.

We conclude our study of the finite–volume scheme for the MHD system (1.1) with
a test case from solar physics that models the rise of a magnetic fluxtube through a
stratified atmosphere. The initial setting can be found in [DRW99]. In Figure 10.1
we plot a time sequence of the simulation using both the mixed GLM–MHD and the
Bgfix method. During the rise of the fluxtube its boundaries are subject to Kelvin–
Helmholtz and Rayleigh–Taylor type instabilities. To reduce the influence of these
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instabilities the magnetic field in the fluxtube is twisted in manner similar to the way
it was in our rotation problem (Problem 6.8(RotAtm)). Due to this rotation the
magnetic field components Bx and By, which in the untwisted setting are zero, now
take on non–zero values, so that the divergence constraint cannot be ignored. Due to
the surrounding atmosphere the balance of the pressure gradient and the gravitational
force also have to be taken into account. Thus this problem is both a test case for the
GLM–MHD method as well as for the Bgfix scheme.
The shape and position of the fluxtube can be most easily observed in Bz, which is
initially zero outside of the fluxtube and equal to 2 inside. In Figure 10.3 we plot
Bz at time t = 20. Note that we show only a small section of the full computational
domain and that we have adjusted the colorbar to cover the minimum and maximum
values of Bz for this time step (cf. Figure 10.1). We show results for the base scheme
and for the mixed GLM–MHD scheme, which we hold to be the most efficient of the
correction approaches tested. Since the source term fix and the Hodge projection
(elliptic approach) are widely used, we have also include these in our test. For this
problem we have no exact solution so that we have to compare the results in a qualitative
manner. In Figure 10.2 we plot the time evolution of the divergence errors; note that
in this case, due to the projection of the magnetic field onto the grid, the discrete
divergence of B is even initially not zero. Especially in the maximum norm we observe
a high error at the beginning of the simulation, which is quickly reduced by all the
schemes; this is most likely due to a smearing of the interface. The mixed GLM–MHD
correction leads to a far smaller value of ∇·B in both the L∞– and the L1–norm. This
low value is maintained over the whole simulation. All the other correction methods
lead to a similar error in∇·B, which is barely smaller than the error in the base scheme.
In the L1–norm the error increases for all the schemes with the exception of the mixed
GLM–MHD scheme; the L1–error of the mixed GLM–MHD scheme is, furthermore, an
order of magnitude smaller than the errors from all the other schemes (note that y-axis
in the plot of the L1–error is scaled logarithmically).
If we now look at the structure of the fluxtube (cf. Figure 10.3) we see that, on the one
hand, its position is lower for the mixed GLM–MHD method than for the other schemes.
Both the elliptic and the source term fix lead to a slightly higher position compared to
the base scheme. Since we do not know the exact position of the fluxtube, it is hard to
determine which is the correct position. On the other hand, we also see that especially
the source term fix leads to a break in symmetry. Only the mixed approach produces
a solution with intact axial symmetry; we already observed the good preservation of
symmetry for the rotation problem (cf. Figure 8.6).
We conclude our discussion of the MHD schemes by demonstrating the influence of the
Bgfix scheme in the case of the fluxtube simulation. In Figure 10.4 we show results
using the mixed GLM–MHD scheme with and without the Bgfix correction mechanism.
We see a loss of symmetry when the Bgfix scheme is not used, and we observe that the
Bgfix scheme requires more than twice the number of elements.
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Figure 10.1: Time evolution of a twisted magnetic fluxtube in 2d using the Bgfix
scheme with the GLM–MHD correction of the DW flux. From left to right: t =
0, 5, 10, 15, 20. The results were computed on the locally adapted unstructured grid
using ū = 1 and B̄ = 1 in (3.19). The remaining constant used in the adaptation
process are chosen as described at the end of Section 6.3.
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Figure 10.2: Time evolution of the divergence error measured in the L∞– and in
the L1–norm for different divergence correction schemes.
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(a) base scheme (b) mixed GLM–MHD

scheme

(c) source term fix (d) Hodge projection

(or elliptic GLM–MHD
scheme)

Figure 10.3: We compare the results of the simulation of a magnetic fluxtube in 2d
using different correction techniques. In every case we used the Bgfix scheme with
the DW numerical flux function on a locally adapted grid.
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(a) Bz with Bgfix scheme (b) Bz without Bgfix

scheme

(c) refinement levels with

Bgfix scheme

(d) refinement levels with-
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Figure 10.4: In this plot we show results using the mixed GLM–MHD scheme with
(left) and without (right) the Bgfix correction. Together with the Bz component
(top) we also show a color representation of the refinement levels (bottom). Red
indicates a very high grid resolution and blue a very coarse grid. The grid produced
with the Bgfix correction consists of about 12000 elements, without the correction a
grid with 32000 elements is generated.



11. Overview

Radiation Transport Scheme

As discussed in Section 3.1 the computation of the radiation source term Qrad in the
energy equation (1.1d)

∂t(ρe) +∇ · (ρeu + Pu) = Qrad , (11.1a)

Qrad =
∫
S2

χ (I −B) dµ (11.1b)

can be reduced to solving the radiation transport (RT) equation

µ · ∇I + χI = χB (11.1c)

for a fixed and finite set of directions µ ∈ S2. The absorption coefficient χ and source
term B are given functions of the fluid’s density ρ and temperature θ. On the inflow
boundary of the computational domain Ω the intensity is prescribed

I = g on ∂Ω− := {x ∈ ∂Ω− : µ · n(x) < 0} . (11.1d)

In the following two chapters we study the necessary steps for discretizing the radiation
source term Qrad. Our major interest lies in the construction of a scheme that can be
easily added to our finite–volume code. Therefore we concentrate on first and second
order methods for approximating the radiation source term. Our main emphasis will
be the derivation and study of a new class of schemes that allow an efficient discretizing
of the radiation transport equation (11.1c) (cf. Chapter 12). In Chapter 13 we then
study the discretization of the radiation source term Qrad.

11.1 Numerical Challenges

11.1.1 Non–Local Effects

As discussed in Section 1.2 we assume an instantaneous radiation equilibrium. This is
a reasonable assumption since the fluid velocity is very small compared with the prop-
agation velocity of the radiation. We can thus use an explicit discretization of the full
system (1.19). The drawback is that, due to the instantaneous radiation equilibrium,
the local domain of dependence is lost. This is a major difference between the MHD
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system with radiation and without. The influence of this global dependency on the
solution to a model problem was discussed in Chapter 4. For a numerical scheme this
dependency leads to demands on the underlying grid structure and the approximation,
which differ from the purely hydrodynamic case. In Section 3.6 we already sketched
some of the consequences for the parallelization strategy. Further aspects are discussed
in the following chapters.

11.1.2 Computational Cost

By using the discrete ordinate method (cf. Section 3.1), we reduced the problem of
computing the radiation source term Qrad to solving the radiation transport equa-
tion (11.1c) for a fixed set of directions {µm}Mm=1 with some M ≥ 1. Since the radiation
intensity depends upon the density and the temperature of the fluid, this procedure
is repeated every time step. Even a simple quadrature of the unit sphere S2 leads to
M = 12 in 2d simulations and to M = 24 in 3d simulations (cf. Table 3.1). Conse-
quently, the computational cost for the approximation of Qrad is far greater than for
the flux calculation and, therefore, a very fast algorithm is required. This problem
becomes even more severe if the dependence of the radiation intensity on the frequency
ν is to be taken into account (cf. Section 1.2).
The necessity for a fast solution algorithm and, furthermore, the difficult physical
regime have led us to pose the following demands on the RT solver in [DV02]:

• The RT solver should be easily implemented for 2d and 3d calculations, indepen-
dent of the underlying grid structure and without extensive recoding. It should
require only a small stencil for the computation of the intensity I to minimize
communication in a parallel environment.

• Modern (M)HD–solvers are at least second order accurate, and the method for
solving (11.1c) should be of the same order as the (M)HD solver.

• The RT solver has to be able to handle a stiff as well as a non–stiff source term
χ(B − I) in (11.1c), because in the solar photosphere χ varies between 10−3 and
104.

• The RT solver must cope with large gradients in the temperature θ and the
density ρ. In some regions of the solar photosphere, χ is proportional to θ10 and
the source function B varies with θ4 everywhere. Therefore even small changes
in θ lead to strong variations in χ and hence also in the solution I of (11.1c).

In Chapter 12 we compare different methods for solving the RT equation (11.1c) with
these demands in mind. On the one hand, we tested the Discontinuous–Galerkin finite
element scheme introduced in [LR74]. The intensity is approximated on each element
T in a space of polynomials Pk(T ) using a variational formulation of the radiation
transport problem (11.1c). To ensure stability, no continuity of the approximation is
enforced over cell boundaries. This leads to the following linear system of equations for
the approximate intensity IT ∈ Pk(T ) on an element T for a given direction µ:∫

T

(µ · ∇IT + χIT )ϕi −
∫
∂T−

ITϕiµ · n =
∫
T

χBϕi −
∫
∂T−

Igϕiµ · n (DG)
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where Ig is the intensity on the inflow boundary of the element T . The test functions
ϕi (i = 1, . . . , r) are a basis of the space Pk(T ) of polynomials of order k on T . The
convergence of the DG method was established in [JP86] (cf. also [Ric88, Pet91]). A
study of some other finite element approaches can be found, for example, in [Füh93,
Tur93, Kan96].

11.1 Theorem (Convergence of DG Method)
Consider a locally quasi–uniform family of triangulations {Th}h of a convex and polygo-
nal domain Ω ⊂ R2 and let k ≥ 0 be fixed. Denote for T ∈ Th the space of polynomials
of degree k on T with Pk(T ) and define Vk := {v ∈ L2(Ω)|v|T ∈ Pk(T )∀T ∈ Th}.
Furthermore for v ∈ Vk define ‖v‖2

L2(Ω),µ :=
∑

T∈Th
‖µ · ∇v‖2

L2(T ).
Let I ∈ V := {u ∈ L2(Ω)|µ · ∇u ∈ L2(Ω)} be the solution to the RT equation (11.1c)
with data satisfying: χS ∈ L2(Ω), g ∈ L2(∂Ω−), and χ ∈ L∞(Ω). Let Ih ∈ Vk be
the discrete approximation using the kth order DG method. If I ∈ Hk+1,2 then the
following error estimates hold

‖I − Ih‖L2(Ω) ≤ Chk+
1
2 |I|Hk+1,2 ,

‖I − Ih‖L2(Ω),µ ≤ Chk|I|Hk+1,2

for h sufficiently small and with a constant C > 0 independent of h.

Proof:
The proof can be found in [JP86].

We also studied two approaches based on characteristics that were developed for Carte-
sian grids: the long–characteristics method suggested by [MAM78] and the short–
characteristics method proposed by [KA88]; the latter was recently adapted to trian-
gular grids [BVS99]. Although these methods are often used, we are not aware of a
convergence proof or even of a numerical investigation of the order of convergence. We
study both issues in the following chapter.
Both the finite element and the characteristic based approaches have been used in many
applications concerning neutron and radiation transport problems, e.g. [Tur93, AP94,
Kan96, FK97, SGDKS98, Ada99, HSS00]. However, to our knowledge [DV02] is the
first comparison of these methods in respect to their error to runtime ratios.
In view of the demands sketched above, both methods suffer either from computational
inefficiency, low accuracy, or are not suitable in conjunction with new computational
strategies, such as parallel processing and locally adapted unstructured grids. Higher
order versions of these methods also tend to lead to over– and undershoots in the
solution, which can even result in unphysical negative intensity values. Therefore it is
necessary to study possible improvements of well–known methods and to develop new
methods for the solution of the RT equation (11.1c).
In [DV02] we present a new higher order method that combines the finite element and
the short–characteristics approaches. The advantage of our approach is that the order
of the method can be easily changed without major recoding. Furthermore we are able
to reduce problems caused by spurious oscillations through a simple modification of
the algorithm. The scheme works locally with data delivered by a (M)HD–solver on
structured or unstructured grids in two and three space dimensions. We compare the
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first and second order versions of our method with other well–known methods in regard
to the experimental order of convergence (EOC) and the error to runtime ratio. We
also study some simple adaptation strategies. In Chapter 12 we also present some more
recent developments: we study a simple extension that leads to a conservative scheme,
and we present some analytical results including a convergence proof for our scheme
on unstructured grids in 2d.

11.1.3 Approximation of Data

The functions χ and B defining the radiation intensity I through (11.1c) depend on
the fluid temperature θ and density ρ. In the case of frequency integrated data, the
function B is proportional to θ4 in the whole domain (cf. Section 1.2); the function
χ is defined only by tabularized values and is proportional to θ10 in some parts of
the solar photosphere. Due to the partial ionization of the plasma in this region of
the sun, the temperature is defined only implicitly by the conservative quantities U.
In our time dependent numerical simulations, these quantities are approximated on
some grid by constant values. Due to the non–linear dependence of the data in the
RT equation on the conservative variables, the approximation of the hydrodynamic
quantities leads to difficulties in calculating the radiation source term Qrad. Therefore
a suitable reconstruction of the data is essential for a meaningful approximation of
Qrad. We focus on these aspects of the approximation in Chapter 13.

11.2 Test Cases

In the following we describe the test cases that we use to study our RT scheme. The ra-
diation intensity I in a fixed direction µ is defined by the data functions χ,B in (11.1c).
In our finite–volume scheme we must compute the radiation intensity for fixed ρ, θ. Con-
sequently, we can assume in our tests that the data functions B,χ are given functions
of the space variable x ∈ Ω. Furthermore the intensity g on the inflow boundary ∂Ω−
has to be prescribed. The solution I to the RT equation (11.1c) for given data χ,B, g
can always be described in a point x ∈ Ω by integrating (11.1c) along the characteristic
connecting x with a point q on the inflow boundary ∂Ω−:

I(x,µ) = g(q) e−∆τ(0,s,µ)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
attenuated incident intensity

+

s∫
0

χ(q + σµ)B(q + σµ) e−∆τ(σ,s,µ) dσ

︸ ︷︷ ︸
emitted intensity

(11.2a)

with (for a, b ∈ R)

∆τ(a, b,µ) :=

b∫
a

χ(q + σµ) dσ (11.2b)

and q + sµ = x. Only in very special cases is it possible to derive a closed form for
I. Therefore we mainly make use of the technique in which a function I is chosen and
then the data is computed in such a way that I is a solution of the RT equation (11.1c)
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Figure 11.1: The data for Problem 11.1(Smooth) is defined by using the function
χ and the function I to define the source term B using (11.3). Note that on the
right the χ axis is scaled logarithmically.

(cf. Section 3.7.5). In our first two test cases we choose I independent of µ and also
a function χ = χ(x). Note that in contrast to the physically relevant situation, this
approach leads to a source term B that depends on the direction µ. Furthermore since
I is independent of µ, it is easy to verify that Qrad ≡ 0. The source function B is
defined as

B(x;µ) =
µ · I(x)
χ(x)

+ I(x) (11.3)

and the boundary data as g(x) = I(x).

Problem 11.1(Smooth) Smooth Solution
For a positive constant α we choose

I(x, y,µ) := (cos(2πx) + 2) sin(πy)2 + 1 ,

χ(x, y) := (1000 tanh(−αy) + 1000.001)(sin(πx) + 1.25) .

Then we solve the RT equation (11.1c) with absorption coefficient χ and with B given
by (11.3). Note that χ is chosen so that in one region (y < 0) of the domain the
absorption is very large, whereas in the second region (y > 0) the absorption is very
small. The transition between these two regions is controlled by the constant α with α
large corresponding to a sharp transition. For all choices of α the data and the solution
are in C∞(R2). In Figure 11.1 we plot the functions I and χ for α = 15.

Problem 11.2(H3) H3 Solution
For the following problem we choose I ∈ H3,∞(R2):

I(x, y,µ) :=

{
−r6 + 3r4 − 3r2 + 2 r < 1 ,
1 otherwise,

χ(x, y) := α

with r = 16
9 (x2 + y2) and α ∈ R+. We solve the RT equation (11.1c) with absorption

coefficient χ and with B given by (11.3). The solution I is plotted in Figure 11.2.
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Figure 11.2: The data for Prob-
lem 11.2(H3) is defined by using
the function I and a constant ab-
sorption coefficient χ to define the
source term B using (11.3).

For the next two problems the exact solution I can be computed using (11.2). In both
cases the absorption χ is equal to a constant χ0 in the whole domain; thus (11.2b)
reduces to ∆τ(a, b,µ) = χ0(b − a). In the first case B is a characteristic function,
yet the solution I is still continuous. In the second case B is zero, so that only the
first part in (11.2a) is relevant. The boundary data g is a characteristic function,
which leads to a discontinuous intensity I. Both problems have been studied in the
literature [KA88, Füh93, Ded98].

Problem 11.3(Star) Star Problem
The data for the RT equation (11.1c) is given by

B(x, y) :=

{
11 x2 + y2 < 0.09 ,
1 otherwise ,

χ(x, y) := 2 , g(x, y) := 1 .

Due to a localized source, the radiation intensity is transported into the surrounding
domain (cf. Figure 11.3(a)).

Problem 11.4(Searchlight) Searchlight Problem
The data for the RT equation (11.1c) is given by

B(x, y) := 0 , χ(x, y) := 0.5 ,

g(x, y) :=

{
100 x ∈ [−0.95,−0.55] ,
0 otherwise .

Due to a localized source on the boundary, the radiation intensity is transported into
the domain (cf. Figure 11.3(b)).

The following two problems serve as physically realistic test cases for the RT solvers.
The setting for these problems is taken from [BVS99] and was also studied in [DV02].
Both our test cases for the solar photosphere. The first problem simply describes a
stratified, quiet atmosphere, and the second describes a magnetic fluxsheet embedded
in this atmospheric model. In the following chapters we will mostly use y to denote the
height in the atmosphere, although in some cases z is used instead in accordance with
the usual physical conventions.
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Figure 11.3: Solutions for Problem 11.3(Star) and Problem 11.4(Searchlight)
for a propagation direction µ = µ1 (cf. Table 3.1). In Problem 11.3(Star) the
radiation is generated by a localized source term (indicated by the circle in the left
plot). In Problem 11.4(Searchlight) radiation is generated by a local increase
in the intensity on the boundary. In both cases the intensity is then transported
through the domain and simultaneously absorbed (χ ≡ χ0 > 0).

Problem 11.5(SolarAtm) Model Solar Atmosphere
This setting is a model for the solar photosphere. The radiation source term B is
given by B = σθ4 where θ is the temperature in the atmosphere (cf. Section 1.2). The
absorption coefficient χ is the averaged Rosseland absorption coefficient (cf. [Kur96])
and is only defined through a table depending on the temperature θ and the density ρ.
The hydrodynamic quantities ρ, θ depend only on the height in the atmosphere (cf. Fig-
ure 11.4). This setting was studied in [BVS99].

Problem 11.6(Fluxsheet) Fluxsheet
This setting describes an embedded schematic magnetic fluxsheet in the solar atmosphere
given by Problem 11.5(SolarAtm). At a given height z the hydrodynamic quantities in
the interior of the fluxsheet are also defined by the model solar atmosphere, but from a
height that lies slightly above z. Consequently the plasma in the interior of the fluxsheet
is slightly cooler and less dense. At the boundary of the fluxsheet the hydrodynamic
quantities show a sharp transition, which leads to a sharp transition in the source term
B and the absorption coefficient χ as shown in Figure 11.5.
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Figure 11.4: The data for Problem 11.5(SolarAtm) is defined by a model for a
stratified atmosphere. The visible solar surface is in the region where the absorption
coefficient drops by several orders of magnitude. Here radiation is emitted and
transported outwards through the atmosphere.

(a) isoline representation of log10 χ (b) isoline representation of log10B

Figure 11.5: Data functions χ,B for solar fluxsheet model (Prob-
lem 11.6(Fluxsheet)). Both functions grow with increasing geometrical depth z
and show a sharply marked transition between the interior and the exterior of the
fluxsheet. The atmosphere in the interior is shifted downwards compared to the
surrounding atmosphere that is given by Problem 11.5(SolarAtm).



Chapter 12

The Extended
Short–Characteristics Method

In this chapter we study a new second order method for solving the radiation transport
equation (11.1c) that is well suited to be used with our finite–volume scheme in 2d as
well as in 3d. It is constructed according to the demands given in Section 11.1.2. The
presentation closely follows [DV02] where the extended short–characteristics method
was first suggested. We add to the discussion in [DV02] by developing a modification
of the scheme that increases its order and results in a scheme that is compatible with
the integral form of the RT equation (11.1c). We also study analytical properties of
the ESC–method. In the next chapter we then study the computation of the integral
source term Qrad.
In this chapter we assume that the data defining the radiation intensity I through (11.1c)
is fixed; in particular we assume that µ ∈ S2 is fixed and that χ,B are functions de-
fined on the whole computational domain Ω ⊂ R2. Section 12.1 describes the general
framework of the solution strategy irrespective of the underlying grid structure. A de-
tailed study of the implementation of first and second order versions of the solver in 2d
on triangular grids is discussed in the following Sections 12.2–12.4. In Section 12.5 we
present an extension of the ESC–method that leads to a conservative scheme. Before
we present a detailed numerical study in Section 12.7, we prove the convergence of the
first order ESC scheme on unstructured grids in Section 12.6. We conclude our study
with the magnetic fluxsheet problem: in Section 12.8 we compare the performance of
the different solution method, and in Section 12.9 we discuss adaptation strategies such
as local grid adaptation and the local variation of the order of the scheme.

12.1 General Framework

In this section we develop a general framework for a class of solution schemes for the RT
equation (11.1c). We extend the technique of short–characteristics described in [KA88]
by embedding the method in a finite element framework. This permits a very general
formulation of the scheme that can be used to construct methods of higher order on
different types of grids. For the description of our scheme we study the RT equation on
a bounded, open, and connected subset ω of Rn for n ≥ 2; this can be either the full

187
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computational domain Ω or a subset of Ω, such as a single grid element. In ω we now
seek an approximation Iω of the solution I to the radiation transport equation (11.1c)
for a fixed vector µ ∈ Rn assuming that the radiation intensity on the inflow boundary

∂ω− = ∂ωµ
− := {x ∈ ∂ω− : µ · n(x) < 0}

is known (here n(x) is an outer normal to ∂ω, which we assume exists for almost all
x ∈ ∂ω). We denote the inflow intensity with Ig and assume that Ig ∈ C0(∂ω−). For the
other data functions we assume χ,B ∈ C0(ω). Our aim is to find an approximation Iω
in a given function space P (ω) with finite dimension r. For example, if ω is an element
of a given triangulation, then P (ω) could be a space of polynomials on that triangle
and Ig is the approximate intensity function computed on the neighboring triangles in
downwind direction (cf. Section 3.1).

µ ω

p

p

2

r−1 r

inflow bnd. p

p

m

p

pi

γi

qi

1

Iω

Figure 12.1: General set-
ting of the ESC–method

For a set of basis functions {ϕi}1≤i≤r of P (ω)
and points pi ∈ ω (1 ≤ i ≤ r) we assume

ϕi(pj) = δij with 1 ≤ i, j ≤ r (12.1)

and that there exists a m ≥ 0 with

pi ∈ ∂ω− for 1 ≤ i ≤ m ,

pi ∈ ω \ ∂ω− for m < i ≤ r .

This setting is sketched in Figure 12.1. We rep-
resent Iω in the basis {ϕi}1≤i≤r

Iω(x) =
r∑
j=1

Ijϕj(x) (12.2)

with unknown coefficients I1, . . . , Ir ∈ R. Using (12.1) it follows that

Ij = Iω(pj) (1 ≤ j ≤ r).

We utilize this to calculate the coefficients Ij in such a way that Iω(pj) is an approxi-
mation of I(pj).
The intensity is given at the points pj (j = 1, . . . ,m) since these lie on the inflow
boundary of ω; therefore we choose

Ij = Ig(pj) for 1 ≤ j ≤ m. (12.3)

To find the other coefficients we use the method of short–characteristics. Since the
characteristic of (11.1c) through pj is a straight line and since ω is bounded, the
characteristic must intersect the inflow boundary ∂ω−. We denote the first intersection
with qj and the length of the characteristic between qj and pj with sj > 0, i.e.

qj = pj − sjµ , γj := {x : x = qj + sµ, 0 ≤ s ≤ sj} ⊂ ω
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(cf. Figure 12.1). Along the characteristic γj the function vj(s) := I(qj + sµ) satisfies
the following initial value problem:

v′j(s) + χ(qj + sµ)vj(s) = χ(qj + sµ)B(qj + sµ) for 0 ≤ s ≤ sj ,

vj(0) = Ig(qj) .
(12.4)

With a suitable approximation vj of vj , we now choose the remaining coefficients:

Ij := vj(sj) for m < j ≤ r. (12.5)

In the following we call (12.4) the short–characteristic problem. In the ESC–method
the approximate solution Iω of the radiative transport equation (11.1c) on ω is given
through (12.2) together with (12.3) and (12.5).

12.2 Implementation on Unstructured Grids

For simplicity we describe the details of the ESC–method only in the case of two space
dimensions focusing on triangular grid; the case of a structured grid or the extension
to higher space dimensions is easily derived. We construct an approximate solution Ih
to the RT equation

µ · ∇I + χI = χB in Ω,

I = g on ∂Ω−,
(12.6)

with a given propagation direction µ. We assume that we have a given grid Th on the
bounded domain Ω ⊂ R2. In our applications the data are given by a finite–volume
scheme, so that we assume in the following that χ,B are functions that are continuous
on each element of the grid Th. The inflow intensity g ∈ L∞(∂Ω−) is assumed to be
continuous on each boundary segment of Th.
One way to find an approximate solution to (12.6) with the ESC–method is to set ω := Ω
in Section 12.1 and to let pj be the nodes of the grid Th. The initial value problem
(12.4) is then solved for each characteristic by connecting the nodes of the grid with the
corresponding starting point qj on the inflow boundary as sketched in Figure 12.2. The
resulting scheme is called the method of long–characteristics and was first proposed in
[MAM78] for Cartesian grids. The same idea can also be used on triangular grids, where
it results in a piecewise linear and continuous approximation. Using standard results
from interpolation theory and assuming that the short–characteristic problem (12.4)
is solved with second order accuracy, it is easy to verify that the method of long–
characteristics leads to a second order accurate approximation, if I ∈ H2(Ω) holds.
The computational cost of the method is, however, very high: let N denote the number
of elements in the grid, then the number of elements that are intersected by each
characteristic is in O(

√
N), and we have O(N) characteristics. Thus the complexity is

about O(N
3
2 ). This method is especially inefficient in combination with parallelization

strategies such as domain decomposition (cf. Section 3.6).
Another way to use the ESC–method is to apply the scheme on each grid element T ∈ Th
separately (i.e. ω = T ). This requires a decomposition of the algorithm into three
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consecutive steps. First we have to construct a processing sequence of the elements as
discussed in Section 3.1. The construction of the discrete intensity approximation on an
element T then requires choosing a suitable function space with basis functions ϕi and
points pj satisfying (12.1). Finally we have to specify a method for approximating the
short–characteristic problem (12.4). In the following we focus on the implementation
for triangular grids.

Figure 12.2: Long–
characteristics method (ω = Ω):
the radiation transport equation
is solved along each characteristic
γi that connects a vertex pi in
a Cartesian grid with the inflow
boundary at qi.

---     
      inflow boundary

p
i

i
q

i
γ

µ

ω := Ω

12.2.1 Step 1: ordering the triangles

The solution technique described in Section 12.1 with ω = T (T is an element of a given
triangulation Th of Ω) can be used directly to compute the intensity IT , if the intensity
on the inflow boundary ∂T− is known. If this inflow boundary coincides with the
outflow boundary of some other triangle T̂ , the intensity IT̂ on T̂ has to be calculated
prior to IT . Therefore a processing sequence of the elements T1, . . . , TN of Th has to
be found that satisfies:

For two triangles Ti, Tj with Ti ∩ Tj ⊂ ∂Tj−, i ≤ j holds. (12.7)

Such a sequence allows us to use the technique described in Section 12.1: the construc-
tion of the discrete solution to (12.6) is started on T1 since, due to property (12.7), the
inflow boundary of T1 must lie on ∂Ω−, where the intensity is given. Assuming that
we have constructed a solution on T1, . . . , Tj−1, we can compute ITj using our method,
since the inflow boundary of Tj is either part of ∂Ω− or it is part of the boundary of
the triangles T1, . . . , Tj−1, due to (12.7). We already discussed this idea for solving the
RT equation in Section 3.1. We now show how to construct such a sequence in the case
of a locally adapted grid stored in a hierarchy (cf. Section 2.2).
We first sort the macro grid using a simple algorithm: we start with one element T
of the macro grid and check whether all the neighboring triangles in the downstream
direction are included in the sequence. If this is the case, T is taken as the next
element in the sequence, and the procedure is repeated with some other triangle. If
not, the procedure is repeated with one of the downstream neighbors, until an element
is found that can be included in the sequence. The ordering of the macro grid has
to be constructed only once, at the beginning of the calculation. Since the number of
elements in the macro grid is usually small compared to the total number of elements,
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Figure 12.3: Example of a refinement sequence of a triangulation shown together
with the hierarchical storage and the local numbering.

the cost of this step is negligible. In each refinement step we sort the new elements
(most often two or four) locally , i.e., only with respect to each other; the information
stored for the other elements remains untouched. This can be done in a short time
irrespective of the total size of the grid and leads to a local numbering of the nodes in
the tree as shown in Figure 12.3.
For the solution of the radiation transport problem we traverse down the subtrees in
the order given by the local numbering. This is repeated on each level until all the
elements of the tree have been visited. An example is shown in Figure 12.4.

Figure 12.4: Con-
struction of a sequence
satisfying (12.7) using
the local numbering
from Figure 12.3(e).
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12.2.2 Step 2: solution on a single element

We now consider the approximation on a given element T of a triangulation Th, i.e.
ω = T in Section 12.1. To use our method, the points pi ∈ T (i = 1, . . . , r) and an
ansatz space P (T ) with a set of basis functions {ϕi}1≤i≤r satisfying ϕi(pj) = δij (1 ≤
i, j ≤ r) have to be selected. We examine two possibilities — which we call ESC1 and
ESC2, respectively — for choosing pi and ϕi using the space

Pk(T ) := {p : p is a polynomial on T of degree less than or equal to k} (12.8)

for k ∈ N. We use the space of linear polynomial for the ESC1–method and the
space of quadratic polynomials for the ESC2–method. The details are summarized in
Figure 12.5.
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• ESC1: For the first order method linear
ansatz functions are chosen: P (T ) := P1(T )
with dimP (T ) = 3. Three points p1,p2,p3 ∈
T must be defined, at which the coefficients in
the representation (12.2) are computed. The
natural choice for these points are the three
nodes of the triangle T . This choice results in
basis functions shown in (b).

• ESC2: For the desired higher order scheme,
the choice is the six dimensional function space
P (T ) := P2(T ). For the points pj we choose
the nodes and the midpoints of the edges. This
leads to two types of basis functions, shown in
(c) and (d).

Figure 12.5: The top figure shows the location of
the points pj used for the ESC1– and the ESC2–
method studied here. The points from the ESC1–
method are also used in the ESC2–method — the
vertices are also included in the ESC2–method.
The other figures show graphs of typical basis func-
tions.
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Figure 12.6: To solve the RT equation on a single element using the ESC–method,
it is necessary to calculate the intensity for different points, depending on the desired
order.
(a): in the ESC1–method the intensity at point C has to be computed on triangles
with only one inflow edge along the characteristic starting at point cc.
(b) and (c): in the ESC2–method the intensities have to be computed at point F (two
inflow edges) or E, C, D (one inflow edge) using the corresponding inflow intensities
at point ff or at points ee, cc, and dd, respectively.

In the ESC1–method we use a linear approximation and the coefficients (12.5) must be
determined at the vertices of each triangle. There are two possibilities: either all three
vertices lie on the inflow boundary ∂T− (m = r = 3 cf. (12.3)), in which case the linear
function IT is already uniquely determined; or we have m = 2, and the intensity IC at
point C (cf. Figure 12.6(a)) must be computed. The intensity Icc at the starting point
cc of the characteristic, which serves as the inflow intensity, is given by the solution on
the neighboring triangle.
In the ESC2–method a quadratic behavior of the ansatz functions is assumed. Again,
depending on the number of inflow boundaries, two cases have to be distinguished. In
the first case (two inflow boundaries, m = 5 Figure 12.6(b)), the short–characteristic
problem has to be solved for the mid point F of the outflow boundary, with the starting
value given by the intensity at the point ff. In the second case (m = 3, Figure 12.6(c))
the coefficients at the points E, C and D have to be computed. In this case the inflow
intensities at the points ee, cc and dd, (Iee, Icc, Idd, respectively) are known.

12.2.3 Step 3: solution of the short–characteristic problem

We now discuss the solution of the short–characteristic problem (12.4), which was one
of the main aspects of our numerical tests in [DV02], where we compared four different
solvers for the ODE (12.4). On the one hand we tested the two methods used in
[KA88, BVS99] termed KA1 and KA2. Furthermore we used fully implicit Runge–
Kutta solvers and simple diagonally implicit Runge–Kutta methods (e.g. [HW91]). We
note that the ODE is linear and that therefore only a linear system of equations has to
be solved when using an implicit Runge–Kutta method. We have also tested further
methods, including several quadrature methods for the integrals in (11.2a) and (11.2b),
as well as a number of explicit and implicit Runge–Kutta methods. Most methods
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√
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√
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(d) three step method

Table 12.1: Coefficients for the Radau IIa ODE solver of order 1, 3, and 5.

showed difficulties with the strong variations in χ occurring in our applications. The
best results were obtained using the r–step Radau IIa implicit Runge–Kutta method,
which is of the order 2r − 1. In Table 12.1 the coefficients for the Radau IIa methods
for r = 1, 2, 3 are summarized (cf. [HW91]). Using the notation from Table 12.1(a) the
approximation for the ODE (12.4) is given by

vj = Ig(qj) + sj

r∑
i=1

biχ(qj + cisj)
(
B(qj + cisj)− ui

)
,

where for i = 1, . . . , r the values ui are given by the linear system of equations

ui = Ig(qj) + sj

r∑
k=1

aikχ(qj + cksj)
(
B(qj + cksj)− uk

)
.

12.3 Suppressing Spurious Oscillations

In higher order schemes for hyperbolic equations the computed solutions can show spu-
rious oscillatory behavior. In the ESC2–method this results from the fact that the
quadratic interpolation of three intensity values IA, IF and IB given at the correspond-
ing points on an inflow edge (e.g. Figure 12.6(c)) might generate a new extremum as
sketched in Figure 12.7. As shown in this example, a characteristic originating between
the points A and F (e.g. ee and cc in Figure 12.6(c)) carries a negative intensity, al-
though the intensities at A, F and B are all non–negative. This results in a negative
value for the coefficients Iee or Icc, leading to an unphysical solution on the whole
triangle.
By applying a suitable operator G to the discrete intensity Ih on the inflow edge S of
an element T to determine the initial value for the short–characteristic problem (12.4),
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Figure 12.7: Quadratic interpolation can
generate new extrema, leading to spurious os-
cillations, which are suppressed by replacing
the inflow intensity g by a modified function
G satisfying:
min{IA, IF , IB} ≤ G(σ) ≤ max{IA, IF , IB}.

we can eliminate these difficulties. The operator G must satisfy

min{Ih(pTj )} ≤ G(Ih)(x) ≤ max{Ih(pTj )}

for all x ∈ S; the minimum and the maximum are taken over all pTj ∈ S. In our
applications we use the following operator on S ⊂ ∂T−:

G(u)(x) := u(x) +

(
max
pT

j ∈S
u(pTj )− u(x)

)−
+

(
min
pT

j ∈S
u(pTj )− u(x)

)+

. (12.9)

This operator guarantees that any extremum on the inflow boundary of a triangle
corresponds to one of the calculated values as sketched in Figure 12.7. It can be
applied in any version of our ESC–method in order to reduce oscillations, as long as at
least two pTj lie on S.

12.4 Periodic Boundary Conditions

The algorithm described so far can be used on any domain Ω for which the inflow
intensity g is known everywhere on ∂Ω−. In many applications the intensity is known
only on parts of the inflow boundary, and periodic boundary conditions are prescribed
on the remaining inflow boundary. In the following we describe an iteration process
for solving this type of problem. For simplicity we assume that Ω = [x1, x2] × [y1, y2]
for x1 < x2 and y1 < y2. The intensity is known on the lower boundary for upward
directions and on the top boundary for downward directions; at the vertical bound-
aries periodic boundary conditions are used. In this situation the sorting algorithm
from Section 12.2.1 cannot be used directly since, in general, there is no sequence sat-
isfying (12.7) that takes into account the fact that the inflow intensity at the vertical
boundaries is unknown. We solve this problem by iteration, using the intensities at the
vertical boundaries that were calculated in one step of the iteration as inflow intensity
for the next step. We stop the iteration when the change in the calculated intensities
does not exceed a given threshold:

|Inew − Iold| ≤ εmax{|Iold|, δ} .
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Here ε > 0 and δ > 0 are given constants.

12.1 Remark: We have no proof that this iteration converges in all situations. In our
calculations with ε = 1

10 and δ = 0 the algorithm terminates after n(µ) steps, with

n(µ) =
[
y2−y1
x2−x1

µx
µy

]
+ 1. The algorithm cannot be used for µy = 0.

12.5 The Conservative ESC–method

In the study of schemes for hyperbolic equations, a lack of conformity with the integral
form of the equation (e.g. (2.1)) has been shown to lead to problems — especially in
producing correct shock speeds (e.g. [LeV90]). Although a non–conservative scheme
can converge to the right solution, a conservative scheme may be desirable. In many
applications this is not so relevant, and often schemes are used without taking the
integral form of the equations into account. For the approximation of the radiation
transport equation (11.1c), the question of satisfying the integral form of (11.1c),∫

∂ω−

Igµ · n+
∫
∂ω+

Iµ · n+
∫
ω

χ(I −B) = 0 . (12.10)

on some control volume ω ⊂ Ω, is often not so relevant. Other aspects such as the
positivity of the discrete intensity I is of greater importance. In the case of neutron
transport (which is modeled by the same equation) a conservative scheme is, however,
often preferable. Since the importance of satisfying (12.10) depends on the applica-
tion, we present in the following a modification of the ESC–method that leads to a
conservative scheme. We first demonstrate that the ESC–method described so far is
not conservative:

12.2 Example
For B ≡ 0, χ ≡ 1,µ = (0, 1), Ig ≡ g0 we compute for ω = T̂ where T̂ is the unit simplex:
I(x, y) = g0e

−y. Taking, for example, the ESC1–method with Ih(x, y) = I0(1 − x −
y) + I1x+ I2y and assuming that the short–characteristic problem is solved exactly, we
compute I0 = g0, I1 = g0, and I2 = g0e

−1 and therefore Ih(x, y) = g0(1− (1− e−1)y).
Plugging this expression into (12.10) we find∫

∂ω−

g0µ · n+
∫
∂ω+

Ihµ · n+
∫
ω

Ih = g0
(2
3
e−1 − 1

6
)
≈ 0.079g0.

Therefore (12.10) is not satisfied if g0 6= 0.

We can easily modify the ESC–method to make it satisfy the integral form (12.10) on
each triangle T ∈ Th. We achieve this by adding a constant cT to the intensity on
each triangle, so that (12.10) is satisfied. As in the DG–scheme this leads to a discrete
solution with discontinuities between elements.
Assume now that IT has been computed using the ESC–method. We then compute
cT — using Ih for the approximation of the intensity already computed on the inflow
boundary ∂T− — by plugging IT + cT into (12.10)∫

∂T−

Ihµ · n+
∫
∂T+

(IT + cT )µ · n+
∫
T

χ(IT + cT −B) = 0 (12.11)
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Figure 12.8: strategy for computing ÎT = IT + cT using the CESC1–method.

and solving for cT . This leads to the following equation for cT :

cT = −

∫
T χ(IT −B) +

∫
∂T+

ITµ · n +
∫
∂T−

Ihµ · n∫
T χ+

∫
∂T+

µ · n
=: −

QJradT,µ +QFradT,µ
αT,µ + βT,µ

. (12.12)

In a numerical algorithm the integrals defining cT have to be replaced by quadrature
rules; the values QJradT,µ, Q

F
radT,µ, αT,µ, βT,µ can be used for computing the radiation

source term and are therefore already defined here. The discrete intensity Ih on the
triangle T is now given by

Ih(x) = ÎT (x) := IT (x) + cT for x ∈ T . (12.13)

For the initial values of the short–characteristic problems on the neighboring triangles,
we use the intensity defined by ÎT . For the coefficients Ij (for pj ∈ ∂T−) we still take the
values calculated by the short–characteristic solver; we consequently have to store only
one additional value (cT ) on each element. The construction of the approximation in the
linear case is sketched in Figure 12.8. We call this modification of the ESC–method the
conservative extended short–characteristics method and use the abbreviation CESC.
In addition to the CESC1–method and CESC2–method we can also define a CESC–
scheme with constant polynomials (CESC0–method). In this case IT in (12.13) is set
to zero and the approximation on T is given by ÎT ≡ cT . The defining equation (12.11)
for cT is equivalent to the discretization of the RT equation using the DG–method with
zero order polynomials (DG0):∫

T

µ · ∇IT +
∫
T

χIT −
∫
∂T−

ITµ · n =
∫
T

χB −
∫
∂T−

Ihµ · n.

Shifting the discrete intensity IT by a constant value leads to new maxima or minima
on the element boundary. As discussed in Section 12.3, this can lead to spurious os-
cillations, if intensity values that are larger (or smaller) than those calculated by the
short–characteristic solver are used to compute coefficients for the intensity approxi-
mation. Following the technique presented in Section 12.3, we can considerably reduce
these oscillations by modifying the inflow intensity via (12.9); an example is sketched
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in Figure 12.9. Note that as in Section 12.3 we take the minimum and maximum of
the values on the edge computed by the short–characteristic solver and not the values
shifted by cT .

Figure 12.9: The constant shift of the inten-
sity approximation on an element can gener-
ate new extrema even in the case of linear
ansatz functions. This can lead to spurious
oscillations, which can be suppressed by the
technique used in the ESC2–method (cf. Sec-
tion 12.3). For example, in the CESC2–
method the inflow intensity g is replaced by
a modified function G satisfying:
min{IA, IF , IB} ≤ G(σ) ≤ max{IA, IF , IB}
where IA, IF , IB are the intensity values com-
puted with the short–characteristics method
without the shift.
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12.6 Convergence Result

In this section we study some stability issues and prove the convergence of the ESC1–
method in the L∞–norm; furthermore we discuss the convergence of µ · ∇Ih, which is
an important quantity since it can be used to compute the radiation source term Qrad

(cf. Chapter 13). For the higher order ESC–methods our convergence proof requires
severe restrictions on the operator G used to reduce oscillations (cf. Section 12.3). We
can present only a simple setting where these assumptions are satisfied, but at the same
time the ESC–method is reduced to first order accuracy.
In our applications the absorption coefficient χ and the source functions B are both
positive, and this is also true for the inflow intensity g. Therefore we assume in the
following that B > 0,χ > 0, and g > 0 and that B,χ are smooth on each element of
a given grid T. Let I ∈ L∞(Ω) with µ · ∇I ∈ L∞(Ω) be the solution to the radiation
transport equation

µ · ∇I + χI = χB in Ω ,

I = g on ∂Ω−
(12.14)

on some bounded domain Ω ⊂ R
2. Denote with Ih the numerical approximations

to (12.14) on a family of grids {Th}h using the ESC–method with the oscillation reduc-
tion technique described in Section 12.3.
In this section we make some assumptions concerning the different components of the
ESC–method and the underlying grid. The grid has to satisfy the same assumptions
used for our convergence proof of the finite–volume scheme in Chapter 4 (cf. Assump-
tion 4.4). The second set of assumptions restricts the choice of the ansatz space and
the set of points pTj for which the short–characteristic problem is solved. They are
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posed with standard Lagrange finite elements in mind. For the ODE solver used to
approximate the short–characteristic problem (12.4), we assume a simple error estimate
that is easily fulfilled, if the data χ,B are sufficiently smooth on each triangle. The
most severe assumption is placed on the operator G used to limit the inflow intensity
for the short–characteristic problem (cf. Section 12.3). To apply the following results to
the higher order ESC–methods, this operator must be a linear approximation operator
that does not generate new minima and maxima. We discuss these assumptions in
more detail in Remark 12.4.

12.3 Assumption
(i) The family {Th}h of grids on Ω satisfies

cGh
2 ≤ |Ti| , cG|Sij | ≤ h , (12.15)

for all i ∈ Ih and j ∈ N(i) with some constant cG > 0 independent of h. The grid
parameter h is again defined as in Definition 4.4: h = maxi∈Ih

hi and therefore
|Ti| ≤ Ch2.

(ii) Denote with T̂ the reference triangle with the nodes p̂1 = (0, 0), p̂2 = (1, 0), and
p̂3 = (0, 1). We assume that there exist points pj ∈ T̂ and a set of basis functions
{ϕj}rj=1 of some function space Vr(T̂ ) satisfying ϕj(pi) = δij for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ r.
Furthermore, we assume that the vertices of T̂ are included in the set {pj}, i.e.
p1 = p̂1, p2 = p̂2, and p3 = p̂3. For T ∈ Th let FT : T̂ → T be the linear
mapping from the reference triangle T̂ onto T . Then for j ∈ {1, . . . , r} the points
pTj and basis functions ϕTj used to construct the ESC approximation are given by

pTj = FT (pj) , ϕTj (x) = ϕj(F−1(x)) . (12.16)

Note that {pTj } and {ϕTj } satisfy (12.1).

Consider the operator ΠT that maps some function space V (T ) ⊂ C0(T ) onto
Vr(T ) = span(ϕT1 , . . . , ϕ

T
r ) by means of

ΠT (u)(x) =
r∑
j=1

u(pTj )ϕTj (x) . (12.17)

We assume that ΠT satisfies the following interpolation estimate:

‖ΠT (u)− u‖L∞(T ) ≤ Cinterh
γ (12.18)

for all u ∈ V (T ) with some γ > 0.

(iii) Consider pTj 6∈ ∂T− for T ∈ Th and j ∈ {1, . . . , r}. We assume that the ODE
solver used to approximate the short–characteristic problem (12.4) satisfies the
error estimate

|vTj (sTj )− vTj (sTj )| ≤ CODE(sTj )α (12.19)

for some α > 1. As in Section 12.1 the positive value sTj denotes the length of
the characteristic connecting pTj with the inflow boundary of T , vTj is the exact

solution of (12.4), and vTj is the approximation of vTj at sTj .
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(iv) Our final assumption is concerned with the operator G used in Section 12.3 to
reduce the oscillations in higher order schemes. This operator has to be defined
on each face S ∈ Sh of the grid and is therefore denoted with GS. We make the
following assumptions:

• GS is a linear operator on C0(S).

• ‖GS(u)− u‖L∞(S) ≤ CG |S|β for some β > 1.

• For all x ∈ S the following estimates hold

GS(u)(x) ≤ max{u(pTj ) : T ∈ Th, 1 ≤ j ≤ r,pTj ∈ S} ,
GS(u)(x) ≥ min{u(pTj ) : T ∈ Th, 1 ≤ j ≤ r,pTj ∈ S} .

(12.20)

Note that the vertices of the grid are included in the set of points pTj so that
we are taking the maximum and minimum at least over the values of u at
the vertices of the grid lying on S.

12.4 Remark: The assumptions concerning the grid, the basis functions, and the
points pTj are standard and can be found in many books on finite element theory, e.g.
[Cia78, Theorem 3.1.6]. By choosing Vr(T̂ ) to be the space of polynomials of degree k
and by taking the Lagrange points for pTj , the assumptions concerning the interpolation
operator ΠT are satisfied with V (T ) = Hk+1,∞(T ) and γ = k + 1. This is the setting
that we have in mind in the following and that corresponds to our choice in the ESC1–
and the ESC2–method (cf. Section 12.2.2).
If the data is sufficiently smooth, so that the solution I to the radiation transport
problem is smooth along each characteristic, then the assumption concerning the ODE
method is easily satisfied by choosing a suitable solver with a local truncation error of
α. For example, the one step Radau IIa method (better known as the backward Euler
scheme) used in the ESC1–method satisfies (12.19) with α = 2, and the two step Radau
IIa method used in the ESC2–method satisfies (12.19) with α = 3.
The assumptions made on the limiting operator GS are the most difficult to satisfy. To
prove convergence, a piecewise linear interpolation at the points pTj on S is sufficient
to satisfy all assumptions with β = 2. In the case of the ESC1–method this operator
does not change the approximation Ih since Ih is linear on S. For a higher order ESC–
method this choice would reduce the method to first order. The operator presented in
Section 12.3, which we use in the ESC2–method, is clearly not linear. We are not aware
of a suitable approximation operator that satisfies Assumption 12.3(iv) for β > 2.

We first summarize some simple consequences of our assumptions.

12.5 Lemma
Let Assumptions 12.3 be satisfied. Consider the short–characteristic problem for a point
pTj 6∈ ∂T− (T ∈ Th, j ∈ {1, . . . , r}). Then the length sTj of the characteristic satisfies

sTj ≥ c̃Gh , sTj ≤
1
c̃G
h (12.21)
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for some constant c̃G. Let CΦ :=
∥∥∑r

j=1 |ϕj |
∥∥
L∞(T̂ )

then for all T ∈ Th we have

∥∥∥ r∑
j=1

|ϕTj |
∥∥∥
L∞(T )

≤ CΦ . (12.22)

Proof:
Both estimates are a simple consequence of Assumption 12.3(ii). The second follows
directly due to the definition of ϕTj . For the first we also use Assumption 12.3(i).

We begin our analysis by studying some stability properties of the ESC–method. For
a good approximation of (12.14), it is desirable that special features of the structure
of the solution I to (12.14) be recovered by the numerical approximation. We focus on
two such properties in the following:

(i): I(x) > 0 for all x ∈ Ω (the intensity is always in the physical regime),

(ii): If B ≡ 0 than I(x) ≤ maxy∈∂Ω g(y) for all x ∈ Ω (maximum principle).

By studying the solution I of (12.14) along the characteristic through x, it is easy to
see that it satisfies both conditions (cf. (11.2)). The next theorem shows that both
properties are also satisfied by the intensity values computed using the ESC–method,
if similar conditions are satisfied by the ODE solver used for the solution of the short–
characteristic problem (12.4). Furthermore we show that Ih is uniformly bounded.

12.6 Theorem (Stability of the ESC–method)
Let Assumptions 12.3 be satisfied. Consider the RT equation (12.14) with positive data
χ,B, and g. Let Ih be the discrete solution to the RT equation using the ESC–method
and including the oscillation suppressing technique with the operator GS. Denote with
ITj (T ∈ Th, j = 1, . . . , r) the intensity approximations computed by the ODE solver for
the short–characteristic problem on the element T . We assume that this ODE solver
satisfies the following stability estimates for the approximation v to the ODE (12.4)
with initial condition v(0):

v > 0 if v(0) > 0 , v < v(0) if B ≡ 0 on T . (12.23)

Then the intensity values ITj are also in the physical regime, i.e. ITj > 0 for all j ∈
{1, . . . , r} and T ∈ Th.
If B ≡ 0 then ITj satisfies the maximum principle

ITj ≤ max
y∈∂Ω

g(y) (12.24)

for all j ∈ {1, . . . , r} and T ∈ Th.
If there exists a constant χ0 > 0 with χ > χ0 in Ω, then the approximation Ih is
uniformly bounded in h, i.e., there exists a constant C > 0 independent of h so that

‖Ih‖L∞(Ω) ≤ C . (12.25)
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Proof:
We use an induction argument based on the construction sequence for the values ITj
(cf. Section 12.2.1). We first prove that ITj > 0: Let T1, . . . , TN be a suitable construc-
tion sequence satisfying (12.7). The values IT1

j are positive since the initial data for the
short–characteristic problem is given by the inflow intensity g, which is positive. Now
assume that ITi

j > 0 for all i ≤ n and 1 ≤ j ≤ r. On the element Tn+1 the intensity is
computed using the short–characteristic solver with initial conditions v(0) given either
by the inflow intensity g or by the approximation Ih on one of the inflow edges S of
Tn+1. In the first case we have v(0) > 0. In the second case we also have v(0) > 0 since
v(0) = Ih(qTj ) lies between all the intensity values ITi

j that belong to points on S due
to (12.20):

v(0) ≥ min{ITi
j : 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ r,pTi

j ∈ S} .

We made the assumption that intensity values have been computed for both nodes
of the edge S (cf. Assumption 12.3(ii)) so that v(0) > 0 follows due the induction
hypothesis. Using (12.23) this proves that ITn+1

j > 0 for all j = 1, . . . , r. With the
same argument we prove the maximum principle (12.24).
To prove the boundedness of Ih, we use Lemma 12.5 for the estimate

‖Ih‖L∞(Ω) = max
T∈Th

∥∥∥ r∑
j=1

ITj ϕ
T
j

∥∥∥
L∞(T )

≤ CΦ max
j=1,...,r,T∈Th

|ITj | = CΦ|IT0
j0
|

with some j0 ∈ {1, . . . , r} and T0 ∈ Th. If pT0
j0
∈ ∂Ω− then IT0

j0
= g(pT0

j0
), and we

continue with

‖Ih‖L∞(Ω) ≤ CΦ‖g‖L∞(∂Ω−) . (12.26)

This concludes the proof. In the case where pT0
j0
6∈ ∂Ω− the value IT0

j0
is computed by

the short–characteristic solver for some point pT1
j1

= pT0
j0

on some element T1 ∈ Th with
j1 ∈ {1, . . . , r}, i.e. IT0

j0
= vT1

j1
. To simplify the notation we set j = j1 and T = T1 in

the following.
Let S ∈ Sh be the inflow edge of T that intersects the characteristic through pTj
and let qTj ∈ S be the starting point for the short–characteristic problem. Using
Assumption 12.3(iii) and the representation formula for the solutions vTj of the short–
characteristic problem (12.4) (cf. (11.2)), it follows that

|ITj | ≤
(
|vTj − vTj |+ |vTj |

)
≤ CODE(sTj )α+

∣∣∣GS(Ih)(qTj )e−∆τ(0,sT
j ,µ) +

sT
j∫

0

χ(qTj + sµ)B(qTj + sµ) e−∆τ(s,sT
j ,µ)ds

∣∣∣ . (12.27)

As a direct consequence of (12.20) we find

|GS(Ih)(qTj )| ≤ max{|Ih(pT
′

k )| : T ′ ∈ Th, 1 ≤ k ≤ r,pT
′

k ∈ S} ≤ |ITj | (12.28)
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using ITj = IT0
j0

= maxk=1,...,r,T ′∈Th
|IT ′k |. As shown in Lemma 12.5 the length sTj of the

characteristic is bounded from above by h
c̃G

. Since ∆τ(s, sTj ,µ) ≥ 0 for all s ∈ [0, sTj ]
(cf. (11.2b)), the integral in (12.27) is bounded from above by ‖χB‖L∞(Ω)

h
c̃G

. Since
χ > χ0, it follows from (11.2b) using (12.21) that

∆τ(0, sTj ,µ) =

sT
j∫

0

χ(qTj + σµ)dσ ≥ χ0s
T
j ≥ χ0c̃Gh .

Thus it follows from (12.27) and (12.28) that

|ITj | ≤ CODE(sTj )α + |ITj |e−χ0c̃Gh + ‖χB‖L∞(Ω)
1
c̃G
h

and therefore

|ITj | ≤
(
CODE(sTj )α + ‖χB‖L∞(Ω)

1
c̃G
h
) 1

1− e−χ0c̃Gh
. (12.29)

Since h
1−e−χ0c̃Gh is bounded and α ≥ 1, the left hand side of (12.29) is uniformly

bounded in h. Consequently

‖Ih‖L∞(Ω) ≤ CΦ|IT0
j0
| ≤ CΦ

(
CODE(sTj )α−1 + ‖χB‖L∞(Ω)

1
c̃G

)
C .

Together with (12.26) this concludes the proof.

12.7 Remark: With the assumptions made in Theorem 12.6 we can prove the maxi-
mum principle and the positivity only for the coefficients ITj . The result does not directly
follow for Ih since our oscillation fix is used only to bound the inflow intensity values,
but not to modify the intensity approximation itself. For example, we can only prove
the following maximum principle

Ih(x) ≤ CΦ‖g‖L∞(∂Ω−)

for B ≡ 0. In the case of the linear ansatz space used in the ESC1–method we have
CΦ = 1, but in the case of the ESC2–method CΦ > 1.
We did not use the linearity of the operator GS in the proof of Theorem 12.6; we only
required that the estimate (12.20) holds. Consequently, the results from Theorem 12.6
also hold for the higher order ESC–methods with the oscillation reduction technique as
presented in Section 12.3.
Neither the positivity nor the maximum principle are satisfied by the discontinuous
Galerkin method, as we will demonstrate in our numerical tests.

The conditions (12.23) on the ODE solver can be satisfied in most cases by (adaptively)
subdividing each characteristic and thus reducing the size of each step. Since in our
applications the efficiency of the scheme is essential, this approach is not an option. In
the following we summarize some standard results for the Radau IIa method that give
some indication as to why this ODE solver is a good choice for our applications.
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12.8 Theorem
Let B ≡ 0 and χ ≡ χ0 for some constant χ0 > 0 so that we have the following short–
characteristic problem (cf. (12.4))

v′(s) = −χ0v(s), v(0) = v0 .

We denote with s > 0 the (fixed) length of the characteristic. Let v1 denote the approx-
imation of v(s) using the Radau IIa Runge–Kutta solver. It follows that

v1 ≤ v0 , (12.30a)
v1 → 0 for χ0 →∞ . (12.30b)

Proof:
The first estimate is a consequence of the A–stability of the Radau IIa method; the
second estimate holds since the Radau IIa method is L–stable (cf. [SW95, Section 6.2]).

12.9 Remark: The boundedness result (12.30a) for v1 is also unconditionally satisfied
by the Gauß Runge–Kutta method, but it is not satisfied by any explicit scheme for
s arbitrary. The estimate (12.30b) is important since in the case where v1 is only
bounded, we would need small values of s in regions where χ is large. This estimate
is, for example, not satisfied by the Gauß method; in the case of the one–step Gauß
method — better known as Crank–Nicholson method — we find u1 → −u0 for χ→∞
and consequently the solution to the short–characteristic problem can become negative in
regions of large χ. We observed this in our tests: although the one–step Gauß method is
second order accurate and requires less computational cost than the two–step Radau IIa
method, a study of the error to runtime ratio shows that the Gauß method is inefficient
for large values of χ. Even the two–step Gauß method leads to a significantly higher
error than the two–step Radau IIa method despite the fact that the Gauß method is
fourth order accurate, whereas the Radau IIa method is only third order accurate.

We now study the convergence of the ESC–method under Assumption 12.3.

12.10 Theorem (Convergence of the ESC–method)
Let Assumption 12.3 be satisfied. Denote with Ih the approximation of the solution I
to the radiation transport equation (12.14) using the ESC–method on the triangulation
Th. Let V (Ω) be a function space consisting of functions u satisfying: u|T ∈ V (T ) for
all T ∈ Th (where the function spaces V (T ) are those given in Assumption 12.3(ii)).
If I ∈ V (Ω) and if there exists a constant χ0 > 0 with χ ≥ χ0 on Ω, then for h small
enough the following estimate holds

‖Ih − I‖L∞(Ω) ≤ Chmin{α−1,β−1,γ} (12.31)

with a constant C > 0 not depending on h. The values α, β, and γ are given in
Assumption 12.3.

Proof:
Let T0 ∈ Th be an element with ‖Ih − I‖L∞(Ω) = ‖Ih − I‖L∞(T0). Since I|T ∈ V (T ) we
can use Assumption 12.3(ii) and Lemma 12.5 to estimate

‖Ih − I‖L∞(Ω) ≤ ‖Ih −ΠT0(I)‖L∞(T0) + ‖ΠT0(I)− I‖L∞(T0)
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≤ max
x∈T0

r∑
j=1

|IT0
j − I(pT0

j )||ϕT0
j (x)|+ Cinterh

γ

≤ CΦ|IT0
j0
− I(pT0

j0
)|+ Cinterh

γ . (12.32)

If pT0
j0

lies on the inflow boundary ∂Ω−, we are finished since then I(pT0
j0

) = g(pT0
j0

)
and IT0

j0
= g(pT0

j0
). Therefore let pT0

j0
6∈ ∂Ω−. By construction the value IT0

j0
is then

the approximation to a short–characteristic problem in a point pTj = pT0
j0

. Thus IT0
j0

=

vTj (sTj ) where vTj is an approximation to the solution of the ODE (12.4)

d

ds
vTj (s) + χ(qTj + sµ)vTj (s) = χ(qTj + sµ)B(qTj + sµ) for 0 < s < sTj ,

vTj (0) = GS(Ih)(qTj )

with qTj ∈ S for S ∈ Sh and S ⊂ ∂T−. The exact solution vTj is given by

vTj (s) = GS(Ih)(qTj )e−∆τ(0,sT
j ,µ) +

sT
j∫

0

χ(qTj + sµ)B(qTj + sµ) e−∆τ(s,sT
j ,µ)ds

with ∆τ(a, b,µ) =
b∫
a
χ(qTj +σµ)dσ (cf. (11.2)). Note that I solves the same ODE with

initial conditions I(qTj ) and therefore

I(p) = I(qTj )e−∆τ(0,sT
j ,µ) +

sT
j∫

0

χ(qTj + sµ)B(qTj + sµ) e−∆τ(s,sT
j ,µ)ds .

Using our assumption (12.19) on the ODE solver, it follows that

|IT0
j0
− I(pT0

j0
)| ≤ |vTj (sTj )− vTj (sTj )|+ |vTj (sTj )− I(pTj )|

≤ CODE(sTj )α +
∣∣GS(Ih)(qTj )e−∆τ(0,sT

j ,µ) − I(qTj )e−∆τ(0,sT
j ,µ)

∣∣
≤ CODE(sTj )α + |GS(Ih)(qTj )− I(qTj )|e−χ0sT

j .

The estimate e−∆τ(0,sT
j ,µ) < e−χ0sT

j follows from χ ≥ χ0. Next we use the Assump-
tion 12.3(iv) on the linear operator GS

|IT0
j0
− I(pT0

j0
)| ≤ CODE(sTj )α +

(
|GS(I)(qTj )− I(qTj )|+ |GS(Ih − I)(qTj )|

)
e−χ0sT

j

≤ CODE(sTj )α + CG |S|βe−χ0sT
j +

max{|Ih(pT
′

k )− I(pT
′

k )| : T ′ ∈ Th, 1 ≤ k ≤ r,pT
′

k ∈ S}e−χ0sT
j

Due to our choice of T0, j0 the last term is less than or equal to |IT0
j0
− I(pT0

j0
)|. As in

the final part of the proof of Theorem 12.6 (cf. (12.29)) we conclude that

|IT0
j0
− I(pT0

j0
)| ≤

(
CODE

1
c̃αG
hα + CG

1

cβG
hβ
) 1

1− e−χ0c̃Gh
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≤ CODE
1
c̃αG
hα−1 + CG

1

cβG
hβ−1 (12.33)

where we made use of our assumptions on the grid and of Lemma 12.5. The combination
of (12.32) and (12.33) concludes the proof.

12.11 Remark: In general we cannot expect β > γ because the polynomial interpola-
tion of the points pTj on S leads to β = γ since γ measures the interpolation quality
on an element T of the polynomial space with the same degree. Since for sufficiently
smooth data, we can choose an ODE solver with α ≥ β, and we conclude that the con-
vergence rate of the ESC–scheme is equal to β−1. Consequently, an optimal choice for
the operator GS (β = γ) leads to a convergence rate of γ − 1; this is an order smaller
than the error of the interpolation operator ΠT , but corresponds to the experimental
order of convergence found in our numerical tests (cf. Section 12.7.2).

As already pointed out, Assumption 12.3(iv) is satisfied if we choose GS to be the
piecewise linear interpolation in the points pTj ∈ S. In this case we have β = 2 so that
Theorem 12.10 only leads to a convergence rate of one. If we use the ESC1–method,
we have GS(Ih) = Ih so that this operator does not lead to a modification of the
ESC1–method. Since the one–step Radau IIa method satisfies Assumption 12.3(iii),
we conclude from Theorem 12.10 that the ESC1–method as used in our numerical tests
converges at least with the order of one. In the following we show that this convergence
result is optimal.

12.12 Corollary
Let the assumptions of Theorem 12.10 be satisfied and consider the approximation Ih
using the ESC1–method. Then there exists a constant C with

‖Ih − I‖L∞(Ω) ≤ Ch . (12.34)

The estimate is optimal in h, i.e., there exist functions χ,B, a vector µ ∈ S1, and
a family of triangulations {Th} satisfying all the assumptions from Theorem 12.10 so
that the ESC1 approximation Ih satisfies

‖Ih − I‖L∞(Ω) ≥ C̄h (12.35)

with some constant C̄ > 0.

Proof:
The upper bound follows directly from Theorem 12.10 since α = β = 2 and we

can choose GS(u) = u. To prove the lower bound we consider the setting sketched in
Figure 12.10. The propagation angle is tan−1(2), i.e. µ = 1√

5
(1, 2); with this choice

for µ only the lower boundary is an inflow boundary. We choose χ ≡ 1 and B ≡ 0.
Denoting with g(x) the inflow function on the lower boundary, the function I solving
the radiation transport equation (11.1c) is easily computed:

I(x, y) = g
(
x− 1

2
y
)
exp

(
−
√

5
2
y
)
.
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Figure 12.10: Setting
for radiation transport
example used in the
proof of Corollary 12.12.

For the discretization we use a grid as show in Figure 12.10, where the macro grid
consists of a single triangle. For the refinement we use a standard quartering strategy.
We denote the number of refinement steps with N . It is easy to see that h = 1

N . The
radiation intensity at the nodes of the grid can be computed by starting with the nodes
one row N (the lower boundary) and moving up on row at a time. We denote the
intensities on row k with Ikl with l = 0, . . . , k and k = 0, . . . , N . The setting for the
short–characteristic problem for computing Ilk is also sketched in Figure 12.10. The
length of the characteristic is l =

√
5

2N , and it intersects the lower edge of the triangle in
the middle; consequently the inflow intensity used as the starting value for the short–
characteristic problem is 1

2

(
I(k+1)(l+1) + I(k+1)l

)
. By induction we compute that the

approximation at the point (1, 1) is given by

Ih(1, 1) = I00 =
(1

2
e−l
)n n∑

k=0

(
n

k

)
Ink

for 1 ≤ n ≤ N . At the points on the lower boundary the intensity is given by the inflow
function so that INk = g

(
k
N

)
. Thus we arrive at the following formula for the intensity

at the point (1, 1):

Ih(1, 1) =
(1

2
e−l
)N N∑

k=0

(
N

k

)
g
( k
N

)
.

If we choose g(x) = x2 then the above expression can be simplified to

Ih(1, 1) = e−Nl
N + 1
4N

= e−
√

5
2
N + 1
4N

.

We now arrive at the following estimate

‖Ih − I‖L∞(Ω) ≥ |Ih(1, 1)− I(1, 1)| =
∣∣∣e−√

5
2
N + 1
N

− 1
4
e−

√
5

2

∣∣∣ = e−
√

5
2

1
4N

= e−
√

5
2
h

4
.

This concludes the proof.
Comparing our convergence result for the ESC1–method with the corresponding result
for the DG–method with linear ansatz functions (termed DG1, cf. Theorem 11.1), we
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find that we lose half a power in h. Compared with the approximation properties of the
continuous linear function space we even lose a full power. Furthermore the convergence
result for the DG scheme also controls the error of the derivative in the direction µ.
On the other hand, the approximation using the ESC1–method is constructed with far
fewer degrees of freedom (the DG1–method requires three on each element, the ESC1–
method only one per node); this can explain the reduction in the convergence rate. The
lack of control of the error in the derivatives of I is a more severe problem. The blow–up
observed in the standard Galerkin approach is not a problem in the ESC context since
we prove convergence in L∞. Nevertheless a control of the derivatives is desirable. In
the numerical results presented in the following, we show that the derivatives converge
with the same order as the approximation itself. This is a surprising result since in most
cases the derivatives converge with a lower rate (e.g. Theorem 11.1). Unfortunately
we cannot prove this result. The main problem is that we have no control over the
derivative of the solution on those elements where no short–characteristic problem is
solved, i.e. on those elements with two inflow boundaries. On the other elements a
simple argument shows that for the ESC1–method the convergence rate is, in fact, of
the order h:

12.13 Corollary
Let the assumptions of Theorem 12.10 be satisfied. Consider an element T with only
one inflow boundary and assume that χ,B are continuous on T . Then the following
estimate holds

‖µ · ∇(IT − I)‖L∞(T ) ≤ Ch (12.36)

where IT denotes the approximation of the intensity on T using the ESC1–method.

Proof:
Let p be the node of the triangle T opposite the inflow boundary, let q be the inter-
section of the characteristic through p with the inflow boundary, and let s denote the
length of the characteristic. Since IT is linear, µ · ∇IT is constant and therefore

µ · ∇IT =
IT (p)− IT (q)

s
.

Since we use a backward Euler scheme to compute IT (p), it follows that

µ · ∇IT = χ(p)(B(p)− IT (p)) .

(This equation is also true up to an O(s) for other ODE solvers. Since s = O(h)
the result of the Theorem does not depend on the ODE solver used for the short–
characteristic problem.)
Since I ∈ H2,∞(T ), it follows by the Sobolev embedding theorem that I ∈ C0(T ).
Using the RT equation (11.1c), we conclude µ · ∇I ∈ C0(T ) ∩H1,∞(T ) and

µ · ∇I(x) = µ · ∇I(p) +O(h) .

Again using the RT equation it follows that

µ · ∇I(x) = χ(p)(B(p)− I(p)) +O(h) .
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Since by Lemma 12.5 s = O(h), we conclude

‖µ · ∇(IT − I)‖L∞(T ) = sup
x∈T

|µ · ∇IT (x)− µ · ∇I(x)|

= |χ(p)(B(p)− IT (p))− χ(p)(B(p)− I(p))|+O(h)
= |IT (p)− I(p)|+O(h) .

This proves the desired estimate using Corollary 12.12.

12.7 Numerical Results

In the numerical tests presented in the following we use the abbreviation ESC1 and
ESC2 to denote the linear and quadratic ESC–methods with the Radau IIa ODE solver;
— these methods were termed ESC1–IRK and ESC2–IRK in [DV02]. For the ESC1–
method we use the one step Radau IIa ODE solver, which is identical to the backwards
Euler scheme and satisfies the assumption from Corollary 12.12 (cf. (12.19)). For the
ESC2–method we use the two step Radau IIa solver. For the CESC extension we use
the same ODE solver as for the corresponding ESC–method and a simple quadrature
for the computation of cT (cf. (12.12)) based on the values in the midpoints of the
edges of the triangle T . We add –fix to the abbreviation of the schemes to denote the
use of the oscillation fix discussed in Section 12.3. With the exception of the results
presented in Section 12.7.1, we use the oscillation fix in most of our numerical tests so
that we do not alway add the abbreviation.
Our main interest lies in the quality of the approximation of the average radiation
source term Qrad (cf (1.19g)). In Chapter 3 we discussed an approximation in two
steps, in which first the integral over the unit sphere is approximated by a quadrature
rule involving a fixed set of M directions {µm}Mm=1; in the second step the intensity
Im in each direction µm is approximated for m = 1, . . . ,M . We will not study the
influence of this quadrature rule, i.e., the influence of the parameter M on the solution.
An investigation of this parameter can be found in [BVS99], where the quadrature
given in Table 3.1 was found to give satisfactory results. In 3d this quadrature requires
the approximation of the RT equation (11.1c) for M = 24 different values of µ; in 2d
we still have M = 12.
In [DV02] we studied the ESC–scheme for some fixed directions µ, focusing on the EOC
and the error to runtime ratio of the ESC1– and the ESC2–methods using different ODE
solvers for the short–characteristic problem. We use some of the same test problems
for the following investigations. As computational domain we use Ω := [−1, 1]2 and
as macro grid we use the unstructured triangulation shown on page 85. We use in-
flow boundary conditions on the lower boundary for direction pointing upwards and
on the top boundary for downwards pointing µ. On the vertical boundaries we pre-
scribe periodic boundary conditions for all problems, using the iteration technique
described in Section 12.4. Note that due to the periodic boundary conditions the beam
in Problem 11.4(Searchlight) moves through the domain not only once, as sketched
in Figure 11.3(b), but until it reaches the top or the bottom boundary. The solution
for Problem 11.3(Star) must also be modified accordingly. Since grid alignment with
the propagation direction µ of the intensity can strongly influence the approximation
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error of the numerical schemes, we compute the maximum of the errors between the
exact solutions Im and the approximations Im,h for all directions µm from Table 3.1:

err1h := max{‖Im − Im,h‖ : m = 1, . . . ,M} ,
err2h := max{‖µm · ∇(Im − Im,h)‖ : m = 1, . . . ,M} .

(12.37)

In [DV02] we studied the solution in the L2–norm. Here we choose the L1–norm in
accordance with our analysis and the numerical tests for the MHD solver. The results,
however, hardly depend on the norm used [DV02].
We start our investigation in Section 12.7.1 by quantifying the influence of the os-
cillation fix described in Section 12.3. In Section 12.7.2 we study the experimental
order of convergence (EOC) of the ESC– and the CESC–methods. A very important
consideration is the error to runtime ratio of the different schemes; this is studied
in Section 12.7.3 for the test cases with smooth solutions and in Section 12.7.4 with
non–smooth solutions. To allow a better classification of the schemes, we include the
first and second order discontinuous Galerkin (DG) schemes introduced in [LR74] as
standard reference methods. Since the coupling of the RT solver with a method for
solving the MHD equations is the focus of our study, we concentrate on the first and
second order versions of the (C)ESC method and of the DG scheme. We conclude
this chapter with a model problem from solar physics: in Section 12.8 we compare the
different schemes, and in Section 12.9 we discuss some issues concerning the local grid
adaptation and local adaptation of the order of the scheme. In the next chapter we
then shift our attention to the approximation of the radiation source term Qrad.

12.7.1 Suppressing Oscillations

As already pointed out in Section 12.3, higher order schemes for hyperbolic equations
tend to lead to oscillations, especially in the vicinity of discontinuities in the solution.
For this reason some limiting process is required to produce stable schemes. In the
following we test the method outlined in 12.3 for the ESC– and the CESC–methods.
As test problem we use Problem 11.4(Searchlight). In Figure 12.11 the intensity
at the top boundary of the domain is shown using µ = µ1 (cf. Table 3.1). (Due
to the periodic boundary condition the beam always reaches the top boundary. The
intensity in the beam is reduced by e−1/µy due to the constant absorption coefficient
χ = 0.5.) The exact solution consists of a sharp beam with an intensity value of
around 4.98 in the interior; outside the intensity is zero. At the boundaries of the
beam the solution is discontinuous. At these boundaries the higher order schemes lead
to over- and undershoots and, as a result, to negative intensity values. The CESC1–,
the CESC2–, and the ESC2–methods lead to a good resolution of the discontinuity,
especially when compared to the results of the ESC1– and the CESC0–methods, which
do not produce any oscillations, but lead to a strong smearing of the beam. The aim of
a correction mechanism must be to reduce the over– and undershoots, while at the same
time maintaining the high resolution of the discontinuity. The corresponding results
are shown in Figure 12.12, where we have reduced the range of the x–axis to the region
of the beam. As can be clearly seen, the fix reduces the amplitude of the oscillations
considerably while barely reducing the resolution of the discontinuity.
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Figure 12.11: Problem: 11.4(Searchlight). Top row: ESC–methods, bottom
row: CESC–methods. The higher order ESC– and CESC–methods without oscil-
lation fix produce oscillations near discontinuities. In the case of the CESC1–, the
ESC2–, and the CESC2–methods over– and undershoots at the discontinuity are
visible. The ESC1– and the CESC0–method do not lead to over– and undershoots
but to a strong smearing of the discontinuity.

Summary of Section 12.7.1: The oscillation fix leads to the desired reduction in
the size of the oscillations without severely reducing the resolution of the discontinuity.
Since in [DV02] we found that even for smooth data the quality of the approximation
is barely reduced by the fix, we restrict our attention in the following to the schemes
including the fix without always mentioning this in the discussion of the results.

12.7.2 Convergence Rate of the (C)ESC–Methods

We now study the experimental order of convergence (EOC) (cf. Definition 3.4) of the
(C)ESC–methods. To compute the error we use both expressions from (12.37) together
with the L1–norm. We use Problem 11.1(Smooth) since both the data and the solution
are in C∞. This is not the typical setting in applications, but it allows us to determine
the maximum possible rate of convergence. In Figure 12.13 and Figure 12.14 we plot
the error versus the grid size h and the corresponding EOC for Problem 11.1(Smooth)
with the parameter α = 5 and α = 15, respectively. Note that the approximation
using the CESC0–method is constant on each element and consequently the derivative
is zero; therefore we do not include the CESC0–method in the plots of the µ · ∇–error.
In the err1 norm the conservation fix from Section 12.5 leads to an increase in the
convergence rate by about one; the ESC1–method converges with the order one, whereas
the CESC1–method converges with an order of about two. The ESC2–method also
converges with an order of two, whereas the CESC2–method with an order of almost
three. If we study the results for the err2 norm we see that the order of convergence for
the ESC–methods is identical to the rate of convergence observed in the err1 norm. As
already pointed out in Section 12.6, this is surprising since we would normally expect
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Figure 12.12: Problem: 11.4(Searchlight). Top row: ESC–methods, bottom
row: CESC–methods. The oscillation fix as outlined in Section 12.3 leads to a
considerable reduction in the amplitude of the oscillations; at the same time the
resolution of the discontinuities is barely reduced by the fix.

a decrease in the order of convergence, as observed for the CESC–methods. The errors
measured in the derivatives of I are, however, about an order of magnitude larger than
the errors measured in the intensity itself. Consequently, the increased convergence
rate of the CESC–method observed in the err1 norm leads to an insignificant reduction
of the error if we study the sum of err1 and err2. Since the conservation fix leads to a
higher computational cost, our results indicate that we can only expect an increase in
the efficiency due the conservation fix if we study the error in the err1 norm.
Next we compare schemes with identical order, i.e., the CESC0– with the ESC1–scheme
and the CESC1– with the ESC2–scheme. The results in Figure 12.13 and Figure 12.14
show that on a fixed grid the ESC–method is superior to the CESC–method of the same
order. For example, in the err1 norm the ESC2–method produces an error, which is
about an order of magnitude smaller than the error produced by the CESC1–method.
Since the computational cost of these two methods is not easily compared, this result
gives no indication as to which scheme is more efficient. This is studied in the following
section.
Summary of Section 12.7.2: We use Problem 11.2(H3) with α = 5 to confirm the
observations made so far. Note that the solution to this problem is only in H3,∞. In
Figure 12.15 we again plot the errors and EOCs for the ESC– and CESC–methods.
The convergence rates of the schemes are the same both for this problem and for the
previous one; the difference in the errors is also similar. If we measure the error in the
intensity I we find that the CESC0– and the ESC1–methods are first order accurate;
this is a confirmation of our analytical results from Corollary 12.12. The CESC1– and
the ESC2–methods are both second order accurate and the CESC2–method is of third
order. If we measure the error in µ · ∇I, we find that the ESC–methods converge with
the same order as in the intensities (cf. Corollary 12.13), the CESC–methods show a
reduced rate of convergence.
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Figure 12.13: Problem: 11.1(Smooth) with α = 5. Error and EOC vs. grid
resolution measured in err1h (top row) and err2h (bottom row) for the ESC– and
CESC–methods.

12.7.3 Efficiency of the (C)ESC–Methods for Smooth Data

As in the development of the MHD solver described in the previous chapters, our
focus must lie on the efficiency of the numerical schemes. Therefore we revisit the
problems studied so far, but this time we compare not the approximation errors of the
schemes on a fixed grid, but rather the error as a function of the runtime as discussed
in Section 3.7.2. We again use the two expressions from (12.37) to compute the error
for a given approximation. Since we are interested in first and second order schemes,
the CESC2–method is somewhat outside of the scope of our presentation. Nevertheless
we include this method here since it is as simple to implement as the ESC2–method
itself. We include in our comparison the first and second order discontinuous Galerkin
methods (DG0 denotes the method with constant ansatz functions and DG1 the scheme
with linear ansatz functions). We already noted in Section 12.5 that the DG0–method
is identical to the CESC0–method.
In Figure 12.16 we plot the error versus the runtime for Problem 11.1(Smooth) with
the parameter α = 5. First we observe that the higher order schemes are more efficient
than the first order schemes even on the coarse grids, i.e., the additional cost involved in
computing the higher order approximations is not too great compared to the reduction
in the error — at least for smooth solutions. For the conservative schemes the order
of convergence differs in the err1 norm and the err2 norm, but it is the same for the
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Figure 12.14: Problem: 11.1(Smooth) with α = 15. Error and EOC vs. grid
resolution measured in err1h (top row) and err2h (bottom row) for the ESC– and
CESC–methods.

non–conservative schemes. Consequently, we have to study these two cases separately.
We start with Figure 12.16(a), where we plot the err1 error. Starting with the two first
order schemes, we see that the ESC1–method reaches a fixed error in about twenty
percent of the time required by the DG0–method. In the case of the ESC2– and the
DG1–method, we observe an even greater reduction in the runtime. The second order
CESC–method, on the other hand, leads to almost the same result as the DG1–method;
both second order conservative schemes are thus comparable. (On a fixed grid the DG1–
method leads to a smaller error but requires more runtime.) Finally we see that the
third order CESC2–method is more efficient than the second order ESC2–method only
for sufficiently high grid resolutions.
We now turn to Figure 12.16(b). Again the DG1–method and the CESC1–method lead
to very similar results. Since both are, however, only first order schemes (in the err2

norm), they are far less efficient than the ESC2–method, which is still of second order.
In fact, they are even less efficient than the ESC1–method. The CESC2–method is
also second order and slightly less efficient than the ESC2–method. Note that again
we have not included the DG0–method (corresponding to the CESC0–method) since
∇Ih ≡ 0.
The results for Problem 11.1(Smooth) with α = 15 confirm our observations, although
the differences between the schemes is less pronounced than in the previous case. The
runtime required by the DG–method is about a factor of four larger than the runtime
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Figure 12.15: Problem: 11.2(H3) with α = 5. Error and EOC vs. grid resolution
measured in err1h (top row) and err2h (bottom row) for the ESC– and CESC–methods.

for the ESC–method of the same order. We also see that in this case the DG1–method
is clearly more efficient than the CESC1–method.
Summary of Section 12.7.3: We conclude our study of problems with smooth data
with results for Problem 11.2(H3) with α = 5 (cf. Figure 12.18). The reduction in the
smoothness of the solution has very little influence on the results. If we study the error
in the intensities, all the observations made above are still true, only the ESC1–method
is now slightly less efficient than the DG0–method (cf. Figure 12.18(a)). However if we
include the approximation of the derivatives, then the DG0–method does not converge
since µ·∇Ih ≡ 0, whereas the ESC1–method is still of first order and almost as efficient
as the DG1–method. Since the ESC2–method is second order accurate (also in the err2

norm), it is far more efficient than all the other schemes tested.

If we measure the error in I, then the ESC2–method turns out to be the most efficient
(with the exception of the third order CESC2–method). The gain in runtime of the
ESC–method compared to the DG–method of the same order is above 75 percent. The
conservative schemes of the same order lead to comparable results with the DG–methods
faring slightly better. Since the details of the implementation can be varied in many
respects, it is possible that a more efficient implementation of the DG–scheme would
lead to a more obvious advantage of the DG1–method over the CESC1–method; but the
factor of almost ten with respect to the ESC2–method is difficult to obtain by merely
modifying the implementation of the scheme.
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Figure 12.16: Problem: 11.1(Smooth) with α = 5. Error vs. runtime measured
in err1h (top) and err2h (bottom) for the ESC–, CESC–, and DG–methods.
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Figure 12.17: Problem: 11.1(Smooth) with α = 15. Error vs. runtime measured
in err1h (top) and err2h (bottom) for the ESC–, CESC–, and DG–methods.
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Figure 12.18: Problem: 11.2(H3) with α = 5. Error vs. runtime measured in err1h
(top) and err2h (bottom) for the ESC–, CESC–, and DG–methods.
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Figure 12.19: Problem: 11.3(Star). EOC vs. grid resolution measured in err1h
(left) and err2h (right) for the ESC–, CESC–, and DG–methods.

12.7.4 Efficiency of the (C)ESC–Methods for Discontinuous Data

We continue our discussion of the efficiency of the different RT solvers by study-
ing the case of discontinuous data. Note that we use the oscillation fix in all the
higher order (C)ESC–methods. We investigate two different settings with discontinu-
ous source term B (Problem 11.3(Star)) and discontinuous boundary data g (Prob-
lem 11.4(Searchlight)). Before we study the error to runtime ratio, we plot the EOCs
for all six schemes in Figure 12.19 and Figure 12.20. Although the convergence rates are
now far from the rates observed for the smooth problems (cf. Section 12.7.2), we can still
clearly distinguish the first order schemes (DG0, ESC1) and the higher order schemes
(DG1, CESC1, ESC2, CESC2). For Problem 11.3(Star) we have an EOC of about 1.1
for all higher order methods and an EOC of about 0.8 for the first order methods in
the err1 norm. The EOC is not easy to determine in the err2 norm (note that µ · ∇I
is discontinuous); it is about 0.7 for all schemes. For Problem 11.4(Searchlight) we
find the same general picture, but with an overall lower EOC. Furthermore, as in the
case of the smooth solutions studied previously, we see that the DG1–method has an
EOC similar to the second order ESC–method in the err1 norm but an EOC like a first
order method in the err2.

We now study the efficiency of the schemes in the non–smooth settings. The corre-
sponding results are shown in Figures 12.21 and 12.22 for Problem 11.3(Star) and
Problem 11.4(Searchlight), respectively. In the err1 norm the difference in the con-
vergence rate between the two first order schemes and the second order schemes leads
to a significant difference in the efficiency of the schemes. On the finest grid the com-
putational cost of the first order schemes is more than sixteen times greater than the
cost of the higher order schemes when a fixed error is prescribed. The difference be-
tween the two first order schemes and between all the higher order schemes is less
significant than in the previous examples. For Problem 11.3(Star) the DG1–method
is the most efficient scheme, whereas for Problem 11.4(Searchlight) it is the least
efficient higher order scheme. The ESC2–method is very close to being the most effi-
cient scheme in both cases. The situation is altered if we study the error term err2.
The lower convergence rate of the DG1–method now leads to a loss of efficiency. It
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Figure 12.20: Problem: 11.4(Searchlight). EOC vs. grid resolution measured
in err1h (left) and err2h (right) for the ESC–, CESC–, and DG–methods.

is still far more efficient than the ESC1–method, but loses considerably compared to
the ESC2–method, which is the most efficient method for both problems. Especially
in the case of Problem 11.4(Searchlight), we see that the DG1–method converges
more slowly than the ESC–methods. The lower convergence rate is probably due to
oscillations in the vicinity of the boundary of the beam. In Figure 12.23 we show the
intensity at the top boundary for the ESC2–fix–method and the DG1–method — the
corresponding plots for the other schemes can be found in Figure 12.12. Finally we plot
a 3d representation of the intensity using the ESC1–, the ESC2–, and the DG1–method
in Figure 12.24. The high amount of dissipation in the ESC1–method is clearly visible.
Due to the oscillation fix the result using the second order ESC–scheme shows a sharp
resolution of the beam without oscillations, whereas some oscillations are visible in the
DG1 solution.
Summary of Section 12.7.4: First it is important to note that all schemes also con-
verge in the case where the solution is not smooth. The rate of convergence is around
1 in the case when I is still continuous and is around 0.5 when I is only piecewise
continuous. Although the EOCs of the different schemes are not so far apart as in the
case of smooth solutions, the error to runtime ratio of the schemes is, nevertheless, very
different. Overall we conclude that in this case, as well, the ESC2–method is (almost)
always the most efficient scheme tested; this is especially true if we study the efficiency
in the sum err1 + err2.

12.8 Solar Physical Application: A Magnetic Fluxsheet

Next we study the model problem from solar physics (Problem 11.6(Fluxsheet)) using
an inclination of 80◦, i.e. µ = (0.17364818, 0.98480775). For 0 < z < 0.5 the jump in χ
at the boundary of the fluxsheet leads to a sudden increase in the photon mean free path
l = 1/χ so that we have l > h (where h is the grid spacing). This leads to a significant
intensity increase in the vicinity of the sheet boundaries (cf. Figure 12.25). In regions
with l� h (z > 0.5), where there is no significant absorption and emission, the intensity
originating from layers with strong χ–discontinuities is transported outwards. This
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Figure 12.21: Problem: 11.3(Star). Error vs. runtime measured in err1h (top) and
err2h (bottom) for the ESC–, CESC–, and DG–methods.
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Figure 12.22: Problem: 11.4(Searchlight). Error vs. runtime measured in err1h
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Figure 12.23: Problem: 11.4(Searchlight). The intensity on the top boundary
of the domain is plotted using the ESC2–method including the oscillation fix (left)
and the DG1–method (right). Both schemes lead to overshoots inside the beam.
Due to the oscillation fix (cf. Figure 12.11) the ESC2–method shows no oscillations
at the base of the beam, whereas the DG1–method leads to small oscillations.

(a) ESC1–method (b) ESC2–method (c) DG1–method

Figure 12.24: Problem: 11.4(Searchlight). Plot of the radiation intensity for
the fixed direction µ1. Dark blue represents zero intensity, which should be assumed
outside of the beam. Clearly visible is the high crosswind diffusion in the ESC1–
scheme. Both the ESC2– and the DG1–scheme produce a sharp transition between
the interior and the exterior of the beam. By using the oscillation fix, over– and
undershoots, which are visible in the DG1 solution, are suppressed in the ESC2–
scheme.
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Figure 12.25: The intensity for µ = (0.17364818, 0.98480775) is shown as a com-
bination of a contour and a gray–scale representation. The intensity increases with
increasing geometrical depth z. There are two intensity maxima detectable at the
top boundary, originating from atmospheric regions around (0 ≤ z ≤ 0.5) caused by
the sudden decrease in χ in this region (cf. Figure 11.5).

intensity is detectable at the upper domain boundary because the intensity emitted in
warmer layers of the atmosphere is transported without being significantly attenuated.
Figure 12.26 shows the intensities at the upper domain boundary for different grid
resolutions. We see that the approximations converge towards the reference solution
(computed with ESC2–method for 106 grid cells). The results obtained with the ESC2–
method and the DG1–method are similar and are very close to the reference solution
on only 33770 grid cells. The ESC1–method clearly shows a poorer resolution. In
Figure 12.27 we show the intensity at a height of z = 0. In this region the DG1–
method leads to oscillations in the vicinity of sheet boundaries. These oscillations are
not detectable at the top boundary, but obviously affect the radiation source term in
the lower regions.
Summary of Section 12.8: Again we find that the ESC2–method leads to a good
approximation of the radiation intensity without producing oscillations. The DG1–
method leads to a similar approximation at the top boundary, but produces oscillations
in layers below the solar surface. A more detailed study can be found in [DV02].

12.9 Local Adaptivity

In the previous sections we saw that a higher order scheme is essential for an adequate
resolution of the important structures in the solution. On the other hand, a second order
scheme requires much more computational effort than a first order method. In the case
of the ESC–scheme, the complexity can be measured by the number of characteristics
for which the intensity has to be computed. For the ESC1–method this number is
approximately equal to 1

2N , where N is the number of grid elements. In the case of the
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Figure 12.26: The computed intensities at the top domain boundary. Upper left
and upper right: ESC1, ESC2. Lower left and Lower right: ESC2–fix, DG1. Results
for various numbers of grid cells (33770, 42478, 135644, 543678) are shown. The
reference solution is obtained with ESC2–fix and 106 grid cells.
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Figure 12.27: Intensity at
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Figure 12.28: Test of grid adaption based on relative jumps in the density for
the fluxsheet problem. Left: Grid. Right top: Intensity on upper boundary. Right
bottom: Relative error on the top boundary between a reference solution calculated
with 543678 elements and the solution on the locally adapted grid. As a comparison,
the relative error computed for a solution on a regular grid with approximately the
same number of elements is also plotted. Although both computations require the
same amount of cpu time, the solution on the locally adapted grid has a larger error
than the solution on the globally refined grid.

ESC2–method, we can approximate the complexity by 1
2N + 3

2N = 2N and therefore
have a four fold increase in the computational cost (cf. Section 12.2.2). In the following
we sketch two possibilities of reducing the computational cost:

• h–Adaptivity: The number of elements is reduced in those parts of the domain
where a high resolution of the grid is not required. In our MHD code local
adaptivity is achieved by evaluating relative jumps of the hydrodynamic quantities
over element edges (cf. Section 3.5). In the case of the solar magnetic fluxsheet
considered in the previous section, this will not lead to an adequate adaption for
the radiation transport problem (cf. Figure 12.28), since the upper regions are
not sufficiently refined to allow for a good resolution of the intensity peak at the
top boundary (cf. Figure 12.26). By including the intensity gradients or a similar
indicator based on the values of the intensities, this problem could be avoided.

• p–Adaptivity: In the derivation of all the RT schemes discussed here we can
choose a different function space P (T ) on each triangle T . This space can be
chosen according to the complexity of the problem on the element T . During
the calculation of the approximation on T we have to determine which order of
the scheme should be used. This can be done without a recalculation of the
approximation on the other elements.

In a simple two step approach a solution I1
T ∈ P 1(T ) is computed and some error

indicator E(I1
T ) is evaluated. If this indicator is large, I1

T is discarded and a new
solution I2

T ∈ P 2(T ) is computed. In the case of the combination DG0/DG1
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this approach is very expensive; the values computed for I1
T cannot be used in

the computation of I2
T . If ESC1/ESC2 is used, the coefficients calculated for I1

T

can be reused for the representation of the solution I2
T , since they approximate

the intensity at the vertices, which are also used in the ESC2 approximation
(cf. Figure 12.5).

12.14 Remark: Both adaptation techniques described above estimate only the error
produced locally on the element T . The transported error (i.e. the error produced upwind
from T ) cannot be estimated in this way. To quantify this part of the error, a rigorous a–
posteriori error analysis for the ESC–scheme would be necessary. Such error estimators
have been constructed for finite element schemes applied to the RT equation (e.g. [FK97,
Sül98, HSS00]). For the ESC–method no suitable estimate is yet available.

In the following we focus on an implementation of a p–adaptive algorithm using a
combination of the ESC1– and the ESC2–method. The question is how to choose the
local error indicator ET . Our aim is to construct a p–adaptive scheme using the lower
order ESC1–method as often as possible, while at the same time maintaining the second
order convergence rate of the ESC2–method, i.e., the approximation Ih should satisfy

‖I − Ih‖L2(Ω) ≤ Ch2.

In the following we motivate the residuum based indicator used here: since the error
generated by an insufficient approximation of the transport term µ · ∇ grows for di-
minishing χ, we switch from the radiation transport equation (11.1c) to the equivalent
formulation

1
χµ · ∇I + I −B = 0 in Ω,

I = g on ∂Ω−.

The indicator that is presented here is based on the assumption that the error in the
L2–norm can be controlled by the L2–norm of the residual:

12.15 Assumption
There exists q ∈ R with

‖I − Ih‖L2(Ω) ≤ Chq‖R(Ih)‖L2(Ω) +Mh

where the residual is given by

R(Ih) :=
1
χ

µ · ∇Ih + Ih −B.

Mh describes the approximation error of the data and is not taken into account in the
following, i.e. we set Mh = 0.

12.16 Remark: The above assumption does not hold in this generality. For some
finite element approximations of equation (11.1c) such a bound with q = 1 has been
shown using the H−1–norm for the error [Sül98]. Our tests indicate that q = 1 is a
good choice in this case, as well.
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Taking our assumption into account, we have to control the norm of the local residual
‖RT (IT )‖L2(Ω) := ‖ 1

χµ · ∇IT + IT −B‖L2(Ω) since we have

‖I − Ih‖2
L2(Ω) ≤ C2h2q‖R(Ih)‖2

L2(Ω) = C2h2q

∫
Ω

(
1
χ

µ · ∇Ih + Ih −B

)2

= C2h2q
∑
T∈Th

‖RT (IT )‖2
L2(T ) ≤ C2h2qN max

T∈Th

‖RT (IT )‖2
L2(T ).

The number of elements N in the triangulation is of the same order as the area |T | of
the elements in grid T. Therefore, we see that if the solution IT on each triangle satisfies
‖RT (IT )‖L2(T ) ≤ Ch2−(q−1), our method is second order accurate. We therefore choose

ET (IT ) := hq−1
‖RT (IT )‖L2(T )

|T |
. (12.38)

We have tested this indicator using q = 0, 1
2 , 1 and achieved the best results with q = 1.

We approximate the integral in (12.38) by a midpoint rule:

ET (IT ) :=
∣∣∣∣ 1
χ(ωT )

µ · ∇IT (ωT ) + IT (ωT )−B(ωT )
∣∣∣∣ , (12.39)

where ωT is the barycenter of the triangle T . To reduce as much as possible the com-
putational cost of the indicator, we approximate the derivative µ ·∇IT (ωT ) in (12.39).
Using the notation introduced in Section 12.2 (cf. Figure 12.6), an approximation is
given by:

µ · ∇IT (ωT ) ≈


1
2
(Ia+Ib)−Ic√

|T |
for the two–inflow case (Figure 12.6(middle)),

Ic−If√
|T |

for the one–inflow case (Figure 12.6(left)).
(12.40)

In Figure 12.29 we compare the results of the ESC2–method with the results achieved
by the combination of the ESC1/ESC2–method. We use the indicator (12.39) together
with (12.40) and switch to the ESC2–method on those triangles where ET (IT ) > 1. In
Table 12.2 we compare the p–adaptive method using different values for the tolerance.
In the case shown in Figure 12.29 we gain up to 30% in computational time, and
the difference in L2 between this solution and the solution obtained with the ESC2–
method on the same grid is only 10−4. Therefore we conclude that the ESC1/ESC2
p–adaptive method leads to a considerable decrease in computational time, and the
deviation from the ESC2 solution is orders of magnitude smaller than the difference
between the ESC2–method and the ESC1–method.
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Figure 12.29: Left: Indicator (dark=ESC2,light=ESC1). Right top: Intensity
on upper boundary. Right bottom: Relative error between a reference solution
computed with the ESC2–method on 543678 elements and the solutions using the
p–adaptive method (TOL=1) and the ESC2–method, both computed on 33770 ele-
ments.

Fluxsheet: L2–error

elements = 33770 elements = 543678

TOL %ESC2∗ %time∗∗ error∗∗∗ %ESC2∗ %time∗∗ error∗∗∗

Adaptive schemes

∞§ 0 67.3 1.43e-02 0 68.8 7.04e-03

4 8 37.9 3.57e-03 10 36.8 5.55e-04

2 8 38.8 1.44e-03 16 33.7 4.50e-04

1§§ 11 37.0 1.40e-03 24 29.0 2.90e-04

0.5 17 32.6 1.26e-03 27 27.5 1.63e-04

0.25 25 27.8 7.98e-04 29 24.8 4.51e-05

0.125 28 27.3 6.84e-04 31 25.0 3.54e-05
∗ Percentage of the total elements on which the higher order method was used.
∗∗ Percentage of time gained with respect to the reference method using the same grid.
∗∗∗ Deviation compared to the solution obtained with the reference method

(ESC2–fix) on the same grid meassured with the L2–norm.
§ only ESC1–scheme
§§ Tolerance used in Figure 12.29.

Table 12.2: The p–adaptive method vs. the other methods with respect to compu-
tational time and accuracy measured in L2.



Chapter 13

Approximating the Radiation
Source Term

To include the energy transport through radiation in our finite–volume scheme, the
average radiation source term Qrad has to be approximated (cf. Section 3.1). Using the
average radiation intensity

J(x, t) =
1
4π

∫
S2

I(x, t,µ)dµ

we have to find an approximation of

QJrad(t) :=
1
|T |

∫
T

Qrad(x, t)dx =
1
|T |

∫
T

4πχ(x, t) (J(x, t)−B(x, t)) dx (13.1)

for each element T of a given grid T. By means of a quadrature rule for the integral
over the unit sphere defining J , we reduce the computation of the radiation source
term to a summation involving the radiation intensities Im(x, t) := I(x, t,µm) for a
fixed set of directions {µm}Mm=1. In the previous chapter we studied different schemes
for computing an approximation Im,h of the solution Im to the radiation transport
equation (11.1c) in a fixed direction µm. These approximations lead to the following
approximation for QJrad on an element T ∈ T:

QJradh
(t) :=

1
|T |

∫
T

χ(x, t)
M∑
m=1

ωm (Im,h(x, t)−B(x, t)) dx . (13.2)

The constants ωm are the weights of the quadrature rule satisfying
∑M

m=1 ωm = 4π.
A second possible approximation can be derived by using the radiation flux

F (x, t) =
∫
S2

µ · ∇I(x, t,µ)dµ

since we have (using the RT equation (11.1c) and Gauß’ theorem)

QJrad = − 1
|T |

∫
T

F (x, t)dx = − 1
|T |

∫
∂T

∫
S2

I(x, t,µ)µ · n =: QFrad .
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The approximation steps outlined above lead to the following expression

QFradh
(t) :=

1
|T |

∫
∂T

M∑
m=1

ωmIm,h(x, t)µm · n . (13.3)

Depending on the scheme used for computing Im,h, the approximations (13.2) and (13.3)
might not lead to the same result for a fixed grid T.
Since the approximate intensity functions Im,h can be discontinuous over element
boundaries, we have to clarify how we compute the boundary integrals in (13.3) defin-
ing QFradh

on an element T = Ti. Let Sij be a face of the grid and denote with Im,i
the discrete intensity defined on the element Ti and with Im,j the intensity defined on
the neighboring element Tj . We define the value of the integral

∫
Sij
Im,h required to

compute (13.3) by using the intensity in downwind direction, i.e.

∫
Sij

Im,h =

{∫
Sij
Im,j if nij · µ < 0 ,∫

Sij
Im,i otherwise .

In the following all boundary integrals involving the discrete intensity function are to
be understood in this sense. For the element integrals in (13.2) we use only values
defined on the element itself.
During the derivation of the conservation fix for the ESC–method in Section 12.5 we
encountered the term QJradT,µ, Q

F
radT,µ:

QJradT,µ =
∫
T
χT (Im,h −BT ) , QFradT,µ =

∫
∂T+

Im,hµ · n +
∫
∂T−

Im,hµ · n

(cf. (12.12)). These expressions can be used for approximating the radiation source
terms since, by summation with respect to m, we arrive at the expressions (13.2)
and (13.3), respectively.

13.1 Remark: The two terms QJradT,µ and QFradT,µ differ only in the case of a non–
conservative scheme. In the case of the DG–methods and the CESC–methods both
expressions are identical and can differ only after the integrals have been approximated
by quadrature rules. However, this difference is negligible so that we only have to study
the difference between the approximations QJradh and QFradh in the case of the non–
conservative ESC–methods.

The data χ,B defining the radiation field are functions of the hydrodynamic tempera-
ture θ and the density ρ. In our finite–volume scheme we require the radiation source
term Qrad for the update of the total energy density only for fixed grid functions θ, ρ, so
that the time dependency of these functions is not relevant for studying the approxima-
tion of Qrad. Consequently, we drop the time variable t in the following and assume, as
in the previous chapter, that θ, ρ (and therefore χ,B) are given functions of the space
variable x.
In Section 12.7 we compared different schemes for approximating the radiation intensity
I by studying the errors in I (err1h) and in µ · ∇I (err1h) (cf. (12.37)). In this chapter
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we measure the quality of the approximation to Qrad using the L1–norm:

errJh :=
∑
T∈T

|T |
∣∣QJrad −QJradh

∣∣ , errFh :=
∑
T∈T

|T |
∣∣QFrad −QFradh

∣∣ . (13.4)

Using the semi–discrete approximations

QJradM
:=

1
|T |

∫
T

χ(x)
M∑
m=1

ωm (Im(x)−B(x)) dx ,

QJradM
:= − 1

|T |

∫
∂T

M∑
m=1

ωmIm(x)µm · n

to QJrad and QFrad, respectively, we can decompose the expressions in (13.4) into two
parts

errJh ≤
∑
T∈T

|T |
∣∣QJrad −QJradM

∣∣+ ∑
T∈T

|T |
∣∣QJradM −QJradh

∣∣ = EJ1 + EJ2 .

In the same way we can derive error terms EF1 and EF2 . The error EJ1 (EF1 ) measures
the quality of the quadrature rule for the unit sphere S2. The second term EJ2 (EF2 )
measures the quality of the spatial approximation. The error terms err1h and err2h used
in the previous chapter can be interpreted as upper bounds for EJ2 and EF2 , respectively:

EJ2 =
∑
T∈T

|T |
∣∣∣ 1
|T |

∫
T

χ(x)
M∑
m=1

ωm (Im(x)−B(x))− ωm (Im,h(x)−B(x)) dx
∣∣∣

≤ ‖χ‖L∞(Ω)

M∑
m=1

ωm‖Im − Im,h‖L1(T ) ≤ 4π‖χ‖L∞(Ω) err1h ,

EF2 =
∑
T∈T

|T |
∣∣∣ 1
|T |

∫
∂T

M∑
m=1

ωm
(
Im(x)− Im,h(x)

)
µm · n

∣∣∣
=
∑
T∈T

∣∣∣ ∫
T

M∑
m=1

ωmµm · ∇
(
Im(x)− Im,h(x)

)
dx
∣∣∣

≤
∑
T∈T

M∑
m=1

ωm‖µm · ∇(Im − Im,h)‖L1(T ) ≤ 4π err2h .

Therefore the results from the last section also give some indication of the quality of the
different numerical schemes for approximating Qrad. The estimates err1h and err2h are,
however, only very crude. For example, if ‖χ‖L∞(Ω) is very large then err1h can be a bad
estimate for the actual error errJh . Therefore the separate study of the approximation
quality for the radiation source term Qrad is important.
In Section 13.1 we begin our study by investigating the differences between the ap-
proximations of Qrad by (13.2) and (13.3). We derive an indicator based on χ that
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allows us to distinguish between those regions where (13.2) should be used and those
regions where (13.3) is the better approximation of Qrad. In Section 13.2 we study the
efficiency of the numerical schemes described in the previous chapter. Note that in all
our numerical tests we use the oscillation fix described in Section 12.3.
Finally we concern ourselves with the approximation of the data χ,B defining the radia-
tion intensity I through (11.1c). In all the numerical tests presented so far, we assumed
that both χ and B are defined pointwise on the whole domain. In our applications both
χ and B depend on the hydrodynamic quantities, which are given element-wise by the
finite–volume scheme. The quality of this approximation is essential for a stable ap-
proximation of the radiation source; we demonstrate this in Section 13.3.

13.1 The Average Intensity versus the Radiation Flux

First we study the approximation to Qrad for Problem 11.1(Smooth). Since the ex-
act solution I is independent of µ, we easily compute that Qrad ≡ 0. In Figures 13.1
and 13.2 we plot the approximation to QJrad and QFrad using the ESC1– and the ESC2–
method, respectively. We can clearly distinguish two regions. For y > 0 the approx-
imation of QJrad is very close to zero, whereas the error in QFrad is quite large. The
situation is reversed for y < 0, where the error in QJrad is very large. Between these
two regions the absorption coefficient χ varies considerably in magnitude: for y < 0 the
absorption is dominant (χ large) and for y > 0 the transport of radiation is dominant
(χ small). A closer look at the RT equation (11.1c) can help to explain the influence of
χ on the radiation source term. When χ is large the radiation intensity I is close to B.
To approximate QJrad in (13.2) the difference of I and B is taken and then multiplied by
χ. Thus small errors in I −B are amplified and this leads to the observed oscillations.
On the other hand when χ is small then µ · ∇I is also small. This causes oscillations
when QFrad is used. These observations were already made in [BVS99] for the standard
short–characteristics method. With the following example we quantify the different
quality of the approximation to Qrad by using either the average radiation intensity J
or the radiation flux F .

13.2 Example
We study the solution to a model problem that corresponds to the radiation transport
equation (11.1c) in 1d with only two directions µ and constant data (cf. Section 4.1.2):

u′(s) = χ(B − u(s)) for s ∈ [0, h] , (13.5a)
−v′(s) = χ(B − v(s)) for s ∈ [0, h] , (13.5b)
u(0) = u0 , (13.5c)
v(h) = v1 , (13.5d)

QJrad(s) = χ
(
u(s) + v(s)− 2B

)
for s ∈ [0, h] . (13.5e)

We assume that χ,B, u0, and v0 are given constants.
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Figure 13.1: Problem 11.1(Smooth) with α = 15. Isoline plots and scatter plots
(along the y–axis) of the radiation source term using the ESC1–method. The black
line represents the isoline where χ = 1

h . On the left Qrad is computed using the
average radiation intensity; on the right the radiation flux is used. Note that the
exact solution is Qrad ≡ 0 and that the value zero corresponds to the green color.
The black line corresponds to χhT ≡ 1.

We are interested in approximating the average radiation source term

QJrad :=
1
h

h∫
0

χ
(
u(s) + v(s)− 2B

)
ds . (13.6)

Using the ODEs (13.5a) and (13.5b) defining u and v, respectively, we obtain

QJrad = −1
h

h∫
0

(
u′(s)− v′(s)

)
ds = −1

h

(
u(h)− u(0)− v(h) + v(0)

)
.

According to the notation introduced at the beginning of this chapter, we define the
abbreviation

QFrad := −1
h

(
u(h)− u(0)− v(h) + v(0)

)
. (13.7)

It is straightforward to compute the solutions to the initial value problems in (13.5)

u(s) = (u0 −B)e−χs +B , v(s) = (v1 −B)e−χ(1−s) +B .
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Figure 13.2: Problem 11.1(Smooth) with α = 15. The ESC2–method leads to
problems similar to the ESC1–method (cf. Figure 13.1) although the size of the
oscillations is reduced by two orders of magnitude.

We thus compute

QFrad = QJrad = (u0 + v1 − 2B)
1− e−χh

h
. (13.8)

We now approximate u, v by linear functions on [0, h]. As in the ESC1–method, we
approximate u(h) and v(0) by values u1 and v0, respectively, which we use to define
linear functions on [0, h]:

uh(s) =
h− s

h
u0 +

s

h
u1 , vh(s) =

h− s

h
v0 +

s

h
v1 .

Now our approximation to QJrad is given by

QJradh
=

1
h

h∫
0

χ
(
uh(s) + vh(s)− 2B

)
ds .

Since both uh and vh are linear and B is constant we compute

QJradh
= χ

(
uh
(h
2
)

+ vh
(h
2
)
− 2B

)
= χ

(1
2
(u0 + u1) +

1
2
(v0 + v1)− 2B

)
. (13.9)
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As an approximation of QFrad we obtain

QFradh
= −1

h

(
u1 − u0 − v1 + v0

)
. (13.10)

To define u1, v0 we use the backwards Euler scheme (which corresponds to the one step
Radau IIa method used in the ESC1–scheme). This leads to the following equations

u1 =
u0 + hχB

1 + hχ
, v0 =

v1 + hχB

1 + hχ
.

Plugging these two values into (13.9) and (13.10) leads to the following approximations:

QJradh
= (u0 + v1 − 2B)

χ+ 1
2hχ

2

1 + hχ
, QFradh = (u0 + v1 − 2B)

χ

1 + hχ
.

We first study the limits of these values for χ → 0 and χ → ∞. For χ → 0 we
compute that both QJradh

and QFradh
tend to zero. On the other hand, for χ → ∞ we

have QJradh
→∞, but QFradh

→ 1
h(u0 + v1−2B). Thus the approximations differ greatly

for χ large. Due to (13.8) we compute QJrad → 0 for χ→ 0 and QJrad →
1
h(u0 +v1−2B)

for χ → ∞. Therefore QFradh
must be a better approximation for the radiation source

term for χ large. This simple analysis gives no indication of the quality of the two
approximations for χ small. In Figure 13.3 we plot both approximations and the errors
|QJradh

−QJrad| and |QFradh
−QJrad| as functions of χ. In the plots we have taken h = 1

and (u0 + v1 − 2B) = 1; the general structure of the approximations is not influenced
by these values. We see that QJradh

is always above QJrad and that QFradh is always below
QJrad. Furthermore the approximation using QJradh is closer to the correct value for
hχ < 1 whereas only QFradh

is close to the correct value for hχ > 1; the errors in the
two approximations are equal for hχ ≈ 1.1. Note that for h → 0 both approximations
converge to the correct value limh→0Q

J
rad = χ(u0 + v1 − 2B).

To compute Qrad the authors of [BVS99] propose usingQFradh on those elements T where
χ is greater than some threshold value χ0 and to use QJradh otherwise. They suggest
a threshold value that is either a constant or depends on the element size hT . Our
example indicates that the threshold should not be chosen independent of the element
size, but rather that hTχ is the relevant parameter. By means of Problem 11.2(H3)
with varying constants α for the absorption coefficient χ, we verify this assumption. In
Figure 13.4 we plot the error of the approximations QJradh and QFradh in the L1–norm
using both the ESC1– and the ESC2–methods. Again we observe a variation in the
quality of the approximations depending on the size of the absorption coefficient χ ≡ α.
For α small the approximation to Qrad using the average radiation intensity (QJradh)
is clearly more accurate than the approximation using the radiation flux (QFradh). For
α large the opposite is the case. This is in accordance with the observations made at
the beginning of the section. For α = 5 we observe that the two error curves for the
ESC1–method intersect so that QFrad is the correct choice for h large, whereas QJrad is to
be favored for h small. For the ESC2–method we observe the same behavior for α = 50.
As we already surmised, together with χ the grid size h also plays an important role in
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Figure 13.3: Approximation results for the model problem from Example 13.2
using the average radiation intensity QJ

rad and the radiation flux QF
rad. We set h = 1

and (u0 + v1 − 2B) = 1 and plot the results as functions of χ. The approximation
QJ

radh
is always above the correct value, and the approximation QF

radh
always below

it. For χ small QJ
radh

is the better approximation, but for χ large only QF
radh

is close
to the correct average radiation source term.

defining the threshold value, so that a reasonable indicator seems to be hχ, which is a
dimensionless quantity. The indicator hχ allows us to take into account the intersection
of the error curves since it is small for h small, and we thus choose QJrad in accordance
with the observed behavior of the errors. Consequently we define

Qradh :=


1
|T |

M∑
m=1

QJradT,µm
hTχ(ωT ) < C ,

− 1
|T |

M∑
m=1

QFradT,µm
otherwise .

(13.11)

The results presented in Figure 13.4 show that choosing a different constant C for the
ESC1– and the ESC2–methods would increase the efficiency of both schemes (since
the intersection of the lines occur for different values of α). Since the generalization
of the results for the simple problem studied here is not straightforward, we decide to
choose C = 1 in all our calculations, independent of the problem and the scheme used.
Thus (13.11) with C = 1 is used for approximating Qrad in the rest of this chapter. In
Figure 13.4 we have also plotted the error in Qradh. In Figure 13.1 and Figure 13.2 the
black line in the isoline plots shows the isolevel where hTχ(ωT ) = 1. We clearly see
that for both problems (13.11) leads to an evident improvement in the approximation
compared to using QJradh

or QFradh
alone.

In Figure 13.5 we plot the L1–error versus the runtime for Problem 11.1(Smooth).
We plot the error for the approximations QJradh, Q

F
radh

, and also for Qradh as defined
in (13.11) using C = 1. The advantage of our mixed definition of Qrad can be clearly
seen. Since χ is large in parts of the domain and small in others, the error produced
by using (13.11) is far below the errors produced by using QJrad or QFrad on the whole
domain. In the case of the ESC1–method, the approximation using (13.11) on the
coarsest grid is just as good as the approximations of QJrad and QFrad on the finest
grid level. The quality of the approximation using the ESC2–method is substantially
improved by (13.11), as well; on the finest grid level the use of our indicator leads to
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Figure 13.4: Problem: 11.2(H3) with α = 0.5, 5, 50, 500. For the ESC1– and the
ESC2–methods the L1–error in Qrad using either the average radiation intensity J
(cf (13.2)) or the radiation flux F (cf. (13.3)) is plotted for different grid resolutions
h. We also include the error curve for the approximation using the switch (13.11).

a gain in runtime of more than a factor of 50 compared to using only QJrad and to a
gain of a factor of four compared to using QFrad. The curves for QJradh show a higher
convergence rate than the curves for QFradh, which have about the same slope as the
corresponding curves for Qradh. Consequently, these curves will intersect for h small
enough. Our indicator takes this behavior into account since for small h we use QJrad to
compute Qrad. Furthermore we can clearly see that the higher order ESC2–scheme is
far more efficient than the ESC1–method: the error for the ESC2 approximation on the
coarsest grid is of the same size as the error on the finest grid using the ESC1–method;
this leads to a gain in runtime by a factor of more than 200.

Before we compare the performance of all the different schemes in the next section, we
verify that our indicator (13.11) for computing Qrad leads to reasonable results for the
more realistic setting of the model solar atmosphere (Problem 11.5(SolarAtm)). In
many ways this problem influenced our choice for Problem 11.1(Smooth): Qrad is close
to zero in large parts of the domain, on the one hand, because χ is very large (below
the visible surface of the sun) and, on the other hand, because χ is very small (above
the visible surface). In the vicinity of the solar surface (y0 ≈ 0.5) energy is transformed
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Figure 13.5: Problem: 11.1(Smooth) with α = 15. The error vs. the runtime is
plotted for the approximation of the radiation source term Qrad. For both methods
we plot the error in QJ

radh
and QF

radh
together with the error in Qradh, which we

compute using (13.11) with C = 1.

into radiation, which is transported outwards. This leads to a cooling (Qrad is negative)
of the plasma. Directly above the solar surface the plasma is heated (Qrad > 0).
Since the data χ,B depend only on height (z), we can use a one dimensional model
to compute a reference solution for the radiation source term (cf. Section 4.1.2). In
one space–dimension the angular integral is reduced to an integral over the interval
[−1, 1], so that we can compute Qrad very accurately. We use a set of M points equally
distributed in the interval [−1, 1] for the propagation directions and a set of N spatial
points to approximate the radiation intensity I. For the approximation of the ODE
defining I for a fixed direction we use the three step Radau IIa method described in
Table 12.1. In Figure 13.6 we plot the result of the one dimensional calculation. We
have portioned the computational domain into three parts corresponding to the three
different physical regimes found in our model; the structure of the solution sketched
above is clearly visible. In addition we see some disturbance in the solution, which is
reduced by a higher resolution. These oscillations are localized around one grid point,
so that the convergence of the scheme in an integral norm can still be expected. We
use this high resolution approximation to measure the quality of our two dimensional
schemes.
In Figure 13.7 and Figure 13.8 we plot QJradh and QFradh for the ESC1– and the ESC2–
method, respectively. In the isoline plots we have also included the isolevel of the
indicator at which we switch from QJrad (above the black line) to QFrad (below the black
line). Note that the grid is irregular so that hT is not a function of height. Consequently,
the line defined by hTχ(ωT ) = 1 is not a straight line. We see that (13.11) leads to
satisfactory results — although for this example good results are already obtained by
using QFrad everywhere in the domain. However, QJrad leads to very poor results in lower
parts of the domain where χ is very large. In many other respects the results point
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Figure 13.6: Problem 11.5(SolarAtm). Reference solution for Qrad computed
using the 1d form of the RT equation on two different grids. We plot the result on
three non–overlapping subintervals with different scaling of the y–axis in each case.
Due to problems with the data, the scheme leads to some small–scale oscillations.
Note that these are located only on one grid point so that the error in the L1–norm
is still reduced by grid refinement.

in the same direction as the results for the test case 11.1(Smooth). The size of the
oscillations in QFrad are substantially reduced and the minimum in the source term is
far more accurately resolved by using the second order ESC2–scheme. Furthermore we
can see that the 1d structure of the solution is far better captured by the ESC2–scheme
(for example, in the region around x = 0.6, where the heating is greatest).
Summary of Section 13.1: As Example 13.2 demonstrates, the quality of the ap-
proximation to the radiation source term Qrad depends greatly on whether the average
radiation intensity J or the radiation flux F is used. If the absorption coefficient χ is
large, then the approximation by means of J leads to very bad results. For χ small, on
the other hand, J leads to a more accurate approximation. We observed the same be-
havior in our numerical tests for both the ESC1– and the ESC2–method, as well. (For
the conservative DG– and CESC–schemes both approximations are identical.) Further-
more we observed that the difference between the two approximations also depends on
the grid size h. Consequently we derived a simple indicator that switches between both
approximations depending on the size of hTχ(ωT ). We also tested the indicator in the
case of our model solar atmosphere (Problem 11.5(SolarAtm)), where it seems to lead
to reasonable results, as well. Consequently the approximation (13.11) with C = 1 is
used in the following sections.
In Figure 13.5 we began our study of the efficiency of the ESC–schemes. Our focus
lay on the different possibilities of approximating Qrad. As expected, the approximation
using (13.11) was clearly superior to the other approaches. Furthermore we saw that
even on the coarsest grid the second order scheme was far more efficient than the first
order scheme. The study of the efficiency of the schemes is continued in the following
section.

13.2 Efficiency of the Numerical Schemes

As in the previous chapter, we are mainly interested in quantifying the efficiency of the
different schemes for approximating the radiation source term Qrad defined by (11.1b).
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Figure 13.7: Problem 11.5(SolarAtm) using the ESC1–method. Oscillations in
the lower part of the atmosphere, where χ is large, lead to large errors when Qrad is
computed using the average radiation intensity J . This problem is not present if the
radiation flux F is used. The black lines in the scatter plot shows the 1d reference
solution.

In the case of the ESC–schemes we approximate Qrad using (13.11) with C = 1; in
the case of the conservative schemes the difference between using the approximations
QJradh

and QFradh
is negligible. In Figure 13.9 we plot the error to runtime ratio for

Problem 11.1(Smooth). The advantage of using the ESC2–method together with the
indicator for defining Qrad is very clear. Due to strong oscillations in those parts of the
domain where χ is large (cf. Figure 13.10), the DG1–method is far less efficient than
the ESC2-method (even less efficient than the ESC1–method for the grid resolutions
shown here). In fact, since there is no possibility of switching between QJrad and QFrad,
all the conservative schemes show a reduced error to runtime ratio compared with the
results presented in the previous chapter, where in Figure 12.17 we measured the error
in the intensity for the same problem. Note that the error to runtime ratio for the
ESC–methods is very similar to the error to runtime ratio observed in Section 12.7.3.
In Figure 13.11 we plot Qrad for the model atmosphere (Problem 11.5(SolarAtm))
as computed by our two dimensional schemes. Especially the first order schemes have
difficulty resolving the different parts of the solution. In the lower part of the compu-
tational domain the DG0–method produces oscillations that are an order of magnitude
larger than the global maximum and minimum of Qrad. If we use QJrad in the whole
domain, the results obtained using the ESC1–method resemble the ones obtained using
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Figure 13.8: Problem 11.5(SolarAtm) using the ESC2–method. As in Figure 13.7
we observe problems with oscillations in the lower part of the atmosphere. Although
these are reduced by the higher order scheme, using the radiation flux to compute
Qrad leads to a significantly improved approximation.

the DG0–method (cf. Figure 13.7). Since the DG0–method is conservative, we have no
alternative way to compute Qrad so that we cannot improve the results.

The ESC1–method clearly shows its first order accuracy: the maximum and the min-
imum values in Qrad are not resolved. In the upper regions of the atmosphere all the
higher order schemes are comparable. In the lower regions, however, the conservative
methods have problems with resolving the correct solution. For example, a closer look
at the results for the DG1–method shows that the value zero is not obtained, but rather
that two values (one slightly above zero the other slightly below zero) are assumed.
Summary of Section 13.2: The higher efficiency of the ESC–schemes — observed
in the previous chapter — is even more evident if we study the approximation of the
radiation source term Qrad. This is mainly due to the possibility of switching between
the approximations QJradh

and QFradh
in the ESC–methods. Especially the approximation

using the average radiation intensity J leads to very bad results for χ large.

The possibility of distinguishing between regions where χ is large and regions where χ is
small also leads to a considerable improvement in the approximation for the model so-
lar atmosphere. The oscillations in the lower regions of the atmosphere can be severely
reduced by using the approximation (13.11). (cf. Figure 13.7, Figure 13.8, and Fig-
ure 13.11). Here the first order ESC–scheme reproduces the solution (at least roughly),
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Figure 13.10: Problem 11.1(Smooth) with α = 15. We compute Qrad with the
ESC2–method using (13.11) with C = 1 (left). The DG1–scheme (right) leads to
oscillations in the lower part of the domain that are similar to those observed for
QJ

rad using the ESC2–scheme (cf. Figure 13.2). Since average values QJ
rad and QF

rad

are identical in the case of the DG1–scheme, the oscillations cannot be reduced by
the technique presented in Section 13.1 and which we use for the ESC2–scheme.
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Figure 13.11: Problem 11.5(SolarAtm). The approxima-
tion of the radiation source term Qrad is plotted for the schemes
DG0=CESC0,ESC1,CESC1,ESC2,CESC2, and DG1 (top to bottom). In the
case of the ESC1– and the ESC2–method Qrad is computed using (13.11) with
C = 1. This results in a considerable reduction in the size of the oscillations. For
the conservative schemes no similar technique can be applied, so that oscillations
in the lower part of the atmosphere are still present. All the higher order schemes
lead to a good resolution of the cooling and heating zone above the solar surface.
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but the first order DG–scheme (and CESC–scheme) leads to an unacceptable amount of
oscillations. The oscillations in the second order schemes are far less severe than in the
first order schemes, and among the second order conservative methods the DG–scheme
clearly leads to the better approximation. Compared to the ESC2–method, however, the
oscillations are still quite a bit larger. If we also take into account the fact that the
DG1–method required approximately 25 percent more computation time on a fixed grid,
we conclude that the ESC2–method is the most suitable for our applications.

13.3 Approximation of the Data

The last step towards a realistic setting for our radiation transport problem lies in the
realistic approximation of the data defining the radiation intensity. Both χ and B are
functions of the hydrodynamic quantities ρ and θ (cf. Section 1.2). After coupling the
radiation transport solver to the finite–volume scheme, these quantities are defined on
each element and may be discontinuous on element edges. On each edge we may thus
have two different values for ρ and θ and thus for χ and B. For the vertices of the
grid the situation is even worse since an arbitrary number of elements can intersect
with a given vertex. This number depends on the macro triangulation, and in typical
situations about eight elements can have one vertex in common. Due to the highly
non–linear dependency of B and χ on the temperature θ, even small jumps between
neighboring elements can lead to very different values for the data in the radiation
transport equation. For computing the element integrals on T for the DG–methods
and for the CESC–methods, we use only the functions defined on this element; for the
solution of the short–characteristic problems (12.4) we use only the values defined on
T . For example, in the case of the ESC1–method using the one step Radau IIa ODE
solver this leads to the following situation: for a fixed direction the approximation of
the radiation intensity in a given vertex p is computed using the values ρT (p) and
θT (p) given by the approximation on an element T . For a second direction, values
ρT ′(p), θT ′(p) are used, which can differ greatly from ρT (p), θT (p). (Note that T and
T ′ might not even have a common surface.) Similar arguments show that all the
schemes studied here have this problem in common. In the following we study the
consequences for the approximation of Qrad using again the model solar atmosphere
Problem 11.5(SolarAtm) as test case.
The results presented in this section were computed by first averaging the density ρ and
the temperature θ onto the elements of a grid and then using these average values to
compute a suitable reconstruction. We compare three different approaches: we use the
constant data given by the finite–volume scheme, we use the reconstructed data given
by the second order finite–volume scheme, and we test the continuous reconstruction
already used in Section 8.2 (cf. Algorithm 4(a) on page 117). For the third approach
we have to average the data on all elements surrounding a vertex p to define the
hydrodynamic quantities on this vertex; these values are used to define a piecewise
linear and continuous reconstruction of the hydrodynamic quantities. For the piecewise
linear reconstruction we use the same method as for our MHD solver (cf. [DRW02a]).
For the results shown here the reconstruction is performed in conservative variables; the
results using reconstruction in primitive variables are very similar since for simplicity
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Figure 13.12: Problem 11.5(SolarAtm) for z ∈ [−1, 0.3], computed using data
defined by an approximation of the hydrodynamic quantities. Top to bottom: piece-
wise constant approximation, linear reconstruction using the DEOMOD method, and
continuous linear reconstruction using values on the vertices of the grid.

we assumed a perfect gas law for our tests. If we were to use the more realistic EOS for a
partially ionized plasma, a difference between conservative and primitive reconstruction
might well be observed.
We only show results for the ESC1– and the ESC2–methods since these are the first
and second order schemes that we favor. For a better comparison, we also include
results for the DG1–scheme. As before, we have partitioned the computational domain
into three parts: the results computed in the lower part of the atmosphere are shown in
Figure 13.12, the region just below the solar surface is shown in Figure 13.13, and the
upper part of the domain is shown in Figure 13.14. We clearly see that discontinuities in
the data lead to problems with oscillations, especially in the upper parts of the domain.
Constant data are not sufficiently smooth to capture the solution in the region below
the solar surface (cf. Figure 13.12 and Figure 13.13); this is true for all the schemes
tested. In the upper part of the domain even constant data lead to results that are
comparable to those obtained with continuously given data (cf. Figure 13.11). In the
region around the solar surface, we see little difference between the results using the
finite–volume reconstruction and the vertex reconstruction (cf. Figure 13.13). The
difference between these two techniques is, however, clearly noticeable in the lower
regions of the atmosphere (cf. Figure 13.12).
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Figure 13.13: Problem 11.5(SolarAtm) for z ∈ [0.3, y0], computed using data de-
fined by an approximation of the hydrodynamic quantities. Top to bottom: piece-
wise constant approximation, linear reconstruction using the DEOMOD method,
and continuous linear reconstruction using values on the vertices of the grid.
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Figure 13.14: Problem 11.5(SolarAtm) for z ∈ [y0, 1], computed using data de-
fined by an approximation of the hydrodynamic quantities. Top to bottom: piece-
wise constant approximation, linear reconstruction using the DEOMOD method,
and continuous linear reconstruction using values on the vertices of the grid.



14. Summary

Radiation Transport Scheme

In the previous two chapters we studied a number of different ways of approximating
the radiation transport equation (11.1c). We derived the first order ESC1–method and
the second order ESC2–method based on the short–characteristics approach. Through
a simple modification of the scheme, we also derived a conservative extension of the
ESC approach: the first order CESC0–method, the second order CESC1–method, and
the third order CESC2–method. This extension of the ESC–scheme was facilitated by
the general framework that we derived for the ESC approach in Section 12.1. The
general setting allows for a wide range of further modifications of the scheme that we
have not discussed so far. For example, our choice of the points pi, in which the short–
characteristic problems are solved, is not the only possible choice; the midpoints zij
of the edges of the triangle T might lead to an improved convergence rate since the
continuity of the approximation is then given only in the midpoints of the edges and
not globally. Our technique for suppressing oscillations can, however, not be applied
to this setting since it requires at least two approximate intensity values per edge. A
further class of schemes is given by not choosing the coefficients ITj in (12.2) according
to ITj ≈ I(pTj ), but rather by requiring that the approximation IT satisfies the RT
equation (11.1c) in all the points pTj . Further flexibility comes from the decoupling
of the short–characteristic problems. Since we have to cope with stiff source terms in
our applications, we use an implicit Runge–Kutta solver for this step in the scheme.
In those regions where χ is small either an explicit solver or also the simple second
order Crank–Nicholson method might be sufficient and would increase the efficiency of
the scheme. This is another example of the ease with which the ESC–methods can be
dynamically adapted to the given problem; we already demonstrated this possibility in
the case of the adaptation of the order of the scheme in Section 12.9. We compared the
ESC– and the CESC–schemes with the first and second order discontinuous Galerkin
methods (termed DG0 and DG1, respectively). These method are derived from a totally
different approach based on the variational formulation of the RT equation (11.1c).
In Section 11.1.2 we posed five demands that an approximation method should fulfill
in order to allow for an efficient numerical scheme for solving the coupled system (1.19)
of radiation magnetohydrodynamics. These demands served as a starting point for our
numerical investigations; our solar physical applications and the high computational
cost involved in computing the radiation field of a non–stationary plasma were the
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primary factors in their formulation. Consequently, the efficiency of the scheme was
the main focus of our study. The difficult physical regimes in the solar photosphere
also place high demands on the solution method. Especially the large differences in
the absorption coefficient χ between the regions below the solar surface where χ ≈ 105

and the regions above the solar surface where χ ≈ 0.1 have to be taken into account.
Furthermore the data defining the radiation field depend highly non–linear on the
hydrodynamic quantities so that the interaction between the approximation due to the
finite–volume scheme and the numerical scheme for the RT equation have to be studied
in detail.
The discussion in the previous two chapters has lead us to the following conclusions.
We summarize first the central results for the approximation of the radiation transport
equation (11.1c) presented in Chapter 12:

• The (C)ESC and the DG approaches differ little with respect to the complexity of
the implementation. In the (C)ESC method the main part of the algorithm is the
solution of the RT equation along one characteristic, and this part can be used
for any type of grid in 2d and in 3d. Only the evaluation of the basis functions
and that part of the algorithm where the intersection of a given characteristic
with the inflow boundary ∂T− of a given element T is computed depends on the
type of element.

• Higher order methods are essential to accurately approximate regions with large
gradients in the intensity. First order schemes lead to a high amount of crosswind
diffusion so that, irrespective of the smoothness of the data, first order schemes
are far less efficient then second order schemes.

• Higher order methods lead to oscillations in regions with high gradients in the
intensity. In the case of the ESC– and CESC–methods these can be removed
efficiently through a simple limiting process, which barely reduces the quality of
the approximation. For the DG–method we are not aware of any way to reduce
these oscillations.

• If the compatibility of the numerical scheme with the integral form of the RT
equation is not relevant in the physical application, then the ESC–methods are
the most efficient methods tested here. Especially if we study the approximation
of both I and µ·∇I, we find that the ESC1–method is the most efficient first order
method and that the ESC2–method is the most efficient second order method. If
the conservation property of the scheme is essential, then the ESC–method cannot
be used. In this case we have to compare the CESC– and the DG–methods. Here
we found very little difference between the schemes with the same polynomial
ansatz space.

• The main disadvantage of the ESC– and the CESC–methods is the incomplete
analytical justification of the approach. At least in the case where the solution
I to the RT equation is smooth, the convergence analysis of the DG–scheme is
well–established. For the ESC– and the CESC–methods we can only prove the
convergence of the first order schemes ESC1 and CESC0. For the higher order
ESC–methods, the restriction on the limiting operator G is so severe that we can
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show only first order convergence using a special choice for G. Furthermore we do
not have complete control of the error in µ · ∇I. Although we cannot expect the
high amount of regularity required for the convergence proof of the DG scheme
in our applications, the lack of analytical results for the higher order ESC– and
CESC–methods is a point in favor of the finite element approach.

In many ways the observations summarized so far also apply to the approximation of
the radiation source term Qrad. Based on our numerical tests in Chapter 13 we add
the following observations:

• The approximations of the radiation source term Qrad (cf. (1.19g)) show large
oscillations in regions with large χ. These oscillations are much stronger when
a first order scheme is used instead of a higher order scheme. In the case of
the non–conservative ESC–methods, the use of the radiation flux F to compute
Qrad reduces these oscillations considerably. Since for conservative schemes the
approximation using F is identical to the approximation using the average radi-
ation intensity J , this approach cannot be used in this case. With the help of a
simple indicator (13.11), the ESC–method leads to a very efficient approximation
of Qrad. With this indicator the second order ESC2–method was in some cases
even more efficient than the CESC2–method, which is third order accurate.

• For an accurate approximation of Qrad, a reconstruction of the piecewise constant
approximation given by the finite–volume scheme is unavoidable. In the case of
a higher order scheme like ESC2 or DG1, the piecewise linear but discontinuous
reconstruction used in the second order finite–volume scheme already leads to
good results. Only in those regions where χ is very large does the discontinuity
of the data over element edges lead to oscillation in the approximation of Qrad. A
piecewise linear and continuous (but expensive to compute) reconstruction also
leads to a good approximation in those regions where χ is large.

All our numerical tests demonstrate that the ESC approach leads to a more efficient
scheme than the other approaches tested here. This is due to the possibility of sup-
pressing oscillations in the vicinity of large gradients, and the possibility of switching
between two approximations for Qrad also increases the efficiency of the scheme consid-
erably. Both conservative approaches show oscillatory behavior in the approximation
of Qrad when χ is large. These oscillations reduce the quality of the scheme to the
extent that even the first order ESC–method can be more efficient than the second
order CESC– and DG–methods. Therefore, if it is not essential that the approximation
satisfies the integral form of the RT equation, we conclude that our ESC approach
leads to the most efficient and robust solution schemes for approximating the radiation
intensity I and the radiation source term Qrad in our applications.



Chapter 15

Applications in 3D

In Section 2.2 and Section 3.6 we described the basic concepts of the grid structure and
the parallelization strategy of our 2d and 3d MHD code. Since numerical tests in 3d
are very time consuming and the evaluation of the results is very difficult, the thorough
testing of the numerical schemes in 2d is an important step towards performing realistic
3d simulations. We have, therefore, so far only presented numerical results using our
2d code. In this chapter we focus on 3d simulations. From the numerical schemes
presented in the previous chapters, the GLM–MHD solver (cf. Chapter 8) and the
Bgfix scheme (cf. Chapter 9) have so far been included in our 3d code. For the local
grid adaptation we use a strategy simular to that described in Section 3.5.
In Section 15.1 we focus on two aspects of the design of our 3d code, namely on
the organization of the grid and on the load balancing process. In Section 15.2 we
investigate the efficiency of the adaptation strategy by studying the error to runtime
ratio of the scheme on a series of locally adapted grids and a series of globally refined
grids. We show results both for tetrahedral and hexahedral meshes. As in our tests
of the 2d scheme, we use planar Riemann problems (cf. Section 6.2.1) for which we
either know the solution or can with high accuracy compute a reference solution. In
Section 15.3 we present results for a solar physical application using a setup supplied
by M. Rempel [Rem01]. Our main focus is not the physical interpretation of the results
(which lies outside the scope of this investigation), but the study of the efficiency of
our numerical scheme, the adaptation, and the load–balancing strategy in the case of
a realistic 3d simulation. Most of the results shown here are taken from [DRSW02];
preliminary results are published in [DKRW03].

15.1 The Structure of our 3d MHD Code

In the following we focus on two aspects of the organization of the hierarchical grid in
our distributed memory code; a full description of the grid structure and the underlying
concepts of the algorithms can be found in [Sch99a]. For the following discussion
consider a grid T with index sets I and IS for the elements and faces, respectively. The
partitioning of the grid is performed only on the macro grid level, which we denote with
T0 (with corresponding index sets I0 and I0

S). For a simulation on P processors consider
a given partitioning (T0

p)
P
p=1 of T0 with corresponding index subsets I0

p of I0. Since the
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(a) refinement of an element of hexahedral

type and refinement of all objects on its
boundary

surfaces

edges

vertex
cell 
volumes

(b) elements (faces and edges) administrate

all objects that are created in their interior
during refinement

Figure 15.1: Local administration of all geometrical objects facilitates an efficient
refinement and coarsening of the grid. (Taken from [Sch99a].)

computational domain Ω = ∪i∈I0Ti, the partitioning of I0 also induces a partitioning
of Ω:

Ωp :=
⋃
i∈I0p

Ti for 1 ≤ p ≤ P .

Surfaces Sij with i ∈ I0
p and j ∈ I0

q and p 6= q are called inner boundaries in the
following. With l(i) for i ∈ I we denote the level of the element T in the hierarchy, i.e.,
the length of the path from the macro grid level (where all elements have zero level).
Note that in contrast to our 2d code, we do not enforce conformity of the grid so that
hanging nodes are permitted. We only require that for two neighboring elements Ti
and Tj the difference in level is not greater than one: |l(i)− l(j)| ≤ 1.

15.1.1 Grid Storage and Adaptation

In our 3d code we store all geometrical objects of the grid in tree–like structures using
the following abstract classes: element (tetrahedron, hexahedron), surface and bound-
ary surface (triangle, quadrangle), edge, and vertex. In parentheses we write the derived
classes that are implemented in our code. For a given object it is always possible to
identify all objects that belong to its boundary. We store each object, not in global lists
or tree–like structures, but rather locally according to its geometrical location. If, for
example, an element T is split during the refinement process, then not only are the new
elements T1, . . . , Ts administrated by the element T , but also all other new geometrical
objects — surfaces, edges, and vertices — lying in the interior of T . Similarly, new
object generated during the refinement of a surface S ⊂ ∂T are administrated by the
surface S itself. With this strategy, it is always possible to identify all objects that lie in
the interior of a given object. In Figure 15.1 we show the situation after the refinement
of a hexahedron.
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The storage of objects in local tree–like structures facilitates an efficient implementation
of the coarsening process: we can simply remove all objects that are stored locally in
an element that is to be coarsened, and we obtain a new grid without having to pay
special attention to the objects of lower dimension. In Remark 15.2 at the end of this
section we discuss some further advantages of this storage strategy.
Some parts of our numerical scheme, such as the flux computation, act on the surfaces
Sij of the grid. Since the numerical flux depends on the values of the approximate
solution on both elements Ti and Tj adjacent to Sij , it must be possible to access both
Ti and Tj from the surface Sij . Due to the construction of our grid and the definition
of the faces Sij , this presents no problem. However, note that the surfaces are the
only objects of dimension d− 1 that can be uniquely associated with a fixed number of
objects of dimension d for any d ∈ {1, 2, 3} (cf. Section 2.2); for instance, the number
of associated elements or surfaces of an edge is not known a priori. Therefore, it is not
possible to access all elements or faces that are adjacent to a given edge.

15.1 Remark: It turns out that object-oriented concepts greatly facilitate the admin-
istration of (hierarchical) meshes. In our case, object orientation is, also, useful from
a second point of view. In the finite–volume scheme, numerical integration is the basic
numerical tool. Quadrature rules, however, depend on the type of geometrical object
considered. Object orientation makes a simple treatment of all objects possible, as long
as they are equipped with suitable integration methods. The same is true in the case of
the ESC–method. Here one of the main tasks is the computation of the intersection of
a characteristic (through a given point p ∈ T ) with the inflow boundary of the element
T . Together with the evaluation of the basis functions, this is the only part of the ESC–
method that depends on the geometry of the element T . Again object orientation can
be a considerable help in simplifying the implementation of the algorithm.

A key feature of the parallel algorithm is the handling of the refinement and coarsening
process for elements adjacent to an inner boundary of a partition. An inner bound-
ary element is artificial and corresponds to a single surface in the serial algorithm.
Consequently, the grid should be conform across any inner boundary, and the inner
boundaries should be refined and coarsened following the rules used for the surfaces
in the serial algorithm. To illustrate the adaptation process, we add two figures that
display the necessary steps for a typical situation of refinement and coarsening in a hex-
ahedral mesh. Figure 15.2(a) shows the refinement of a hexahedron (marked in red) on
one side of an inner boundary. The refinement of this element leads to the refinement
of an element in the other partition with the result that, after the refinement is com-
pleted, the grid is conform over the inner surface. The coarsening process is illustrated
in Figure 15.2(b): the red hexahedron in the left partition is to be coarsened and, as
in the serial case, both boundary surfaces have to be coarsened, as well.

15.1.2 Load Balancing

To ensure an efficient algorithm, the parallelization strategy discussed in Section 3.6.2
relies on a distribution of the grid that ensures that each processor requires about the
same amount of time to evolve the approximation from one time level to the next. Due
to local grid adaptation, a balanced distribution may become unbalanced as parts of
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(b) coarsening

Figure 15.2: Refinement and coarsening process for partitions with an inner bound-
ary in common. The elements and boundary surfaces of the two partitions are
displayed. The hexahedron (marked in red) in the first line has to be refined or
coarsened. (Taken from [Sch99a].)

the domain are refined and others are coarsened. This requires a repartitioning of the
grid.
To compute a suitable partitioning of a given macro grid T0, we estimate the compu-
tational cost associated with a partition T0

p by the number of

(i): elements T ∈ T with T ⊂ Ωp and

(ii): surfaces Sij with (i, j) ∈ IS , Ti, Tj ⊂ Ωp.

Since the number of surfaces scale with the number of elements, the computational effort
for one partition is given by

∑
i∈I0p

α(i), where α(i) is a measure of the computational
cost for one element Ti for i ∈ I0

p:

α(i) = |{k ∈ I : Tk ⊂ Ti}|. (15.1)

We also estimate the cost of the numerical scheme associated with a surface Sij of the
macro grid T0 by the number of

(i): surfaces of the computation grid T that lie in Sij and are, therefore, not in any
element of the macro grid.

Consequently, this part of the computational cost is proportional to

β(i, j) = |{(k, l) ∈ IS : Skl ⊂ Sij}| (15.2)

for (i, j) ∈ I0
S . For each surface Skl that is a subset of an inner boundary Sij there has

to be an exchange of data and the numerical flux gkl is computed twice (cf. [DRSW02]).
This leads to additional computational cost that is proportional to β(i, j) and that we
attempt to minimize by choosing an appropriate partitioning of the grid. Our analysis
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so far has included neither the cost of the synchronization steps required prior to any
global operation (e.g. the computation of the next time step ∆t), nor the cost incurred
by the necessary exchange of data between processors. However, no redistribution of
the grid, can make up for the loss in efficiency caused by this parallel overhead, unless
we use some specific knowledge of the underlying hardware.
Based on the considerations raised so far, we compute a partitioning of a macro grid
T0 using standard methods developed for graph partitioning. For a macro grid T0

we introduce the weighted graph G = (I0, I0
S , α, β). The functions α : I0 → N and

β : I0
S → N are the weight functions for the nodes (I0) and the edges (I0

S) of the graph,
respectively. Define the set A of partition functions π : I0 → {1, . . . , P} that satisfy∑

i∈I0, π(i)=p

α(i)− 1
P

∑
i∈I0

α(i) ≤ max
i∈I0

α(i)

for all p ∈ {1, . . . , P}. We define the functional F : A → [0,∞) that measures the
computational cost caused by the inner surfaces of the partitioning based on π ∈ A:

F [π] =
∑

(i,j)∈I0S , π(i) 6=π(j)

β(i, j) .

Now consider the following discrete optimization problem: find a π̄ ∈ A with

F [π̄] = min
π∈A

F [π]. (15.3)

A solution to (15.3) leads to a partitioning of T0 where the computational cost due to
the inner boundary surfaces is minimized under the condition that all processors have
approximately the same load. It is not clear whether a solution to problem (15.3) exists.
We approximate a solution π̄ using standard codes for graph partitioning ([KK, PD]).
In our algorithm load balancing is not performed in each time step. Instead we fix a
number τ > 1 and balance the load if and only if there is a p̃ ∈ {1, . . . , P} with∑

i∈I0, π(i)=p̃

α(i) ≥ τ

P

∑
i∈I0

α(i) . (15.4)

15.2 Remark:

(i): For p ∈ {1, . . . , P} let Θ(p) denote the total runtime for one time step of the
algorithm on the partition Ωp and let Θ̄ =

∑
Θ(p)/P be the corresponding mean

value. If we neglect the cost β(i, j) for (i, j) ∈ I0
S, the criterion (15.4) is equivalent

to
Θ(p̃) ≥ τΘ̄. (15.5)

(ii): The functions α and β defined in (15.1) and (15.2), respectively, are only an esti-
mate of the computational effort. However, as we show in the following numerical
examples, these simple estimates turn out to be sufficient in our case.

(iii): Due to the local administration of all geometrical objects of the grid, the redistri-
bution of the grid can be performed very efficiently. As we show in our numerical
examples, the removal of parts of the grid and the rebuilding of the grid on a
different processor is not too time consuming.
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Ryu–Jones Riemann Problem (γ = 5.0/3.0; xmax = 2.25, T = 0.8)

ρ ux uy uz Bx By Bz p

x < 0 1.08 1.20 0.01 0.5 2.0 3.6 2.0 0.95

x ≥ 0 0.98911301 −0.01312230 0.02693733 0.01003856 2.0 4.02442111 2.00259931 0.97158833

Dai–Woodward–Tóth Riemann Problem (cf. Problem 6.2(RPdwt)) (γ = 5.0/3.0; xmax = 1.25, T = 0.16)

ρ ux uy uz Bx By Bz p

x < 0 1.0 10.0 0.0 0.0 5.0 5.0 0.0 2.0

x ≥ 0 1.0 −10.0 0.0 0.0 5.0 5.0 0.0 1.0

Table 15.1: Initial data for the one-dimensional Riemann problems. Within the
setup of the simulation we rotate (uy, uz) and (By, Bz) by 17◦.

15.2 Planar Riemann Problems in 3d

To test the efficiency of the adaptation procedure, we consider problems for the MHD
system (1.1) with computable exact solutions. Within the framework of nonlinear
conservation laws the natural candidates for such problems are Riemann-type problems,
which we introduced in Section 6.2.1. With respect to the space variable x, the solution
is a planar wave pattern consisting of elementary waves (shocks, contacts, rarefactions)
separated by constant states. For the tests we treat two different choices for the left
and right hand states Ul,r:

(a) Ryu-Jones Riemann problem (cf. [RJ95, Wes02b]),

(b) Dai-Woodward-Tóth Riemann problem (cf. [DKK+02] and references therein).

All computations are performed on the domain Ω = (−1.25, xmax)×(−0.25, 0.25)2 up to
a final time T . The corresponding states Ul,r, xmax, and T are displayed in Table 15.1.
We use Dirichlet conditions on the boundaries at x = −1.25 and x = xmax and periodic
boundaries elsewhere. In order to minimize the influence of mesh orientation on the
quality of the approximate solution, we rotate the transversal components of u0 and
B0 by 17◦. The macro grid is rotated by tan−1(1/3)◦ around the z-axis; the boundary
conditions are chosen according to the rotation.
At a time level n the grid is refined and coarsened using the mesh indicators refni , crs

n
i

(cf. (3.20)) which are given by

refni = max
(k,l)∈In

S
k=i or l=i

jmpnkl , crsni = refni

with

jmpnij := 2 max

{
|ρni − ρnj |
ρni + ρnj

,
|Bn

x,i −Bn
x,j |+ |Bn

y,i −Bn
y,j |+ |Bn

z,i −Bn
z,j |

|Bl + Br|

}
.

The vectors Bl,r are the magnetic field components of the initial states Ul,r. An element
Ti (i ∈ I) is refined if refni > cn and the level l(i) of the element in the hierarchy is
less than some prescribed value lmax. (Here the level of all the elements in the macro
grid is zero.) An element Ti ∈ T can be coarsened if crsni < cn. The threshold values
cn > cn > 0 are defined as

cn :=
cn

2
:= clim max

i∈I
{refni } . (15.6)
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We use clim := 0.05 for the Ryu-Jones problem and clim := 0.01 for the Dai-Woodward-
Tóth problem. As CFL number we take 0.2. All the following computations have
been performed on 8 (POWER3-II@375MHz) processors of an IBM RS/6000 SP. To
quantify the efficiency of the grid adaptation, we compare the results from a series of
calculations on grids that are globally refined down to some level lmax with the results
from a series on locally adapted grids (again with varying lmax). We plot the L1-error
elmax for lmax ∈ {0, . . . , 5} versus the cpu-time. For each series of measured L1-errors
elmax we add the graph of the curve Γ = {(x(s), y(s)) | s ∈ [0, 5)}, where for l = 0, . . . , 4
the coordinates x, y are given by

x(s) = abs ,

y(s) = (1− (s− l))el + (s− l)el+1 ,
(l ≤ s < l + 1) . (15.7)

The numbers a, b ∈ R are chosen such that Γ fits the graph of the error.

15.2.1 Ryu-Jones Riemann Problem

In Figure 15.3 we display the L1-error elmax versus the cpu-time for a tetrahedral and a
hexahedral mesh. For both mesh types we show the results for a locally-adapted mesh
(with the finest mesh level equal to lmax) and a globally-refined mesh (with a mesh level
equal to lmax for all elements T ∈ T). The efficiency of the adaptive method is apparent
for lmax not too small. Note that both axes in the graphs in Figure 15.3 are scaled
logarithmically. We stress that the size of the memory of 8 processors is insufficient for
computing the result on the globally refined tetrahedral mesh with lmax = 5. Due to
the significantly smaller number of elements the calculation on the locally adapted grid
causes no problems. With increasing refinement level the difference between the two
curves elmax and Γ decreases, indicating that we have reached the asymptotic regime of
vanishing mesh diameters.
The graphs in Figures 15.4(a) and 15.4(b) show components of the approximate so-
lutions as scatterplot on a section of the whole domain: for each element T ∈ T

with barycenter ωT = (xT , yT , zT )T we plot the approximate solution at xT , if zT ∈
[−0.05, 0.05]. With both meshes we capture all elementary waves. Note that in hexa-
hedral meshes there are many barycenters with identical x-coordinates. Thus in Fig-
ure 15.4 the resolution of the pictures corresponding to the tetrahedral and hexahedral
meshes only appears to be different.
A detailed analysis of the relation between the mesh refinement levels and the position of
elementary waves in the solution is displayed in Figure 15.4(c). In the case of the Ryu-
Jones Riemann problem we have fast/slow waves (shock waves) and entropy/Alfvén
waves (contacts). The mesh indicator detects all of these waves, and the highest mesh
level is used only close to the discontinuities where the computational error is large.

15.2.2 Dai-Woodward-Tóth Riemann Problem

As our results displayed in Figure 15.5 and Figure 15.6 show, the Dai-Woodward-
Tóth Riemann problem is very challenging due to big variations in the amplitude of
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Figure 15.3: Runtime efficiency for the Ryu-Jones Riemann problem for level
lmax ∈ {0, . . . , 5}. Left: Tetrahedral mesh. Right: Hexahedral mesh. For the
black lines the legend shows the fitted values of a and b used to define the curve Γ
(cf. (15.7)).

the elementary waves in the solution. Except for the fact that we display the By-
component of the approximate solution instead of uy, these figures correspond to those
for the Ryu-Jones Riemann problem
Both mesh types – tetrahedral and hexahedral – lead to a considerable amount of oscilla-
tions close to discontinuities. However, similar oscillations also occur in two-dimensional
computations (cf. Section 8.5.4). In addition we note that the mesh indicator has dif-
ficulty detecting the small-amplitude slow wave with negative speed (Figure 15.6(c)).
This difficulty can be overcome by choosing a different mesh indicator (see [DRW02a]).

15.3 Magnetic Fluxtube in 3d

The setup for the simulation of an exploding magnetic fluxtube was supplied by M. Rem-
pel [Rem01]. It is a model problem for the lower convection zone, and we can assume
that the plasma is governed by a perfect gas law. We thus consider the system of MHD
equations (1.1) together with the perfect gas law p(U) = (γ − 1)ρε for some γ > 1.
The gravitational source term is given by g(x, y, z) = (0, 0,−g(z)) where z denotes the
height in the atmosphere. The initial values for the fluxtube are computed assuming
hydrostatic equilibrium with the background atmosphere along the central field line.
The entropy within the tube is higher than in the surrounding atmosphere, and the
radius of the fluxtube is determined by the conservation of magnetic flux. We use the
following definitions for prescribing the initial conditions U0:

• background atmosphere Ů:
Pressure and density are given as solutions to

p̊′(z) = g(z)ρ̊(z), ρ̊(z) := p̊(z)
1
γ

for γ := 5/3 and the boundary condition p̊(0) = 1. The height-dependent gravi-
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(a) density

(b) uy

(c) volume of elements

Figure 15.4: Scatterplots for the Ryu-Jones Riemann problem using lmax = 4.
Left: Tetrahedral mesh. Right: Hexahedral mesh.
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Figure 15.5: Runtime efficiency for the Dai-Woodward-Tóth Riemann problem.
Left: Tetrahedral mesh. Right: Hexahedral mesh. For the black lines the legend
shows the fitted values of a and b used to define the curve Γ (cf. (15.7)).

tation is given by

g(z) := 0.25
[
1 + tanh(20z)

][
1− tanh

(
20(z − 2)

)]
.

Furthermore B̊ ≡ ů ≡ 0.

• magnetic fluxtube:

– central field line:

f(y) := −0.25 + 0.4 exp
(
−
(
2(y − 3)

)2)
– magnetic pressure:

pzm
′(z) = − ρ̊(z)g(z)

γ

(
pzm(z)
p̊(z)

− 1
)

with boundary condition pzm(z0) = 0.1 p̊(z) for z0 := f(0). We use pm as a
function of y by dint of

pm(y) := pzm
(
f(y)

)
.

– radius of tube:

R(y) := 0.15
(
pm(0)
pm(y)

)0.25

• initial conditions U0:
For

T (x, y, z) := exp

(
−
(

(z − f(y))2 + x2

R(y)2

)4
)

we define

Bx(x, y, z) :=
f(y)− z

R(y)

√
8πpm(y)T (x, y, z),
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(a) density

(b) By

(c) volume of elements

Figure 15.6: Scatterplot for the Dai-Woodward-Tóth Riemann problem using
lmax = 5. Left: Tetrahedral mesh. Right: Hexahedral mesh.
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By(x, y, z) := cos
(
arctan

(
f ′(y)

))√
8πpm(y)T (x, y, z),

Bz(x, y, z) :=
[
sin
(
arctan

(
f ′(y)

))
+

x

R(y)

]√
8πpm(y)T (x, y, z),

ρ(x, y, z) := ρ̊(z)
(

1− |B(x, y, z)|2

8πp̊(z)

) 1
γ

exp
(
−T (x, y, z)

γ

)
,

ux(x, y, z) := 0, uy(x, y, z) := 0, uz(x, y, z) := 0,(
ρe
)
(x, y, z) :=

1
γ − 1

(
p̊(z) +

(γ − 2) |B(x, y, z)|2

8π

)
.

• computational domain Ω: (−1.5, 1.5)× (−3.0, 9.0)× (−0.6, 2.4).

• boundary conditions:
Periodic boundary in y-direction. Across the remaining boundaries it is assumed
that the normal components of the moments and all the components of the
magnetic field maintain their absolute value but change their sign; the remaining
components are simply copied to ghost cells.

For the simulation of this problem we use the GLM–MHD method to cope with diver-
gence errors (cf. Chapter 8) and the Bgfix method to stabilize the stratified background
atmosphere (cf. Chapter 9). As base scheme we use the HLLEM–MHD Riemann solver
(cf. [Wes02b]). The interior of the fluxtube can be characterized by its higher entropy

s(U) := ln(p(U)/ργ) .

Therefore the boundary of the fluxtube is best determined by using the jump indicator

jmpnij := |s(Un
i (zij)− s(Un

j (zij))| (15.8)

to perform the local grid adaptation. For the threshold values we use (15.6) with
clim = 0.015. Again all computations described below were performed on an IBM
RS/6000 SP architecture using a CFL number equal to 0.2.
Initially, the total pressure within the tube (consisting of gas pressure p plus magnetic
pressure |B|2/(8π)) is in equilibrium with the gas pressure of the background atmo-
sphere, which is itself equal to the total pressure because the atmosphere contains no
magnetic field. As the tube rises the gas pressure in the fluxtube becomes equal to the
gas pressure in the surrounding atmosphere since the background pressure is monotone
decreasing. Therefore at a certain height, the equilibrium of the total pressures can
no longer be maintained. This leads to an “explosion” of the central part of the tube.
A time sequence of our numerical results is shown in Figure 15.7. The film on the
enclosed CD shows the full dynamics of the exploding fluxtube, the mesh adaption,
and the partitioning. The physical interpretation of the results is beyond the scope of
our investigation. For details concerning the physical background and interpretation
we refer to [Rem01].
We use this problem as a test case for our 3d code, beginning with a demonstration of
the effectiveness of both the GLM–MHD schemes and the Bgfix method in a realistic
3d setting. Then we study the effects of the load balancing strategy described in
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Figure 15.7: Results for the exploding magnetic fluxtube at times t = 0.0, t =
3.0, t = 4.5, t = 6.0, and t = 7.5 (top to bottom). Each picture contains two
visualizations of the entropy in the central part of the domain (left) and, in a cross
section of the full domain, the grid partitioning together with the fineness of the
grid (right).
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Figure 15.8: Evolution of divergence error for the exploding magnetic fluxtube.
We show results for the base scheme, the mixed GLM–MHD scheme, and the source
term fix.

Section 15.1.2. A further important issue is the efficiency of the whole parallel code.
At the end of this section, we measure the speedup and the efficiency of the code using
the technique described in Section 3.7.3.

15.3.1 The GLM–MHD and the Bgfix Schemes

We compute the 3d fluxtube using both the Bgfix scheme (cf. Chapter 9) and the mixed
GLM–MHD scheme (cf. Chapter 8). Together with the mixed GLM–MHD scheme we
also test the source term fix, which can likewise be added to be base scheme without
difficulty. In Figure 15.8 we plot the evolution of the divergence errors at the beginning
of the simulation. Without correction the base scheme breaks down quite early in the
simulation (t ≈ 0.44) due to negative pressure values. As in our 2d tests we can clearly
see that the GLM–MHD method leads to a significant reduction in the magnitude of
the divergence errors. The source term fix leads to a stabilization of the scheme, but
— at least in L1 — barely reduces the error compared to the base scheme.
Now let us turn our attention to the Bgfix scheme. The adaptation indicator (15.8)
based on the entropy s does not lead to good result when used without the Bgfix
scheme. If we use the same choice for the adaptation as in the results shown so far but
without the Bgfix modification, the size of the grid quickly increases to over eight million
elements (instead of about one million). We, therefore, modified the indicator for the
adaptation using all the conservative quantities. In Figure 15.9 we show a comparison
of the velocity vector field using the numerical scheme with and without the Bgfix
correction. We show results in which we chose the adaptation parameters in such a
way that the unmodified base scheme and the Bgfix modification lead to approximately
the same grid with about 1.4 million elements (Figure 15.9(a) and Figure 15.9(c),
respectively). With this choice for the error indicator and parameters the grid in the
region away from the fluxtube remains on the macro grid level. In combination with the
Bgfix modification this presents no problem, and the velocity vector field remains close
to zero away from the fluxtube. In the plot using the unmodified base scheme it can be
clearly seen that the background atmosphere is moving downwards. In Figure 15.9(b)
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(a) without Bgfix modifica-

tion (coarse grid, 1.4 million
elements)

(b) without Bgfix modifica-

tion (fine grid, 2.8 million el-
ements)

(c) with Bgfix modification

(coarse grid, 1.4 million ele-
ments)

Figure 15.9: Velocity vector field for the exploding magnetic fluxtube problem
at time t = 2. The results show the importance of using a scheme that takes
into account the balance of the background atmosphere. Note that the vectors are
identically scaled in all plots.

we show a result using the base scheme, but this time all elements have been refined
down to level two before the start of the computation and are not coarsened beyond that
level during the simulation. This leads to a grid with approximately twice the number
of elements (2.8 million). A shift in the atmosphere is still clearly visible, although it
is not so extreme as in the simulation using the coarse grid. The fluxtube looks similar
to the Bgfix scheme approximation (but note the lower number of elements).

15.3.2 Efficiency of the Load Balancing Strategy

Figure 15.10 shows the effect of the load balancing routine on the mesh partitioning
for two different situations. Within each column, load balancing is performed exactly
once (between the pictures in the middle and on the bottom, see also the correspond-
ing periods in Figure 15.11). In Figure 15.10(a) we observe that load balancing leads
to an almost complete redistribution of the mesh, while in the situation shown in
Figure 15.10(b) the algorithm produces an equal distribution without significant alter-
ations in the mesh topology. To analyze the performance of the parallel algorithm, in
particular of the load balancing, we display in Figure 15.11 the graphs of the complete
temporal evolution of a number of quantities. In the upper figure we see that the total
number of elements increases during the simulation. This reflects the fact that the
fluxtube expands and that the (approximate) solution develops more and more struc-
tures that are detected by the mesh indicator. The increase in the total runtime is
proportional to the number of elements. This is the desired effect of the load balancing
strategy. The peaks in the total runtime occur each time load balancing is executed,
i.e. when condition (15.4) is satisfied. In the lower part of Figure 15.11 we show the
detailed evolution of the runtime and the number of elements close to a time where load
balancing is performed. Directly before the load is balanced, the maximum runtime
increases faster than the number of elements, while the minimum runtime stays more
or less constant. After load balancing both curves move in line with the number of
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K Sopt(K; 4)/τ Sopt(K; 4) S(K; 4) E(K; 4)

t ∈ [0, 6]

8 1.67 2 1.88 0.94

16 3.33 4 3.51 0.88

32 6.67 8 6.08 0.75

t ∈ [3, 6]

8 1.67 2 1.92 0.96

16 3.33 4 3.56 0.89

32 6.67 8 6.25 0.78

Table 15.2: Speedup and efficiency for the parallel code performed onK processors.
Sopt(K; 4) denotes the theoretically possible optimal speedup.

elements and the average runtime.

15.3.3 Efficiency of the Parallel Implementation

We perform computations on 4, 8, 16, and 32 processors with τ = 1.2 (cf. (15.4)).
In Table 15.2 we show the speedup S(K;L) and the efficiency E(K;L), fixing L = 4
(cf. Definition 3.5). We also include the optimal speedup Sopt(K;L) and a second value
that, under simplified assumptions, leads to a lower bound for the expected speedup.
As discussed in Section 15.1.2, we repartition the grid only if condition (15.4) holds,
i.e., using the parameter τ we allow the partitions to become unbalanced up to a certain
extent. The effect of this strategy can be observed in Figure 15.11, where we see that
the minimum and maximum runtime are allowed to diverge up to a certain degree
before the grid is repartitioned. In Remark 15.2 we already noted that condition (15.5)
can be seen as a simplified version of condition (15.4). First assume that we have
no load balancing, but that condition (15.5) holds with equality for all time steps.
Then the speedup S(K;L) is bounded from above by Sopt(K;L)/τ < Sopt(K;L). If
load balancing is performed using condition (15.5), a lower (theoretical) bound for the
speedup is given by

Sopt(K;L; τ) = Sopt(K;L)/τ . (15.9)

In Table 15.2 we observe a better speedup for the time interval t ∈ [3, 6] since the
(time) averaged number of elements is much higher than for the interval t ∈ [0, 6]. In
the optimal case the speedup S(K;L) should be the interval [Sopt(K;L)/τ, Sopt(K;L)]
as discussed above. In our results this is not always the case; this is not due to the failure
of the load balancing strategy, but rather to the fact that the costs of synchronization
cannot be ignored as we did in the derivation of the theoretical bounds.
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(a) t = 0.5, t = 1.85. and t = 1.9 (b) t = 6.2, t = 6.6, and t = 6.65

Figure 15.10: Effect of the load balancing algorithm during the simulation of the
exploding magnetic fluxtube. Each picture displays the generated mesh partitioning,
the fineness of the grid, and the relative size of the partitions. On the left and the
right we show two time sequences around points where the grid is repartitioned.
(a): In the first line the fourth partition (color: dark green) lies right in the center of
the domain and in this region the grid is refined due to the rise of the fluxtube. This
leads to an disproportional growth of the partition size, which is compensated by the
load balancing strategy. In this case load balancing leads to a complete alteration
of the grid partitioning.
(b): In this case the grid size increases in partitions number two and five (colors:
brown and light blue). This time the redistributions remain quite local.
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Conclusions and Outlook

We presented an explicit finite–volume scheme for solving the coupled system (1.19)
of radiation magnetohydrodynamics consisting of the system of magnetohydrodynam-
ics and the radiation transport equation. We implemented the scheme in one, two,
and three space dimensions, in a first and second order version on structured and un-
structured grids. The starting point of our discussion was a standard finite–volume
scheme for solving the equation of ideal magnetohydrodynamics, based on the very
efficient MHD–HLLEM approximate Riemann solver for a perfect gas pressure law.
We first modified this method to include more general pressure laws: in Chapter 7 we
presented a relaxation mechanism (ER scheme) that requires only a minor modifica-
tions of the base scheme since it uses the flux function for the perfect gas law. The
remaining modifications were aimed at improving the robustness and accuracy of the
scheme. In Chapter 8 we introduced different methods (GLM–MHD schemes) that
take the divergence constraint on the magnetic field into account; the method presented
in Chapter 9 improves the approximation of solutions near an equilibrium state (Bgfix
scheme). These methods require only small modifications of the flux computation
and were, therefore, easy to add to our base scheme. In fact, none of the modification
presented in this study are restricted to the finite–volume framework; they can be used
in other schemes as well. In Chapter 12 and Chapter 13 we studied methods ((C)ESC
schemes) for computing the radiation source term (1.19g). We found that the ESC
framework leads to very efficient schemes that can be easily coupled to a scheme for
solving the equations of magnetohydrodynamics.
To study the quality of our methods, we had to rely primarily on numerical tests since
analytical results for complex systems of balance laws are scarce. For an analytical
justification of the schemes, we studied simplified settings: for a scalar model problem
derived from the coupled system (1.19), we were able to establish the convergence
of a first order finite–volume approximation in L1; we studied the convergence of
the Bgfix scheme applied to a scalar balance law; furthermore, we have proven the
convergence in L∞ of our first order ESC approximation to the radiation transport
equation. Since we already presented a complete summary of both our analytical and
numerical results in Chapter 5, Chapter 10, and Chapter 14, we do not have to go into
detail here.
In the design of every part of our scheme, we followed two central guidelines. One
concern was their efficiency measured by the error to runtime ratio. The computational
cost involved in simulating the evolution of a plasma — including the energy transport
by radiation — is very high; therefore, the efficiency of the scheme is a central aspect.
Since our scheme falls into two parts, one for evolving the fluid quantities and the
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other for computing the radiation field, we studied these two parts separately. We took
care not to introduce any new stability restriction into the base scheme and not to
increase its computational cost either. For the solution of the MHD equations, the flux
computation is by far the most expensive part (cf. the following Figure). Since all the
extensions of the MHD part of our scheme require a modification of the numerical flux,
a significant increase in the cost of the flux computation would significantly reduce the
efficiency of the whole scheme. Therefore, it was one of our main concerns that our
modifications lead to very little additional cost.
The second guideline was that we wanted to develop a stable and robust scheme for
a wide range of applications. Therefore, we attempted to make good and analytically
justified choices for all the free parameters. In the case of some parameters that are
necessary for the local grid adaptation and for the CFL number, however, we still
have to make arbitrary choices. With a CFL number that depends only on the space
dimension (0.4 in 2d, 0.2 in 3d) the scheme remained stable in all our tests. The
parameters used for the grid adaptation depend to a certain extent on the setting of
the simulation and have to be determined by numerical tests. Here further analysis is
necessary to increase the efficiency of the scheme.
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the 3d algorithm during the simulation of the
fluxtube problem using a different number of
processors. All our methods for increasing the
performance of the finite–volume scheme lead to
a modification of the numerical flux function,
which is that part of the scheme that acts on
the surfaces of the grid and requires by far the
most computational effort. Therefore, an effi-
cient flux calculation is the most essential tool
for increasing the efficiency of the whole scheme.
The amount of parallel overhead (synchroniza-
tion/data exchange) increases with the number
of processors since we did not change the size
of the problem. However, the parallel overhead
takes up only a small percentage of the overall
cost.

Outlook

In the course of our cooperation with the group around Manfred Schüssler — part of the
DFG priority research program ANumE — Peter Vollmöller used many of the methods
presented here to simulate 2d magneto–convection in the solar photosphere as part of
his PhD thesis [Vol02]; together with Matthias Rempel (also a former PhD student of
Manfred Schüssler’s [Rem01]), we used the methods for the simulation of a 3d magnetic
fluxtube in the lower convection zone (cf. Chapter 15). We have not yet performed 3d
simulations of the solar photosphere. For this purpose we still have to incoperate a
method for approximating the radiation source term into our 3d code. The methods
presented here can be easily used in the 3d case, but further research is required to derive
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an efficient implementation: if we include the radiation transport, the computation of
the radiation source term will be by far the most expensive part of our algorithm. The
efficiency of the parallelization strategy using domain decomposition is uncertain, as
well, because the computation of the radiation intensity for a fixed direction µ requires
traversing the whole grid, and the radiation transport module may well result in an
unacceptably high amount of additional parallel overhead. To overcome this obstacle
and to derive an efficient method, we intend to use an iteration strategy similar to
the one used to cope with the periodic boundary conditions (cf. Chapter 12). This is
a promising approach since the hydrodynamic quantities undergo only slight changes
from one time step to the next, and, therefore, the change in the radiation intensity is
similarly small. Consequently, the intensity at one time step tn might be a sufficiently
good starting point for computing the intensity at the next time step tn+1. We sketch
the structure of the algorithm resulting from these innovations in the following:

Let the discrete fluid state Un on each partition be given, together with the
corresponding intensities Inm for m = 1, . . . ,M . Then on each partition

(i): compute Un+1 from Un and Inm,

(ii): compute In∗m using Un+1 in the interior of the domain and Inm as boundary
data on the inner boundaries,

(iii): exchange Un+1 and In∗m at the inner boundaries,

(iv): compute In+1
m using Un+1 in the interior of the domain and In∗m as bound-

ary data on the inner boundaries.

With this algorithm we have only one synchronization/data exchange step — thus no
increase in the parallel overhead — yet we solve the radiation transport equation twice.
In the second step of the algorithm, the hydrodynamic quantities in the interior of the
domain have changed while the intensity on the inflow boundary remains unaltered;
for step (iv), we use the same hydrodynamic quantities but new inflow intensity values.
We assume that we can compute an accurate approximation of the radiation field with
this strategy; the study of the 3d radiation transport solver is part of our forthcoming
work.
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